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Comments on the HP 48SX

Owner’s Manual
 

We welcome your evaluation of this manual. Your comments and
suggestions help us improve our publications.

HP 48SX Owner’s Manual

Please circle a response for each of the statements below. You can use

the Comments space to provide additional opinions.

1=Strongly Agree 4=Disagree

2=Agree 5=Strongly Disagree

3=Neutral

m | am satisfied with the product documentation.

m The manual is well organized.

m | can find the information | want.

= The information in the manual is accurate.

m | can easily understand the instructions.

= The manual contains enough examples.

m The examples are appropriate and helpful.

m The illustrations are clear and helpful. 123

s The amount of information is: too much appropriate too little

m The parts | refer to most frequently are:

Part 1: Building Blocks  Part 2: Hand Tools  Part 3: Power Tools

Part 4: Programming  Part 5: Printing, Data Transfer, and Plug-Ins

Appendixes  Indexes
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Notice

For warranty and regulatory information for this calculator, see pages 673
and 676.

This manual and any examples contained herein are provided “as is” and
are subject to change without notice. Hewlett-Packard Company makes
no warranty of any kind with regard to this manual, including, but not

limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a

particular purpose. Hewlett-Packard Co. shall not be liable for any errors

or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the
furnishing, performance, or use of this manual or the examples herein.

o Hewlett-Packard Co. 1990. All rights reserved. Reproduction,
adaptation, or translation of this manual is prohibited without prior
written permission of Hewlett-Packard Company, except as allowed under
the copyright laws.

The programs that control your calculator are copyrighted and all rights
are reserved. Reproduction, adaptation, or translation of those programs
without prior written permission of Hewlett-Packard Co. is also
prohibited.

o Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, 1989.
Permission is granted to any individual or institution to use, copy, or
redistribute Kermit software so long asit is not sold for profit, provided
this copyright notice is retained.
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How to Use This Manual
 

This two-volume manual is designed to be used with your HP 48SX
Scientific Expandable calculator in the following way:

1. Read chapter 1, “Getting Started,” to learn about the functionality,
power, and ease of use of the HP 48,

2. Read the rest of the chapters in “Part 1: Building Blocks”to gain a
fundamental understanding of HP 48 operations.

3. Then, use the table of contents to find other topics in which you’re
interested.

 

The Parts in This Manual

There are five parts in this manual:

® Part I: Building Blocks contains information fundamental to the
effective operation of the HP 48.

m Part 2: Hand Tools contains chapters covering useful HP 48 tools that

deal with topics like general math, complex numbers, vectors, and
calculator customization.

m Part 3: Power Tools contains chapters describing the built-in
applications that make the HP 48 so powerful—like the
EquationWriter, HP Solve, and Plot applications.

® Part 4: Programming covers all aspects of HP 48 programming.

® Part 5: Printing, Data Transfer, and Plug-Ins describes the processes of
printing data, transferring data to and from a PC or another HP 48,
and using RAM cards and application cards.
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The Conventions Used in This Manual

As you work through this manual, you’ll need to understand certain
conventions consistently used throughout both volumes.

Keys on the keyboard are always shown in a special, boxed
typeface— for example, the enter key is shown as [ENTER] and the
store key is shown as .

Menu labels, which are found at the bottom ofthe display and relate
to the keys on the top row ofthe keyboard, are shown in thelr own
special typeface —for example, FHETE, FEOE,and | HYE  
Variables are shown in text in italic typeface— for example, name.

Text that represents something from the display is shown in dot
matrix typeface— for example, the display message
Memorg Clear.

Programmable commands are shown in all uppercase letters— for
example, DUP, EVAL, and SIN.

 

For More Information

If you ever have a question about an HP 48 operation, you can look it up
in the alphabetical “Operation Index” in the back of volume II. There
you’ll find the name and description of the operation, the keystrokes to
executeit, and a page reference for more information.

Also at the back of volumeII, you’ll find a comprehensive subject index
that will direct you to information on any topic covered in this manual.

For those of you who plan to do extensive programming with your HP 48,
a Programmer’s Reference Manual (part number 00048-90054) is available
from your Hewlett-Packard dealer.
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Part 1

Building Blocks
 



 

Getting Started
 

 

Chapter 1 uses an interesting and fun example to get you started with your
HP 48 calculator. By working through the example, yow’ll get a feelfor
the power and ease of use the HP 48 offers.

The key features introduced in this chapter include:

w The EquationWriter application, which enables you to enter and view
equations in a form like you would see in textbooks.

Symbolic math, which enables you to obtain a general solution to a
problem as well as specific solutions at given points.

The Plot application, which enables you to view graphically math
functions and data, and then, while viewing the graph, to find roots,
intersections, local extremes, derivatives, slopes, and areas under the

curve.

The HP Solve application, which enables you to find numerical
solutions to problems without having to solve the equation explicitly.

Unit management, which, when you’re doing calculations with
compatible units, automatically takes care of unit conversions for you.

Also, throughout the example in this chapter, you’ll find short
explanations of concepts and terminology specific to the HP 48. These
interjections will help you develop a foundation for understanding the
calculator.
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Then, at the end ofthe chapter there are instructions for setting the time
and date, as well as some additional information about the calculator that
will prepare you to use the rest of this manual.

 

Turning the Calculator On and Off

The HP 48 is shipped with three AAA batteries already installed. When
you take your calculator out of the box, it’s ready to turn on.

Press to turn the calculator on. ([ON] is located at the lower-left
corner of the keyboard.) To turn the calculator off, press [] and then
[ON]. Since the HP 48 has continuous memory, turningit off does not
affect the information you’ve entered. To conserve power, the calculator
turnsitself off 10 minutes after you stop usingit.

While the calculator is on, acts as the [ATTN] (attention) key;it clears
any unprocessed information you’ve typed in and restores the calculator to
normal operation.

 

Adjusting the Display Contrast

Any time the calculator is on, you can adjust the display contrast by
holding down the key and pressing (darker) or (-] (lighter). Try it
now to get the contrast you like best.

 

Introducing the Keyboard

The HP 48 keyboard has several “levels.” Each key has a primary key
action shown on the key face— for instance, [ENTER], (+], (7], and [].
Three of the primary keys, when pressed, redefine the key actions to
match other sets of actions. The three keys are:

m (] (called the left-shift key), which activates the orange key
definitions above and to the left of each key.

m (] (called the right-shift key), which activates the blue key definitions
above and to the right of each key.

u (o] (called the alpha key), which activates the white, alphabetic key
definitions to the lower right of many ofthe keys.
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Thefollowing keyboard illustration highlights many of the keys that youw’ll
be using in the example in this chapter.
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Here is a description of the keys called out in the previous illustration:

1. evaluates an object.

2. stores an objectin a variable.

3. [«¢1][EQUATION] selects the EquationWriter application.

4. [€][SOLVE] selects the HP Solve application.

5. [a] activatesthe alpha keyboard.

6. [€] activates the left-shift keyboard.

7. (] activates the right-shift keyboard.

8. becomes the key when the calculator is on.

9. [«][UNITS] selects the Units application.

10. [€)[PLOT] selects the Plot application.

11. [«Q](EDIT] copies an object into the command line for editing.

12. The four cursor keys ([A], [¥], [»], and [«]) move the cursorin the
display.

 

Discovering the Power of the HP 48

Work through the following example to preview some of what the HP 48
can do. Readthe instructions, press the keys, and watch the display.

Example: Black Gold Ltd. The company you work for, Black Gold
Ltd., has been experimenting with a new process for turning waste plastics
into crude oil. After months of work, the research team gives you the
following rate model:

2 .
R = G°(1 + sin(PT))

14

where:

® R is the yield rate in gallons per hour.

®m G and P are process variables.

m Tis the time in hours.

Analyze the model using your HP 48. As part ofthe analysis, determine
how long it will take you to fill a 1,000-gallon tank with the oil produced,
given P of 4.2 and G of 12.
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Step 1: Turn on the calculator. (A quick tap that would execute other
keys won’t work with — it requiresa solid press.)
 

OME }
 

  

<
g
3
2
1
PHETZ] PROE]HYP[MATE[VECTR]ERZE] 

 

# This example assumes that no prior data has been entered
into your calculator. If one or more of the variables R, G,

Note P, T, RATE, or VOLUME alreadyexist, the example won’t
work. You can purge those variables (see page 114), or

change their namesin the example, and then do the example.

If the variables don’t exist, yet other data has been entered on the stack,

the example will work, but a few of your displays may appear slightly
different from those shown in this manual. If you want to clear your
display to match exactly the displays shown here, press [®][CLR] (the
blue,right-shifted definition of the [¢] key).

 

Step 2: Select the EquationWriter application. You’ll use this
application to enter the rate model in a form that looks just like an
equation in a book. Remember, left-shifted ([4q]) characters are orange
on the keyboard and right-shifted ([®]) characters are blue. For the
following keystroke sequence, pressing (4] assigns EQUATIONto the

key. So to execute [€q][EQUATION], you press the (€] key
followed by the key with ENTER written on it.

(1) (EQUATION
 

 

[PHETS]PROEHYP[MATE[VECTR]EASE
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Step 3: Key in the right side of the rate equation. Alphabetic entry
requires the use of the [a] key to activate the alpha keyboard. In this
manual pressing [a] before a letter (like G) is assumed and not shown as
part of the keystrokes. Therefore, to enter G in the keystrokes below, you
press [a], followed by the key, which has G printed in white just to
the right ofit. If you make a mistake, use [¢] to backspace overit, or use

to exit the EquationWriter application and start over.

G2€)1 EENP -
XTEFEE14 G(1+SIN(P-T))

 1.40

 

      TREEEEEN IEEe

Step 4: Enter the expression onto the stack. When you enter a
mathematical expression onto the stack from ihe EquationWriter
application,it losesits textbook form and takes on a form more common
to computers.
 

 

  

{ HOME }

3:
1: 'G"?*(HSIN(F’*T))/

EEERARGS 

The stack is simply a sequence of numbered (1:, 2z, Z:,...) storage
locations. At most, four levels of the stack are displayed at one time, but
the stack can contain many more levels. When you enter an object— that
is, a piece of data— onto the stack, it goesin level 1 and bumpsall the
other objects up a level. When objects are deleted or used in a
calculation, they are removed from the stack and any other objects drop
down to new levels accordingly. The rate expression you just entered
went onto level 1 of the stack.

Step 5: Name the algebraic rate expression RATE.
 

 

  

E] RATE { HOME }

4z
3:
%:

PRETS]PROE]NVP(HATEIVECTE]EncE |
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When you give an object (in this case an algebraic expression) a name,
you are storing that object in a variable. You can then use the name to
represent the objectitself.

Step 6: Since the rate model you were given involves a trigonometric
function, you need to select an angle mode. Set Radians mode. The

key is the left-shifted key found above the [1] key.
 

 

  

=D e 3
4:
J:

%5
CHEANTEE
 

When you pressed (¢q][RAD], the word FAL appeared near the upper-left
part of the display. It is one of several annunciators that appear at the
top of the display when the HP 48 is in certain modes of operation.
Another annunciator, d, appears when you press[a], telling you the
calculator is in Alpha-entry mode.

The FAD annunciator tells you that trigonometric functions will be
interpreted and expressed in radians. (Don’t do it now, but when you
want to leave Radians mode and go back to Degrees mode, you simply
press [€)(RAD] again, at which point the annunciator turns off.)

Step 7: Select the VAR menu.
 

VAR RAD
 

  Lrate]|[ 1||

When you pressed [VAR], the VAR menu appeared at the bottom ofthe
display. A menu is a temporary definition of the top six, white keys on the
keyboard.
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 Step 8: Recall the variable RATE to the stack. 'EHTEis the first
menu label in the VAR menu, so to execute (]FHATE,you press (]

followed by the first white key on the keyboard (the key with the white
letter A next to it).

()RATE

   

 

RAD
{_HOME }

3
1: iG;?*( 1+SINCP+T))~

Leate]1 111||

Now use the EquationWriter application to build the integral.

 

  

Step 9: Select the EquationWriter application.

[«7][EQUATION
 

 

Step 10: Set the limits of integration to be 0 (zero) and 7. The key
is the blue, right-shifted definition of the key.

*)JoTR
 

 

Step 11: Insert the integrand into the integral. [®][RCL] is located over
the key and,in this context,recalls the object from level 1 into the
EquationWriter application. (It takes a few seconds to display the
integral.)

(*)([RCL] T

G2(1+SIN(P-T))
1.4 0

 

a

 

(hevE]1| 11
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Step 12: Add the variable ofintegration, T.

BT
 

2
G {1+?TE(P¢J]dTU

 

Step 13: Integrate. The key evaluates an object, which in this
case is an integral.

EVAL
 

{R:gME }

Tt Gree(IxT+-C05
23T(P#1))1.4]
~(Gi2#(1*7+-CO0
)3T(P£T))-1.4]

(kete]|111]

 

  
Step 14: Evaluate it further to substitute the limits into the result.

EVAL
 

RAD
{ HOME }

23

12 'G*2#(T-COS(P*T)-P)
71.4-G"2#(-1-P)~1.4

lratef111[

 

  
Step 15: Sclect the ALGEBRA menu, and then simplify the equation
by collecting like terms. The key is the left-shifted definition
of the (9] key; CilLiZT is the first menu label in the ALGEBRA menu.

(«2)[ALGEBRA] LT
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Step 16: Namethe expression VOLUME. When you press (4] [SOLVE]
below, a menu with @ HEL  will appear at the bottom of the display.

   
key on the keyboard.

is the third menu label,so to execute it you press the third white

Also, note that the letters V, O, L, U, M, and E in the key sequence below

are Alpha-entry characters— however, you don’t need to press the [a] key
to enter them because |HEL  automatically puts the calculator into
Alpha-entry mode.
 

(«<9)[SOLVE) iHE} VOLUME [ENTER]

Step 17: Store the given values for G (12) and P (4.2).

12 [ENTER] (J G (STOJ
4.2 [ENTER] (] P [8TOJ

 

tion:
428571428..

 

 

 

  
{ HOME }
4:
J:
%:

IHHIIIIIE!IE@ 

When you pressed the first key in the sequence above, did you notice what
happened to the stack? The stack moved up in the display and the text
you typed appeared on the line below level 1. That lineis called the
command line .

Step 18: Sclect the Equation Catalog. The Equation Catalog contains
each ofthe algebraic objects you've created and named (thatis, stored in
a variable). When you named the rate and volume expressions, they were
automatically added to the Equation Catalog. This catalog lets you
choose the equation or equations to plot, solve, or edit.

 

 

RAD
{ HOME }
PEQ: 'VOLUME'
VOLUME: '.7142857142..,
RATE: 'G"2*%(1+SINC(P#..

 

 

PLOTR[ZOLVE]Ets EOIT [#STH]VIEM
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One of the equations listed in the Equation Catalog is EQ. EQ is a name
the machine automatically gives to the current equation— the equation it
usesin the Plot or HP Solve applications. Since the calculator uses this
name for a special purpose,it is called a reserved variable name.

Step 19: Create a list containing the rate and volume equations so that
you can plot them both at the same time.

v) v
 

   { VOLUME RATE X

EQ: 'VOLUME
VOLUME: '.7142857

PRATE: 'G~2*(1+SIN

 

 142..
C(P*..

 
PLOTR[ZOLME]Ects EMIT [$5TR]VIEW
 

Atthe top ofthe display is a list you just created using the | key; it
contains the names ofthe rate and volume expressions. A list is another
HP 48 object type and is delimited by ¢ . When you exit the catalog by
selecting an application from the menu, this list will become the current
equation. (You can also exit a catalog by pressing [ATTN].)

 

Step 20: Sclect the Plot application.
 

FELOTE Plot tage: FU CTON
EQ: LU

 

[ERHZE[DALRUTO[HENIYENGJINDEP]

Note the status information regarding the current plot type, the current
equation (EQ), the independent variable, and the x- and y-axis ranges to
be displayed in the plot. When you select an application, the HP 48
usually displays status information relating to the current values and
settings for that application.

Step 21: Change the x-axis display range to 0 to 10 hours.

0 (SPC] 10 Plot t FUNCTION
EQ: 3BLUI‘1E RATE >
Indep"

N 8 18
ys -3.1 3.2

[ERRZE[DRRL]AUTO[HENGVENGINDEP]|
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Step 22: Set T as the independent variable.

TIHBER PlottaB FUNCTI UN
EQ: LUME RATE
Indep-
%E 8 14
s -3.1 3.2

 

(ERASE]DERM|HUTD[HENIG[YENS[INDEP]
 

Step 23: Plot the two equations, autoscaling the y-axis.
 

 

 
EETRTl(TA(T

 

When the graph appears, you are in the Graphics environment. The term
environmentis used in this manual to describe a special state of the
calculator in which the keyboard has been redefined and a specialized set
oftasks alone can be performed.

Lookat the plot for a moment. Notice the regular cycles of the
production rate and the cumulative increase in the volume produced.

Before you go on to solve for T at 1,000 gallons, gather some other
information from these plots. For instance, find the volume at 6 hours of
production.

Step 24: Display the cursor coordinates. The two numbers that appear
in parenthesesin place of the menu labels represent the x- and

LK//

I(Sf'l‘lE.OIB‘(SSBB!)

 

 

  
The two numbers that appear are 5 (the x-coordinate) and 442.013455883
(the y-coordinate).
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Step 25: Press the [»] key repeatedly until the left cursor coordinate
increments to exactly 6. Each time you press (], the graphics cursor
moves and the x-coordinate value changes. Eventually you will see exactly
6 forits value. If you move the graphics cursortoo far, you can use [« to
back up.
 

TAVAVAVAVA
|(E,'l"|E.013‘155“3)

The [»] key is one ofthe four cursor keys (], [¥], («, and [A]) on the
keyboard.

  

Step 26: Return the menu labels to the display and select the FCN
menu. The operations in the GRAPHICS FCN menu let you analyze the
mathematical behavior of the plotted function.
 

  [ NGEEEA

Step 27: Calculate the volume at 6 hours of production. Some menus
have more than six entries, as in this case. The [NXT] key takes you to the
next page of a menu with more than one page. | ,which is on page
2 of the FCN menu, finds the value of the function atthex-
coordinate defined by the cursor location.

 

 

 

VAVAVAVAVAN
[F(x>: 617.1398229027   

At 6 hours, the total amount produced is approximately 617 gallons.
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Step 28: Restore the FCN menu, exit the Graphics environment, and
select the VAR menu.
 

 

  

A
4:

3:
1: F(x): 617.198229027
L1_IeeeefP ]5 [Ex[uOLU]

Pressing ([ON)) is the common way ofexiting special displays and
environments.

Step 29: Display the volume expression for editing. The [«q]([EDIT] key
copies an object into the command line for editing.

(«q)(EDIT
 

ALG PRG

 

{k:gME }

+. 714285714286%(-
COSCP*T)/P)+T)*GA2+
. 7142857142686/P*G™2
£IEIP[ZKIP3[£0EL[OELSINS s]-+5TH

 

    
 

Step 30: Make the expression into an equation by adding the left-side
variable V for Volume (for use later when you solve for 7, given a V' of
1,000). [=] is the left-shifted definition of the (0] key.

>V «lE kA
{ HOME }

12 'V=,714285714286% (-
(COSCP#T)/P)+T)*G72
51?14285?14286/P*G“

ISTGIPT

Step 31: Store the edited equation back into VOLUME.

 

 

  
  
 

RAD
{ HOME }
4z
3:
7

1: F(x): 617.198229627
L1feeer]PGEq[vwoLu)

Pressing [€q) before a VAR menu keystores the object in level 1 in that
variable, overwriting the previous contents. Pressing [] before a VAR
menu key recalls the contents of that variable to the stack.
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Step 32: Seclect the SOLVR menu in the HP Solve application. The HP
Solve application lets you solve for an unknown variable in an equation.

(«1)(SOLVE] VOLUME: 'V=.r14285714..
 

 

 

—
P
O
O
0

F(xd: 617.198229027
I 30 O O=e|

Notice at the top of the display that the volume equation is shown. When
you enter the HP Solve application, the current equation is displayed for
your reference.

     

Step 33: Since P and G have values already, you only need to give V' a
value to solve for 7. Enter 1000 as the value for V.

1000 | Vi 1000
 

 

 
 

: Flxd: 617.198229027
e10TsEEEnEEs|

 —
P
I
I
-

 
Step 34: Now solve for the time T thatit takes to produce 1,000 gallons
of refined product. In the HP Solve application, pressing [4q] before a
menu key solves for that variable, given the values stored in the other
variables.
 

Zero

4:
J:

2: F(x): 617.198229627
1: T: 9.417/508334381
CEICE10T6IEECHER|

With the given values for the process variables, it takes approximately 9.4
hours to produce 1,000 gallons of oil. (The message Zero at the top of
the display means an exact root was found.)

 

 

  

Step 35: What were the values ofthe process variables? Review the
equation and variablesto find out.

[«1)(REVIEW
 

'W=.714285714..

17508334381
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If you improve the process so that the process variable G has a value of

13.7, whatis the new time required to produce 1,000 gallons of product?

Step 36: Enter the new value for G.
 

13.7

 

 

N
W
-
H

O

 ¢ Flx): 617.1982290827
9.4

) 1
: T: 9.41758334381
COCE0T06IETE0T

Zero

fa
m—
y

Step 37: Solve for the new time.
 

 

 

4

3: F(x): 617,198229027
e T: 9.41/58334381
1' T: 7.45818356588

[ CE T16EECHR|

\.
D

   
If you improve the process as described, it would take about 7.46 hours to
produce 1,000 gallons— almost a 2-hour savings.

Asthe last part of this example, assume the 1,000 gallon tank (US gallons)
is full and you want to add that volume to another, larger tank that
already contains 2,500 liters of oil. Whatis the total volume ofoil in US
gallons when you combine the volumes from the two tanks?

Step 38: Seclect the UNITS VOL menu. The Units application contains
submenus (like the VOL menu) that themselves contain different types of
units. These unit menus can be used to append units to numbers
(creating unit objects) and to do math with differing units quickly and
easily.
 

 

 

  

[)UNITS {R:gms }
4:

3 F(w): 617,198229627
2: T: 9.417/58334381
1: T: 7.45818356588
(B]AEET
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NXT RAD
 

17, 1982296277.
.41758334381

I: T? 45819356588
ITRTTI
 

Step 40: Enter the volume with the units that need to be converted.
2500  

 

RAD
{ HOME }

4: F(x): 617,198229627
3: T 9.41/50334381
i T: 7.45818356568
1: 2obB_1
LJSuLUfSHLi]GhL@7PT

 

  
  

Step 41: Enter the volume with the units you want in the final answer.
 

 

 

RAD
{ HOME }

  

 

Step 42: Add them. Notice the unit conversion takes place
automatically.

(+)
 

¢HOMe3
it F(x): Gly, 198779827
3: 1: 9.41¢58334381

7.458183965882: T:
1: 1668.43081369_gal

[L5ALU[GRLC]AL ]&1 ]PT |

 

   
Thetotal volume of the combined tanks of oil is approximately 1,660.43
US gallons.

At this point, you don’t need to have the HP 48 in Radians mode any
longer,so press (49 (RAD] to turn off the FAL annunciator and return the
calculator to Degrees mode (its default state). Also, you can clear the
stack by pressing [](CLR].
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Setting the Time and Date

Before going any further,set your system time and date:

 

 

  

Select the TIME SET menu.

(«)TME) -SET { HOME ¥ 01204790 10:46:05P
4:
3z
%:

mmm-
 

Enter the current time in the form of hours/minutes/seconds
(HH.MMSS) using 24-hour format. (This example assumes the time is
5:35 pm. Substitute the actual time.)
 

 

 

  

17.3500 { HOME } 01/04/90 05:35:00P

4:
Iz
%:

mflm-
 

Enter the current date using month/day/year format (MM.DDYYYY).
(This example assumes the date is June 30, 1990. Substitute the actual
date.)

6.301990
 

 

HOME } 06/30/90 05:35:57P
 

  [20RT +TIM [hePrfialadfo0)

The date and time you just set are displayed in the upper-right corner of
the display.
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Now thatthe time and date are set, switch to the MTH menu. (Even
though the ticking clock disappears, the current date and time are still
being kept by the calculator.)
 

 

  

MTH
{ HOME }

4:
3:

%3
PARTZ]PROE]WP[MATRIVECTR]ERZE |
 

More information on system time, date, and alarmsis contained in

chapter 24, “Time, Alarms, and Date Arithmetic.”

Congratulations! You’ve completed a brief tour of some of the features
the HP 48 offers and you've set your system time and date. There’sa lot
more power to discover as you work through the rest of this manual, but
you’re off to a good start. The next material in this chapter will help you
understand other chapters better. Read the rest of this chapter before
going on to chapter 2.

 

Classifying HP 48 Operations

An HP 48 operation is any action the calculator can perform. In the
example in this chapter you executed numerous operations. (Every time
you pressed a key, you executed an operation.) Later on,it will be helpful
to know if an operation can be included in a program,if it can be included
in an algebraic object, and if it has an inverse or derivative. Therefore,
operations are classified by category throughout this manual:

m Operation: any action built into the calculator represented by a name
or key.

m Command: any programmable operation.

= Function: any command that can be included in algebraic objects.

m Analytic function: any function for which the HP 48 provides an
inverse and derivative.

Analytic functions are a subset of functions; functions are a subset of
commands; and commands are a subset of operations.
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HP48 OPERATI

 
SIN,for example, is an analytic function— it has an inverse and derivative,
can be included in an algebraic object, and is programmable. SWAP (the
command to swap stack levels 1 and 2), however,is just a command—it
can be included in a program, butit cannot go in an algebraic and has no
derivative orinverse.

For handy reference, the operation index in the back of volume II tells you
how each operation in the machine is classified. Also, throughout the
manual, HP 48 activities are referred to as operations, commands,

functions, or analytic functions where appropriate.
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Where to Go from Here

Now that you’ve worked through chapter 1, you'’re ready for a more
detailed look at the HP 48. For your convenience, this two-volume
manual is organized into five parts. You should read the rest of
part 1: Building Blocks to get a thorough understanding of the HP 48
basics. Then, depending on the types of problems you want to use the
HP 48 to solve,refer to the appropriate chaptersin part 2: Hand Tools,
part 3: Power Tools, part 4: Programming, or

part 5: Printing, Data Transfer, and Plug-Ins. The table of contentsat the
beginning ofthis manual contains a listing of all the chapters with their
main topics.

If, at any time, you desire specific information about an operation in the
calculator, you can refer to the operation index at the back of volume II
for a description of the operation and a page reference for more
information. There is also a large subject index at the back of volume II
to help you find specific subjects of interest.
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The Keyboard and Display
 

 

Chapter 2 describes the keyboard and display in detail. Understanding
the information in this chapteris part of the foundation you need to
effectively use your HP 48.

 

Organization of the Display

For most operations, the display is divided into three sections. This
configuration is called the stack display.

 

ALG
OME } Status area

and

{

3
Stack > {2

1
Command line !

H

FI+B ' 4
PaRT3] PEOE |HYP{MATRVECTR]ERGE |Menu labels

m The top section displays messages and status information.

® The middle section displays the stack and command line.

® The bottom section contains six menu labels that describe the current
function of the six menu keys at the top of the keyboard.
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The Stack

The stack is a sequence ofstorage locations for seeing and manipulating
data. Itis arranged in levels—level 1, 2, 3, etc. In general, you enter data

onto the stack and then execute commands to manipulate the data.

The stack display shows level 1 and as many additional levels as possible.
As you enter data, the stack grows to accommodate more information.
The number oflevels is limited only by the amount of memory available.

The Command Line

The commandline is used to key in and edit text. If you type in more
than 21 characters, information scrolls off the left side of the display, and
an ellipsis (. . .) appearsto tell you there is more information “to the
left.”

Example: Using the Stack and Command Line. The following
keystrokes show how the stack and command line are used to calculate

v 15+23.

 

 

  
 

 

Clear the stack.

(*)(CLR) { HOME }
4:
3t
:12:

PARTS]FEOE]HYPTHATRIVECTE]ERZE
Type 15 into the command line.

15 |15+
[PHET=]PROEHYP|HATE[VECTR]EnZE

Enter the contents of the command line into level1.

1: 15
PAET:]PROEHVP[MATE[MECTR]EASE]
 

Enter 23 onto the stack. Entering a second number “pushes” the 15 to
level 2.

23 2: %g

PARTZ]PRUENUP[MATRIVECTE]ENZE]
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Add the two numbers. The two values are removed from the stack and

their sum is returned to level 1.

l: 38
PHETE]PROEHYP[MATE[VECTR] ERZE
 

Now calculate the square root ofthe value in level 1.

1: 6. 1644140808297
[PAETZ]PROE |HYP[HATE[VECTR]ERSE |    

Keying In Numbers

Numbers are keyed into the command line. If you make a typing mistake,
use the backspace key ([¢]) to eraseit, and then retypeit.

To key in a negative number, type the digits of the number and then press

4]

To key in a number as a mantissa and an exponent:

1. Key in the mantissa. Ifit is negative, change its sign by pressing

FA).
2. Press [EEX].

3. Key in the exponent. If it is negative, press [*/=].

Calculate 10~23,

Enter -2.3.

23 1: 2 6. 164414088297

ZhERARIERIS

 

Complete the calculation.

(w107

 

- 8.09x 102
Calculate

481x107¢

Key in the two numbers.

8.09 [*/] [EEX] 12 [ENTER] 2=
4.81 [EEX] 6 [*/]
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Divide the two numbers.

&= 1:  -1.68191268191E18
[PHETS]PROEHYP[MATK]VECTR]EASE]

The Status Area, Annunciators, and Messages

Thestatus area displays:

® Annunciators that indicate the current status of the calculator.

m The current directory path. When you turn the calculator on for the
first time, the current directory pathis £ HOME Z. Directories
divide memoryinto parts similar to files in a file cabinet; they are
covered in chapter 7.

m Messages that inform you when an error has occurred, or that provide
other information to help you use the calculator more effectively.

The first six annunciators in the following table appear at the very top of
the display. The other annunciators and the directory path share their
“territory” with messages. When you clear a message,the directory path
and any active annunciators reappear.

 

(m HEWLETT
PACKARD

~

Annunciatorarea{ Bl B a @« X >

el {

M 3
essage area 2

!
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Annunciators
 

 

 

 

Symbol Meaning

&1 Left-shift is active (you pressed [€]).

r=a Right-shift is active (you pressed [*]).

d The alpha keyboard is active (the keys have their
alpha assignments).

() Alert; an appointment has come due, or a low battery
condition has been detected. See the message in the
status area for information. (If there is no message

displayed, turn the calculator off and back on. A
message describing the cause of the alert should

appear.)

X Busy, not ready to process new input. The calculator
can take up to 15 keystrokes in queue while busy and
then process them when free.

> Transmitting data to an external device.

RAL Radians angle mode is active.

GRAD Grads angle mode is active.

Fad Polar/Cylindrical coordinates mode is active.

Rad Polar/Spherical coordinates mode is active.

HALT Program execution has been halted.

224 The indicated user flags are set.

1UsR The user keyboard is active for one operation.

IZER The user keyboard is active until you press [€]{USR].

ALG Algebraic-entry modeis active.

FRG Program-entry mode is active.  
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Organization of the Keyboard

The HP 48 keyboard has six levels, each containing a different set of keys:

50

The primary keyboard, which is represented by the labels on the key
faces. For example, [+], [7], (ENTER], [TAN], and (4] are all keys on
the primary keyboard.

The left-shift keyboard, which is activated by pressing the [¥q] key on
the primary keyboard. A left-shift key is orange and located above
and to the left ofits associated primary key. To execute ASIN,for
example, you press the (6] key followed by the associated [SIN] key.

The right-shift keyboard, which is activated by pressing the [] key on
the primary keyboard. A right-shift key is blue and located above and
to the right ofits associated primary key. To execute —=NUM, for
example, you press the ] key followed by the associated key.

The alpha keyboard, which is activated by pressing the [a] key on the
primary keyboard. An alpha key is white and located to theright of
its associated primary key. Alpha keys are all capital letters. To
generate N, for example, you press [a] followed by the associated

key. When the alpha keyboard is active, the number pad
retains its numerical operations.

The alpha left-shift keyboard, which is activated by pressing [a] and
then [€]) on the primary keyboard. Alpha left-shift characters are
primarily lowercase letters, along with some special characters. To
type n, for example, you press [a], then [€], and then [STO]. (Alpha
left-shift characters are not shown on the keyboard.)

The alpha right-shift keyboard, which is activated by pressing [a] and
then [®] on the primary keyboard. Alpha right-shift characters are
Greek letters and other special characters. To generate ), for
example, you press [a], then [®], and then [NXT]. (Alpha right-shift
characters are not shown on the keyboard.)
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OO0OO0O00OoO
(ums) (pn) (csr) (o) (A ()
() (10) ) () (W) ()
(sm) (e0s) () () 9] [T
Cewren) (+1) (e (omt) (@)|
() () () o) ()
@)) ) ) ()
@)) ) ) =)
&)) (o) ()

Left - shift

Right - shift

    
Alpha

 

Primary 

 

   
 

To keep the HP 48 keyboard from appearing too cluttered, most of the
alpha left- and right-shift keys are not shown on it. For your reference,
the next illustration shows the alpha left-shift and alpha right-shift keys.
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Shifted Keys

L Alpha Left- and Right- J

 

For generating
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The Shift Keys

When you press [4] (left-shift) or (] (right-shift) to accessthe shifted
operations printed above the primary keys, the K& or [&d annunciator
turns on to indicate that left-shift or right-shift is active.

To cancelleft-shift or right-shift, press the same shift key again. Pressing
the othershift key overridesthe first shift with the second one.

The Alpha Keyboard

To activate the alpha keyboard and turn on the a annunciator, press [a].
This activates Alpha-entry mode for one character. For example, pressing
(@] then [SIN] types =.

You can press and hold down [a] while you type severalletters in a row.
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The primary (unshifted) alpha assignments are printed on the keyboard to
the lower right of each key. In addition, many keys have left- and right-
shifted alpha assignments. (All uppercase letters are unshifted, while
their lowercase counterpartsare left-shifted.)

Alpha Lock. Press [a] twice in a row to lock Alpha-entry mode.
Alpha-entry mode remains active until you press [a] again or [ENTER].

Lowercase Alpha Lock. You can lock lowercase Alpha-entry mode by
pressing [a](¥][a]. Then, when you press [a] (or [a](a]), you get
lowercase alpha characters and must use (4] to get uppercase. Try it now
to get a feel for how it works. ([4q][DROP] will clear any extraneous
characters you generate from your display.)

 

# Keystroke examples in this manual show the alpha
characters without the [a] key. For example, the keystrokes

Note for entering "HELLD" onto the stack are shown as (][]
HELLO [ENTER]. Even though it’s not shown in the

keystrokes, you still must activate Alpha-entry mode in one of the ways
described above before entering the alpha characters.

 

Generating Accented Characters

N
To type accented characters, use one ofthe five accent marks (*, *, 7, %,

and ") or the key in conjunction with a letter. These six keys are the
alpha left- and right-shift keys associated with the primary keys (7], (8],
and (9] (see the keyboard illustration on page 52).

To generate an accented character during text entry, type the letter and
then the accent. During editing, position the cursor to the right of the
letter and then type the accent. In each case, the letter to the immediate
left is changed.

Example: Typing Accented Characters. Key in the accented
character 4.

Keyin the lowercase letter w. (It’s the alpha left-shifted key associated
with (*/].)

y Y
(3500TNTOPP
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Keyin the - accent character. (It’s the alpha right-shifted key associated
with(7).)

g4
[0TNATEEDSR

Notice how the accent character didn’t actually show up alone. Instead,it
modified the originalletter to form a special accented character. Press
ATTN] to clear the command line.

The key and the accent characters can also be used to generate
certain special characters. The following table showsthe special
characters that can be generated using these keys:

 

Use [a](*] Use Any Accent Mark
To Change: To: To Change: To:

A A C c

3 a C s

E 14 r B

e ® d 3

0 @ P F

o # F ]  
 

 

The Attention Key

When the HP 48 is on, becomes the (attention) key.
Generally, (ATTN] halts the currentactivity:

m If the command line is present, [ATTN] cancelsit.

m If a special environmentis active, [ATTN] cancels it and restores the
stack display.

m If a program is running, [ATTN] aborts the program.
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Keying in Delimiters

The keyboard includes certain “punctuation” characters, called delimiters,
that identify different types of information you can enter. A piece of
information is called an object. For example, the (real) number 45. 3,
the unit value 14.7_p=i (delimited by _), the algebraic expression
'"A+E+C"' (delimited by two ' marks), and the vector [ Z;Z:4 ]
(delimited by [ 1) are different types of objects.

When an object has both opening and closing delimiters (for example, the
square brackets around vectors), the delimiter key types both delimiters
and then positions the cursor so that you can type the object between
them.

Objects and delimiters are covered in chapter 4.

 

Menus

A menu is a set of temporary definitions for the six blank menu keys at the
top of the keyboard. The current definitions of the keys are described by
the six menu labels at the bottom ofthe display.

 

4 )
HEWLETT
PACKARD

 

 

ALG

  Menu labels —

¢

238GI OIHREE
L i

¥ vV ¥V ¥¥ 3
Menu keys —>QADBDCDDDEDF

) () (o) (o) () ()
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Some menus have multiple sets of labels orpages. You can cycle through
multiple menu pages using the key.

If a menu label has a bar over the left side, it selects another menu.

Displaying Menus

Many ofthe keys on the HP 48 keyboard display menus. Some of these
menus contain more than six entries. Press to see the next “page”
of labels and [](PREV] to return to the previous page. Pressing
repeatedly eventually redisplaysthe first page. To go directly to the first
page from whatever page you're on,press [®](PREV].

In the following illustration of the MTH PROB menu, notice how
and [«][PREV] work:

 

 

 

  

Example: A Menu of Menus. The MTH menu is a menu that
contains other menus.

Press and notice that each menu key in the MTH menu has a bar
overits left side and, therefore, calls another menu.

MTH [PETE]PROEHYP[HATHYECTR]ERSE
 

Press one of the MTH menu keys and practice using and

(«] .

With a few exceptions, when you want to go to another menu, simply
press the keys for that menu—you don’t “get out” or “back out” of one
menu to go to another, you just go to the new one. (The special menus
that act a little differently are explained in later chapters.)
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Example: Using a Menu. Calculate 7!. The factorial function is
located in the MTH PROB (math probability) menu.

Key in the 7 and execute the function.

7 PROBE B 1: o846
[COME[PERM]¢[kiNo]kb2|

Switching to the Last Menu

There may be times when you are working primarily with a particular
menu, but need to use commands in another menu. For example, you
may need to leave briefly the third page of the STAT menu to use a
command in the second page of the MTH PROB menu.

When you switch from one menu to another, the HP 48 stores the identity
and page number ofthe last menu you were in. Pressing [*][LASTMENU]
(found overthe key) returns you to that menu. Menus of menus (such
as the MTH menu) aren’t stored as the last menu.

 

Display Modes

The display mode controls the format the HP 48 uses to display numbers.
(Regardless ofthe current display mode, a numberis always stored as a
signed, 12-digit mantissa with a signed, three-digit exponent.) The keys for
setting the display mode are located in the MODES menu ([+q](MODES)).
A boxin the menu label indicates that modeis active— for instance,

] eans that Standard mode is active.
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Display Modes
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

()(MODES] (pages 1 and 4):
 

 
 

iR

  

 

STD

FIX

SClI

ENG

 

Standard mode; displays numbers
using full precision. All significant digits
to the right of the decimal point are
shown, up to 12 digits.

Fix mode; displays numbers rounded to
a specified number of decimal places.
Real numbers on the stack are
displayed with digit separators—
commas (for period fraction mark) or

periods (for comma fraction mark).

Scientific mode; displays a number as
a mantissa (with one digit to the left of
the decimal point) and an exponent.

Engineering mode; displays a number
as a mantissa followed by an exponent
that is a multiple of 3.

Switches fraction mark (the character
that separates the integer and fractional
part of the number ) between period
and comma. A box in the label
indicates a comma fraction mark.
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FIX, SCI, and ENG require a numerical argument:

m Fix mode requires the number of decimal places.

m Scientific mode requires the number of decimal places in the
mantissa.

= Engineering mode requires the number of mantissa digits to be
displayed after the first significant digit.

Example: Changing Display Modes.

Display 12345.6789 rounded to two decimal places.

  

     

12345.6789 1 12,345.68
[«7)(MODES] 2 : mlamlmm

Switch to scientific notation with a 5-decimal place mantissa.

1: 1.23457E4
EELTIRROTBEETD

Switch to engineering notation with a 4-digit mantissa (3 digits after the
first digit).

 

1: 12.35E3
 

 

Return to Standard display mode.

 

1: 12345.6789
S0PNTT.0    
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The Stack and Command Line
 

 

The stack is a series of levels, each acting as a storage location for data.
As new data is entered, old data on the stack is “bumped” to higher levels.
The display lets you see at most four levels of the stack at one time, but
there can be many more levels in memory. The number of levels on the
stack is limited only by the amount of available memory.

The command line is closely tied to the stack. You use it to key in (or
edit) text and then to process it, transferring the results to the stack.

This chapter covers:

m Using the stack for calculations.

m Viewing and editing the contents of the stack.

m Using the command line.
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Using the Stack for Calculations

An Overview

You do ordinary calculations by entering objects onto the stack and then
executing the appropriate functions and commands. The fundamental
concepts of stack operations are:

m Commands that require arguments (objects the command acts upon)
take their arguments from the stack. (Therefore, the arguments must
be present before you execute the command.)

m The arguments of a command are removed from the stack when the
command is executed.

m Results are returned to the stack so that you can use them in other
operations.

One-Argument Commands

One-argument commands act on the argument (object) in level 1 and
return the result to level 1.

Example. Use the one-argument commands LN ([][LN]) and INV

((i7x)) to calculate 
In3.7°

First, calculate In 3.7. You do not need to press [ENTER] before executing
the command.

3.7 [ 1 1.38833281965
ZAECTATRErATRGES      

Calculate the inverse of the result.

L: . 764331518286
[PafT3] PEDEHiP[IHATHIVECT]EAZE
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Two-Argument Commands

Two-argument commands act on the the arguments (objects) in levels 1
and 2, and return the result to level 1. The rest ofthe stack drops one
level; for example, the previous contents of level 3 move to level 2. The

arithmetic functions (+, —, X, /, and *) and percent calculations (%,
%CH, and %T) are all examples of two-argument commands.

Examples. The following keystrokes show examples of two-argument
commands.

Calculate 85 — 31.

 

 

 

85 1: 54
31 CEERIEEs

Calculate V45 x 12.

45 1 808.49844/19
12 [x] [PRET:]PEOE

|

HVP[MATE[VECTE]ERZE

|

Calculate ———3 +9i . (Parentheses are the delimiters for complex numbers.)

(«)()] 5 [SPC] 9 [ENTER] 1: (1.23,2.23)
4[5 IRTEEAIEREE

Calculate 4.7!

4.7 (ENTER]

2.1 [ nmmmnmAL

Calculate 4V 2401.

2401 12 ?
4B [PAKTPROEWiP1ATH[VECTR]EASE
 

Using Previous Results (Chain Calculations)

Chain calculations involve more than one operation. The stack is
especially useful for chain calculations because it retains intermediate
results.
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Examples. The following examples demonstrate using the stack for
chain calculations.

Calculate (12 + 3) x (7 + 9).

  
    

12 ([ENTER] 3 (3] 2: 15

7 [ENTER] 9 (4] N———
Notice that the two intermediate results remain on the stack. Now,

multiply them.

(x) 1 §
flml:ml%
 

Now,calculate 232 - (13x9) + 3/.

First, calculate 23? and the product of 13 x 9.

23 (¢](x7 2t 529
13 [ENTER] 9 [x] 1: 117

 

G
5 [ENTER] 7 [3)

 

Add the two results.

 

Swapping Levels 1 and 2

The SWAP command ([€9][SWAP]) exchanges the contentsof levels 1 and
2. ([»] performs a SWAP when no commandline is present.) SWAP is
useful with commands where the order is important, such as — ([=]), /

(), and ~ ((2D).

 9
Example. Use [¢q)(SWAP] to calculate .

V13 +8

Calculate v 13 + 8:

13 8 1 4. 5825?569496
FEERENRAIEDE 
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Enter 9 and swap levels 1 and 2.

9 [«](SWAP]

 

Divide the two values.

= 1:

Clearing the Stack

The DROP command ([\q)[DROP]) removes the object in level 1. ([¢]
performs DROP when no command line is present.) The remaining items
drop down one level.

The CLEAR command ([](CLR]) clearsthe entire stack.

Recovering the Last Arguments

Executing LASTARG ([*][LAST_ARG]) places the arguments of the most
recently executed command on the stack so that you can use them again.

Example. Use [][LAST to calculate In 2.3031 + 2.3031.

First, calculate In 2.3031.

2.3031 [][CLN) 1: .83425684152
IRERITACNRIREGRS

Retrieve the argument of LN. ([LAST_ARG] is the blue, right-shifted
assignmentoverthe (2] key.)

 

(][LAST 2 .83425684152

Eml!flilflm‘?lj!@%

Add the two numbers.

3. 13?35684 152
    EEEI'IEI]ERE
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Example. LASTARG is particularly useful for more complicated
arguments. The following keystrokes calculate:

a2
[111]'[121]

Enter the two vectors and calculate the cross product. The CROSS
command is located in the VECTR menu (within the MTH menu).

(«a)[[7) 1 [SPC] 1 [SPC] 1 [ENTER] 1= [-1a1]

[«)(7 1 (SPC]flzm1 SRS 

 

Retrieve the two vectors.

(=) ([CAST ARG

 

Calculate the dot product.

 

2 [-181])
'ZF:D'-=3

 

Divide the cross product by the dot product.  = 1: [ =25 8 .25]
[iiv2 u]iz |s[ChOZS]00T ]Es |
 

Duplicating Level 1

The DUP command ([PRG] &TE ["UIE) duplicates the contents
of level 1 and pushes the other stack contents up one level. ([ENTER]
performs DUP when no command line is present.)

Example. Calculate (4.29,6.78)) + (4.29,6.78i)*.

Enter the first complex number.

(\J([()) 4.29 (SPC] 6.78 [ENTER] 1' (4.29,6.78)
[ivzizhisCh032]OUTwks 
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Duplicate the number.

2 (4.29,6.78)
I: (4.29,6.78)
FHHEDRKOTR

Raise the complex numberto the 4th power.

47 o (4.29,6.78)
I: (-2624.23748727,

     -3266.9629706%)
ITTWT

Add the result to the original complex number.

1: (-2619.94748727,
-3260. 18297°864)
DPWTTT

 

Displaying Objects for Viewing or Editing

Asintroduced in chapter 1, objects are the basic items of information that
the HP 48 uses and manipulates. You cannot always see all of the objects
on the stack—you can only see the beginning of large objects, and you
cannot see stack contents that have changed levels and scrolled off the
display.

There are three ways to view or edit objects:

= By using the [¥] key, which lets you view and edit the level 1 object in
the most appropriate environment. (The [®](¥] key lets you view and
edit the object stored in a variable.)

w By using the [\](EDIT] key, which lets you edit an object on the stack
in the command line. (The [](VISIT] key lets you edit the object
stored in a variable.)

m By using the Interactive Stack, which lets you view and editall levels
of the stack.

Whenever an objectis copied into the command line for viewing or
editing, these things happen:

m The EDIT menu is displayed, which provides operations that makeit
easier to edit large objects.

m Real and complex numbers are displayed with full precision (standard
format), regardless ofthe current display mode.
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m Programs,lists, algebraics, units, directories, and matrices are

formatted onto multiple lines.

m All the digits of binary numbers, all the charactersin strings, and
entire algebraic expressions are displayed.

Viewing and Editing an Object

m Pressing [€q)(EDIT] copies the object in level 1 into the command line,
where you can see the entire object and editit, if necessary.

m Pressing [¥] does the same thing as [«q] [EDIT], except not all objects
are copied into the command line— matrices are copied into the
MatrixWriter environment, and algebraic objects and units are copied
into the EquationWriter environment.

m Pressing [®][VISIT] with a stack-level number as an argument copies
the object in that level into the commandline for editing. For
example, 3 [*][VISIT] copies the object in level 3 into the command
line.

m Pressing [*](V] with a stack-level number as an argument does the
same thing as [*]([VISIT], except not all objects are copied into the
command line— matrices are copied into the MatrixWriter
environment, and algebraic objects and units are copied into the
EquationWriter environment.

Press [ENTER] to end the edit session and return the edited objectto its
original location. Press [ATTN] to end the session without change.

Viewing and Editing the Contents of a Variable

m Pressing [#](VISIT] with a variable name for an argumentlets you
edit the contents ofthat variable in the command line. For example,
‘EX1’ [](VISIT] copies the contents of the variable EX1 into the
command line.

m Pressing [](V] with a variable name argument does the same thing,
except not all objects are copied into the command line— matrices
are copied into the MatrixWriter environment, and algebraic objects
and units are copied into the EquationWriter environment.

Press [ENTER] to end the edit session and return the edited object to its
original location. Press [ATTN] to end the session without change.
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The EDIT Menu

If a command line is present, the EDIT menu is displayed when you press
(\)(EDIT]. Also, the EDIT menu is displayed whenever you perform a
viewing or editing operation as described in the previous section.

Certain operations in the EDIT menu use the concept of a word—a
series of characters between spaces or newlines. For example, pressing

skips to the beginning of a word.

 

EDIT Menu Operations
 

 

Moves the cursor to the beginning of the current
word.

Moves the cursorto the beginning of the next word.

 

Deletes characters from the beginning of the word to
the cursor.

Deletes characters from the cursor to the end of the

word.

  

Deletes characters from the beginning of the line to
the cursor.

Deletes all characters from the cursor to the end of

the line.

 

Switches the command-line entry mode between
Insert mode (# cursor) and Replace mode (B cursor).
A box in the menu label indicates Insert mode is
active.

 

Activates the Interactive Stack (see page 70).

 

    
Example: Viewing and Editing Objects. Enter several objects on
the stack, and then see and edit them as described.

Store the vector [ 12 3 ] in a variable named A4, and then recallA to the
stack.

(\J(LT 1 (SEC] 2 [SPC] 3 [ENTER]
(0 A [sTO] (VAR] ]   
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Enter a real number on the stack.

52 %= ‘A
: 22
Co[[||

Enter an algebraic object on the stack.

(+J[EQUATION] A [+] B [3]
C [¥7]) 2 [ENTER]

 

  
   

  

22
1: 'A+B-C"3'
Ca|[[[|

 

 

  

   
   

v

B
H+C—3U

|INNBB

Return to the stack.

J: A

es 3¢
1: 'A+B-C"*3'
IIAIe

0A[V
(] ] (] 4 [ENTER]

 

E0IT MEC €MD [MI0S503GO

Save the edited vector and return to the stack.

 [ENTER] 3: ‘A
s 22
1: 'A+B-C"3'
Ca[[[[|
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Now use the stack from this example to practice more editing on your
own. Try to exercise all the viewing and editing features previously
described in this section.

The Interactive Stack

The normal stack display is a “window” that shows level 1 and as many
higher levels as will fit. The Interactive Stack lets you:

Move the window to see the rest of the stack.

Move and copy objectsto different levels.

Delete objects from the stack.

u

n

m Copy the contents of any stack level to the command line.

n

m Edit stack objects.

n View stack objects in an appropriate environment.

The Interactive Stack is a special environment in the HP 48 where the
keyboard is redefined for a specific set of stack-manipulation operations
only. You must exit the Interactive Stack before you can execute any
other calculator operations (see “Exiting the Interactive Stack” on
page 74).

To activate the Interactive Stack, press [A] or in the EDIT
menu). This turns on the stackpointer, which pomts to the currentstack
level, and displays the Interactive-Stack menu. Use [4] and [¥] to move

the stack pointer up and down the stack.

 

 

 

 

   
  

{ HOME }

g: 1.2345

Current % % ggg%
stack level —>>|{p 2é45 3

|PICK |ROLL[ROLLDJLEVEL

Stack pointer
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The Interactive-Stack Operations. When you select the Interactive
Stack, the HP 48 keyboard is redefined and the Interactive-Stack menu
appears. If a command line is present when you select the Interactive
Stack, just the EC ey appears in the menu.

 

Most of the operations in the menu have equivalent programmable
commands, which are described at the end ofthis chapter.

Interactive-Stack Operations
 

ECHO

 
      

 

Copies the contents of the current stack level into the
command line at the cursor position.

Used for viewing the objectin the current level (see
“Viewing Objects,” following this table).

Used for viewing the object specified by name or
stack-level number (see “Viewing Objects,” below).

Copies the contents of the currentlevelto level 1

(equivalent to n PICK).

Moves the contents of the current level to level 1, and

rolls (upwards) the portion of the stack beneath the
current level (equivalent to n ROLL).

Moves the contents of level 1 to the current level, and

rolls (downwards) the portion of the stack beneath the
current level (equivalent to n ROLLD).

Createsa list containing all the objectsin levels 1
through the current stack level (equivalent to n
—LIST).

Duplicates levels 1 through the current stack level

(equivalent to n DUPN). For example,if the pointeris
at level 3, levels 1, 2, and 3 are copied to levels 4, 5,
and 6.

Drops levels 1 through the current stack level
(equivalent to n DROPN).   
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Interactive-Stack Operations (continued)
 

 
 

() [VISIT

Clears all the stack levels above the current level.

Enters the current stack level numberinto level 1.

Moves the stack pointer up one level. When prefixed
with [#|q], movesthe stack pointer up fourlevels
([«a)[PgUp] in the following keyboard illustration);
when prefixed with [], moves the stack pointer to

the top of the stack ([][Z] in the following keyboard
illustration).

Moves the stack pointer down one level. When
prefixed with (€], moves the stack pointer down four
levels ((«a)(PgDn] in the following keyboard
illustration); when prefixed with [], moves the stack
pointer to the bottom of the stack ([][¥] in the
following keyboard illustration).

Copies the object in the current level into the
command line for editing. Press when
finished editing (or to abort).

If the object in the current levelis a real number,
copies the object on the level specified by the integer

part of that number into the command line for editing.
If the object in the currentlevel is a variable, copies
the contents of that variable into the command line.
Press whenfinished editing (or to
abort).

Deletes the object in the currentlevel.

Selects the next page of Interactive-Stack operations.

Exits the Interactive Stack.

Exits the Interactive Stack. 
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The redefined keyboard looks like this:

HABH
PgUp A  pREV

OOOOWEgf

D@@D@D:Tfl

Exits Interactive C:] DE%QWD Deletes current

Stack () (@) tlevel

(JCoOCoCaCo

CJCJC O]

@COCOCICy

)6() ) () (

    

 

 

 

 

Exits Interactive

Stack
 

   

  

  

Viewing Objects. Within the Interactive Stack, the
you look at an object in the most appropriate environm
types other than matrices, algebraics, and units, pressing
equivalentto pressing [\q](EDIT]; it copies the object in the current stack
level into the command line and activates the EDIT menu. Press
to return the edited objectto its original stack level, or to end the
session without change.

When the object to be viewed is an algebraic object or unit, pressing
SMIELL automatically starts up the EquationWriter application and copies
the object into it; when the object is a matrix, pressing tarts up
the MatrixWriter application and copies the object into it.

  

 

()“TENalso enables you to view objects in the most appropriate
environment. However,like ((#](¥] in the normal environment,
[} TEHtakes an argumentofeither a stack-level number or a name.
If the currentlevel of the Interactive Stack contains a number, pressing
(]¢ uts the object on that level in the most appropriate
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environment for viewing; if the currentlevel contains a name, pressing

 

environmentfor viewing,.

Exiting the Interactive Stack. When you’re done, press or
to exit the Interactive Stack and display the changed stack.

After exiting, you can cancel any changes made in the Interactive Stack by
pressing [¢q)[LAST _STACK].

Example: Using the Interactive Stack. Use the Interactive Stack to
edit the contents of the command line by following these general steps:

1. Position the cursor in the command line where you want the text
placed.

2. Press [(¢q](EDIT] (If the command line has only one line,
you can press [A] instead.) The command line and EDIT menu
temporarily disappear. In their place the display shows the stack,
with the stackpointer (W) positioned at level 1, and the key.

3. Use [A] and [¥] to move the stack pointer to the desired level and
press |ECHI to copy (echo) the object into the commandline.

  

  

Put these objects on the stack.

1.2345 3: 1.2345
2.3456 23 2.3456

3.4567 mmRT3 "E4

 

Now, create the list £ A 1.2245 2. First, start the list.

QLA 3: 1.

 

Select the Interactive Stack.   (a) 3: 1.2345
2: 2.3496
1» 3.4967
(€cho]|[|||
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Move the pointer to level 3 and echo the object.

 

A 1.2395 +
[PAETZ]PROE [HYP[MATFVECTR]EAZE ]

 

Enter the list.

ENTER

   M
W

-
h

 

 

Using the Command Line

The command line appears when you enter or edit text (except when you
are using the EquationWriter or MatrixWriter applications).

Accumuilating Data in the Command Line

You can key any number of characters into the command line, using up to
half of the available memory. Use spaces, newlines ([](<2]) or

delimitersto separate text intended for distinct objects. For example, you
can key in 12 34 and then press to enter them onto the
stack, or to enter them and do the addition.

When the command line is present:

m Characters are normally inserted at the current cursor position.

® The cursor keys («], [»], [A], and (V] are active. (Sometimes the

command line occupies more than one line on the display.) The
right-shifted cursor keys ([][«, [][®], etc.) move the cursor far
left, far right, etc.

m [¢] erases the character to the left of the cursor.

u deletes the characterat the current cursor position.
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m («)(EDIT) displays the EDIT menu, which contains additional editing
operations. (If the command line has only one line, [¥] also displays
the EDIT menu.)

m If the command line has only one line, [A] selects the Interactive

Stack.

m [ENTER] processes the text in the command line, moving data to the
stack and executing commands.

Commands can be typed into the command line for subsequent execution,
as shown below.

Example. Calculate 12 - log(100) by including the LOG command in
the command line.

Key in the following command line:

12 100 (>][ENTRY] (](LOG]

 

  
12 188 LOG
CHAL HRTN[TITED SIS  

Complete the calculation.

    ENTER] (=] 1: 18
ALN[NITEOi

Entry Modes

Different entry modes make it easier for you to key in various object
types. There are four entry modes.

Immediate-Entry Mode. Immediate-entry modeis the default mode.
In Immediate-entry mode, the contents of the command line are entered
immediately when you press a function or command key (such as [+],

(SIN],or [STOJ.)

Algebraic-Entry Mode. (Indicated by the ALG annunciator.)
Algebraic-entry mode is used primarily for keying in names and algebraic
expressions for immediate use. It is activated when you press []. In
Algebraic-entry mode, command keys act as typing aids (for example,
[SIN] types SIH( ). Other commandsare executed immediately— for
example, or (9][PURGE)).
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Program-Entry Mode. (Indicated by the FRG annunciator.)
Program-entry mode is used primarily for entering programs and lists,
and is activated when you press [|](«»] or [(][{3]. Program-entry
modeis also used for command-line editing ([+q][EDIT] and [*][VISIT)).
In Program-entry mode, function keys and command keys act as typing
aids (for example, [SIN] types SIH and types 5T0). Only non-
programmable operations are executed when you press a key— for
example, [ENTER], [VAR], or [](ENTRY].

Algebraic/Program-Entry Mode. (Indicated by the ALG and FEG
annunciators.) Algebraic/Program-entry mode is used for keying
algebraic objects into programs. It is automatically activated when you
press [] while in Program-entry mode. In Algebraic/Program-entry
mode, function and command keys behave as they do in Algebraic-entry
mode (for example, [SIN] types SIM( ). Pressing a command key (for
example, [STO]) restores Program-entry mode.

Changing Entry Modes Manually. Pressing [](ENTRY] switches
from Immediate-entry to Program-entry mode, and between Program-
entry and Algebraic/Program-entry modes.

   

         

Immediate )ENTRY] Program [) [ENTRY] Algebraic / Program> S
entry enty |l@&——"— entry

(] [ENTRY

(] (ENTRY] allows you to accumulate commands in the command line.
For example, you can manually invoke Program-entry mode to enter

4 5 + [ into the command line, and then press to calculate V9.
This key also makesit easier to edit algebraic objects in programs.

Recovering Previous Command Lines

The HP 48 automatically saves a copy of the four most recently executed
commandlines. To retrieve the most recent command line, press

(«)[CASTCMD)] (found overthe (3] key). Press (€][LAST
repeatedly to retrieve the other saved command lines.
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Other Stack Commands

The following table describes additional commands from the PRG STK
menu that are programmable and that manipulate the stack.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Example
Command/Description

Input Output

DEPTH Returns the number =: I 16
of objects on the stack. 21 16 2: tH1

1: Al 1 2

DROP2 Removes the 3t 2| =
objects in levels 1 and 2. 2: 1@ 2=

1: a1 12

DROPN Removes the firstn 4: 123 4:
+ 1 objects from the stack (n =: 456 3:
is in level 1). 21 7E9 2:

1: 20 1: 125

DUP Duplicates the object = 3 zzz
in level 1. z2: 232 2: 543

1: 543 1: 543

DUP2 Duplicates the 41 4: A
objects in levels 1 and 2. It 31 2y 30

2 R 2 A
1: (2,32 1 L2y 30

DUPN Duplicates n objects &: A1 123
on the stack, starting at level S: 51 45
2 (nisinlevel 1). 41 1zz 4 Fa9

o 456 2 12%

2 yee e 45e

1: 211 vag
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Command/Description
Example
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Input Output

OVER Returns a copy of the =: =H 'AE"
object in level 2. 2: B' 2: 1224

1: 234 1: 'AE"

PICK Returns a copy ofthe 4: 12z 4: 12z
objectinleveln + 1tolevel1 =: 456 31 456
(nisinlevel 1). 2: 7E9 2: 7E

1: 2] 1: 122

ROLL Moves objectinlevel 5: 555 S
n + 1tolevel 1 (nisinlevel 4: 444 42
1). I 233 2

2t 222 |2t

1: 41 1:

ROLLD Rollsdowna =H 12 &
portion of the stack between S: 24 5t 1z
level 2and leveln + 1 (nisin 4: SE 4: 20
level 1). E=H Fa s a4

1: 4| 1: 7

ROT Rotates the firstthree =: 1z =: 34
objects on the stack Z: a4 2 SE
(equivalentto = ROLL). 1: 56| 1 1z    
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Objects
 

 

The basic items of information the HP 48 uses are called objects. The
HP 48 can store and manipulate various fypes of objects. For example,
you enter a real number, matrix, or program onto the stack as a single
object. Here are the HP 48 object types:

Real Numbers Programs Directory Objects
Complex Numbers  Strings Backup Objects
Binary Integers Lists Library Objects
Arrays Graphics Objects XLIB Names
Names Tagged Objects  Built-In Functions
Algebraic Objects  Unit Objects Built-In Commands

Many HP 48 operations are the same for all object types; for instance, you
use the same procedure to store a real number, matrix, or program.
Some operations apply only to particular object types— for example, you
cannot take the square root of a program.

This chapter introduces the HP 48 object types, shows some examples of
how they are used, and covers some commands that manipulate objects.
Each object type is covered in more detail in other chapters.
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Real Numbers

The numbers 12, -Z.&, and 4.7E18 are examples of real numbers.
The following illustration shows the range of real numbers the HP 48 can
store.

Numbers Other Than 0 That the HP 48 Can Store

Overflow / Underflow\ Overflow
eP

! !
-9.99999999999 x 10"'99 9.99999999999 x 104

-1x10-499 0  1x10-499

 

99

 

Complex Numbers

A complex number is represented by a pair of real numbers delimited by
parentheses. Complex numbers can be entered or displayed in
rectangular or polar form:

m Rectangular form: x + iy, displayed as <x,y>.

m Polar form: (re’?), displayed as ¢r, £87.

Complex numbers are also used to represent the coordinates of a point in
two dimensions.

Example. Add the complex numbers 14 + 9 and 8 — 12.

If the R<Z or R« annunciator is on, press [][POLAR] to set
rectangular coordinates mode.

Enter the complex numbers into levels 1 and 2. Use a space to separate
the real and imaginary parts.

       
0] 14 675 9 ERTER 2: 143
(=)t 8 [sPe] 12 (-] [ENTER] SARARR
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Add the two values.

L: K2Za-3)
(TS(GTN(A(TR AB
 

Complex numbers are covered in chapter 11.

 

Binary Integers

HP 48 binary integers are unsigned integersthat represent a sequence of
bits. They are delimited by a # character preceding the number and by
an optional lowercase letter (h, d, o, or b) that identifies the current base.

You can enter binary integers in hexadecimal, decimal, octal, or binary
base. The binary base ode, set in the BASE menu (displayed by

 

pressing [MTH] ), determines which base is active.

Example. Calculate B17,4 + 47;. Display the result in hexadecimal

base.

Select hexadecimal base and enter the two values. Append the lowercase
letter o ([a] [E]O) to the octal value to specify its base.

:
(>)(#] B17 [ENTER]
()(#] 470 [ENTER]

Add the two values.

  

 

IIEEI!E!EIZI

Press o return to decimal base.

 

Binary integers are covered in chapter 14.
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Arrays

Arrays can be one-dimensional (vectors) or two-dimensional (matrices).
The delimitersfor arrays are square brackets ([ 1). The HP 48
MatrixWriter application helps you enter and edit matrices.

Example. Multiply the following matrix and vector.

1-20

a5 -3 x[212]

Enter the vector [212]. Use spaces to separate the components.

(«)([1) 2 (SPC] 1 (SPC] 2 [ENTER] 1: [212]
PHRTE]PROEHVP[HATH[VECTH]ERSE]

Now use the MatrixWriter application to enter the matrix. First, select
the MatrixWriter application.

() [MATRIX

E0IT VEC€HID[HID350+504

 

Enter the first row.

1 [ENTER
2 ENTER
0 [ENTER

-4:

IROKT

 

Start a new row and enter the three values. You can enter them one at a

time, or you can enter them all at once by separating them with spaces.

™
4 [SPC] 5 [SPC] 3 [*/] [ENTER]

EDIT VEC €10 [MID+503S04
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Now enter the matrix into level 1.

2 [212]
1: [[1-281]

[45-31]
PHET:[PROERYP[MATR]VECTR]ERSE]

To do the multiplication, the matrix must be in level 2 and vector must be
in level 1, so swap the levels. (Pressing [»] when no commandline is
present is the same as pressing (€][SWAP).)

      
    

     
  

> % (l1-28 E 2[1425'1

[PHET:]PEOE |HYP[MATE[MECTR]ERZE]

Multiply them.

(x) 1: [B7]
[PHET:]PROEHVP[HATH[VECTR]EAZE]

Arrays are covered in chapter 20.

 

Names

Names are used to identify variables. If you want to put a name on the
stack without evaluating it, enclose it between ' (tick) characters.

Example. Enter the namesA1 and B1 and multiply them.

Enter the names on the stack. The ALG annunciator comes on when you
press [J.

() A1 [ENTER]     o1 ‘AL
    
1 . ! 1

0es [PHET:]PROEHYP[HATR[WECTE]ERZE

Multiply the two names.

x] 1 FI1*B 1 '
PHET:]PROE |HYP[HATH[VECTR]EAZE |
 

The result is an algebraic expression containing the two names.

Variable names are covered in chapter6.
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Algebraic Objects

Algebraic objects, like names, are delimited by two ' marks. Algebraics
represent mathematical expressions and, on the stack, have a conventional
“computer form” like these two examples:

'PERIOD=2%nw*J{LENGTH-G>"'

b M4 "
AACZEACIHCOS(K

The EquationWriter application helps you enter and manipulate algebraic
objects by displaying them as they might appear printed in a book. For
example, this is how the PERIOD equation above would look in the
EquationWriter environment:

 

PER1OD=2+- EENGTHG

 

[ERAZE[DFAL |AUTO[HENG[YENG[INDEP]

Algebraic objects, often referred to as algebraics in this manual, are
covered in chapter 8; the EquationWriter application is covered in chapter
16.

 

Programs

Programs are sequences of commands and other objects enclosed by the
delimiters # and =. For example, given a real number argument in level
1 representing the radius, this program computes the area of a circle:

# SR omw *HUM * o®
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The delimiters prevent the commands from being executed as you enter
them. Instead, they are executed later when you evaluate the program
object.

Programming is covered in part 4 (chapters 25 through 31).

 

Strings

Strings are sequences of characters, usually used to representtext in
programs. They are delimited by quotation marks. For example, you can
enter the string "Mirnor of a Matrix" onto the stack and then print
it.

A counted string is an alternate string form in which the number of
characters is specified. Counted strings are prefaced with C# n, where n
is areal integer. C# designates that the string is a counted string, and n
specifies the number of characters to be gathered into the string. For
example, entering C# 7 AEC DEF GHI from the command line results
in the creation ofthe string "AEC DEF". The leftover GHI is entered
as a name,just like it would be entered if it were on the stack by itself.

Another form of the counted string is to preface the string with C# #.
This form specifies that all characters remaining on the commandline are
put into the string.

 

Lists

Lists are sequences of objects grouped together, delimited by braces— for
example, £ ¥ © 1 Z. Lists allow you to combine objects so they can be
manipulated as one object.
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Graphics Objects

Graphics objects encode the data for HP 48 “pictures,” including plots of
mathematical data, custom graphical images, and representations of the
stack display,itself. They are created by certain plotting commands, and
are viewed in the Graphics environment. They can also be put on the
stack and stored into variables. On the stack, a graphics object is
displayed as:

GEAFHIC nxm

where n and m are the width and height in pixels. (A pixel is one dot in
the display.)

Creating and manipulating graphics objects is covered in chapters 18 and
19.

 

Tagged Objects

A tagged object consists of an object combined with a tag that labels that
object. Tagged objects are keyed in as:

1tag: object

The colons delimit the tag. When a tagged object is displayed on the
stack, the leading colon is dropped for readability.

Example. Enter the complex numbers (2,5) and (4,9) with tags B1 and
B2, and then calculate the product.

Enter the tagged objects.

()] B1 ] [(\)[©)) 2 [1]() 5 [ENTER]
()] B2 ] (\)([()] 4 (][ 9 [ENTER]

 

Calculate the complex product.

() 1 (-37,38)
PHETS]PROE |HVP[MATHVECTR]EAZE ] 
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The tags were ignored by[x].

Tagged objects are particularly useful for labeling the contents of variables
and program output (see chapter 29).

 

Unit Objects

A unit object consists of a real number combined with a unit or unit
expression. The underscore character (_) separates the unit from the
number—for example, Z_r and 26.7_ka¥mn"~2/5"2.

Example. Calculate the following:

50.8 ft
s 

25s

Enter the unit objects 50.8 ft/s and 2.5 s.

 

50.8 [E)[UNITS) LENG~ FT - 2: 58.8_fts
(QJONTS):TIHME ()= : 2.9_5
25i

Divide the two values.

= 1: 28.32_ft-s"2

Algebraic expressions can contain unit objects. Here is an example:

g, 25_ka¥mt2osio011L 5_ka¥mesd !
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When units are included in algebraic objects, the EquationWriter
application helps you enter, edit, and manipulate them. Here is the same
expression as it is displayed by the EquationWriter application :

 

2

[4. zs_m—]
S

  
11.5.kan |

S

FREAITERIEA
 

Unit objects are covered in chapter 13.

 

Directory Objects

The HP 48 uses directory objects to set up hierarchical directory
structures for data you store. Directory objects are covered in chapter 7.

 

Additional Object Types

Three object types involve operations with plug-in cards (covered in
chapter 34):

m Backup objects. They are created when you store objects in a plug-in
memory card.

m Library objects. A libraryis a directory of commands and operations
that are not built into the calculator. Libraries can be provided by a
plug-in application card, or they can exist in built-in or plug-in RAM.

m XLIB names. These are objects provided by plug-in application
cards.
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Two objecttypes describe the HP 48 built-in command set. You can think
of them as built-in program objects.

m Built-in functions— for example, SIN and LN.

® Built-in commands—for example, DUP and DRAW.

 

Commands that Manipulate Objects

The HP 48 contains commands for assembling, disassembling, and
modifying portions of objects. These commands (except +) are located in
the PRG OBIJ(program object) menu ([PRG] =GEJ).

 

 

 

 

  

   

Example
Command/Description

Input Output

+ ([#)) Combines two 21 A2
strings orlists, or adds an 1: 22 |1 LR 23
objectto a string orlist.

z "REC" 2t
1: "DE" 1: "AECDE"

—ARRY ) Stackto =: 2]z
array; combinesreal or 2 9|z
complex numbers into an n- 1: 201 [z 21
element rectangular vector or
a matrix of dimensions n by 7 1] 5
m. (nor ¢tnmXisinlevel 1) &: 2| 4:

4: 4 z:
= 5] 1 [f1 21
o & 2 4]

1: {3232 S £11

CHR Character; returnsthe 1: 1468 1 Mt
character corresponding to
the character code. (See the
characterset in appendix C.)   
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Example
 

 

 

 

 

    

Command/Description
Input Output

C—R Complexto real; 2: 2 z
separates a complex nhumber 1: (2,32 1: 3
(or complex array) into two
real numbers (or real arrays)
representing the real part and
the imaginary part.

DTAG Delete tag; removes 1: A:i1z23 1: 123
the tag from a tagged object.

EQ— Equation to stack; 21 2 A
splits an equation into its left 1: "A=B+C' 1: "E+C
and right sides.

2 2 'E+C

1: 'B+C 1: a

GET Getsthenth (inlevel 1) = [4 5 61| 2:
element of a vector, matrix, or 1: 2| 1 5
list, orthe <n mZ element of
a matrix. 2: [[4 5 &1

v & 2311 |2

1: 4] 1: ¥

2 [[4 5 8]

v 28 211 |2

1: {21 ) 1: T

=Y AELC z

1: 2] 1: B!
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Command/Description
Example
 

 

 

    

Input Output

GETI Same as GET, except =: =H [4 5 &1
also returns the vector, 23 [4 5 61 |2: 3
matrix, orlist to level 3 and 1: 2] 1: 5
n + 1tolevel 2, or the array
to level 3 and the next array =H 3 [[4 5 &1
elementtotherighttolevel2. 2: [[4 5 & [v & 211

[V & 211 2: 5

1: 41 1: T

3 2 [[4 5 &1

2 [[4 5 8] [¥ & 211

¥o2 911 |z2: L2323

1: 2z 3|1 g

—LIST Stackto list; creates =: "H+ZY 3t
a list containing n (in level 1) 23 TR 2
objects. 1: 21 LrE+Z

NUM Returns the character 1: "AY |1 £5
code corresponding to the
character.
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Example
 

 

    
 

Command/Description
Input Output

OBJ— Obiject to stack; z: 2: 4
separates a complex number, 1: (4,52 1 S

array,orlist into its elements
(same as C—R, ARRY—, and =: 3: o
LIST—); for arrays and lists, 2t 23 3
also returns the number of 1: L 29 1]1: {27
elements or dimensions to
level 1. For strings, removes 4: 5 1
the string delimiters and i 41 2
executes the contents as a z: 3 5

command line (same as 1: (L 121 |2 £
STR—). LS5e 111 22z

Foralgebraics, separatesthe 4: 41 1
outermost function and its o a1 o

arguments. o o Py

. 1: 11 2 4%>)1: 3
For units, separates the

number_and the unit 1ivs =0 o2 &0 1 =5
expression.

For tagged objects, separates i‘ i . E .
the tag and the object. - ;: "

1: 'A + B' |1t +
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Command/Description 

 

 

 

   

Input Qutput

POS Position of anobjectin 2: ¢ A 2 © | 2:
a list, or position of one string 1: 'crf 1 3
within another.

2: "ABCDEFG" |2:

1: "DE" 1: 4

PUT Replaces the nth a: (4 5 613
element of a vector, matrix, or =: 2|z

list, or the <n mZ element of 1: 7|1 [4 7 &1

a matrix, with the contents of

level 1. (nor tnmzisin 2 [[4 5 &1 |2
level 2.) [F & 911 ]|&2

2 4 1: [[4 5 &]

1: 2 [z 2 211

It L7 a2 3|3

1: 'R 1 7R 92

PUTI Same as PUT, except =: (4 5 &1 |3

also returns the list to level 2 2: 21 2: [4 7 &1

and n + 1tolevel 1, or the 1 7l 2

array to level 2 and
£nm> + 1tolevel 1. 2 [[4 5 &1 2

[V & 211 |2 [[4 5 &]

2 4 [2 2 211

21 1: 5

I L7 89 | 3

2 2| 2: TR 9

1: 'A' 1: =
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Command/Description
Input Output

REPL Replace; replaces a Z: {A B C DX)|=
portion of a list or string in Z: 2| 2:
level 3. Takes the 1: LF G |1 §AF G D
replacement object from level
1 and the position in the list or =: A E I 3
string to start the replacement = 2|2

from level 2. (How REPL 1: iF i 1: {AEBF G
works with graphics objects is
described in chapter 19.) Z T B| =

z 18] 2

1 fF G |1: {AEF G

R—C Real to complex; z -7 |2
combines two real numbers 1: -2 1: (=Fa=22
or arrays into a complex
number or complex array.

SIZE Number of elementsin 1= L& 2 %> 1: 3
a list; number of characters in
a string; dimension of an 1: "RECDEFG" 1: v

array; and size of a graphics
object. 1: [[4 5 &1 1 2 2

[V 2 211

z # &d

GREAFHIC &x12 1 #12d

—8TR Object to string; 1 '"A+E' 1 "TH+E'"

converts an object to a string.
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Example
 

 

 

  

Command/Description
Input Output

SUB Subset of a list or 2t CABCT|E
string. The positions of the z: z|e
beginning and ending 1 =1 LB C X
elements are in levels 2 and 1.

zZ: "RBCDEFG" 2=

z 3|2

1 5|1 "CDE"

—TAG Stacktotag; z 122 2:
combines two objects to form 1 Walue!' 1:Valus: 123
a tagged object.

—UNIT Stack to unit; 2 g5 2
assembles a scalar from level 1: 17_m 1 25_m
2 and a unit expression from
level 1 to form a unit object.    
 

GET, GETI, PUT, and PUTI allow name arguments in place of the array
argument. For example, evaluating 'A1' Z GET returns the second
element ofA1; evaluating 'AZ' 2 "AEC" FUT replaces the second
element in42 with “ABC”.
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Object Types

Determining Object Types

There are 20 types of objects used in the HP 48. Each object type is
represented by an integer.

Object Type Numbers
 

 

 

Object TYPE Object TYPE
Number Number

Real number 0 Binary integer 10

Complex number 1 Graphics object 1

String 2 Tagged object 12

Real array 3 Unit object 13

Complex array 4 XLIB name 14

List 5 Directory 15

Global name 6 Library 16

Local name 7 Backup object 17

Program 8 Built-in function 18

Algebraic object 9 Built-in command 19  
 

   
The TYPE command ([PRG] | {iE.} [NXT

representing the type of object in level 1.
.)returns a number

The VTYPE command ([PRG] =©TE.J YIYEE) returns a
number representing the type of object stored in a variable. The
command takes the variable name as its argument. VIYPE returns —1 if
the variable doesn’t exist.
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Separating Variable Names by Object Type

The TVARS command ([$q][MEMORY] THHRS) accepts an object
type numberas an argument, and returns a list containing the names of
variables in the current directory containing that object type. For
example, pressing | with 2 in level 1 returns a list of all the names
of variables containing programs. If no variables contain that objecttype,
TVARSreturns an empty list to the stack.

  

 

Evaluating Objects

Evaluation is the fundamental calculator operation for prodding an object
into action. Evaluation is often implicit in calculator operations— it
happens when commands are executed, programs are run, etc. Objects on
the stack can be explicitly evaluated by executing the EVAL command
(represented on the keyboard by [EVAL)).

Theresult of evaluating an object can be a sequence of subsequent
actions, which can include further evaluations. The following table
describes the effect of evaluating different objects.

 

Obj. Type Effect of Evaluation
 

Local Name Recalls the contents of the variable. If

appropriate, the contents can then be explicitly
evaluated using the EVAL command.
 

Global Name Calls the contents of the variable:

m A name is evaluated.

m A program is evaluated.

= A directory becomes the current directory.

m Other objects are put on the stack.

If no variable exists for a given name, evaluating
the name returns the quoted name to the stack.    
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Obj. Type Effect of Evaluation
 

Program Enters each object in the program:

m Names are evaluated, unless delimited by tick
marks ([J).

= Commands are executed.

m Other objects are put on the stack.

 

List Enters each object in the list:

m Names are evaluated.

m Programs are evaluated.

m Commands are executed.

m Other objects are put on the stack.

 

Algebraic Enters each objectin the algebraic:

m Names are evaluated.

m Commands are executed.

m Other objects are put on the stack.

 

Other Objects  Puts the object on the stack.   
Suppose you created two global variables, TWOPI and CIRCUM:

m TWOPI contains the real number 6.28318530718.

®m CIRCUM contains the program # THWOFI % .

The label TIEC

press

  

1l in the VAR menu represents CIRCUM. When you

here’s what happens:

1. The name CIRCUM is evaluated.

2. The program stored in the variable CIRCUM is evaluated.

3. The name TWOPI (thefirst object in the program) is evaluated.

4. The real number stored in the variable TWOPIis returned to the
stack.

5. The command * (multiply) is executed.
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Calculator Memory
 

 

Every operation you perform with your HP 48 requires memory. This
chapter covers the following memory topics:

m Types of memory.

s Commands for memory utilization.

= Low memory conditions.

 

Types of Memory

The HP 48 has two types of memory:

m Read-only memory, or ROM, is memory thatis dedicated to specific
operations and cannot be altered. The HP 48 has 256K bytes of
built-in ROM, which contains its command set. You can expand the
amount of ROM by installing plug-in application cards, which are
described in chapter 34, “Using Plug-in Cards and Libraries.”

® Random-access memory, or RAM,is memory that you can change.
You can store data into RAM, modify its contents, and purge data.
The HP 48 contains 32K bytes of built-in RAM. You can increase the
amount of RAM by adding memory cards, which are also described in
chapter 34.
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RAM isalso called user memory because it is memory that you (the user)
have access to. You use or manipulate user memory when you enter an
object on the stack, save an object in a variable, create an equation or
matrix, run a program, etc.

The next two chapters, “Variables” and “Directories,” cover the

organization and management of user memory.

 

Memory Utilization Commands

Available Memory. The MEM command ([+q][MEMORY]
returns the number of bytes of unused user memory.

 

Memory Requirements and Checksums of Objects. The
BYTES command ([¥q][MEMORY] E#TE%) takes an object asits
argument and returns:

   

m To level 2: the checksum of the object. The checksum is a binary
integer specific to the object. You can use checksums to ensure that
you've keyed in a large object (for example, a program or matrix)
properly by comparing the checksum ofthe listing with the checksum
you getafter you've keyed it in. (The programsin part 4 ofthis
manual each have a checksum at the end of the listing to help you
verify that you’ve keyed in the program correctly.)

m To level 1: The amount of memory in bytes the object takes up. If the
object is a variable name, the memory used by the variable’s name
and contents is returned. If it’s a built-in object, 2.5 bytes is returned.

Additional memory commands are covered in chapter 6, “Variables and
the VAR Menu,” and in chapter 7, “Directories.”

 

Clearing All Memory

Clearing memory erases all information you've stored and resets all modes
to their default settings. Therefore, you probably won’t do this very often,
or at least without careful forethought.
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To clear all memory:

1. Press and hold down these three keys simultaneously: [ON], the
leftmost menu key, and the rightmost menu key.

 

 

2. Release the two menu keys, then release [ON]. The calculator beeps
and displays the message Tru To Recouver Memory?.

. The HP 48 beeps and displays Memory Clear.  3. Press 

If necessary, you can cancel the clearing operation before releasing
by continuing to hold down as you press the second menu key from
the left. You can also answer #E%tothe Tru To Recouer

Mermora? prompt—however, the calculator may not be able to recover
all memory at that point. You probably would lose at least your stack,
alarms, and user-key assignments.

 

 

 

Low-Memory Conditions

HP 48 operations share memory with the objects you create. Normal
calculator operation becomes slow orfails if user memory is sufficiently
full. When a low-memory condition occurs, the HP 48 returns one of a
series of low memory warnings. These messages are listed below in order
of increasing severity:

No Room for Last Stack. If there is not enough memory to save a
copy of the current stack, the message Mo Room for Last Stack is
displayed when ENTERis executed. Also, the LAST STACK operation
((«a)[LAST STACK]) is disabled.

This condition indicates that user memory is getting full. You should
make more room by clearing unnecessary objects from memory.
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Insufficient Memory.If there isn’t enough memory to complete
execution of an operation, Irzufficient Memaoruis displayed. If the
LAST ARGoperation ([][CAST_ARG)) is enabled (flag - 55 is clear),
the original arguments are restored to the stack. If LAST ARG is
disabled (flag —55 is set), the arguments are lost.

To alleviate this condition, clear unnecessary objects from memory.

No Room to Show Stack. The HP 48 may complete all pending
operations and then not have enough free memory to display the stack. In
this case the calculator displays Ho Room To Show Stack in the top
line of the display. Those lines of the display that would normally display
stack objects, now show those objects only by type, for example, Fezl
Humber, Alasbraic, and so on.

The amount of memory required to display a stack object varies with the
object type. If there is no room to show the stack, clear one or more
objects from memory, or store a stack object in a variable so that it does
not have to be displayed.

Out of Memory. In the extreme case of low memory, there is
insufficient memory for the calculator to do anything— display the stack,
show menu labels, execute a command, etc. In this situation you must

clear some memory before continuing. A special Out of Memory
procedure is activated, which starts with the following display:

 

Out of Memory

Purge?

1: Real Array

N |_ND|   
   

This display prompts you to press .¥E= i H to purge or not
purge the object (described by object type)in level 1, which, in the above
display,is a real array. If you press @%#EZ, the object is dropped and
the choice is repeated for the new object in level 1. The succession of
objects continues until the stack is empty or you press |Hil. Then,
the promptto clear level 1 is replaced by a prompt to discard the contents
of LAST CMD ([«q)[LAST_CMD]). That promptis then followed by other

prompts. Here is the sequence of items you are prompted to clear:
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1. Stack level 1.

2. The contents of LAST CMD.

3. The contents of LAST STACK (if active).

4. The contents of LAST ARG (if active).

5. The variable PICT(if present).

6. Any user-key assignments.

7. Any alarms.

8. The entire stack (unless already empty)

9. Each global variable by name.

10. Each port 0 object by tagged name.

 

# It is possible for the purge sequence to begin with the
command line and then cycle through the stack, the

Note contents of LAST CMD,etc. If you answer @F

 

purge prompt for the command line, you will bereturned to
the command line when you terminate the 0ut of Memory procedure.

 

The prompt for variables (prompt 9 above) starts with the newest object
in the HOME directory and then proceeds with successwely older objects.
If the variable to be purged is an empty directory, @¥EZ  purges it. If
the directory is not empty, auses the varlable-purge sequence to
cycle through the variables (fro ewest to oldest) in that directory.

   

Whenever you like, you can try to terminate the Out of Menory
procedure by pressing [ATTN]. If sufficient memory is available, the
calculator returns to the normal display; otherwise, the calculator beeps
and continues with the purge sequence. After cycling once through the
choices, the HP 48 attempts to return to normal operation. If there still is
not enough free memory, the procedure starts over with the sequence of
choices to purge.
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Variables and the VAR Menu
 

 

 

A variable is a named storage location that contains an object. Variables
are used in the HP 48 (instead of numerical storage registers) because
they let you store and retrieve information using meaningful names. For
example, you can store the acceleration of gravity, 9.81 m/s?, into a
variable named G and then use the nameto refer to the variable’s
contents.

There are two types of variables:

m Globalvariables are common variables that remain in memory until
you purge them.

® Local variables are temporary variables created by programs. They
exist only while the program is being executed and can’t be used
outside the program.

This chapter covers global variables. Local variables are covered in
chapter 25.
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Example: Using Variables.

Display the VAR menu. Initially empty, it contains a labelfor each global
variable you create along with any reserved variables created by the
HP 48. (Your VAR menu may not be empty.)

  

 

VAR |OSII|

To create the variable G, first enter the value and the variable name.

o1EIONTS) - 2 9.81.n/3°7
v0HJHIN]§H2 () G [ENTER]

Execute STO (store) to create the variable and store the value in it. Then
redisplay the VAR menu to see the menu label for the variable.

|IO

The value and name are removed from the stack, and the VAR menu now

contains a label for variable G.

Createthe variable M with the value 7. A label appears for variable M.

7 [ENTER |OONYI|
[] M [ENTER

Now,retrieve the contents of G using the VAR menu.

() 1: 9.81_m/s"2
[t6|1||

 

You can also evaluate the contents of a variable without using the VAR
menu. Now, retrieve the value of M.

M ¢ 9.81_m/s"§

ITIII

Put the name 'M' on the stack.

  

0 ~[ENTER %: 9. 81_m/s"g
or :

1 s 1 m 1

(0 M [ENTER IIN
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Now thatits name is on level 1 of the stack, purge M.

(«a)(PURGE] % 9.81-m/s"§

-.m-----

 

Creating a Variable

The STO Command

The STO command takes an object and name from the stack and stores
the object in a variable with that name. If the variable doesn’t exist,it is
created in the current directory. (Directories are covered in chapter 7. If
you haven’t created any directories, all your variables are created in the
HOMEdirectory.) If the variable does exist, the stack object replaces the
old value.

You can store any object type in a variable.

Example: Creating a Variable. Create the variable 'CT1 containing
the vector [1 2 3].

Enter the vector [12 3].

(«)[1 1 (SPC] 2 (SEC] 3 [ENTER] 1: [123]
[PAETZ]PEOEHVPAT[VECTE]EASE

Keyin the variable name and press [STO]. If it’s not displayed, display the
VAR menu to see the new variable.

() vCT1 |e——

The DEFINE Command

The DEFINE command can be used to create variables from algebraic
equations. If in level 1 you have an equation with a valid nameasits left
side, executing DEFINE stores the expression on the right side of the
equation in the name on the left. For example,the keystrokes
'"A=&"' [4q][DEF] store 6 in the variable A.
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If flag -3 is set, the expression to bestored is evaluated to a number,if
possible, before it’s stored. If flag -3 is clear, the expression is stored
without evaluation. For example, the keystrokes 'A=18+1a"' [¢](DEF]
create variableA and store in it 10+ 10 if flag —3 is clear (its default state)
and 20 if flag -3 is set.

Variable Names

Names can contain up to 127 characters, and can contain letters, digits,
and most other characters.

A maximum of 10 characters can be displayed in a menu label. If a name
is too long to fit in a label, the beginning of the name is shown.

The following characters cannot be included in names:

m Characters that separate objects: delimiters (# [ 1 " ' £ I ¢ 3
#« » t _), space, period, comma or @.

m Mathematical function symbols (+ - # ~ =~ [ = & > £ 2 # 4
£

Names cannot begin with a digit. You cannot use command names (for
example, SIN,i, or 7) as variable names. Also, PICT is a special name
used by the HP 48 to contain the current graphics object and cannot be
used as a variable name.

Certain namesare legal variable names, but are used by the HP 48 for
specific purposes. These are called reserved variables:

m EQ refersto the current equation used by HP Solve and Plot
applications.

m CST contains data for custom menus.

m XDAT contains the current statistical matrix.

m ALRMDATcontains the data for an alarm being built or edited.

® YPAR contains list of parameters used by STAT commands.

m PPAR containsa list of parameters used by PLOT commands.

m PRTPAR containsa list of parameters used by PRINT commands.

m JOPAR contains a list of parameters used by IO commands.

m 51,52, ..., are created by ISOL and QUAD to represent arbitrary
signs obtained in symbolic solutions.
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m nl,n2,..., are created by ISOL to represent arbitrary integers
obtained in symbolic solutions.

m Names beginning with “der” refer to user-defined derivatives.

You can use these names, but rememberthat certain commands use them
as implicit arguments. If you alter their contents, those commands may
not execute properly.

 

Using the Contents of a Variable

Once you've created a variable, there are two ways to return its contents:

m Evaluate the variable’s name. (This is the most common way of using
variables.)

m Recall the variable’s contents.

Evaluating a Variable’s Name

Evaluating a variable’s name evaluates the object stored in the variable.
For objects other than programs, directories, and names, a copy of the
contents of the object is returned to the stack. You evaluate a variable’s
name when:

evaluates

 

m You pressits key in the VAR menu. For example, :
G and displays its contents.

® You key in the name (unquoted) and press [ENTER]. For example, G
evaluates G.

Example: Evaluating a Variable’s Name from the VAR Menu.
Create three variables —A containing 2, B containing 5, andALG
containing the algebraic expression ‘A+B’. Then evaluate them from the
VAR menu.

Display the VAR menu and create the variables.

|TIT
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Evaluate ALG, B, andA4.

3 'A+B!

(sBwJueTi]5|     

 

The contents of the three variables are now on the stack.

Variables Containing Programs. Evaluating the name ofa variable
containing a program runs the program.

Example: Evaluating a Variable Containing a Program. Create
the variableADD?2 containing the program « + + », and then run it to
add 3, 4, and 5.

Create the variable.

(ql«»] |ITI.
(J ADD2

Now, put 3, 4, and 5 on the stack and evaluateADD2. The program
performs two successive additions.

3 [SPC] 4 [SPC] 5 1: 12
(abva[ats |& |#[vcri]& ]

 

Variables Containing Directories or Names. If a variable contains
a directory, evaluating its name switches to that directory. (Directories
are covered in chapter 7.)

If a variable contains a name, evaluating the variable proceeds to evaluate
the stored name. For example if vanablc D contains the nameALG, and
ALG contains ‘A+B’, pressing - puts ‘A+B’ on the stack.

 

Recalling the Contents of Variables

Recalling a variable puts its contents on the stack, without evaluatingit.
There are two ways to recall a variable:

m In the VAR menu, press [*] followed by a menu key. For example,
() recalls the contents ofADD2.

m Put its name on the stack and execute RCL ([][RCL]).
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Since recalling requires more keystrokes than evaluating a variable’s
name,it is used primarily to get a copy of a stored variable containing a
program, directory, or name. (For other objecttypes, just evaluate the
name.)

Example: Recalling the Contents of a Variable.

Recall the program stored inADD2

(J ADD2 1 €+ + B

(=][RCU [Wo02

[

LG

|

&

|

&[ViTL|&

|

 

Changing the Contents of Variables

There are three ways to change the contents ofa variable:

m With the new contents in level 2 and the variable namein level 1,
execute STO.

m With the new contents in level 1, press (4] followed by the menu
label for the variable.

m With the variable namein level 1, press [][VISIT], edit the contents,
and then press [ENTER].

Example: Changing the Contents of a Variable. Change the
contents ofADD2 from % + + »to « 2 + .

Enter the new contents.

(Q)(«»] 2 [+] ENTER] 1: € 2+ »
[wwoaloc |& |A[wcii]G |

Store the new contents inADD2.

<

 

ICTICENATNNS6N
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Using Quoted Versus Unquoted Variable Names

The previous examples used both quoted (' ACC'2 ') and unquoted
(RDD2) variable names. The ' delimiter is very important:

® When you delimit a name with [, pressing places the name
of the variable on the stack. The quote prevents the HP 48 from
immediately evaluating the name. Use quoted names when the name
is to be the argument of a command, such as STO, RCL and
PURGE,or whenit is to be used for symbolic calculations.

= Enter an unquoted name when you want to immediately evaluate the
name. The action taken depends on the object type of the contents.
(See the previous topic, “Evaluating a Variable’s Name.”)

If you execute an unquoted name that does not exist (no variable has been
created with that name), the quoted name is put on the stack. The ability
to use names without having to create variables enables you to do
symbolic math with the HP 48.

 

The VAR Menu and REVIEW Catalog

The VAR menu ([VAR]) contains a label for each global variable you've
created in the current directory. It provides:

m A way to evaluate a variable’s name— simply press the menu key.

m A way to recall a variable’s contents— press [®] followed by the
menu key.

m A way to change a variable’s contents— enter the new contents on the
stack, and then press [4] followed by the menu key. (For a full
description ofthis feature, see “Changing the Contents of Variables”
on page 111.)

m Typing aids for the variable names. The menu keys act as typing aids
when the command line is in Algebraic- or Program-Entry mode.

® A REVIEW “catalog” of your variables. [$](REVIEW] displays the
full names and contents of the variables on the current page of the
VAR menu.

If the menu contains more than six labels, use and [\q][PREV] to

change pages.
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Example: Using the VAR Menu and REVIEW Catalog.

Create a variable named OPTIONcontaining 6.011991 and display the
VAR menu.

6.011991 [oPTin[uonalwis&w|verll]

[] OPTION

Recall the value of the variable.

Padlizi 1: 6.811991
[oPTiOfweb2LBwMCTL]

Enter the name of the variable.

() 0P TI0 ENTER

     
Display a catalog of the variables.
 

(«7) [REVIEW OPTION: 6.811991
ADD2: & 2 + »
ALG: 'A+B’
B: 5
A: 2
VCT1: [ 1 2 31

[oPTIOfRbpa]nls|B|&|9Tl 

The next keystroke you make cancels the review, redisplays the stack, and
then executes the keystrokeitself.

 

Reordering the VAR Menu

To reorder the contents of the VAR menu:

1. Create a list containing the variable names, in the order you want
them to appear in the VAR menu. Thelist does not have to include
all the names. The names that are omitted will be positioned after
the namesin the list.

2. Execute the ORDER command ([q][MEMORY] {IFLER).

One way to create the list (step 1) is to execute the VARS command
([«1J[MEMORY] %HFZ ). VARS returnsa list containing all the variables
in the current directory. You can then edit the list.
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Purging Variables

Purging Individual Variables

To purge a variable, enter its name and press (4] [PURGE].

Example: Purging a Variable.

Purge the variable OPTION created in the previous example (you can
type the name or use the variable’s menu key as a typing aid):

() OPTION [«7)(PURGE] |eTIY|

i («a)(PURGE]
  

Purging More Than One Variable

To purge more than one variable at a time, create a list containing the
namesof the variables to be purged.

Example: Purging Several Variables Together. Suppose you had
created a number of variables, so that the VAR menu looked like this:

|OIWOIO|

To purge A4, B, and C, create a list containing their names. (Notice that
places the commandline in Program-entry mode.)

e 1z (ABC?

n&¢0E|

 

Execute the PURGE command.

(«] |SO——
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Purging All Variables

The CLVAR (clear variables) command purgesall the variablesin the
current directory. Since this command can erase a great deal of data,
there is no immediate-execution key for it. However, [*][PURGE] is a
typing aid that displays CL'YAR in the command line. Press to
execute the command.

 

Error Recovery

If you accidentally overwrite or purge a variable by pressing or
(€] [PURGE], you can recover from the error by pressing (]([CAST
before executing any other operations. This returns the contents of the
variable prior to the error and the variable name to the stack. Then, press

to restore the variable.

 

Variable Arithmetic

The variable arithmetic commands perform arithmetic operations on a
variable’s contents without retrieving the contents to the stack. The
commands are located in the MEMORY Arithmetic menu

()MENORY)).
Variable Arithmetic Commands
 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(] [MEMORY]:
 

 

STO+ Adds two objects where one is taken
from the stack and the otheris the

contents of a variable specified by a
name on the stack. The new object is
stored in the variable.     
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Variable Arithmetic Commands (continued)
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

   

  
   

STO-

STO*

STO/

SINV

SNEG

SCONJ  

Subtracts two objects on the stack
where one is taken from the stack and
the otheris the contents of a named
variable. The new object of the
variable is the difference between the

object in level 2 and the objectin level
1.

Multiplies two objects where one is
taken from the stack and the otheris
the contents of a variable specified by
a name on the stack. The product
becomes the new value of the variable.

Divides two objects on the stack where
one is taken from the stack and the

otheris the contents of a named

variable. The new value of the variable

is the quotient of the object in level 2
divided by the object in level 1.

Computes the inverse of the contents
of the variable named on the stack; the
result replaces the original contents of
the variable.

Negates the contents of the variable
named on the stack; the result
replaces the original contents of the
variable.

Conjugates the contents of the variable

named on the stack; the result

replaces the original contents of the
variable.
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Variable Arithmetic Examples
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Command Previous Stack Contents Final

Contents Contents

of ABC of ABC

STO+ 10 2: "ABC' 16
1: 6

10 2: 6 16

1: 'ABC'

STO- 10 2: 'ABC 7

1: 3

10 2: 3 -7
1: 'ABC'

STO* 10 2: 'ABC 50

1: 5

10 2: 5 50

1: "ABC'

STO/ 20 2: 'ABC' 10
1: 2

20 2: 5 0.25

1: '"ABC’

SINV 10 1: "ABC 0.1

SNEG 10 1: 'ABC' -10

SCONJ (-2,-3) 1: "ABC' (-2,3)      
Two additional commands, INCR and DECR,are used primarily in
programming. They are covered in chapter 27, “Loop Structures.”
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Directories
 

 

Directories let you organize variables into meaningful groupings. They
also let you “bury” information that you use infrequently and protect data
that you don’t want programs (or people) to alter accidentally.

This chapter coversthese topics:

m Understanding HP 48 directories.

m Creating subdirectories.

m Creating and accessing variables in directories.

m Changing, purging, and manipulating directories.

 

Directory Concepts

To use directories, you need to understand several concepts:

m Directories are stored in named variables and appear in the VAR
menu. To distinguish them from other variables in the VAR menu,
each directory has a bar over the left side ofits menu label.

m HOME is the top-level directory. It’s the only directory that exists
when the calculator is turned on for the first time.
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® At any time, one directory is the current directory. Pressing
displays a menu of the variables in that directory. (When you first
turn on the HP 48, HOMEis the current directory.)

m If directoryA contains the name of directory B, then A4 is the parent of
B and B is a subdirectory ofA.

m The sequence of directories, starting from HOME, that leads to

directory B is the path of B. IfB is the current directory, thenits path
is the currentpath. The current path is shown in the status area.

 

 

  

Current

path — |¢ woME & B 3
4:
3:

¢
|eoooo|

The following figure illustrates an example directory structure.

 

 

HOME

PRI(;G l!/l EQIUN é

FNCT MATH STK A CHEM PSIC

—T
ARAY TRIG C B A

HOME contains four entries; two (PROG and EQUN) are names of
subdirectories. HOME is the parent ofPROG and EQUN. Moving
downward, PROG is the parent of MATH, and MATH is the parent of
ARAY. Another way ofstating the relationships is that PROG is a
subdirectory of HOME, MATH is a subdirectory ofPROG, andARAY is a
subdirectory ofMATH.
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The path ofEQUN is { HOME EQUN }; the path ofARAY is { HOME
PROG MATH ARAY }.

The PATH command ([«q)[MEMORY] F eturns the path to the
current directory in the form of a list of directory names. For instance, if
ARAYwere the current directory and you executed PATH,the list
£ HOME PROG MATH ARAY > would be returned to level 1.
(Evaluating a directory list can be used to switch to the directory specified
by the path.)

 

 

Creating Subdirectories

To create a subdlrectory, enter the subdirectory name and press |
The new name is added to the VAR menu; a bar over the left sideo
menu labelindicates thatit is a directory.

  

Example: Creating and Using Subdirectories. Create two
subdirectories in the HOME directory. Name them EQUN and PROG.

If necessary, press [®][HOME] to make HOME the current directory.
(Thestatus area will display < HOME Z.) Then, display the VAR menu.

Ls[[[[|

The above display shows that the stack is empty and that HOME contains
the variable G. (Your stack and HOME directory may be different.)

Use the CRDIR (create directory) command to create the subdirectories.

   
(] EQUN [®)[MEMORY] CRDIR 12T(2TBO|
(] PROG 

The names of the new directories have been added to the VAR menu. A
bar over the left side of each label indicatesthat they are directories.
Now, switch to the EQUN directory. It is initially empty.
 

 

|{ HOME EQLUN } I

Store '%=ZIH¢X>' into a variable named WAVE. Its label is placed in
the VAR menu.

0Y [l SN X |So————
[] WAVE
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Switch to the HOME directory. ([4q](UP) moves up one directory level.)

()[HOME) [
or

R

 

Creating and Accessing Variables in
Directories

Creating Variables

When you create a variable,it is added to the current directory. If the
variable name already exists in that directory, the new variable overwrites
the previous contents.

Accessing Variables

When you evaluate a name, the HP 48 searches the current directory for
that name. If the name isn’t there, the HP 48 searches the parent
directory, continuing upwards, if necessary, all the way to the HOME
directory. This provides several useful features:

m A variable in the HOME directory can be accessed from any other
directory as long as there is no other variable with the same name
along the current path. For example, variables M and G in the
diagram on page 119 can be accessed from anywhere. However,if

the PROG directory contained another variable M, that variable
would be used when PROG, MATH, orARAYwas the current

directory.

m Variables beneath the current directory cannot be accessed.
Referring to the diagram on page 119, when EQUNis the current
directory, you cannot access variables in the PSIC directory.

® You can use duplicate variable names. The two variables4 in the
diagram on page 119 are unrelated; one can be accessed from MATH
andARAY, the other from PSIC.
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Changing Directories

Switching to a Subdirectory

To switch to a subdirectory, evaluate its name. For example, do one of the

following:

® Press the menu key for that directory in the VAR menu.

m Key in the unquoted directory name and press [ENTER].

m Key in a list containing the path to the subdirectory you want and
press [EVAL].

Switching to the Parent or HOME Directory

Two commands let you move upwards in the directory structure:

= UPDIR ([«€q)(UP)) switches up one levelto the parent directory.

m HOME([*][HOME]) switches to the HOME directory.

Also, evaluating the name of any directory in the current path switches to
that directory.

 

Purging Variables and Directories

Purging the Contents of a Directory

Purging Individual Variables. To purge a particular variable, putits
name on the stack and execute PURGE ([«q][PURGE)).

Purging All Variables in a Directory. The CLVAR command
purges all variables in the current directory. (CLVAR has no menu key;
however, [®][PURGE] is a typing aid for CL“AR.) If the current directory
contains a subdirectory that is not empty, CLVAR errors, leaving that
subdirectory as the first entry in the VAR menu.
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Purging Variables Using the VARS Command. The VARS
command ([«q](MEMORY] eturns a list containing all the
variables and subdirectoriesin the current directory. This list, or an
edited version of it, can be used as the argument of PURGE.

 

Purging a Directory

A directory must be empty before you can purge it using PURGE;thatis,
it cannot contain any variables. Once a directory is empty, you can purge
it like any other variable— putits name on the stack and execute
PURGE. Empty subdirectories are also purged by the CLVAR
command.

A non-empty directory can be purged by putting its name on the stack and

exccuting PGDIR ([$)[MEMORY) (NXT) [NKT) EGDIR). (Take care
when using this command—make sure you know what you’re deleting
before you do it!)

   

 

Using Directory Objects

A subdirectory is a variable containing a directory object. Creating a
subdirectory with CRDIR (create directory) is analogous to creating other
variables with STO, except that you are specifically creating a vanable
containing an empty directory object. For example, [] EQUN £
creates a directory EQUN by storing an empty directory object into a
variable named EQUN.

 

You can recall a directoryto the stack in one of two ways:

m Press [®] followed by the menu key in the VAR menu for the

directory.

m Key in the quoted name ofthe directory and press [®][RCL].
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Directory objects are displayed as:

LIR

name, object;
name, object,

EM:

where name,, is the name ofa variable in the directory, and object, is the
contents of that variable. The words ['IFand EHL[: are the delimiters of
the directory object. (You can also create or edit a directory of this form
in the command line.)

Since subdirectories are variables containing a particular type of object,
they can be manipulated like other variables. For example, they can be
recalled to the stack and then restored in another directory. This provides
a way to copy or move subdirectories. HOME is a special directory that is
not a variable. Therefore,its contents cannot be manipulated in the same
way you can manipulate directory objects.

Example: Recalling a Directory to the Stack. Change the
directory name EQUNto BIO.

Recall the directory to the stack.

() EQUN [](RCL] 1: DIR
lélfl'E']E "Y=SINCX)!

prOGJECUN]6|||

 

Store it using the new name.

0 BIO I(T(YI|

Purge the old directory.

0 EQUH Too|
(2] (MEMORY FGLIR

 

l# If you recall a directory to the stack, and then change the
directory contents, the copy on the stack will change as well.

Note
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More About Algebraic Objects
 

   
  

 

Algebraic objects (algebraics for short) are the vehicle for symbolic
mathematics in the HP 48. This chapter addresses topics that will help you
understand better the behavior ofalgebraics:

m Evaluation ofalgebraics.

m Rules of algebraic precedence.

= Expressions and equations.

 

Evaluation of Algebraics

Evaluation moves an algebraic towards its numerical value. To evaluate an
algebraic, execute EVAL (press [EVAL]) with the algebraic in the
command line or level 1.

To understand what to expect when you evaluate an algebraic, recognize
that an algebraic is equivalent to aprogram (introduced in chapter 4). A
program is simply a series of objects enclosed by #« = delimiters.
Evaluating a program means: “Put each object in the program on the
stack, and,if the object is a command or unquoted name, evaluate it.”

The same procedure is carried out when an algebraic is evaluated. (The
one exception is that names in algebraics cannot be quoted.)
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Suppose variable X contains the value 3, and Y has value 4. When you
execute '#+%Y' EVAL, 7 isreturned to the stack. Here’s how:

1. The nameX is evaluated, returning = to level 1 of the stack.

2. Yis evaluated, returning 4 to level 1 and pushing = to level 2.

3. +is evaluated, taking the arguments 3 and 4 from the stack and
returning 7.

Now suppose variableX contains the value 3 and variable T isformal (has
no value stored in it). When you execute '#-T' E¥AL, '3-T'is
returned to the stack. Here’s how:

1. X is evaluated, returning = to level 1.

2. Tis evaluated. Since T has no value associated withit, it just returns
T to level 1, pushing = to level 2.

3. This time - takes arguments = and T from the stack. Since Tisa
formal variable, - returns an algebraic '3-T' tolevel 1.

Stepwise Evaluation. Evaluation is a stepwise process. Suppose A4
contains 'E+5', B contains 'i~Z2', andX contains 2.

() B () 5 (ENTER) (] A [STO) 1:
[ X & 2 ENTER) ] B 570 IIONI

3 [ X[ET9

Evaluate 'JTA*E'.Each occurrence ofA evaluates to 'B+5' and each

occurrence ofB evaluates to '#-/2".

0&AXB 1: 'J(B+5)*(X-2)'
EVAL INT

Evaluate the algebraic again. Once again, each occurrence ofB evaluates
to '¥~2'.Furthermore, each occurrence ofX evaluates to =.

EVAL 1: 'T(Ks2+5)%]1.5'
[ NBD

Evaluate again to complete the process.

EVAL 1: 3.8242646352
2ea1T
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Symbolic Versus Numerical Results

In the previous example, the HP 48 was in Symbolic Results mode—

repeated evaluation resulted in the progressive resolution of symbolic
terms until a numerical result was obtained. Thisis the default state for
the calculator. If you select Numerical Results mode, algebraics evaluate
directly to a number in tep. Numerical Results mode is activated by
pressing [€q][MODES] (or setting flag —3). Note the mode
governs execution offunctions— algebraics are affected indirectly.

  

Evaluate the algebraic from the previous example in Numerical Results

1: 3. 8242646352
(Tt sFiz |301 ]ENG [5VH[eeEps]  

The algebraic evaluates directly to a number.

Note that in Numerical Results mode, evaluation of an algebraic that
contains aformal variable (a variable in which no objectis stored)
generates an error because that variable prevents obtaining a numerical
result. For example, evaluation of 'X-T' whereX has value 3 and T is
formal leaves = inlevel 2and 'T' inlevel 1, and displays the message:

+ Ertor:

Undefined Hame

The —NUM Command. If you wantto evaluate an algebraic directly to
a numerical result while the HP 48 is in Symbolic Results mode, execute
the =NUM command with the algebraic as its argument. =NUM:

1. Switches the HP 48 to Numerical Results mode (if Symbolic Results
mode is active).

2. Executes EVAL.

3. Turns Symbolic Results mode back on (if it was on before execution
of-NUM).
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Automatic Simplification

Certain functions, when evaluated, replace certain symbolic arguments or
combinations of arguments with simpler forms. For example, when
'1#¥' is evaluated, the #* function detects that one ofits argumentsis
1, so the expression is replaced by ':i'. Here are several examples of
automatic simplification:

 

Original Expression Simplified Expression
 

PSRN
Vs

PHETHY YD !
-1
'COSC-H) !
'ABSC~H) !
'EXPCLHCRD D!
'COMJCRECHD ) !  

lxl

Y ol

PRy etey

SUTTEE
'COSCHY
'RESCHY
1w
kS

'RECH) !
 

 

The Rules of Algebraic Precedence

The precedence of operatorsin an algebraic determines the order of
evaluation of terms. Operations with higher precedence are performed
first. Algebraics are evaluated from left to right for operators with the
same precedence. The following lists HP 48 functionsin order of
precedence, from highest (1) to lowest (11):

1. Expressions within parentheses. Expressions within nested
parentheses are evaluated from the inside out.

2. Functions like SIN or LOG that require arguments in parentheses.

3. ! (factorial).

4. Power () and square root ().

5. Negation (), multiplication (#), and division ().

6. Addition (+) and subtraction (-).
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-7. Comparison operators (== # < > £ ).

8. Logical operators AND and NOT.

9. Logical operators OR and XOR.

10. The left argumentfor | (where).

11. Equals (=).

Here are some examples:

m 'A™Z+E' cubesA, then adds B to that quantity, since ™ has a higher
precedence than +

m 'A™(3+E) ' raisesA to the power 3+B, since an expression within
parentheses has a higher precedence than *.

 

Expressions and Equations

An expression is an algebraic that does not contain an = function. For
example, 'SIHCHI-ATAMCZ#X3+5%5" is an expression. An equation is
an algebraic that contains an = function. For example,
'SIMCE»=ATAHC 2+ +6%5 " is an equation.

When an equation is the argument of a function, the result is also an
equation, where the function has been applied to both sides. For example,
"E=Y"' SIMreturns 'SIMHOHI=SIHOY',

In the HP 48, the = sign generally means equating two expressions. The
DEFINE command ([$][DEF)) interprets = differently— it stores the
expression on the right side of the = sign in the name on the left side.
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Related Topics

This chapter does not cover all aspects of algebraic objects —they are
used in many different ways in the HP 48. You can find related topics in
the following sections of the manual:

m “Symbolic Constants” on page 144 in chapter 9.

m “Using Symbolic Arguments with Common Math Functions” on page
149 in chapter 9.

m “Complex Numbers in Algebraics” on page 164 in chapter 11.

m “Unit Objects in Algebraics” on page 191 in chapter 13.

In addition,in chapters 17— 19, 22, 23, and 25—31, you’ll see how
algebraics are used extensively in the HP Solve application, plotting,
algebra, calculus and programming.
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Part 2

Hand Tools
 



 

Common Math Functions
 

 

      
  

 

.z;{igggggitiii“w‘“““iiiP

As described on page 42, functions are a subset of commands. The
difference between functions and other commandsis that functions can be
included in algebraics. This means that functions can not only take their
arguments from the stack like other commands, but they can also be
executed in algebraic syntax as part of an algebraic expression.

Example: Executing a Common Math Function by Using
Algebraic Syntax and by Taking Its Arguments from the
Stack. Calculate the sine of 30° using an algebraic expression. Then,
repeat the calculation using a stack argument.

Make sure Degrees mode isset.

[«)(MODES] (NXT) [(NXT):DEG TRT

Activate Algebraic-entry mode and enter the expression, supplying the
argumentin algebraic syntax.

[ (SIN] 30 [ENTER] 1: 'SINC38)
ICTE0TTOI    

Evaluate the algebraic expression.

EVAL 1:
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Now, repeatthe calculation using an argument from the stack.

Enter the argument on the stack.

30 [ENTER

 

Take the sine of the argument.

EN)

 

Keep in mind as you work through the rest ofthis chapter that the
functions described can be executed in both the previous ways. The rest
of this chapter describes:

m The varioussets of functions for manipulating real numbers. Many of
these functions can also be used with other object types.

m The HP 48 built-in symbolic constants—, e, i, MAXR (maximum

real number), and MINR (minimum real number).

 

The MTH (MATH) Menu
The MTH menu ([MTH]) is a menu of more specific mathematical menus.
Many ofthe functions described in this chapter are either found on the
keyboard or are located in the PARTS, PROB, HYP, and VECTR
menus, which are submenus of the MTH menu. Press to see menu

labels for these submenus.
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Arithmetic and General Math Functions

Many arithmetic and general math functions are found on the keyboard:

 

 

 

 

 

   

Keys Programmable Description
Command

One-Argument Functions:

INV Inverse.

v Square root.
[« SQ Square.

*/- NEG Change sign. Changesthe sign of the
numberin the command line. When
no command line is present,

executes a NEG command (changes
the sign of the argumentin level 1).

[« —Q Converts a decimal value to its best-

guess fractional approximation.

Two-Argument Functions:

+ Level 2 + level 1.

= - Level 2 — level 1.

(x] * Level 2 x level 1.

=] / Level 2 = level 1.

- Level 2 raised to the level 1 power.

The algebraic syntax for the
command is 'y-x*.

y XROOT The xth (in level 1) root of a real value
in level 2. The algebraic syntax for the
XROOT command is ' =ROOTiX,y',
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Examples. The following keystrokes show several examples of one- and
two-argument math functions.

Calculate 2.7-246_ First, enter 2.7.

2.7 [ENTER] 1: 2.7     

 

  

[PHETZ]PEOEHYP|MATE|VELTH]ERZE

Next, calculate 1.1 x 1.6.

1.1 2t 2.7
1.6 [x) 1' 1.76

[PHETZ]PROE |HYP|MATE|VELTH]EAZE]  

Now, do the exponentiation.

      07 1 9.74381218967
[PHET]PEOE |HVP[HATR[VECTR]EAZE ]

Calculate 3/28.

28 3[ 1: 3.83658897188
[PRET:]PROEHYP|MATRIYECTE]ERSE

Enter the complex number (2,4) and negateit.

Q)Y 2 4 1 (-2,-4)
[PHETS]PROEHVP[MATEVECTH]EASE    

Compare the previous results to what happens when you press
immediately after keying in the 4.

(\)[) 2 (SEC) 4 /] 2: (-2,-13
1: (2
[PRET3]PRDEHVP|MATE[YELT]ERSE,
 

The function name (unevaluated) is used in algebraic expressions.

) 5 [ENTER   

 

1:
[PRET:]PEOE |HYP[MATE]UECTE]ERZE |

  

 

Evaluate the expression.

EVAL 1:
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Fraction Conversion Functions

—Q ([=Q)) and —Qn ([(«7][ALGEBRA] i find a “best-guess”
fractional approximation to a real number. Thefraction is returned as an
algebraic expression.

 

Example: Converting a Real Number to a Fraction with —Q.
Convert 7.896 to a fraction using —Q.

Key in the number and execute —Q.

    7.896 (\)(>Q) 1 987,125
ekT3] PEOEWP[MATR[VECTR]ERZE

The accuracy of the fractional approximation is dependent on the display
mode. If the display mode is Standard ([«q)[MODES] Z71[i ), the
approximation is accurate to 11 significant digits. If the display mode is
n Fix, the approximation is accurate to n significant digits.

—Qm is similar to —Q except thatit factors out 7. —Qnr computes both
the fractional equivalent ofthe original number and the fractional
equivalent of the original number divided by «, and then compares the
denominators. If the denominator of the fractional equivalent of the
original numberis smaller, that fractional equivalentis returned to the
stack; this is the same result as if you had executed —Q. If the
denominator of the fractional equivalent of the original number divided by
« is smaller, that fractional equivalent, multiplied by =,is returned to the
stack.
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Exponential, Logarithmic, and Hyperbolic
Functions

Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
 

 

    
 

 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(\1)(107%) ALOG Common (base 10) antilogarithm.

(*][LOG] LOG Base 10 logarithm.

[« EXP Natural (base e) antilogarithm.

(][CN] LN Natural (base e) logarithm.

Hyperbolic Functions

Keys Programmable Description
Command

HEE

SINH Hyperbolic sine: (¢* - e™*)/2.

ASINH Inverse hyperbolic sine: sinh~1 x.

COSH Hyperbolic cosine: (e* + e™)/2.

ACOSH Inverse hyperbolic cosine: cosh=1 x.

TANH Hyperbolic tangent: sinh x/cosh x.

ATANH Inverse hyperbolic tangent:

sinh~1(x/V'1 - x?).

EEEM EXPM e* — 1. Argument x is in level 1.   (EXPM is useful when the argument to

e* is closeto0.)
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Hyperbolic Functions (continued)
 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

LHEL LNP1 In (x + 1). Argumentx is in level 1.
(LNP1, In plus 1, is useful when the
argument to In is close to 1.)    
 

Example. Calculate the hyperbolic sine of 5.

5 HYE SIHH 1: 74.2032185778
[ZINH[hINH]COZH[REDZH]THNR[HTHN]

 

Percent Functions

Percent Functions

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

FHRTE(page 2):
 

 

% A percent of B (Aisinlevel 2, Bis in
level 1): (AxB)/100.

%CH The percent change between A and B,
as a percentage of A (A is in level 2, B
isinlevel 1): ((B - A)/A) x100.

 

  %T The percent of total (the total, A, is in
level 2 and the value, B,is in level 1):
(B/A) x 100. 
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Examples. The following examples demonstrate the percent functions.

Calculate 12.5% of $650.

12.5 [ENTER]m650 1: 81.25
s [HINHAs(00=5o=T

 

Calculate the percent change between 8 and 8.5.

 

8 [ENTER) 8.5 1: 6.25
LHINMgtfeoe22cH=7

If 35 out of 500 units fail a test, what percentage failed?

500 [ENTER]  
 

Angle Mode, Trigonometric Functions, and =

Selecting the Angle Mode

The angle mode determines how the calculator interprets angle
arguments and how it returns angle results.

Angle Modes
 

Mode Definition Annunciator
 

    
Degrees !/34 of a circle. None

Radians !/,of a circle. RAD

Grads /49 of a circle. GRAD
 

There are two ways to change the angle mode from the keyboard:

m Press [][RAD] to switch between Radians mode and Degrees mode
(or between Radians mode and Grads mode, if Grads mode had been
previously selected in the MODES menu).

m Use the MODES menu. Press (7] (MODES) [NXT], then
SDEG,  EHD,or GEAD; aboxinthe menu label indicates the
active mode.
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Trigonometric Functions

The angle arguments and results are interpreted as degrees, radians, or
grads, depending on the current angle mode.

Trigonometric Functions
 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(SN SIN Sine.

[«2)[ASIN] ASIN Arc sine.

COos Cosine.

(¢l ACOS Arc cosine.

TAN Tangent.

[« ATAN Arc tangent.     
Example. Calculate the sine of 1.1 radians.

Set Radians mode, and then do the calculation.

     («1)(MODES) : .89126873686061
1.1 BN XROT

Using n

The number 7 cannot be represented exactly in a finite number of decimal
places. The calculator provides a 12-digit approximation (3.14159265359)
tor.

The HP 48 also provides a symbolic constant  that represents = exactly;
pressing [q](x] enters 'w' onto the stack (as long as flag -3 is clear).
In Radians mode, the SIN, COS, and TAN functions recognize the

symbolic constant and return an exact result. SIN and COS also
recognize 7/,.

To replace w with its 12-digit value, press (] (the to-number
command; see “Symbolic Constants” on page 144 for more information).
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Example. Calculate cos (*/,) and cos ("/;). (This example assumes the
calculator is in Symbolic Results mode—the : abel on page 3 of
the MODES menu has a box in it.)

 

If necessary, switch to Radians mode. Then, put 'w' inlevel 1 and
divide it by 2.

(«a)[MODES] RHD 1: Iy2!
Q@23 IDTDP
 

Calculate the cosine.

 

Now, enter ™/,.

EE 4 E . /4@
mmmm

 

Now, calculate cos ("/4).

g
'COSCw-4)!

mmmmm

 

The HP 48 retains the symbolic constant 7 and returns an algebraic
expression.

Use —=NUM to calculate a numerical result.

(](=NuM] g B
1: . 787186781186
I0(NDWT

 

Switch back to Degrees mode by pressing  TEG .
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Angle Conversion Functions

Two commands in the MTH VECTR menu convert values between
decimal degrees and radians. Four other commands in the TIME menu
let you do calculations using hours(degrees)-minutes-seconds (HMS)
format.

In Degrees mode, angle arguments and results use decimal degrees.

Angle Conversion Functions
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

VECTR(page 2):
 

  

 

 

  

   

D—R Degrees to radians. Converts a
number from a decimal degree value

to its radian equivalent.

R—D Radians to degrees. Converts a
number from a radian value to its
decimal degree equivalent.

[«Q)(TIME] (page 3):

(#HHE —HMS Decimal to HMS. Converts a number
from decimal degrees to HMS format.

HMS— HMS to decimal. Converts a number
from HMS format to decimal degrees.

HMS + Adds two numbers in HMS format.

HMS - Subtracts two numbers in HMS format.
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The following illustrates the conversion to and from HMS format:

Decimal Hours-Minutes-Seconds

Format Format

=+ HMS 3
1.42673 € 1.2536228
TH* HMS + *“’?

Hours (or Fractional seconds
degrees)

Seconds

Fractional Minutes
hours (or degrees)

Hours (or degrees)

Example. Convert 1.79r radians to degrees.

First, enter 1.79r.

1.79 [ENTER] 1: 1,791’
<E & EEE0NNTRON6I

Use the R—D function. (The function acts independently of the current
angle mode.)

 

1: 'R2D(1, 79*1)
NTETERTTN.
 

Use —=NUM to obtain a numerical result.

()(=NUM] 1: 322.2
ITNTNTT

Example. Add 25.2589 degrees to 34 degrees, 5 minutes, 21.22 seconds.

Convert 25.2589 degrees to HMS format.

25.2589 [«q](TIME] CaHME 1: 29. 153784
B(TLTTRI

Add 34 degrees, 5 minutes, and 21.22 seconds to the result.

1: 99. 283326
[T(TTS)IN     
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Symbolic Constants

Using Symbolic Constants

The HP 48 has five built-in numerical constants: , e, i, MAXR

(maximum real number), and MINR (minimum real number). Use
lowercase letters for i and e. The examples on pages 141 and 146
illustrate the use of 7; i is covered in chapter 11.

Example. The following keystrokes calculate etwo different ways—
using and using e.

First, use the keyboard function.

2.5 ()] |1= 12. 182493968?'
[PHET:]PROEHVP[MATF[VECTR]EAZE]

Enter an algebraic expression for the exponential. (The keystrokes for
the letter e are (o], followed by (€], followed by the menu key with E next
to it.)

 

OelJ25 %= 12. 18249336%?

[PAET:]PEOEHVP[MATE[VECTR]EASE
  

Execute =NUM to completely evaluate the expression to a number.

(](=NUM] 2: 12.1824939607
1: 12, 182493968?

RA

 

    
Using Values for Symbolic Constants

You can use the numerical constants in their symbolic form or as their
machine-approximated values. When the MODES menu =& abel
has a box in it, which is its default state, functions operating on symbolic
constants return symbolic results. This state is called Symbolic Results
mode. When you press the |=41 key so that the label does not contain
a box, Numerical Results mode is active— functions return numerical
results.
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Example. Assuming Symbolic Results mode is currently active (the
MODES menu |5% label has a box in it), compare the effects of
entering w and e in Symbolic Results mode and in Numerical Results
mode. (The keystrokesfor e are [a], followed by 4], followed by the
menu key with E next to it.)

Enter 7 and e in Symbolic Results mode.

[\1][=] e [ENTER

 

Enter 7 and e in Numerical Results mode.

(«2)(MODES] &
M

=l e

 

gl

 

Using Flags to Interpret Symbolic Constants

System flags —2 (symbolic constants) and —3 (numerical results) control
whether evaluating symbolic constants return symbolic or numerical
results. The default setting for both flags is “clear.”

m In the default state (both flags clear), evaluating a symbolic constant
leavesit unchanged; you must use (] to replace the constant
with its numericalvalue.

® When flag -3 is set, evaluation replaces the constant with its
numerical value. (When flag -3 is set, the MODES menu label
%Mdoes not have a box in it.)

 

m When flag —3 is clear and flag -2 is set, evaluating a symbolic
constant returns a numerical result. (However, when the constant is
used as an argument of a function, a symbolic result is returned.
Pressing then returns a numerical result.)

The -»NUM command returns a numerical result, regardless ofthe flag
setting,
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Example.

To see the effect of the flag settings, clear both flags and enter .

2] [*)(MODES] [NXT] . CF 1: 1!
3 4 TRTIT

(«=

Now, set flag —2 and press [][x].

2[+]
Q)]

  

       

  

 

s I.lrl

1: 3.14159265359
(THENkLMTOF[RCLFTSF[CF

   

Executing = produced a numericalresult.

Now, enter the expression .

 

0 («)(=] ENTER] 3: 'n!
2: 3. 14159265359

mm

Divide the symbolic 7 by 2.

2@ 3: 'y
%= 3. 141592653%9

 

(THEN]RCLM]STOFKCLE]SFCF

Since flag -3 is clear, the result is symbolic.

EVAL] returns a numerical result with the current flag settings.

EVAL 3s v
2 3. 14159265359
1: 1.5787963268
TMEN{RCLM|ZTOF|KCLF]3F|CF]
 

To return to the default settings, clear flag —2 (press 2
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Factorial, Probability, and Random Numbers

Factorial, probability, and random number commands are found in the

MTH PROB menu (MTH] FROE).

Probability Commands
 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

FROE :

COHME COMB Number of combinations of n (in level
2) items taken m (in level 1) at a time.

FEEH PERM Number of permutations of n (in level
2) items taken m (in level 1) at a time.

! Factorial of a positive integer. For
non-integers, ! returns T'(x + 1).

 

FRHD RAND Returns the next real numbern (0<n

< 1) in a pseudo-random number

sequence. Each random number

becomes the seed for the next random
number.

EhZ RDZ Takes a real number from level 1 as a
seed for RAND. A sequence of random
numbers can be repeated by starting
with the same seed.    

Example. Calculate the number of combinations and permutations of 10
objects taken 4 at a time.

FEOE 2: 218
10 4EHHE 1: 9040

[®][CAST ARG]FEFHH
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Other Real-Number Functions

The functions in the following table are found in the MTH PARTS menu

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

((MTH]

L Example
Command/Description

Input Output

ABS Absolute value. 1 -12 1: 1z

CEIL Smallest integer 1 -3.5 1: -3
greater than or equalto the
argument. 1 3.5 (1 4

FLOOR Greatest integer 1 £.9 1: £
less than or equal to the
argument. 1: -£.7 1 -7

FP Fractional part of the 1 S.224 1 224
argument.

1 -5.234 1 -.224

IP Integer part of the 1 -5.224 1 -5
argument.

1 S.224 (1 o

MANT Mantissa of the 1: 1.23E12 1 1.z22
argument.

MAX Maximum; the greater =: 5] 1 5
of two arguments. 1: )

MIN Minimum; the lesser of = 5|1 ~&
two arguments. 1 -

MOD Modulo; remainder of 2: &1 z
A /s .AMODB = 1: 4
A - BFLOOR (* /g ).    
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Command/Description
Example
 

Input
 

RND Rounds number
according to argument:
0 through 11 to n FIX;

—-1through -11ton
significant digits;

12 to the current display
format.

=
[

=
ws

M
— ux

1.2243e72 1:

 

SIGN Returns +1 for
positive arguments, —1 for
negative arguments, and 0 for
arguments of 0.

—2.7

 

TRNC Truncates number
according to argument:
0 through 11 to n FIX;

—1through —-11ton
significant digits;
12 to the current display
format.

I
l

o

 

XPON Exponent of the
argument.     
 

Using Symbolic Arguments with Common
Math Functions

Functions that take real numbers as arguments also take symbolic
arguments in the same way. For example, the preceding table gives an
example of executing ABS on the number -12. If ABS were executed
with an argument ofX instead, the expression AES (X would be
returned to the stack. Then, if the variable X contained a value, pressing

would evaluate the expression for that value.

* If flag -3 is set, functions taking symbolic arguments from the stack automatically
evaluate to numbers,if possible, when the function is executed.
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10

User-Defined Functions
 

    
TAN  

The HP 48 lets you complement the built-in function set with your own
user-definedfunctions. Like a built-in function, a user-defined function:

m Takes its arguments from the stack orin algebraic syntax.

m Takes symbolic arguments.

m Can be differentiated.

Example: Differentiating a Built-In Function and a User-
Defined Function. Part 1. Calculate

d
—tanx
dx

(This example assumes that variable X does notexist in the current
directory.)

First, select Radians mode. Then, enter the algebraic expression

'TAH< X '. The expression contains the built-infunction TAN, which
takes its symbolic argumentX in algebraic syntax.

[©)RAD) (if necessary) L ‘TANCE) !
0 X (2TTiA(T      
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Enter the variable nameX and differentiate the expression with respect to
X.

      

 

0 X [ENTER] 1t ' LTANCR)2!
=)@ [PRETZ]PROE

|

HYP

|

HATE[YECTE]BRZE

|

Part 2. Calculate

%cotx

where

cotx =
tanx

The HP 48 has no built-in cotangent function. However, you can create a
user-defined function for cotangent.

Enter the defining equation for the cotangent function.

[ COT M) X ()I 1+ 'COTCR=INVCTANG))
(TAN) X [ENTER) [PHETZ]PROEWP[HATE[WECTE]EAZE
 

Execute DEFINE to create the user-defined function COT. Then

differentiate the expression 'COT{R ',

 

(«a)(OEF) S 1: EQEE%;THN(X)AZ)/THN
(VAR] X [ENTER]
[ X LAINDN.

raie)

You can use any variable as an argument to COT—thatvariable is
automatically substituted into the original definition for COT.

 

Creating a User-Defined Function

The DEFINE command lets you create a user-defined function directly
from an equation:

1. Enter an equation that defines the function. The equation must
have the form 'name(arguments)=expression'. The left side of
the equation consists of the function name followed in parentheses
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by its symbolic arguments. The right side of the equation consists of
the defining expression for the function.

2. Press [\ to create the user-defined function.

Example: Creating a User-Defined Function. Use DEFINE to
create CMB, a user-defined function that calculates the number of

combinations C of n different items taken 1, 2, 3, ... n at a time:

cC=2"-1

Enter the equation for CMB.

      (J CMB [«)[O)) n (] 1: 'CMB(n)=2"n-1"'
FQE27FNnE [PrET

3]

REOE

|

HYP[HTE [WECTE] EAZE

|

Execute DEFINE. Select the VAR menu and note that it now contains

the user-defined function CMB.

(<) |TIOOISO|

 

Executing a User-Defined Function

A user-defined function is executed just like a built-in function; it can take
numeric or symbolic arguments,either from the stack or in algebraic
syntax.

Example: Executing a User-Defined Function. Execute the user-
defined function CMB to make the following calculations.

Calculate the total number of ways to combine one or more of four items
(n =4).

 

1: 15
[eelcor][[[|

For the same value of n, calculate the combinations in algebraic syntax.

 

oo D4 : s
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Calculate CMB(Z) in algebraic syntax, where Z is aformal variable— a
variable that does not contain an object.

El Z [®](PURGE] 1: '2~Z-1"
Mz [cte[cor]|[[|  

EVAL

 

Nesting User-Defined Functions

Just like built-in functions, user-defined functions can be included in the

defining expression of a user-defined function.

Example: Nesting a User-Defined Function. Write a user-defined
function to calculate the ratio of surface area to volume of a box. The

formula for this calculation is

£= 2(hw + hl + wi)

Vv hwl

where h, w, and / are the height, width, and length of the box.

Part 1. First, create a user-defined function BOXS to calculate the

surface area of the box.

Use the EquationWriter application to key in the equation for the surfacc
area.
 

()(EQUATION]
BOXS ([«)[()) h (SPC) w (SPC] | ()
ME2xE@OIhXwHEh 5Chyuy 1)=2:(hw+h-1+u:10
JIE WX

 

(Eonsfcefcov|]

Enter the equation and create the user-defined function.

|BTOI|
(«q)[OEF
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Part 2. Now create a user-defined function BOXR to calculate the ratio

of surface area to volume.

Use the EquationWriter application to keyin the equationfor the ratio.
 

() [EQUATION

BOXR (\]([()] y 2]
(5] HO) x R(x,y,z)=B008(%4, 2)

 

wyzll
SPCly(SPClz ) Ex Xy [x] 2

 

ICIRESATTON

Enter the equation and create the user-defined function.

ENTER Leozr[eos[cre[cor|||
«)

Part 3. Use BOXR to calculate the ratio of surface area to volume for a

box 9 inches high, 18 inches wide, and 21 inches long.

Enter the height, width, and length. Then select the VAR menu and
execute BOXR.

9 [ENTER) 18 [ENTER) 21 11 . 428571428571
. (E0:k[e0:z

|

cHe[c07

|

[|

 

Note that BOXS was defined using k, w, and / as variables, and that BOXS

takes x, y, and z as arguments in the definition for BOXR. It makes no
difference if the variables in the two definitions match— each set of
variablesis independent ofthe other.

 

The Structure of a User-Defined Function

A user-defined function is actually aprogram that:

m Consists solely of a local variable structure whose definingprocedure is
an algebraic expression. The syntax is:

# +name, name, ...name, 'expression'

m Takes an unlimited number of arguments (can use an unlimited
number of local variables) but returns one result to the stack.
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Refer to page 473 in chapter 25, “Programming Fundamentals,” for a
description of local variables and local variable structures.

Example: The Structure of a User-Defined Function. Use
VISIT to see the structure of user-defined function CMB.

Return CMB to the command line, then execute VISIT.

(VAR] (] £tiE  [)(visT)

 

« > n '2°n-1"
»

[£SEIP[EKIP#€DEL[OELSINZa]+STH]    
You can see that the command sequence:

'CHEBCn»=2"n-1"' DEFIHE

is equivalentto creating the program:

2-1=N

and storing it in CMB.
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11

Complex Numbers
 

 

This chapter covers:

Entering complex numbers.

Interpreting and controlling the display format of complex numbers.

Assembling and taking apart complex numbers.

n

u

m Calculating with complex numbers.

m Using complex numbers in algebraics.

n Determining when to use complex numbers and when to use vectors.

Most functions that work with real numbers also work with complex
numbers. So, if you’re comfortable using common math functions with
real numbers, you should have no trouble with complex numbers.

The examplesin this chapter assume the calculatoris set to Degrees

mode ([43)(MODES] DEG ).

Example: Arithmetic with Complex Numbers. Calculate:

O+4)+(-4+30)
B +1i)
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If the R<Z or R«« annunciatoris on, indicating Polar mode is active,
press [®](POLAR] to set Rectangular mode. Then, enterthe first two

complex numbers.

(\)(©)) 9 [SPC] 4 [ENTER]
)] 4 4] [sPC) 3

 

1: (5

Divide the result by 3 + i.

CY|(@ 10

 

 

Entering and Displaying Complex Numbers

How Complex Numbers Are Displayed

Complex numbers can be displayed in either rectangular form or polar
form, depending on whether the HP 48 is in Rectangular coordinate mode
or Polar coordinate mode. (Regardless of how complex numbers are
displayed, the HP 48 stores them internally in rectangular form.)

In rectangular form, the real part and the imaginary part of the complex
numberare enclosed in parentheses and separated by a comma.” In
polar form, the magnitude and the phase of the complex number are
enclosed in parentheses, separated by a comma and angle sign (). The
polar form is displayed in a form based on the current angle mode
(Degrees, Radians, or Grads).

The following diagram shows the display of complex numbers in
Rectangular and Polar modes:

* If the Fraction Mark is set to comma, complex numbers are separated by a semicolon.
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Display Modes
 

Rectangular Polar
 Real axis -

5 (a,b) (r, «9)     - Imaginary axis

To switch between Rectangular and Polar modes, press [][POLAR]. The
F«Z or E<£« annunciator indicates that Polar mode is active. (The two
annunciators differentiate between Cylindrical and Spherical modes for
three-dimensional vectors. For complex numbers, Cylindrical and
Spherical modes are interchangeable.)

The rectangular internal representation of all complex numbers has the
following effects on displayed polar numbers:

m §is normalized to the range +180° (+= radians, +200 grads).

m If you key in a negative , the value is made positive, and 4 is increased
by 180° and normalized.

m If you key in an r of 0, § is also reduced to 0.

Entering Complex Numbers

There are two ways to enter complex numbers:

m Using parentheses. This method is consistent with the way complex
numbers are displayed. It works without any special flag settings and
is the method to use for entering complex numbers in the
MatrixWriter application. The real and imaginary parts can be
separated within the parenthesesby either a space ([SPC]), a comma
((«\l[)), or,if the Fraction Mark is set to comma, a semicolon

(=)
m Using [€)(2D]. This method combines two real numbers on the stack

into a complex number. It requires flag —19 to be set. (For more
information on [€](2D], see “Assembling and Taking Apart Complex

Numbers” on page 160.)
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Example: Entering and Displaying Complex Numbers. The
following diagram defines one complex numberin rectangular form (3,4)
and another complex numberin polar form (5.39,4.158.2). Enter these
complex numbers and switch the coordinate mode.

  

Rectangular Knowns Polar Knowns

(B4 [

-, a L

= snnanassese 158.2°

/0 b 539 N

- Real axis - Real axis

- Imaginary axis - Imaginary axis  
Make sure Degrees angle mode and Rectangular coordinate mode are
set.

(7] (MODES]) EDEmErnR|

 

Enter the rectangular complex number using parentheses and a comma.

(«l()) 3 [«)() 4 [ENTER) 1: (3,4)
(DTN)ReP

Key in the polar complex number using parentheses. (When entering
polar complex numbers, you don’t need a comma or space to separate the
parts— the angle sign acts as the separator.)

«\)[)] 5.39 [*)[&] 158.2 1: (3,4)
(5.394158.2)
(DTTDe   

       

 

Enter the polar number on the stack;it is converted to match the current
coordinate mode (in this case, Rectangular mode).

: (3,4)
1= (-5.00453860689,

2.00167263362)
(Ve o]kAl[GRACTV2 o]Ra2 |ks
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Now change the coordinate mode and watch how the complex numbers
change.

(][POLAR] 2= (5,453.13081823542)
1: (3.39,<158.2)

 

Press [@][POLAR] a few more times to get used to the display conversion.
Multiple pressesof[E]POLAR] have the same effect as pressing the

and : * (or iE£2 ) menu keys.     

 

Assembling and Taking Apart Complex
Numbers

Pressing [q](2D] assembles or takes apart a complex number according to
the coordinate mode:

® If levels 2 and 1 contain real numbers, and if flag —19 is set, («](2D]

assembles a complex number. If Rectangular mode is set, the real
partis taken from level 2 and the imaginary part from level 1; if Polar
mode is set, the magnitude is taken from level 2 and the angle from
level 1.

® If level 1 contains a complex number, pressing (4q](2D] takesit apart.
Thereal part or the magnitude is returned to level 2, and the
imaginary part or the angle partis returned to level 1.

Rectangular Mode
  

&l 1: (va)
  

Polar Mode
  

    ) 1 (r, «B)
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Example. Assemble the complex number (3,-5) from its components
on the stack, and then take it apart again.

Set flag —19, and make sure Degrees angle mode and Rectangular
coordinate mode are set.

19 (»](MODES] ER [0sFinr[Gkio[:v2Ra2Rad||

(+2)(MODES)]

Enter the parts on the stack.

3 5 %= 3
: -2

[0ESKAl[SRADHY2Bd2Rdd

Assemble the complex number.

(«1)(20] 1: (3,-9)
[UESEAD[GRAD]ENEB2Rdd

Take apart the complex number.

(«)20)  

 

The programmable equivalents of [(\q](2D] are the —+V2 and V—
commands. (See “Additional Commands for Complex Numbers” on page
165.)

 

Calculating with Complex Numbers

Comparison with Real Number Calculations

Since a complex numberis a single object, like a real numberis a single
object, calculating with complex numbersis just as easy as calculating with
real numbers. Most functions that work with real numbers also work with
complex numbers. For instance, to add two complex numbers, you simply
put them on the stack and press [#]; to take the sine of a complex number,
you simply enter the complex number and press [SIN].

Also, complex numbers are allowed in algebraics just like real numbers.
For instance, you can take the sine of (3,4) by entering
'SIH ©¢3,43>" and pressing [EVAL].
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Example: An Electrical Circuit. Part 1. Ohm’s law defines the
relationship between the resistance (R), voltage potential (E), and current
(7) in thefollowing circuit as R=E-1.

 

   
Given a voltage potential of 10 volts and a current of 2 amperes, calculate
the resistance.

10 2 1: 3
(V€5hhlknbiza2hdd

Part 2. If the resistance in the previous circuit is replaced by a complex
impedance Z, and the simple voltage and current are replaced by phasors
(complex numbers representing sinusoidal current or voltage), a problem
involving complex numbers results.

Yot

The Ohm’s law relationship becomes Z=E-I. For a voltage of (10,4.0)
and a current of(2,430), calculate the complex impedance.

 

  

   

   

Make sure Degrees angle mode and Polar coordinate mode are set.

    
(7] (MODES] 1: 5

TR [EE0NTRO
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Divide the voltage by the current to get the impedance.

(«))] 10 (>)[=] O [ENTER] %= s 38?: -
It 2 ()= 30 G [O2NT[

Change the coordinate mode to Rectangular.

() (POLAR e 3
1 54.33812?81892,-—2.5

 

In polar form, the complex impedance has a magnitude of 5 and a phase
angle of —30 degrees. By changing to the rectangular form, you see that
the same complex number implies a resistive component of 4.33 ohms and
a reactive component of —2.5 ohms. The negative phase and reactance
tell an electrical engineer that the impedanceis capacitive, rather than
inductive.

Complex Results from Real Operations

The complex-number capabilities of the HP 48 can impactthe results of
real-number operations. Certain calculations that would result in an error
on most calculators yield complex results on the HP 48. For instance, the
HP 48 returns a complex number for the square root of —4. Also, the
arcsine of 5 yields a complex result.

You'll find that for most calculations, the HP 48 gives you the type of
result (real or complex) you expect. However,if you find that you get
complex results when you expect real results, check your program or
keystrokes for these potential causes:

m The data you supplied to the calculator may be outside the range of
the formula you are calculating.

m The formula (or its execution) may be incorrect.

m A rounding error at a critical point in the formula may have
invalidated the computation.

m A complex result may be unexpected, but correct, for your problem.
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Complex Numbers in Algebraics

Algebraics Containing Complex Numbers

The components of a complex number may be real numbers (for example,
in the expression '¥+{1,2') or they may be formal variables (for
example, in the expression 'X+i¢H,E>"'). Upon entry, this second form
is automatically converted to an equivalent form, 'H+(A+E*i>'.

Algebraics containing complex numbers can be manipulated symbolically
in the same way as real-number expressions.

 

# When you enter a complex number as part of an algebraic
expression, you must use [€][] to separate the real and

Note imaginary parts. (If the Fraction Mark is set to comma,
[€a]() generates a semicolon to separate the parts.)

 

Example: Using Complex Numbers in Algebraics. Calculate the
two square roots of the complex number 8-6i. Since the/ function
([&x]) returns only one root, use the ISOL (isolate) command to solve for
Win the equation W?=8-6i.

First, enter the algebraic.

OWQI2(«)E 1: "We=(8,-6)'
@EIGA EDTRROT

Now, enter the nameof the variable to be isolated (W) and execute the
ISOL command.

(0 W [ENTER] 1: 'W=s1#%(3,-1)'
(] irsup TRTTTT    

The variable =1 stands for +. Thus, the two square roots are 3 — i and
-3 + i. (The ISOL command is covered in chapter 22.)
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Using the Symbolic Constant i

Complex numbers can be entered as expressions containing the built-in
symbolic constant i.

Example. Use the EquationWriter application to enter an expression
representing the complex number 2 - 2iV/3. Thenevaluate the
expression to get a complex result. (The answer assumes the HP 48 is set
to Rectangular coordinates mode.)

Enter the expression. (The keystrokes for the lowercase letter i are (o],
followed by 4], followed by [CST].)

(2] [EQUATION]
22i[&]3

 

2-2-i-{30

 

(TRTATVTTR

Use the =NUM command to evaluate the expression and return a
complex number object.

(](=NUM] 1:  (2,-3.46418161514)
(TNTTT
 

 

Additional Commands for Complex Numbers

Most commands that operate on real numbers also operate on complex
numbers (for instance, SIN, INV, %, LN, —Q,etc.). The following table

describes additional commands that are especially useful for complex
numbers.

Referring to the table, V— and —V2 are found in the MTH VECTR
menu ([MTH] YECTR); NEG is executed in Program-Entry mode by
pressing [*/=]; C—R, R—C, and OBJ— are found in the PRG OBJ menu

and the remaining commands are found in the MTH
PH

 

(PRG) © 3
PARTS menu ([MTH)       ). 
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Example
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

combines two real numbers
into a complex number(x,y).  — -n  

Command/Description
input Output

ABS Absolute value; 1: (3yd> 1: 5

x? +y%.

ARG Polar angle of a 1: Cly12 1 45
complex number.

CONJ Complex conjugate 1: (2,32 1= (2530
of a complex number.

C—R Complexto real; 1: (2,32 2t 2
separates a complex number 1: 3
into two real numbers, the
rectangular coordinates x and
y.

IM Imaginary (y) part of a 1: d,-320 |1 -3
complex number.

NEG Negative of its 1: (Zy—12 12 (=2, 10
argument.

OBJ— Object to stack; 1: (4,58 2 4
separates an object (complex 1 5
number,array, orlist) into its
elements.

RE Real (x) part of a 1: (d,-Z0 1 4
complex number.

R—C Real to complex; 2: - 1: (=Fy=20
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Example
 Command/Description

Input Output
 

SIGN Unit vector in the 1: (2,40 1: (. 6y .82
direction of the complex

number argument; (

=)
Vx? +y?

V— Separates a complex 1: (33,4380 2=
number into two real numbers 1:

x and y or r and ¢, depending
on the current coordinates
mode. The example assumes

Polar and Degrees modes.

X

Vx? +y?

 

o = =

 

—V2 Ifflag —19is set, 2 &l 1: (E, LS50

assembles two real numbers :
into a complex number (x,y)
or (r, 4.6), depending on the
current coordinate mode.
The example assumes Polar
and Degrees modes.

[ n =   
 

 

Complex Numbers or Vectors?

Complex numbers and two-dimensional vectors can be similar in many
ways. Sometimes you may have difficulty choosing the better object type
to use for a given problem (and sometimeseither type will work).

The main advantages of using complex numbers are that they are allowed
as elements of vectors and matrices and that most real number operations
work on them. The main disadvantages of using complex numbers are
that they are limited to two dimensions and that vector operations like
DOT and CROSS don’t apply to them.

If you make the wrong choice at the start of a calculation,it’s easy to
convert from one type to the other.

m If flag —19 is clear and you have a complex numberin level 1,
pressing [9)(2D] (\9](2D] takes apart the complex number and then
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reassembles the parts into a vector.

m If flag —19 is set and you have a two-element vectorin level 1,
pressing (|)(2D] (#q](2D] takes apart the vector and then reassembles
the parts as a complex number.

Example: Converting between Complex Numbers and
Vectors. Part 1. Use [\](2D] to convert the complex number (3,4) into

a vector.

Set Rectangular and Degrees modes, and then enter the complex number.

  ()(MODES) (3,4)
<) 3 4 OTR

Take apart the complex number.

= ;
[UES a]Fnb[GEAD |#V2 ]ka2 |Fidd |

Clear flag —19 so that [\q)[2D] assembles a vector.

TS : z

 

(\J(2D]

 

Part 2. Convert the vector back into the complex number.

Take apart the vector.

(«)(20) 3

  

(«)(2D] 1: (3,4)
IREIEmm    
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12

Vectors
 

 

The HP 48 has extensive capabilities for creating and manipulating
vectors. These capabilities include a user interface designed specifically
for two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) vectors. 2D and
3D vectors are often used to represent forces, velocities, accelerations,

torques, and other phenomena of our world.

All vectors are array objects, and more mathematically-general vectors
are covered in chapter 20, “Arrays.” This chapter deals primarily with 2D
and 3D vectors and covers the following topics:

Interpreting and controlling the display format of vectors.

Entering vectors.

n

n

m Assembling and taking apart vectors.

m Performing engineering and physics calculations with vectors.

u Determining when to use complex numbers and when to use vectors.
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Displaying 2D and 3D Vectors

How 2D Vectors Are Displayed

Two-dimensional vectors can be displayed in either rectangular form or
polar form, depending on whether the HP 48 is in Rectangular coordinate
mode or Polar coordinate mode. The following illustration defines the
two modes for two-dimensional vectors:

  

 

  

y

a Two-Dimensional Display Modes

L Rectangular Polar

b 6 -
r M) [ab] [r 0]

X     

 
To switch between Rectangular and Polar modes, press [](POLAR]. The
R£Z or R<s annunciator indicates that Polar mode is active. (The two
annunciators differentiate between Cylindrical and Spherical modes for
three-dimensional vectors. For two-dimensional vectors, Cylindrical and
Spherical modes are interchangeable.)
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How 3D Vectors Are Displayed

Three-dimensional vectors can be displayed in rectangular form
(L XYZ 1), cylindrical form (L R & Z 1), or spherical form
(LR & X 1). The following illustration defines these three forms:

Three-Dimensional Display Modes
 

Rectangular Cylindrical Spherical
 

      
 

 

y [abc] [y <6 €] |[r <6 <¢]

The MTH VECTR menu ([MTH] contains keys for switching

 

between the three coordinate modes:

m Rectangular mode ( no annunciator).

® Cylindrical mode

m Spherical mode

 

  

 

£Z annunciator).

44 annunciator).

A box in one of the menu labels identifies the current mode.

The rectangular internal representation of all vectors has the following
effects on displayed polar (cylindrical and spherical) vectors:

m 6§ and ¢ are normalized to within +180° (*radians, =200 grads).

m If you key in a negative r, the value is made positive; 6 is increased by
180°, ¢ by 90°, and both are normalized.

m If ¢ is 0 or 180°, 4 is reduced to 0.

m If you key in an r of 0, § and ¢ are reduced to 0.

Regardless of how vectors are entered or displayed, the HP 48 stores
them internally in rectangular form.
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Entering 2D and 3D Vectors

There are two ways to enter 2D and 3D vectors:

m Using square-bracket delimiters ([ 7). This method is consistent
with the way vectors are displayed. It works without any special flag
settings. Each element is separated within the brackets by a space

(5PC)).
m Using [€q)(2D] or [*](3D]. This method combines two or three real

numbers on the stack into a vector. Assembling a two-dimensional
vector using (9](2D] requires flag —19 to be clear. (For more
information on (€9)(2D] and [*](3D], see “Assembling and Taking
Apart 2D and 3D Vectors” on page 173.)

Example: Entering and Displaying 2D Vectors. The following
diagram defines one vector in rectangular form ([ 3 4 ]) and another
vector in polar form ([ 5.39 X£.158.2 ]). Enter these vectors and look at
them in both display modes.

Rectangular Knowns Polar Knowns

y y

g 13 4]

r/ [539 <1582] a

  
Set Rectangular mode, and, if necessary, Degrees mode.

 

EEHDIITT

Enter the rectangular vector.

(«C13 4 1: [34]
Liveka2R[CRDZE]00TRES
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Keyin the polar vector. (When entering polar vectors, you don’t need a
space to separate the elements— the angle sign acts as the separator.)

[«5.39 [*)(&] 158.2 1: [ 341
[5.39«158.721]
(72kg2Rad|CROZZ]00TRES

Enter the polar vector on the stack;it is converted to match the current
display mode (in this case, Rectangular mode).

 

2t [34]
1: [ -5.B845386H689

2.88167263362 1]
LivekeB[CROZE]0OTHES

Now change the display mode and watch how the vectors change.

() 2: [ 5 £53.13081823542..
1: [ 5.39 «158.2 ]

 

IRD0I(RTT

Press [][POLAR] a few more timesto get used to the display conversion.
Mult1 le presses of [](POLAR]OLAR have the same effect as pressing the

nd . (or i E24 ) menu keys.    

 

Assembling and Taking Apart 2D and 3D
Vectors

Pressing [€q](2D] assembles or takes apart a two-dimensional vector

according to the current coordinate mode:

m If levels 2 and 1 contain real numbers, and if flag - 19 is clear,
[«€q](2D] assembles a two-dimensional vector from them.

m If level 1 contains a two-dimensional vector, pressing [€q)[2D] takesit
apart.

The following illustrates using [4q][2D]:
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Rectangular Mode
  

1: [xtY]16
l

  

Polar Mode
  

    1 1 [r, «6]
  

Pressing [](3D] assembles or takes apart three-dimensional vectors
according to the current coordinate mode:

m If levels 3, 2, and 1 contain real numbers, [*](3D] assembles a three-
dimensional vector from them.

m If level 1 contains a vector with any number of elements, [](3D]
takes it apart.

The following illustrates using (](3D]:

Rectangular Mode
  

  

  

  

   

3: x| —>» |3
2. y () (ED) 2.

1 z €«<— |1 [xyz]

Cylindrical Mode

3: r —>
2: 0 () (3D]

1 z €«— |1 [r <02

Spherical Mode

3: r >
2: 6 ()(E3D]
1 ¢ €«<— |1 [r <0 4]     

The programmable equivalents of [*](3D] are the V— and —V3
commands, and the programmable equivalents of [¢q][2D] are V— and

—V2. For descriptions, see “Additional Vector Commands” on page 183.
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Example: Assembling and Taking Apart a Two-Dimensional
Vector. Use [€q)(2D] to assemble and then take apart the two-
dimensional vector [3 5]. (This example assumesflag —19 is clear.)

Set Rectangular coordinate mode.

 

MTH

Enter the real number components.

3 5 2 3

Assemble the vector.

(«a)(2D] [35]
00TAES   

Break the vector apart into its components.

(\)(2D] 2t 3
1: 3  

 

Example: Assembling and Taking Apart a Three-Dimensional
Vector. Use [])(3D] to assemble and then take apartthe following
spherical vector:

[10 240 £20]

 

 
Remember that when you assemble a 2D or 3D vector, angles are
normalized such that they are no larger than 180 degrees ( radians or 200
grads). This causes 240 degrees to be converted to —120 degrees in this
example.
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Set Spherical coordinate mode and, if necessary, Degrees mode.

    (MTH) ¥R |eeeTT
if necessary (|

Enter the real numbers associated with the vector.

10 [SPC] 240 [SPC] 20 [ENTER]

 

Assemble the vector. (Note that 240° is converted to —120°.)

(](30) 1: [ 18 «-128 <28 ]
Ciivzki[hcda[oh03s]DOTAes
 

Break the vector apart.

 ()E0) 3: 18

:
fiammmm
 

Because of the angle normalization, the original stack contents are
changed.

 

2D and 3D Vector Calculations

Because a vector, like a real number,is a single object, you can easily

execute many common math functions with vector arguments. You can
add and subtract vectors; you can multiply and divide vectors by scalars;
and you can execute special vector commands—DOT, CROSS, and
ABS —with them. (The absolute value function ABS returns the
magnitude of a vector.)

The following examples assume Degrees angle mode is set. Keystrokes
for the proper coordinate modes are given where appropriate.

Example 1: Finding the Unit Vector. A unit vector parallel to a
given vector is found by dividing a vector byits magnitude. Find the unit
vector for [345].

Set Rectangular coordinate mode and, if necessary, Degrees mode.

|NNRTlT|MTH
if necessary [¢]
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Enter the vector.

3 [ENTER] 4 [ENTER] 5 (*](3D] 1: [345]
IR0WYP(RIT

Duplicate the vector and compute the magnitude.

 

2t [ 345 ]
1 ?8?186?8118?

   

      
 

Divide the vector by its magnitude to get the unit vector.

1: [_.424264068712
- 565685474949
. 787186781186 1
[izs|CO33]00TAES

Example 2: Finding the Angle Between Two Vectors. The angle
between two vectorsis given by

   

V1-V2

| V1| | V2]
-1

 

angle = cos

 

Calculate the angle between the vectors [34 5] and [ 20 X.30 X.60 ].
(This example assumes the calculator is originally set to Rectangular
mode.)

Enter both vectors. (Notice the change to Spherical mode for entering
the second vector.)

   

 

M4msa- 2: [ 7.87186781187 <5,
” 4 1: [ 28 <30 <68 ]

Take the dot product.

1: 129.641816151     eRa2[RdamfiR0ss]00TAES

Return the vectors to the stack.

[][CAST 3: 129.6416816151
2: [ 7.87186/781187 «5.,
1: [ 28 <38 <64 ]

 

52ka2[Rdde[CROZE]0OTRES
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Use the absolute value function to find the magnitude of both vectors.

3: 129.641816151
e 24

7.87°186781187

  

eke[Raaw[CROZE]DOTAES

Multiply the magnitudes and divide the result into the dot product.

x & 1: . 916708416465
RNNPPATT

Take the arccos to find the angle.

(«a)(ACOS] 1: 23.5516253446
TNPPPTT

Example 3: Finding the Component of a Vector in a
Particular Direction. The following diagram represents three, two-
dimensional vectors. Find their sum, and then use DOT to resolve them

along the 175° line.

170 «143° 185 <62  

175°

 

100 «261°  
Set Polar mode (either Cylindrical or Spherical mode will work), and then
enter the three vectors.

  

 

[«@)(2D)
185 62 ([¢)2D)
100 261 [\)[2D)
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Add them.

   
1: [ 178,937168532

<111.148894255 1]
N0WATT
  

  

Here’s an illustration of the sum:

100 <261° N143°

179 «<111° 185 <62°

Enter the unit vector of 175°.

1 [ENTER] 175 (Q)(2D) %= [ 1?8.93?%6?53%%1.1
: £

N0IRATT
 

Here’s a picture of where you are now:

179 «111°
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Find the scalar representing the magnitude of the force along the 175°
line.

 

1: 78. 8585649585
N(0NOTT

Example 4: Movement of a Crank. Part 1. For the crank below,
whatis the moment aboutthe origin, and how much force is transferred
along the axis of the crank?

 

 

 
The momentis found by taking the vector cross product of the crank
radius and force vectors. (To take a cross product, enter the vectors in the
same order that they appear in the cross-product formula: M = rxF.)

Set Polar mode and enter the radius and force vectors.
      

5 63 E] : £—

547 200 [€)(2D) V2

[

a2[Rdow[CROSS]00T

|

HES

|

Take the cross product. (Notice that the resultis a three-dimensional
vector.)

CROSS 1: ‘[‘81!]365. 26551477 <@

IN(9ATT
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You would expect this three-dimensional vector to be positive and parallel
to the z axis. This can be verified by inspection and the right hand rule.
Change to Rectangular mode to make the verification easier.

(>](POLAR] 1: 5 B B 1865.26551477

TPNeIAT

Now return the original vectorsto the stack and change back to Polar
mode.

(%)_ARG) [)[FOLAR] 3t [ 186526551477<o,

E [ 547 z-168 ]

 

Divide the radius by its magnitude to get the unit vector.

(2] (SWAP] [ENTER] - 3: [ 1865.26551477 <@,
s [ 547 «-168 ]

 

: 1 <63
BOSA

Take the dot product to find the scalar representing the magnitude of the
force along the crank.

 

     
2: [ 1865.26531477 <0,
1: -400. 8584?4?86
NP(AWW

The negative magnitude indicates that the force is opposed to the
direction of the crank’s unit vector.

Part 2. To add a small twist to the example, suppose the force vector is
not on the same plane as the crank. If the force is [ 547 X200 X.87 ]
(thus the force vector rises out of the paper at a modest 3°), what is the
moment, the force transmitted along the axis ofthe crank, and the thrust
force along the 2 axis?

Enter the radius and force vectors. (Use Cylindrical mode with a z-value
of 0 for the radius vector, and use Spherical mode for the force.)

[ 5«63«90 ]22

SOOI [l  
547 200 87 [)(3D]
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Take the cross product.

 

1: [ 1868.208084977
§-2? «%.39422683566

 

IRI) (ReW

This time the resulting moment is not directed precisely along the z axis.
Switch to Rectangular mode and see the z-axis component.

 

1= [ 127.537640594
-64, 9836736511
1862. 70923321 1]
NPRSTTT
 

The useful moment along the crank has a magnitude of almost 1863.

Now get the original vectors back on the stack. Notice that the thrust
problem has been solved through the switch to Rectangular mode.

(]ARG] : [ 2,2699524987_4.4..2
1:

 

-186. 828624
28, 6270680649 1
Fd2koJCRDZZ]00TAES

Thethrust (the z-component of the vector) is approximately 28.6. Note
thatit is positive and comes out of the paper the same as the force vector.
(The same value could have been calculated through a more general
approach of calculating the dot product of the unit vector associated with
the z axis ([ 0 0 1]) and the force vector.)

Lastly, compute the force along the crank.

(«1][SWAP] [ENTER       e: [ 127.937640594 -6..
1: -399. 582219513
IWPPAT
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Additional Vector Commands

The following commands interpret their arguments and return results
using the current coordinate mode. These commands are found on page

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 of the MTH VECTR menu ([MTH] ! [NXT)).

. Example
Command/Description

Input Output

V— Separates a vector (or 1: [z 21| z2: 2
complex number) into its 1: 9
coordinate elements.

1: [S £96] 2: o

1: QE

—V2 Whenflag -19is Z: 2 Rectangular
clear, creates a 2-element 1: 26 Mode:
vector. 1: [2 28]

Polar

Mode:

1: [2 «£281]

—V3 Creates a 3-element 3: 2 Rectangular
vector. 2t 28 Mode:

1: S11: [2 28 5]

Cylindrical
Mode:
1: [2 <28 5]

Spherical
Mode:
1:[2 £28 £5]    

Additional commands for manipulating vectors are =ARRY, GET,
GETI, OBJ—, PUT, and PUTI. These are covered in the table starting

on page 90.
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Complex Numbers or Vectors?

Complex numbers and two-dimensional vectors can be similar in many
ways. Sometimes you may have difficulty choosing the better object type
to use for a given problem (and sometimeseither type will work).

The main advantages of using complex numbers are that they are allowed
as elements of vectors and matrices and that most real number operations
work on them. The main disadvantages of using complex numbers are
that they are limited to two dimensions and that vector operations like
DOT and CROSS don’t apply to them.

If you make the wrong choice at the start of a calculation,it’s easy to
convert from one type to the other.

m If flag —19 is clear and you have a complex numberin level 1,
pressing [4q)(2D] [«q](2D] takes apart the complex number and then
reassembles the parts into a vector.

m If flag —19 is set and you have a two-element vectorin level 1,
pressing [4q)(2D] («q](2D] takes apart the vector and then reassembles
the parts as a complex number.
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13

Unit Management
 

 

     

The Units application contains a catalog of 147 units that you can
combine with real numbers to create unit objects. The UNITS application
lets you:

m Do unit conversions. For example, you can convert the unit object
18_ft to 128_inor Z.845.

m Factor a unit with respect to another unit. For example, you can
factor Z@_M with respect to 1_H and return Z8_H#mn-z.

m Execute mathematical operations on unit objects. For example, you
canadd 18_ft-=sto 18_mph and return Z4.67_f1t =,

A Unit-Management Example. The ideal gas equation of stateis:

PV = nRT

where

P is the pressure exerted by the gas (in atmospheres).
V'is the volumeof the gas (in liters).
n is the amount ofthe gas (in moles).
R is the ideal gas constant (0.082057
liter-atmosphere/kelvin-mole).

T is the the temperature of the gas (in kelvins).
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Assuming ideal gas behavior, calculate the pressure exerted by 0.305 mole
of oxygen in 0.950 liter at 150 °C.

Part 1. First, convert the temperature to kelvins.

Select the UNITS Catalog menu and then the TEMP submenu. Create
the unit object 15&_°C.

(1) [ONITS
NXT

150

 

Convert to kelvins.

)

 

Part 2. Execute the calculation for P.

Multiply T (already in level 1) by n.

(«JUNITS) MAES(NXT] (NXT]

  

Multiply nT by R.

082057 [\][UNITS
NXT

[(«1][UNITS] [NXT]

(«2](UNITS] (NXT]
[«7)[ONITS

]

   

    

   

Divide by V.

.95 [(][UNITS]
8]

  .N7

 

1: 158_°C
N0OTI

1: 423.15_K
TT30TTI

1: 129.86875_K#mol
NITANI

1: 18.5963379628_l%atm
ufroc][[[|

1:  11.1477241714_atn
 

The pressure (in atmospheres) is returned to level 1.
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Part 3. Express atmospheresin SI base units.

Select the UNITS Command menu and convert to SI base units.

(] ([UNITS) 1: 11/2:2?43.1516?_@/(!'1
R ¥s

 

     
The pressure, expressed in SI base units,is returned to level 1.

Note thatin this example the temperature conversion from °Cto K is
executed before subsequent operations append additional units to the unit
object. The conversion to SI base units in Part 3 would have produced an
incorrect result otherwise. For more information on temperature
conversion, see page 197.

 

How the Units Application Is Organized

The Units application consists of two menus:

m The UNITS Catalog menu, which contains all the HP 48 units,

organized by subject. You use the UNITS Catalog menu to create
unit objects and to execute unit conversions between related units in
the catalog.

® The UNITS Command menu, which contains commands for unit

conversion and for other kinds of unit-object management.

 

Definition of Terms

The Units application is based on the International System of Units (SI).
The International System specifies seven base units: ~ (meter), k=
(kilogram), = (second), A (ampere), k (kelvins), =d (candela), and
rmal (mole). The UNITS Catalog menu contains the seven base units and
141 compound units derived from the base units. For example, ir (inch)
is .0254 ~, and Fdy (Faraday) is 96487 A#=.

A unit object has two parts: a number (a real number) and a unit
expression (a single unit or multiplicative combination of units). The two
parts are linked by the _ character. For example, 2_in (2 inches),
##1_HM (X Newtons), and =.383_gal-h (8.303 US gallons per hour)
are unit objects. Like other object types, a unit object can be placed on the
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stack, stored in a variable, and used in algebraic expressions and

programs.

A unit conversion replaces an old unit expression with a new unit
expression (specified by you), and automatically multiplies the number by
the appropriate conversion factor.

 

The UNITS Catalog Menu

To select the UNITS Catalog menu, press (€] [UNITS]. This displays a
three-page menu of “subject” keys, each of which, when pressed, displays
a submenu of related units. For example, press [¢][UNITS F
to display a two-page menu ofunits for pressure.

 

The individual keys in each submenu behave differently than standard
menu keys. When you press the:

m Unshifted key in Immediate-entry mode, the HP 48 creates a unit
object that correspondsto that key. In Algebraic- or Program-entry
modes, the unshifted keys act as typing aids, echoing the
corresponding unit name into the command line.

m Left-shifted key in Immediate-entry mode, the HP 48 converts the
unit object in the command line or stack level 1 to the corresponding
unit.

m Right-shifted key in Immediate-entry mode, the HP 48 divides by the
corresponding unit. This facilitates the creation of unit expressions
which have a denominator.

The following sections discuss creating and converting unit objects. In
each section, the use of the UNITS Catalog menu is discussed in detail.

 

Creating a Unit Object

The UNITS Catalog menu provides a simple method for creating a unit
object. To create a unit object with the UNITS Catalog menu:

1. Key in the number part of the unit object.

2. Select the subject menu that contains the desired unit.

3. Press the corresponding menu key.
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Example 1: Creating a Unit Object. Create the unit object
3.5_ft"3.

Select the VOL submenu of the UNITS Catalog menu.

  

[«)[ONITS oYNT|

Key in the number, then append the unit.

1: 3.9_ft"3
RNNRT GEETITEER
 

Example 2: Creating a Unit Object. Create the unit object
I2_kgEm™2ssm2,

Key in the number and append the first unit.

32 [QJUNITS]) MASS KG 1: 32_k9
(k5 |6 |Le |02|sLU]LET
 

 

   

 

Append the second unit.

(«JUNITS] AR 1: 32_kg*n"2
LH2[cra]B[voea[FreafiNeg

Append the units in the denominator.

[«)(ONITS] #F1HE: 1: 32_ko*m"2ss"2
) : W60HJHIN]£HE

How Unit Objects Are Created in the UNITS Catalog Menu.
When you press an unshifted menu key in the UNITS Catalog menu, the
HP 48 actually:

1. Enters a unit object on the stack consisting of the corresponding
unit and a number value of 1.

2. Executes * (multiplies).

Thus, in Example 1, when you keyed in 3.5 and pressed F ,the
HP 48 entered the unit object 1_+1"3,pushmg 2.5to level 2, then
multiplied to create the unit object =.5_ft~

   

When you press a right-shifted menu key in the UNITS Catalog menu, the
HP 48:

1. Enters a unit object on the stack consisting ofthe corresponding
unit with a number value of 1.

2. Executes / (divides).
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In Example 2, the HP 48 created the unit object ZZ_k o by multiplying
22 by 1_ka. When you pressed | 1172| the HP 48 entered the unit
object 1_m"2 in level 1 and multiplied to create the unit object
22_kg#m™2. When you pressed (] , the HP 48 entered the unit
object 1_s and divided to create the unit object 32_ka#*m™2-=. When
you pressed () again, the HP 48 again divided by 1_s= to return
the final result.

   

  

Creating a Unit Object in the Command Line

To build a unit object in the command line:

1. Key in the number. (It must be a real number.)

2. Keyinthe _ character (press [®][Z]). This activates Algebraic-
entry mode.

3. Key in the unit expression as you would an algebraic expression,
using the [x], (z], and [€][()] keys as required. To keyin a unit
name,either press the corresponding menu key, or spell the unit
name. Note that unit names are case-sensitive; for example, Hz
(hertz) must be typed with uppercase H and lowercase z. (For
legibility, all letters in menu keys are uppercase. Don’t confuse the
menu-key representation of a unit with its proper name.)

Example: Creating a Unit Object in the Command Line. Enter
the unit object &_Etu-Cft=2xh%°F1,

Key in the number and the _ character. Then key in the unit expression.
(To type °, press [a] [](6].) Then enter the unit object.

 

8 (][] 1: 8_Btus(ft"2#h*"F)
Btu [ () ft 57 2 [PAET:]PROEHVP[HATHVECTH]EAE

(x] h x] °F
ENTER

By spelling unit names, as in the previous example, you can create a unit
object without switching between submenus in the UNITS Catalog menu.
However, you'll often find that fewertotal keystrokes are required if you
switch between submenus and use the keys to echo the unit name. In
addition, use of the menu keys eliminates errors resulting from incorrect
spelling or incorrect use of uppercase or lowercase.
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Reviewing Unit Names

You can check the correct spelling and case of any unit by selecting the
corresponding page in the UNITS Catalog menu and pressing
(€] (REVIEW]. A temporary displaylists each unit on that menu page.

Example: Reviewing Unit Names. Check the correct spelling and
case for the unit corresponding to the FT#LEkey in the UNITS ENRG
submenu.

Select the ENRG submenu and review the unit names.

[ [ONITS

(7] [REVIEW

 

  Lo[ERS[rCAL|CALETU [FTLE

Press [ATTN] to return to the stack display.

Unit Objects in Algebraics

Unit objects are allowed in algebraics. In addition, the command line
permits symbolic numbers instead of real numbers, converting 'Y_ft ',

for example, to ‘'#1_f1 when entered on the stack.

Functions in unit objects follow this precedence order:

1. () (highest precedence).

2. ",

3. *and /.

Thus, 7_m-~=s"2 is 7 meters per square second; 7_im~s2"2 is 7 square
meters per square second.

+ and - are allowed in the number. However, the _ character takes
precedence over + and —. Thus '¢4+53_ft' EVAL returns 9_ft,
but '4+5_ft' EWAL returns + Error: Inconsistent Units.
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Unit Prefixes

Unit prefixes are letters that you can type in front of a unit nameto
indicate powers of ten. For example, mA means “milliamp” (amp x 10~ 3).
The following table lists allowable prefixes.

Unit Prefixes
 

 

Prefix Name Exponent

E exa +18

P peta +15

T tera +12

G giga +9

M mega +6

korK kilo +3

horH hecto +2

D deka +1

d deci -1

c cent -2

m milli -3

B micro -6

n nano -9

p pico -12

f femto -15

a atto -18     
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(To key in , press [a] [®](STOJ.)

Most prefixes used by the HP 48 correspond with standard SI notation.
There is one exception: “deka” is “D” in HP 48 notation and “da” in SI
notation.

 

# You cannot use a prefix with a built-in unit if the resulting
unit matches another built-in unit. For example, you cannot

Note use minto indicate milli-inches, because riris a built-in
unit indicating “minutes.” Other possible combinations

that match built-in units are Fa, da, cd, gh, flam, nmi, mph, kph,

ct, pt, ft, au,and cu.

 

 

Unit-Object Conversion

Unit-Object Conversion in the UNITS Catalog Menu

The UNITS Catalog menu lets you convert the unit object in stack level 1
to any dimensionally consistent unit in the menu simply by pressing the
corresponding left-shifted menu key.

Example 1: Unit-Object Conversion in the UNITS Catalog
Menu. Convert 18_atr (atmospheres) to inHa (inches of mercury).

Select the UNITS Catalog menu, and then the PRESS submenu. Create
the unit object 18_atr.

   
(«][UNITS] 1: 18_atm

DGRART3R

Convertto inches of mercury.

()IHHEG |1 : 299,212598425_i anl
LT[CTECTNSR

The new unit objectis returned to level 1.
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Example 2: Unit-Object Conversion in the UNITS Catalog
Menu. Convert &_ft%1bf .= (foot-pound force per second) to K
(watts).

Enter the unit object.

 

     

 

6 (]2 [(«)[UNITS) 1: 6_ft*1bf/s
CETELE TVRTT

Select the POWER submenu and convert to watts.

(«](UNITS) |1= 8. 13499?68999_N|
[« YIA

The new unit objectis returned to level 1.

Unit-Object Conversion with CONVERT

You can execute the CONVERT command ([*](UNITS]
any conversion between dimensionally consistent unit expressions.
CONVERT takes two arguments from the stack: The level 2 argumentis
the original unit object; the level 1 argumentis a unit object that contains
the new unit expression. The number part of the level 1 unit objectis
ignored.

 

Example: Unit-Object Conversion on the Stack. Convert
12_f1~3-min (cubic feet per minute) to gt -k (quarts per hour). Since
at ~#h is not in the UNITS Catalog menu, you must explicitly execute
CONVERTto do the conversion.

Enter the unit object.

    
12 () [ONITS) EraE: 13 12_f"3/nin

Put the new unit expression on the stack, appended to any number. (The
numberis ignored.)

  

1 [»]([CAST_MENU 2: 12_Ft’1‘3/r€ifl
: _qt~

() LAST MENU] (] m“nun:lql:m

Execute the conversion.

(*][ONITS  1:  21543.8961839_gt -h
[CONY[UEAE]UVALJUFRCTISUNIT]|      
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(Notethe use of to bypass the main UNITS Catalog menu
and directly select the previous submenu.)

Unit-Object Conversion in the CST Menu

If you often execute a specific unit conversion, you may find it convenient
to execute that conversion from the CST menu, particularly if the unit
expressions are not in the UNITS Catalog menu. (Chapter 15,
“Customizing the Calculator,”tells you how to build a custom menu.) To
execute unit conversions in the CST menu, place unit objects with the
desired unit expressions in the CST-menu list. The number parts of the
unit objects are ignored when conversions are executed. Once you have
placed the unit expressions in the CST menu, you execute unit conversions
just as you do in the UNITS Catalog menu:

1. Select the CST menu (press [CST)).

2. Put the unit object on the stack.

3. Press the left-shifted menu key corresponding to the desired unit
expression.

The new unit objectis returned to level 1.

Example: Unit-Object Conversion in the CST Menu. Suppose
you often execute unit conversions between ka-m™3 (kilograms per
cubic meter) and 1b-ft3 (pounds per cubic foot).

Part 1. Put the unit expressions in the CST menu. (This example
assumes that there are no previous entries in the CST-menu list.)

Build a list that contains the two unit objects. When you press [€][{ 3],
the HP 48 switches to Program-entry mode, so yow’ll have to key in the _

and - characters.

[E] = 1: % %_kgfm'? 1_1b-ft"
1 - : Pt s

1[0 [®)LASTMENU) .LE
([)[LASTMENU) FT%

  

 

Store the list in the variable CST and display the CST menu.

|OII—
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Part 2. Convert 16_lb-ft"3to kasm™3.

Enter the unit object.

 

1: 18_1b-f1"3
Eoctiecer][T—[   

Convertto kilograms per cubic meter.

«] 1: 160.1846337/4_kgm"3
(]0NIA       

Conversion to Sl Base Units

UBASE ([*](UNITS] LJEAEE) converts a compound unit into its
equivalent SI base units. UBASE takes as its argument a unit object from
level 1 of the stack.

Example 1: Conversion to Sl Base Units. Convert &.3_Fa
(Pascals) into SI base units.

Enter the unit object, select the UNITS Command menu and execute the
unit object conversion.

[«UNITS] FRESS 1: 8.3_kgs(mxs"2)
8. [CONYJUEAE]UMALJUFACTI>UNIT]
(=) [ONITS

Example 2: Conversion to Sl Base Units. Convert Z&_knot into
SI base units.

 

Enter the unit object, select the UNITS Command menu and execute the

unit object conversion.

1:  15.4333333333_m/s
[TT3AT(VTT
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Temperature Conversion

Conversions between the four temperature scales (K, °C, °F, and °R)
involve additive constants as well as multiplicative factors. If both unit
expressions consist of a single, unprefixed temperature unit with no
exponent, CONVERT performs an absolute temperature scale

conversion, including the additive constants.

If either unit expression includes a prefix, an exponent, or any unit other
than a temperature unit, CONVERT performs a relative temperature unit
conversion, which ignores the additive constants.

Example: Temperature Conversion. Part 1. Convert Z5_"Cto
°F.

Enter the unit object and execute the conversion.

    

(«)([UNITS] [NXT] 1: ?77_"F
25w() oCoFKok|]

Part 2. Convert 2G_"C-minto “"F-=.

Create the unit object Z&_"C-min.

E]UNITS] (NXT] TEME 1: 28_°"Csmin
TTTTBCHE

E]UNITS

Enter a unit object consisting of the new units and any number.

[®)[CAST MENU) 1.=F 22 2n_;C/mn
LAST MENU e 1: “F/s

Execute the conversion.

() [UNITS] Szip 1: 6_"Fss
TTSTTT    
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Dimensionless Units of Angle

Plane and solid angles are dimensionless. You can use the following
dimensionless units as constants in your unit expressions; however the
HP 48 can’t check for dimensional consistency in dimensionless units.

 

 

Dimensionless Unit Unit Name Value

Arcmin arcrin 1/,1600 unit circle

Arcsec arcs 1/206000 Uit circle

Degree = 1/160 unit circle

Grad arad 1/400 unit circle

Radian + 1/,unit circle

Steradian =t 1/, unit sphere    
 

Some photometric units are defined in terms of steradians. These units
include a factor of !/, in their numerical values. Because this factor is
dimensionless, the HP 48 can’t check for its presence or absence.
Therefore, to convert between photometric units that include this factor
and photometric units that don’t, you should include the dimensionless
unit =r. The following tablelists photometric units according to whether
their definition includes steradians.

 

 

Include Steradians Do Not Inciude Steradians

Lumen (1) Candela (=d)

Lux (1) Footlambert (¥ 1 zm)

Phot (rh) Lambert (1 zr)

Footcandle () Stilb (=k)   
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To convert between photometric units in the same column, the =r unit is
not required. To convert between photometric units in different columns,
you must divide the unit in the left column by =r or multiply the unit in
the right column by =r. Be sure to do so, because the HP 48 can’t check
that your units are consistent. Some examples of consistent photometric
units are:

® 1iS consistent with cd*=r.

® fc-sr is consistent with £ 1ar.

B lm-/sr#m™2 is consistent with 1am.

 

Unit-Expression Factoring

UFACT ([*](UNITS] UFHLCT) factors one unit from a unit expression,
returning a unit object whose unit expression consists of the factored unit
and remainder SI base units. UFACT takes two arguments from the
stack: a unit object from level 2 and a unit object from level 1. The level 1
unit object consists of any number and the unit to be factored from the
level 2 unit object.

Example: Unit-Expression Factoring. Factor Z.5_ka*n™2-3"2
with respect to H (Newtons).

Enter the unit object.

 

  

  

(HJUNITS) 1: 3.5_kg*m"2/5"°Z
(«)[ONITS) TNITATO

(HJUNITS]
)

Key in the unit to be factored, appended to any number.

| ONTS) FORCE ©B~ [or 3.5kg*m2/5"7
: 1_N
NJOvNGFKiPLEFPOL

Factor the level 2 unit object.

()(UNITS] UE 1: 3.5_N#m
[ZONY[UERE]UMALJUFRCT]sUNIT]|
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Unit-Object Arithmetic

The HP 48 lets you execute many arithmetic operations with unit objects,
just as you execute them with real numbers. Unit objects can be:

Added and subtracted.

Multiplied and divided.

Inverted.

n

u

m Raised to a power.

m Used in percentage calculations.

= Compared in value to each other.

Several additional math operations work only on the number part of the
unit object.

Example: Unit-Object Addition. Calculate the sum of @.4_1bf
and 11.9_dune.

Enter the unit objects.

     () [UNITS] i .4_1bf
ORCE 1: ~11.9_dyn

- [N[0V |GF_['KIP ]LEF ]POL |

Add the unit objects. The unit conversion is done automatically for you.

1: 177948. 76461 _dyn
[N_[0UN |GF |KIP ]LEF [PUL |

Example: Unit-Object Subtraction. Subtract 2%_in from 4_ft.

Enter the unit objects and subtract. The unit conversion is done
automatically for you.

(w]UNITS] 1: 9_in
= IOTTOB
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Adding and Subtracting Temperature Units. Pure temperature
units are converted to absolute temperatures before adding or subtracting,
and the sum or differenceis then converted to the level 1 unit. For
example ZZ_°F @_°C +returns 273.15_°C.

Example: Unit-Object Multiplication and Division by Real
Numbers. Multiply 1Z_rrh by 10, then divide by 6.

Enter the unit object and multiply by 10.

 

Eflm SPEED 1: 128_mph
: [M5JOMAE]FT#5 |EPH |MPH[ENDT]

10 @

Divide by6.

6 =) |1 28_mPh|
1.2[CHAS]FT2SKPHMPHJKNOT]

Example: Unit-Object Multiplication and Division by Unit
Objects. Multiply S&_ft by 45_¢t, then divide by 3. 2_d (days).

Enter the first unit object. Enter the second unit object and multiply.

@m 16 1: 22o8_ft"2

   

  

[tcHMMv0FTIN

Key in the third unit object and divide.

(w](UNITS] 1: 703, 125_ft"2-d
392 [kbW[MIN]5Hz

 

Example: Finding the Reclprocal of a Unit Object. Find the
reciprocal of 11.4_g#cms

Enter the unit object and find the reciprocal.

11.4E—i]m‘1 1: 8.771929872456E-2_s5"    
   

 

   
  2/ ( )

%% m-fifimnm
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Example: Raising a Unit Object to a Power. Raise Z_ft/=sto
the sixth power. Find the square root of the result. Then find the cube
root of that result.

Enter the unit object and raise the unit objectto the sixth power.

2« SFEED iF 1: 64_ft"6/5"6
6 ) LMJEMSE]FTAE

]

EPH

|

MPH[ENDT]

Note that the unit-expression exponents of the result are six times the unit
expression exponents of the original unit object.

       

Now find the square root ofthe result.

1: 8_ft"3/5"3
[H5JH2S[FT25KPRMPH[KNOT]
 

Find the cube root of the result.

3 (%] 1: 2_ftss
(M3JEMAE]FT25KPHMPH JKNOT
 

Example: Percent Calculations with Unit Objects. 4.Z2_cn™
is what percent of 1_in™3?

Enter the unit objects in the correct order and execute the calculation.

   
Ty

When the unit expression is temperature only, % converts to absolute
temperature, executes the calculation, and then converts back to the
original units. %CH and %T similarly convert temperature units before
executing the calculation.

Example: Comparing Unit Objects. Determine if 12 °C is greater
than 52 °F.

Enter the unit objects in the correct order and execute the test.

(Q)ONTS) FTENE 1: 112 s [ocoF[kok[|

  B
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1is returned to the stack, indicating that the testis true. (12 °C is 53.6 °F.)

Trigonometric Operations with Unit Objects. You can execute
the trigonometric operations SIN, COS, and TAN on unit objects whose
unit expression is a planar angular unit. Planar angular units are radians
(r), degrees (*), grads (at-ad), arc-minutes (arcrin), and arc-seconds
(arcs=). The result is a dimensionless real number.

Example: Trigonometric Operations with Unit Objects.
Calculate the sine of 45°.

Select the UNITS ANGL menu, enter the unit object, and execute SIN.

(«](UNITS] f' 1: . 787186781187
45 EN) IR708TT

 

  

 

In algebraic syntax, calculate the tangent of 40 grad.

0 40 [0 GRAD 2: 787186781187
EVAL 1: . 7263425280865

©K[SEADJECHIfRECS]SR
 

Arithmetic Operations on the Number Part of a Unit Object.
The following functions, described in detail in chapter 9, “Common Math
Functions,” operate on the number part of a unit object. Each function
returns a unit object, leaving the unit-expression part of the argument unit
object unchanged:

ABS IP

CEIL NEG

FLOOR RND

FP TRNC

The SIGN function, also described in chapter 9, returns a number that
indicates the sign of the number; +1 for a positive number, —1 for a
negative number, and 0 if the numberis 0.
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Building Unit Objects with the
EquationWriter Application

The EquationWriter application lets you build algebraics that contain unit
objects, showing you the unit expression as you would write it on paper;
inverse units are displayed in fractional form and exponents are displayed
as superscripts (see page 235 in chapter 16).

Example: Building a Unit Object with the EquationWriter
Application. Use the EquationWriter application to create the unit
object:

22 WrmzeRC
e

Select the EquationWriter application. Key in the number and start the
unit expression.

(2] [EQUATION]
32 ()]

 

320

 

PHET:]PEOEHYPJHATE[VECTR]EAZE]

Keyin the numerator of the unit expression.

(a] [«q]([UNITS] FOWR

32‘fi

 

|ITNNNINN|

Key in the denominator.

(«] HEE
 

   
   («)(UNITS] .

"ol
LocoFko6|

Put the unit object on the stack.

benoee200      
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Viewing a Unit Object in the EquationWriter Application.
Pressing (V] when a unit objectis in level 1 displays the unit object in the
EquationWriter application.

 

User-Defined Units

Suppose you often use “week” as a unit of time. The unit “week” is not
contained in the UNITS Catalog menu. However, you can create a user-
defined unit for “week” that behavesjust like a built-in unit.

To create a user-defined unit:

1. Enter a unit object representing the value of the new unit in terms
of built-in or previously defined units.

2. Store the unit object in a variable that names the new unit.

3. Create a unit object consisting of any number and the user-defined
unit.

Example: Creating and Using a User-Defined Unit. Part 1. Use
the built-in unit 4 (day) to create the user-defined unit HWEEEK.

Enter the unit object 7_d. Store the unit object in variable WEEK, then
enter a list containing the unit object 1_HWEEE.

(@JUNTS)TIME7D 1: { 1_WEEK }
(] WEEK TIINS

(«)Y 1[0 HEEE

 

Store the list in the CST menu and display the menu.

=] MEHU I

Part 2. Convert 14 days to weeks.

Enter the unit object. Select the CST menu and execute the conversion.

 

(«)UNITS) T 1: 2_WEEK
Q)HE [IOIN
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Prefixing User-Defined Units. You can prefix a user-defined unit.
However, conflicts between user-defined units (prefixed or otherwise)
and built-in units are resolved in favor of the built-in unit.

 

Additional Commands for Unit Objects

 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

() [UNITS):

UMAL UVAL Returns the number part of the level-1
unit objectto level 1.

SUHIT —UNIT Combines a number from level 2 with a
unit object from level 1, ignoring the
number part of the level 1 object, to
form a unit object in level 1.    
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14

Binary Arithmetic
 

 

The HP 48 enables you to do binary arithmetic. This chapter covers the
commands and methods for manipulating binary integers.

Binary integer objects contain from 1 to 64 bits, depending on the current
wordsize. They can be entered and displayed in decimal (base 10),
hexadecimal (base 16), octal (base 8), or binary (base 2) base. The current
base determines which baseis used to display binary integers on the stack.

The # delimiter precedes a binary integer. A d, h, o, or b following
the binary integer indicates its base— for example, # 122d, # E&h,
# ZEEo,or # 1681181166,

 

Setting the Wordsize

The wordsize is the number of bits used to represent binary integers. The
wordsize can range from 1 through 64 bits; its default is 64 bits. To set the
wordsize, key in a number from 1 to 64 and execute STWS ([MTH]

). (Fractional numbers are rounded to the nearest
mtegcr) To recall the current wordsize, execute RCWS ([MTH]

If you enter a binary integer that exceeds the current wordsize,
the number is displayed withits mostsignificant bits truncated. Any bits
over 64 are lost; any bits from the current wordsize to 64 are “hidden” and
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can be displayed by increasing the wordsize. However, hidden bits are not
used in calculations and are lost when a command is executed on a binary
integer.

Also, the wordsize controls the results returned by arithmetic operations
and other commands. If an argument exceeds the current wordsize,it is

truncated (the most significant bits are lost) to the current wordsize
before the command is executed. If necessary, results are also truncated.

 

Selecting the Base

Binary integers are displayed in decimal, hexadecimal, octal, or binary
base. The default base is decimal. To change the current base, display

   

   

the MTH BASEmenu ((MTH] and press
(hexadecimal), : decimal), . (octal), or - (binary).

 

The box in one ofthe menu labels identifies the current base.

HEX, DEC, OCT, and BIN are programmable. The settings for flags
-11 and —-12 correspond to the current base. (For more information on
flags —11 and - 12, see appendix E.)

The choice of current base has no effect on the internal representation of
binary integers.

 

Entering Binary Integers

A binary integeris identified by the # delimiter preceding it.

Example: Entering and Displaying Binary Integers.

Enter the address 24FF.

BHSE HEH

(>)(#] 24FF

 

The base marker hindicates that the binary integeris being displayed in
hexadecimal base. You do not need to key in the base marker when
entering a number in the current base.
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Now, display 24FF;¢ in octal base.

EE 1: # 223??0
[HE: |DEC[OCTof EBIN[3THE[RCHE]        

To enter a numberthat is not in the current base, type the base marker
after the digits.

Enter 101101, while the current baseis octal.

      

(=)(#) 101101b %: # ZEBEEO

lfiammmmg

The numberis displayed on the stack in octal base.

 

Calculations with Binary Integers

Example: Subtraction. Calculate 46AF;4 - 33Dy

Switch to hexadecimal base and enter the two numbers.

  

A 2 ¥ 46AFh

%=ggg’:fi CEDNATRETHT

Execute the [=) command.

& 1: # 43?2h
[WE:i o]DEC |DCT [EIN[TRCH:] 

Example: Division. If division produces a remainder, only the integer
portion of the result is retained.

 

Divide 64d by 5d.

S DEL 1: # IZd

(](#] 64 SRONTBTHECETH

()#) 5 =)

The remainder of 4d is lost.
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Additional Binary Integer Commands

The following table contains commands from the MTH BASE menu

(MTH) ‘BASE

 

that are useful for manipulating binary integer objects.
Unless otherwise stated, each example assumes the wordsize is set to 24.

 

 

 

Lo Example
Command/Description

Input Output

AND Logical bit-by-bit AND = # 11006 1: # 106800
of two arguments. 1 # 1816b
 

ASR Arithmetic Shift Right.
Performs 1 bit arithmetic right
shift. The most significant bit
is regenerated.

— s

 

B—R Binary to Real.
Converts a binary integer to
its real integer equivalent.
 

NOT Returns the one’s
complement of the argument.
Each bit in the result is the
complement of the
corresponding bit in the
argument.
 

OR Logical bit-by-bit OR of
two arguments.

[ BEb |1: # 1118b

1
 

R—B Real to Binary.

Converts a real integerto its
binary integer equivalent.  [ = — 3

+

— ) — = o  
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Command/Description
Example
 

Input Output
 

RL Rotate Left. Binary
integerrotatesleft one bit.
(Example assumes
wordsize=4.)

# 1108b |1: # 1o81b

 

RLB Rotate Left Byte.
Binary integerrotates left one
byte.

# FFFFh 1: # FFFF@GEh

 

RR Rotate Right. Binary
integerrotates right one bit.
(Example assumes
wordsize=4.)

# 118ib |1: # 11160

 

RRB Rotate Right Byte.
Binary integerrotates right
one byte.
 

SL Shift Left. Binary integer
shifts left one bit.
 

SLB Shift Left Byte. Binary
integershifts left one byte.
 

SR Shift Right. Binary
integer shifts right one bit.
 

SRB Shift Right Byte. Binary
integer shifts right one byte.
  XOR Logical bit-by-bit
exclusive OR of the
arguments.  [  # 118b
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15

Customizing the Calculator
 

    

 

   

   

fii

This chapter covers:

m Creating and using your own custom menus.

® Defining your own functionality for the keyboard (and invoking this
user keyboard).

m Setting and clearing the system flags. The system flags control many
of the calculator’s modes.

 

Custom (CST) Menus

A custom menu is a menu that you create. It can contain menu labels for
operations, commands, and other objects that you create or group
together for your own convenience. The menu is displayed by pressing

(CsT).
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Creating a Custom Menu

When you press [CST], the HP 48 usesthe contentsof a reserved variable
named CSTto display the custom menu. (CST is reserved by the HP 48
becauseits contents determine the contents of the custom menu.) So, the
way to create a custom menu involves creating a variable CST that
contains the objects you want in your menu.

Like other variables, CST can be created, along with its associated custom

menu, for each directory in memory.

To create and display a custom menu in the current directory:

1. Enter a list containing the objects you want in the menu.

2. Execute MENU ([>][MODES] . MENU stores the
contents ofthe list in CST and displays the custom menu.

 

Alternatively, if you want to create but not immediately display a custom
menuy, you can store the custom-menu list in CSTjust like you would store
a list in any variable —by entering the list on the stack and pressing the
left-shifted menu key for the variable. The MODES Customization menu
always contains a menu label for CST ([*][MODES] '| ).

Also,instead of storing the list of objectsitself in CST, you can optionally
store the name of another variable that contains the list. This gives you
the ability to have in one directory several variables that contain different
custom-menu lists. That way, you can easily switch from one custom
menu to another by simply storing a new name in CST.

  

Custom Menu Functionality

Objectsin the custom menu usually have the same functionality they do in
built-in menus. For example:

m Names behave like the VAR menu keys. Thus, ifABC is a variable
HET  evaluatesABC, [®) AET recalls its contents, and

- stores new contents inABC. Also, the menu label for the
name of a directory has a bar over the left side of the label; pressing
the menu key switches to that directory.

     

m Unit objects act like unit catalog entries. For instance, they have their
left-shifted conversion capability.

m String keys echo the string.
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You can include backup objects in the list defining a custom menu by
tagging the name of the backup object with its port location. For example
if :2:T0OM were included in the custom menu list, a menu label .
would represent the backup object TOM in port 2.

 

Example: Creating and Using a Custom Menu. Create a custom
menu containing the built-in command —TAG,the unit object 1_m"3, a
string to serve as a typing aid for “OLUME, and the variable name CST.

Enter a list of the objects.

(«)Y] (PRG)

 

1: { »TAG 1_m"3
"VOLUME" CST >    

 

    
1 3
E]EE%]V%LI%]ME 5l TRSRST

CST

Store the list in CST and display the custom menu.

()[MODES] MEHU [pTh]He3oLesT||
 

Convert 1075 cm? to m3.

1075 [*](C) cm [¥*] 3 [ENTER 23
() Hes 1' .B81875_m"3

TTNS

 

 

Enter the string "%OLUME".

)3 1: "YOLUME"
Bralt-3fvoulcsT][|

 

 

Create a tagged object from the contents of levels 2 and 1.

+THG 1: YOLUME: .B8187°5_m"3
TTTNI
 

Display the current contents of CST.

2: YOLUME: .BB1875_m"3
12 £ »TAG 1_m"3
_"VOLUME" EST }

EATTEIERETIOI.
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Enhancing Custom Menus

You can enhance the basic custom menu to:

m Have menu labels different from the underlying name, command, or
typing aid.

m Specify different actions for the unshifted, left-shifted, and right-
shifted keys.

Providing Different Menu Labels. You can supply menu labels that
differ from the objects themselves by embedding within your custom list
an inner list of the form:

< "label" object

For example, storing:

£ #TAG 1_m~2 O "wOL" "MOoLuME"Z £ “"CUST" CST 3 2

in CST produces a custom menu with the same functionality as themenu
inthe revious example, except that the labels are
Mob and

 

  

Providing Shifted Functionality. To provide different shifted actions
for custom menu keys, specify within the inner list the three actions
(objects) in yet another list. The orderin this additional embedded list is
the unshifted action, the left-shifted action, and then the right-shifted

action. (You must specify the unshifted action in order to have the shifted
actions.) For example, suppose you want the custom menu key @
to contain the following three actions:

  

_evaluates a program that stores the value in level 1in a
variable named VBOX.

.evaluates a program that computes the product oflevels

 

types “OLLIME.
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Here is the list you use as an argument for the MENU command:

£ 4 msoLr £ o« 'WBOR' STO » « % % » "VOLUME" 3 3 %

Creating a Temporary Menu

The TMENU command creates a temporary menu without overwriting
the contents of the variable CST. Temporary menus are most useful in
programming and are covered in chapter 29.

 

The User Keyboard

The HP 48 lets you assign alternate functionality to any key on the
keyboard (including alpha and shifted keys), enabling you to customize
the keyboard for your particular needs. Your customized keyboard is
called the user keyboard, and is active when the calculator is in User mode.

The commandsfor creating and changing the user keyboard are located in
the MODES Customization menu ([*][MODES]).

User Modes

The [€] key is a three-way switch. With User mode off, press it

once to activate 1-User mode; press it a second time to activate User
mode; and press it a third time to turn User mode off.

 
  

User Mode [5]; 1-User [«1](USR] User
Off Mode > Mode

I Execute one operation

(«J(USR]

       
  

 

  

In 1-User mode (1SR annunciator), the user keyboard is active for one
operation. In User mode (I/ZEFR annunciator), the user keyboard remains
active until you press () to turn it off.
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If you set flag — 61, [\q)[USR] becomes a two-way toggle between User
mode on and User mode off. The keystrokesto set flag —61 are

Making User Key Assignments

 

The ASN (assign) and STOKEYS (store keys) commands assign user
functionality to the keyboard. ASN ([*](MODES] 9) is used to
make a single user-key assignment, while STOKEYS ([*](MODES]

S 10K )is used to make multiple assignments.

  

 

Making a Single Assignment. ASN takes two arguments:

m In level 2, the object to be assigned to the key.

m In level 1, the three-digit location number that defines where the key
is on the keyboard as described in the following diagram:

Keyboard column#

XX.X<€— 0 or 1 = unshifted
f 2 = left-shifted

3 = right-shifted

Keyboard row# 4 = alpha
5 = alpha left-shifted
6 = alpha right-shifted

For example, executing ASN with [UFZ inlevel 2 and 26. 2 inlevel 1
assigns DUP2 to [©q][SWAP] without otherwise affecting the user
keyboard. ([«q)[SWAP] hasa location of 2. Zbecause it is three rows
down, six columns across, and left-shifted.) Once this user key is assigned,

and when the calculator is in 1-User or User mode, pressing [43][SWAP]
executes DUP2.

Making Multiple Assignments. STOKEYS enables you to make
several user-key assignments at one time. Its argument takes the form of
a list with the syntax:
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£ & definition, location, definition, location,... *

where:

m S (optional) indicates unassigned keys retain their standard
definitions. The £ is necessary only when the unassigned keys have
been previously disabled by the DELKEYS command.

m definition is any object. When the user-key is pressed, that object is
executed.

m Jocation is the three-digit number corresponding to the position of

the key on the keyboard (see the previous diagram).

Once a user assignment has been made to a key,it remains in effect until
the key is reassigned with another ASN or STOKEYS command, or until
the key is cleared with a DELKEYS command.

Example: User Keyboard Assignments. Use the STOKEYS
command to:

m Assign the variableABC containing £ A E C X to user-key A.

m Assign the program # 0E.J+ DROF 3 to user-key [][).

m Assign the command DROP2 to user-key [¢9][DROP].

m Assign the string (typing aid) “HEIGHT”to user-key h.

Create the variableABC containing the list £ A E C X and display the
VAR menu.

@A B C (eec[sT]|1||
0 ABC

Enter the argumentfor the STOKEYS command.

1: { ABC 11.4 « OBJ>»

 

  

ROP » 75.3 P2
[E]m) ) 75.3 %5.2 "HEIGHT" 22.5

[EE] HEIGHT [»] 22.5 [ENTER]m

Execute STOKEYS and activate the user keyboard.

()[MODES] [N10K[RCLE

|

ELK[MENU]€31

|

  
(\) (USR] (\1](USR]
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Now,retrieve the list £ A E C 3 and separate it into its components.

()0

 

[)EROP) ¢ "HEIGII#:'(@h ChzN[3T0K[heLk[OELE[MENUT5T

|

 

Press () again to restore normal keyboard function.

Clearing User Key Assignments

The DELKEYS command ([][MODES] |
assignments. It accepts a single argument,elther

m A three-digit key location (described on page 217). Thatsingle key is
cleared.

 

) clears one or more key

m A list of locations. Each of those keysis cleared.

B An 5. The standard key definitions are cleared.

m A zero (0). All user keys are cleared. If unassigned keys were
deactivated, they are reactivated.

Reactivating a Single Standard Key

If DELKEYSis executed with 5asits argument, the standard keys have
no functionality while the HP 48 is in User mode until they are reassigned
or until all user keys are cleared. Once the standard keys are “dead,” you
can reassign an individual key with its standard definition using the ASN
command with a special argument, SKEY. These are the steps to
reactivate a single standard key:

1. Enter 'SEEY' on the stack.

2. Enter the three-digit location (described on page 217) of the
standard key to reactivate.

3. Press [*](MODES] :

For example, with 'SEEY' inlevel 2 and 16. 1 in level 1, pressing
ZH reactivates the [NXT] key for use within User mode.
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You can repeatthis procedure for as many standard keys as you like.
Then, when the HP 48 is in User mode, you will have your user keys
active, as well as any standard keys you’ve reactivated.

You can also include SKEYin the list of key assignments for the
STOKEYS command.

Recalling and Editing User Key Assignments

The RCLKEYS command ([*][MODES] )returns to level 1 a list
of all the current user key assignments, including the letter S if standard
keys are active in User mode.

 

To edit the assignments, execute RCLKEYS,edit the list, and then
execute STOKEYSto reassign the keys.

 

# As “old” user key assignments are deleted, a small amount
of memoryis reserved by the old assignments. Over time,

Note the memory occupied by old user keys can become
significant— each old key assignment reserves between 2.5

and 15 bytes of memory. You can free this memory for other uses by
packing your user key assignments. The following command sequence
packs the user-key assignments into their most compact form:
RCLEEYS & DELEEYS STOREYS

 

 

Other Customizing Operations

The MODES Menu

The multiple pages of the MODES menu ([+q][MODES]) contain
additional operations thatlet you customize the way your calculator

. (When the menu label has a box in the label, for instance
, the operation is active.)   
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MODES Operations
 

Keys Description
 

(+2) (MODES):
 

 

Switches between symbolic (box in label) and
numerical evaluation.

 

Switches between errors beeping (box in label)
and not beeping.

Switches between saving (box in label) and not
saving the last stack. Affects the action of

()STACK].

Switches between saving (bex in label) and not
saving the last arguments. Affects the action of
(] [CAST ARG).

Switches between saving (box in label) and not
saving in memory the last command line. Affects
the action of [«q][LAST CMD].

Switches between drawing a continuous line to
connect plotted points (box in label) and plotting
points only.

    

Switches between displaying a multiline level 1 as
multiple lines (box in label) and as a single line
followed by an ellipsis.

 

Switches between displaying a clock (box in label)
and not displaying a clock.

 

Switches between decimal fraction mark and

comma fraction mark (box in label).
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System Flags

The HP 48 provides a number of modes that also let you customize its
operating environment. Most modes are controlled by system flags. The
HP 48 has 64 system flags, numbered —1 through —64. Each flag can
have two states— set (value of 1) or clear (value of 0). The system flags
and the modes they control are described in appendix E.

The commandsfor setting, clearing, and testing flags are in the MODES
Customization menu ([][MODES]). (They are duplicated in the PRG
TEST menu.) They take flag numbers as arguments. For example, the
keystrokes 2@ (>][MODES] et system flag —20.   

 

 

 

 

Flag Tests

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(][MODES] (pages 2 and 3) or (page 3):

SF Sets the flag.

CF Clears the flag.

FS? Returns true (1) if flag is set and false

 

(0) if flag is clear.

EC® FC? Returns true (1) if flag is clear and
false (0) if flag is set.

FS?C Tests flag (returns true (1) if set and
false (0) if clear), then clears the flag.

 

FC?C Tests flag (returns true (1) if clear and
false (0) if set), then clears the flag.     

Setting Automatic Alpha Lock. Ordinarily, Alpha-entry mode is
locked by pressing [a] twice in a row. You can choose instead to have a
single press of [a] automatically activate alpha lock. To select Automatic
Alpha Lock mode, set system flag —60.
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Setting User Mode. Pressing [][USR] once normally puts your
calculator in User mode for one keystroke; pressing it twice in a row locks
in User mode until you pressit a third time. If you prefer to have User
mode “lock in”on the first press, set flag —61.

Evaluating Symbolic Constants. Symbolic constants(e, i, ,
MAXR, and MINR) retain their symbolic form when evaluated. If you
want them to be automatically evaluated using their HP 48 numerical
representations,set flag 2.

More Uses of System Flags. The previous examples show just a few
of the ways you can use flags to customize the way your HP 48 operates.
You can also use flags to affect the display, math operations, printing,
plotting, time management, and various other operations. For the
completelisting of all 64 system flags and what they affect, see
appendix E.
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Part 3

Power Tools
 



 

16

The EquationWriter Application
 

 

The EquationWriter application lets you enter and review algebraic
expressions and equationsin the form most familiar to you— the way they
appear printed in books and journals, and the way you write them with
pencil and paper.

For example, here’s an equation taken from a physics text:

t3

v =v0+fadt

f

Here’s how the equation would look on the stack:

tusuBESL b2 ast !
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Now, here’s the same equation keyed in using the EquationWriter
application:

 

t2
u=uB+I adtOd

t1

  [PHETS]PROE]HYP[HATR[VECTR]ERZE]
 

Example: The EquationWriter Application. Usc the
EquationWriter application to key in the previous equation.

(If you make a mistake while you’re keying in the equation, press [¢] to
backspace to the error. Note that the HP 48 may take several seconds to
redisplay the equation after you’ve pressed [¢]. Later in this chapter, you’ll
learn how to edit an equation in the command line.)

Select the EquationWriter application and key in the equation up to the f
sign.

(1) (EQUATION]
v €l vo

 

 

Key in the integral sign.

ran
 

 

Key in the lower limit and move the cursor to the upper limit.

t1 ]
 

   0
y=yl+

t1    [PRET]PROEHVP[HATH[VECTE|EASE
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Keyin the upper limit and move the cursor to the beginning of the
integrand.

12 (]
 

t2
u=vB+J 0

t1

Jlmflnmmm|

Key in the integrand and the variable of integration.

ap]t
 

t2
u=uB+J adtl

t1   (PAkT:[PROE]HVP[MATR[VECTR]EnzE ||

Put the equation on the stack.

ENTER

 

 

How the EquationWriter Application Is
Organized

The EquationWriter application is a special environment where the
keyboard is redefined and limited to special operations. You cannot do
stack calculations in the EquationWriter application. Keys corresponding
to algebraic functions enter the function name or graphical function
symbol into the equation. For example, pressing draws a square root
sign. You can display any menu—however, only those keys that
correspond to algebraic functions are active. Like the function keys on the
keyboard, the menu keys do not execute the corresponding function; they
simply enter the function nameinto the equation.
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Other keys on the keyboard are defined as follows:

Operations in the EquationWriter Application
 

@

] or [v]

(<

SO

SPC

(«1)(GRAPH

(<) [EDIT  

Starts a numerator.

Ends a subexpression. ([>](»] or [*](¥] ends all
pending subexpressions.)

Invokes the EquationWriter Selection environment.

Enters ¢ to start a parenthesized term. [»] (or (¥])
ends the parenthesized term.

Enters the current separator (, or ;) for multiple

parenthetical arguments of functions and the
terms of complex numbers.

Evaluates the equation and exits the
EquationWriter application.

Returns the equation to the stack and exits the
EquationWriter application.

Exits the EquationWriter application. The equation
is not saved.

Invokes scrolling mode. In scrolling mode, the
menu keys are erased; if the equation is larger
than the display, the cursor keys scroll the display
window over the equation in the indicated
direction. Pressing (€](GRAPH] again (or [ATTN])
restores the menu keys and puts the cursor at the
end of the equation.

Returns the equation to the command line for
editing. (See “Editing Equations” on page 241.)

Returns the equation to the stack as a graphics

object. (See “The Structure of the PLOT
Application” in chapter 18 and “Working with
Graphics Objects on the Stack” in chapter 19 for
discussions of graphics objects.)
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Operations in the EquationWriter Application (continued)
 

(](CLR] Erases the display without leaving the
EquationWriter application.

[)(RCL Inserts the level 1 object into the equation at the
cursor position. (See “Editing Equations” on page
241)

(«a) Turns implicit parentheses mode off. Pressing
[«a)[{3] again turns implicit parentheses mode
back on. (See “Turning Off Implicit Parentheses”
on page 237.)

[ Returns the equation to the stack as a string.   
 

 

Constructing an Equation

Numbers and Names. Numbers and names are keyed in exactly the
same way they are keyed into the command line. The menu keys in the
VAR menu act as typing aids for variable names.

Addition, Subtraction, and Multiplication.

m (¢, 5, and [x] enter +, —and -

® You can do implied multiplication (multiplication without pressing
[x]) in some situations— a multiply sign ( *) is automatically inserted
between:

m A number followed by an alpha character, a parenthesis, or a
prefix function (a function whose argument(s) appear after its
name); for example, when you press 6 [SIN].

® An alpha character and a prefix function; for example, when you
press A [q][x?].

m A right parenthesis followed by a left parenthesis.

= A number or alpha character and the divide bar, square root
symbol, or xth root term; for example, when youpress B [4].
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2.5+ LOGLK) +Z-00"“*“’

No (x] necessary

EEETRAETECOATREEESY  When entering
    

Division and Fractions.

m Primary method:

1. [A] starts the numerator.

2. [»] ends the numerator ([¥] works too).

3. [»] ends the denominator.

m Alternate way for fractions whose numerator consists of one term, or
a sequence of terms with operators of precedence greater than or
equal to / (divide):

. Type the numerator withoutusing [4].

2. [3] starts the denominator.

3. [»] ends the denominator ([¥] workstoo).

@ > &

\ [/
\B12/A+ 7=g—+C+2FI+

mém

> [El

 

  

     PFROE
 

\,
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Exponents.

1. [y*] starts the exponent.

2. [»] ends the exponent ([¥] works too).

07 & 3 >

i/
I

 PAETE[PROEHYP[MATR[MECTR]ERZE
 

Square Root and xth Root.

® Square root:

1. draws the I symbol and starts the term.

2. [»] ends the square root term.

m xth root:

1. [][¥y] starts the x term outside the I symbol.

2. [»] draws the I symbol and starts the y term inside the I
symbol.

3. [»] ends the xth root term.

 

m B >

]/
\y
T4[L+1-120

[PARTE]PROEHYP[MATH[VECTH]EASE   
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Functions That Take Parenthetical Argument(s).

1. Press the function key, or type the name and [$][())].

2. [»] ends the argument and types >.

 

1+FISINH[XAJ[1

  [SINHJAEINH]COZH[RCOSH]THNH[RTAN |
 

 
>

Parenthesized Terms.

1. Q)] types the «.

2. [»] types >.

Powers of 10.

1. Press to display E.

2. For a negative power, press to display -.

3. Key in the digits of the power.

4. Any function key ends the power.

Derivatives. To key in a derivative of the form % fx):

1. Press [](8] to display %

2. Keyin the variable of differentiation and press [»]. The
EquationWriter application ends the denominator and displays an
opening parenthesis.

3. Key in the expression.

4. Press [»] to end the expression.
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)@

L
«2-s]o

  [PHE T3] HYP[HATEMECTR]EAZE
 

  
> >

upper
Integrals. To key in an integral of the form f f)dx:

lower

1. Press [](/] to display the . symbol with cursor positioned at the
lower limit.

2. Key in the lower limit and press [»].

3. Key in the upper limit and press [»].

4. Key in the integrand and press [»]. The EquationWriter application
displays d.

5. Key in the variable ofintegration.

6. Press [»] to complete the integral.

 

> > > B

/ /)
ry /Y

J SINGK) d O
a

HYP[MATR[VECTE]ERSE   
>
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upper
Summations. To enter summationsin the form Y] f (x):

x =lower

1. Press [®][Z] to display the ¥ symbol. The cursoris positioned
beneath the .

2. Key in the summation index.

3. Press (] (or [\)(=)) to key in the = sign.

4. Key in the initial value ofthe index.

5. Press [»].

6. Keyin thefinal value of the index and press [»].

7. Key in the summand.

8 . Press [»] to end the summation.

 

   

o B ®

/ /
w¥ /

M+10
N=1

&mfinmmm

N\
>(or @) >

Units. Unit objects (described in chapter 13) can be constructed in the
EquationWriter application:

1. Keyin the number part ofthe unit object.

2. Press [][]] to start the unit expression part of the unit object.

3. Key in the unit expression. Combination units are constructed as
though they were algebraic expressions: separate each individual
unit in the unit expression by pressing (x] or [5]. You can key in unit
names in one keystroke by pressing the corresponding menu key in
the UNITS Catalog menu.

4. Press [»] to end the expression.
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Eflm

 

 

 

 

   
The | (Where) Function. To key in the | (where) function (described
in chapter 22):

1.

2.

3.

236

[«)[ALGEBRA

Key in an expression with symbolic parenthetical arguments.

Press (<) [ALGEBRA] ¢|todisplay I.The cursor is

positioned at the bottom right of the symbol.
 
 

Key in the defining equation for each argument, pressing [»] or
(€)= tokeyin =, and to key in the separator between each
equation.

. Press [»] to end the | (where) subexpression.

B (or @IE)

 

 

ALY)gS5

-;
_J

I——[El (or @E)
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Turning Off Implicit Parentheses

The argumentsfor (2], [/x], and [y*] are normally enclosed in “invisible”
parentheses, so that only [»] (or [¥]) ends the argument. Pressing
(«a][{ 3] turnsoff implicit parentheses (briefly displaying a message), so
that any function key ends the argument. In this mode, pressing (] does
not end the argument. (If you turn off implicit parentheses after keying in
(5], (%], or [¥*], but before supplying the argument, implicit parenthesesis
not applied to those arguments.)

Disabling implicit parentheses is convenient for entering polynomials, for
example, where exponents are completed by pressing the key for the
functionthat starts the next term. Pressing [€q]({ 3] again turns implicit
parentheses back on. Leaving and then reentering the EquationWriter
application also turns implicit parentheses back on.

Example 2 on page 238 demonstrates turning off implicit parentheses.

EquationWriter Application Examples

As you work these examples, remember that you can clear the display
between examples without exiting the EquationWriter application by
pressing [](CLR]. If you do, then ignore the (q)([EQUATION] instruction
at the start of each new example.

Example 1. Key in the expression:

X+ox2-1
X

 

(+][EQUATION] X (7] 3 (] (]
X2k [
13X

 

[PAET:]PROEWPJHATE[VECTH]EASE
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Example 2. Key in the same expression as in Example 1, but this time
without implicit parentheses.

Select the EquationWriter application and turn off implicit parentheses.
 

(«2] (EQUATION] Implicit ¢) off
Q)Y

0

IEEAIRRERR
 

Key in the expression.
 

 
X 7 3 @ 2X 77 2
H1EX 3 _.21RPrzul-Lo

eEECEEeTECRrERES  
Turn implicit parentheses back on by pressing [q][{ }].

Example 3. Key in the equation:

Activate lowercase alpha lock by pressing [a] [€a)[a]. (When you press [a]
and then an alpha character, it will be entered in lowercase.) Then key in
the equation.

(+2] (EQUATION]
(o] (o]
x(xJ2[E30) ) [+
yJ2[EH3 ) ) («\)E
al»JA)2[€y[]3
&1k

Turn off lowercase alpha lock by pressing [a] [(4a](a] again.

 

 

PHETS]PROEHYP[MATE[VECTR]EASE
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Example 4. Key in the expression:

 

 ()EQUATION
X23] ) prNY 2
2X (= Y [C08) W-2rv00s[Sw70
2) [N )
2N 1 5] 6]
BY26
Example 5. Key in the expression:

 

[PHET:]PROEHVP[HATE[VECTR]EAsE

VY %2&52(nX)

 
[«7)[EQUATION]
PIE 3B YR
>R X > 3W-§[2-cus(w-><)2]n
2 @ XXB

2) [PHET:]PROE ]HiP[HATE[VECTR]EnsE |

Example 6. Key in the expression:

 

 

! XP—I

'!). XM +1 _ g2M +1

(+2)(EQUATION]
m

2o10
-1

i%gME] 1E]E]E]
;‘z‘-fiTHa-WdH O

+

-

o

%fi(%e
PAETZ]POE

|

WP

|

MATEVECTE]EAZE

]
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Example 7. Keyin the expression:

v

1.65x10"12 1‘&—2‘&
S

 

(2] (EQUATION]
1.65 [EEX]
(2] (UNITS]
(JUNITS)
(2] [UNITS]
] )  
 

Viewing Algebraics and Unit Objects in the
EquationWriter Application

To view a previously entered algebraic or unit object in the
EquationWriter application:

1. Put the object in level 1. (If the object is stored in a variable, put the
variable name in level 1.)

2. Press [V]. (If the variable name is in level 1, press [](¥].) The
algebraic or unit object is put into the EquationWriter application
with the cursor positioned at the end of the expression. If the
expression is larger than the display, press (9](GRAPH] then [« to
scroll the display window over the rest of the expression.

Note that, depending on the length and complexity of the algebraic or unit
object, the HP 48 may take one minute or more to display it in the
EquationWriter application.
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Editing Equations

There are several editing options available to you in the EquationWriter
application;

m Backspace editing.

® Command-line editing.

® Inserting an object from the stack into the equation.

m Replacing a subexpression with an algebraic from the stack.

Backspace Editing

If you make a mistake while entering an expression in the EquationWriter
application, you can at any time press [¢] to move the cursor back to the
error, erasing characters as you go. Note however, that backspacing into a
completed subexpression (an expression ended by pressing [»]) or across
a function nameis very slow. Usually, backspacing is appropriate only for
correcting a mistyped character or digit. For more extensive editing, use
command-line editing, described in the next section.

Example: Backspace Editing. Key in the expression:

sin(x +Vy +180 + z)

Select the EquationWriter application and start the expression.
“Accidentally” key in 178 instead of 1Z@.

(+2] (EQUATION]
EN x [#]
(=] y 170

 

 

  
  

SIN(x+[g+T780

 TEEERITECNA TRRS

Backspace over 74, key in the correct number, and finish the

subexpression.

(¢ [
80 ]

 

SIN(x+[g+1880

 

PRETZ]PROE |HVP[HATE[VECTR]BRZE |
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Finish keying in the expression.

z ]
 

SIN(x+[g+188+z)0

 

[PHETZ]PROE ]HYP |MATEYECTR]ERZE ]

Command-Line Editing

You can edit all or part of an equation in the command line and then
return the edited version to the EquationWriter application.

Editing the Full Equation. To return the entire equation to the
command line for editing, press (€] [EDIT). If the equation ends in a
subexpression that requires argument(s), those arguments must be
entered before pressing [«q] (EDIT].

Example: Command-Line Editing. Key in the expression:

50 _
Ysin(27)
i=1

Select the EquationWriter application and key in the expression.
“Accidentally” specify the series index as H instead of I.

(+2)(EQUATION]
()R
H ] 1 [>] 50 ]
EN 2 Q=] (]

 

 

Suppose that you now realize that you need to change the Hto I.Try

pressing (]

[«q)(EDIT Incomplete
Subexpression

™sin(z”
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The EquationWriter application briefly displays the message
Incomplete Subexpression and leaves the cursor at the end of the
equation. Key in the index I, then press [»]. Now press (] (EDIT]. (The
HP 48 takes several secondsto return the expression to the command
line.)

| ] [«][EDIT ALG PEG
{ HOME }

 

 

  ;§£H=1 » 98, SIN(Z#7"]

LTEHTEYKTeIOT  
Change the Hto I and return the expression to the EquationWriter
application. (The HP 48 takes about 10 seconds to return the expression
to the EquationWriter application.)
 @ &) oED |

[ENTER] 58

S Ssin(zx') o
I=1

[PHET:]PROEHVP[MATE[VECTH]EASE

The Selection Environment. The Selection environmentis a special
part of the EquationWriter application used to specify a subexpression in
the equation. It’s accessed by pressing (4] while you’re in the
EquationWriter application. In the following sections you’ll learn how the
Selection environment is used to specify a subexpression for subsequent
editing,

 

A subexpression consists of a function and its arguments. The function that
defines a subexpression is called the top-level function for that
subexpression. For example, in the expression 'A+E*C-[', * is the top
level function in the subexpression 'E#i', /is the top-level function in
the subexpression 'E#C-[', and + is the top level function in the
subexpression 'A+E#CoD'.

 

In the concluding section in this chapter “A Preview of the Rules
Application,” you’ll see how the Selection environmentis used to specify a
subexpression for subsequent algebraic rearrangement in the Rules
application.
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Editing a Subexpression. The Selection environmentlets you specify
a subexpression in the equation for command-line editing:

1. If the equation ends in a subexpression whose arguments are not yet
keyed in, key in those arguments.

2. Press [«]). This activates the Selection menu and the selection cursor.

The cursor initially highlights the last object in the equation.

3. Use the cursor keys to move the selection cursor to the top-level
function for the subexpression you want to edit. At any time you can
press o highlight the associated subexpression. (You can
actually specify an individual object, a name for example, as the
“subexpression”.)

   

4. Whenthe selection cursor is positioned to specify the desired
subexpression, press ELIIT .The subexpression is returned to the
command line for editing.

5. After editing, press [ENTER] to return the revised subexpression to
its position in the original equation.

Example: Editing a Subexpression. Key in the expression:

1

tani fxy dx
X

Select the EquationWriter application and start the expression. In the
argument for TAN, “accidentally” press [x] instead of[<].

(<)EQUATION
46 X ) .

5006 1 6] TAN(4) -Lu

 

 

[PHETZ]PEOEHYP[HATE[MECTH]EAZE]

At this point you realize your mistake. However, you must enter the
remaining arguments for the integral subexpression before activating the
Selection menu and cursor.

XPAYPRIPX
 

i

TANC4K) -LXYdXD    
[PHET]PEOEHVP[MATK[VECTR]EnsE
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Now activate the Selection menu and cursor. Then move the cursor back

to the unintended -

(«
then [« 7 times

 

i

TANC4ER) -Lx"dx   

 

TSTIBT

Highlight the subexpression for which this - is the top level function.

 

  

 

 

i

TANCSZE -Lx"ax

R=ATN

again to turn off subexpression highlighting.) For
this example, press ‘EI¥IT now to return the subexpression to the
commandlinefor edi ing. CELITalways returns the subexpression to
the command line, regardless of whether object or subexpression
highlighting is active.)

ALG PRG |
{_HOME }

  

   

(You can press |

 

 14x4
ATT0N[ITEDT
 

Replace the * with .~ and press [ENTER] to return the revised
subexpression to the equation. (The HP 48 takes about 15 seconds to
return the expression to the EquationWriter application.)

AEE )
TFIN[%] -LXYd

ENTER

(TSTITT
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The selection cursor is now positioned on the divide bar. To leave the
Selection environment, press E#1T. In about 10 seconds, the normal

cursor reappearsat the end of the equation and the last menu is
redisplayed.

 

 

 

e[4] -J;x‘fdx 0

[PHET:]PROEVP[MATH]VECTH]ERSE
 

Inserting an Object from the Stack

In addition to backspace editing and command-line editing, the
EquationWriter application lets you insert an object from the stack at the
current cursor position in an equation. You can insert:

® A name.

m A real number.

® A complex number.

m An algebraic.

m A string.

To insert an object from level 1 into an equation, press [®](RCL]. The
object is inserted at the cursor position. The delimiters for names,
algebraics, and strings are automatically removed.

Example: Inserting an Object from the Stack. Part 1. Enter,

then copy, the expression ':~Z-"' by pressing:

0 X (7 2 [ Y [ENTER] [ENTER]

Part 2. Using the EquationWriter application, key in the expression:

10
2 _

fxz—ydx + x—zx

0
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Select the EquationWriter application and key in the integral sign and
limits ofintegration.

(2](EQUATION]
(>)Jo]10 )

 

 

[PHET:]PROEWP[HATE[VECTR]ERSE

Press (] to insert the integrand into the expression. The HP 48
takes about 5 seconds to make the insertion.

(®)[RCL o

J X -=YO
0

[PHET:]PROEHiP[HATE[VECTR]EAsE

Complete the subexpression. Then key in the remainder ofthe expression,
using (] to insert the second occurrence of the term.

 

   

  

  

 

&) X &
& @ PIED & 19 5 w2y
2] 5 R -YdX +T[]

(PHET:]PEOE |HVP[MATE[WECTH]EASE]

Replacing a Subexpression with an Algebraic from
the Stack

To replace a subexpression with an algebraic currently in level 1 of the
stack:

1. If the equation ends in a subexpression whose arguments are not yet
keyed in, key in those arguments.

2. Press [« to activate the Selection menu and selection cursor.

3. Use the cursor keys to move the selection cursorto the top-level
object for the subexpression you want to replace. At any time you
can press to highlight the associated subexpression.

4. Press . The algebraic from level 1 replaces the specified
subexpression.
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A Preview of the Rules Application

In chapter 22, “Algebra,” you'll learn in detail about the Rules
application: a set of operations that let you rearrange an algebraic
expression or equation without changing its value. The Rules application is
activated from the Selection environment in the EquationWriter
application.

Suppose you want to solve for the variable x in the equation:

ax =bx +c¢

The Rules application lets you rearrange this equation so that x appears
only once. Then you can execute the ISOL command in the ALGEBRA
menu to express the equation in terms ofx.

Select the EquationWriter application and key in the expression.

(+2][EQUATION]
A X[®lE
BxIXEC R-K=B-x+C0

 

 

[PHET:]PROEHYPJHWTH[MECTH]EAZE]

Activate the Selection menu and selection cursor. Then move the

selection cursor to the = sign.

(«
then [« 5 times

 

A-REBR+C

(IRIATTN

Select the RULES menu.
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Move the term E -to the left side of the = sign.
 

 

R-KaBR=C

 

[€T [T2 [€+ [M+ |HF |€% |

Now merge the two terms on theleft side of the = sign.
 

  
Now that x occurs only once in the equation, put the equation on the stack
and select the ALGEBRA menu. Then isolate x.

1' 'R=C/(HB)‘
 (1) ALGEBRA [ZOLCT]EPh

[

1500

[

GURDTHOWTRYLE
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17

The HP Solve Application
 

 

The HP Solve application lets you numerically solve equations containing
any number ofvariables. You can repeat this process as often as you like,
changing the value of one or more variables in the equation and solving
for another. In addition, you can at any time review the current value of
any variable.

Example: The HP Solve Application. The equation of motion of an
accelerating bodyis:

2

x = vyt +'%—

Calculate the distance (x) a body travels in 4 seconds (f) if its initial
velocity (v) is 2 m/s andit is accelerating (@) at 3 m/s2.

(This example assumes that variables X, 10, T, and4 do notexist in the
current directory.)

Key in the equation using the EquationWriter application.
 

[«2)[EQUATION]
X@EV0ET -
HRAAXTI2M) X=UB'T+——.2'E-
]2

[PHETZ]PEOE ]HVPJHARTE[MECTR]EzE |
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Store the equation as the current equation.
 

 

 

  

ENTER ¢ HOME 3 e
(«](SOLVE Name the eguation,

press ENTE

+
|IIN(NS

The HP 48 prompts you to enter a variable name and activates the alpha
keyboard. Enter the name MOTN.

MOTN
 

ent equation:
: 'X=VOxT+A*T272"

     
urr
OTN

—
M
N
I
W
-
R
Z
I
0
O
)

ROOT NEW[EDEC[STERCAT

Display the SOLVR menu of variables. The menu contains a labelfor
each variable in the equation, plus EXEE=for evaluating the equation.

MOTH: 'X=VB*xT+A*T"2/ ..

 

 

 

 

   
Use the SOLVR menu to store 4in T.
 

 

 

T: 4 at the top of the displaytells you 4 has been stored in 7. Now, store
2in V0 and 3 in 4.
 

 

 

 

  
1
]

: R:_32
eTsa1
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The distance travelled is 32. Note that the numerical result is tagged with
the variable name. The message ZERD in the status area indicates that a
root (solution) has been found.

If the object actually travelled 40 meters with the same initial velocity and
time, what was its acceleration?

 

  

o1 xa_Bg
COECTCEEEEC]

Note that the solution forX from the previous calculationis in level 2; this
is not the current value ofX. To see all current values press (€] [REVIEW].
 

 

(Q)[REVEEW EQT% TR=YOET+A*T27 ..
Vo: 2
T: 4
A: 4

OEmmC]  
Example: Using the HP Solve Application with the Plot
Application. Using the previously stored equation and values of4 = 4
and V0 = 2, calculate T whenX = 30. Since the equation is quadratic in 7,
there may be more than one solution. So, use the Plot application to
graph the function and select the appropriate root.

Store the new value for X.Set flag —30 to see both sides of the equation
in the plot. Switch to the Plot application, select the FUNCTIONplot
type, and reset the plot parameters. Specify T as the independent variable.

Plottgfie FUNCTION
 

=VO*T+R*T22"
Indep

N 6) 6.9
y: -3.1 3.2

 

[EFHZE[DFAL|AUTO[HENS[YENS[INDEP]

 

Plot the graph using autoscaling for the vertical axis.

N
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The HP 48 plotsthe left and right sides of the equation. Since the left side
of the equation is X, andX = 30, the left side of the equation plots as a
straight line. The right side of the equation changes with 7. A solution
exists where the left and right sides intersect (where the left and right
sides are equal). Move the graphics cursor to the vicinity of the x-positive
intersection ofthe two lines. (See the display below).

] (hold)  

+N
sk

Find the intersection (the value of T that makes the left side of the
equation equal to the right side).

\)-._
I-3ECT: (3.40512483795.29.999953339!

 

   

 

 

 

     
T is about 3.41 (seconds).

Return to the stack display. The coordinates of the intersection are in
level 1.

ATTNJ (ATTN 1: [-sect:
(3.48512483795, 29. ..

EEEETBHATHR

 

Clear flag -30 by pressing 30 (](MODES)

 

 

The Structure of the HP Solve Application

The HP Solve application consists of two menus, the SOLVE menu and
the SOLVR menu, and a reserved variable EQ containing the current
equation — the equation you want to solve. You use the SOLVE menu to
view the current equation or to specify a new current equation. The
SOLVE menu provides you access to the Equation Catalog, used to select
and manage existing equations.
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The SOLVR menu displays the variables for the current equation, letting
you store, solve for, and review the numeric value of each equation
variable.

 

(«al(SOLVE] —3»| The SOLVE menu:
View current equation. If needed,
specify a new current equation
or select the Equation Catalog.

SOLVR The Equation Catalog:
Make an existing equation <<—{*)(ALGEBRA

the current equation.

   

 

 

   
SOLVR

 

[®)SOLVE] —»| 11 SOLVR menu:
Display the menu of variables

for the current equation.   

 

Equations, Expressions, and Programs

The HP Solve application can solve for the numeric value of a variable in:

m Algebraic expressions (for example, 'A+E+C'). A solution is a root
of the expression— a value of the unknown variable for which the
expression has a value of 0.

m Equations. An equation consists of two algebraic expressions
separated by = (for example, 'A+E=0C"). A solution is a value of the
unknown variable that causes both sides to have the same numerical
value.

m Programs. A solution is a value of the unknown variable for which the
program returns 0.

m Lists of expressions, equations, or programs.
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Throughout this chapter, the term “equation” refers to all objects used to

create SOLVR menus; algebraic expressions and equations, programs, and
lists of expressions, equations, orprograms.

 

The SOLVE Menu— Specifying the Current
Equation

Press (\q)[SOLVE] to display the SOLVE menu and a two-line status
message regarding the current equation. The message does one of the
following;:

m Indicates that there is no current equation, in which case instructions
for entering a new equation are provided.

m Identifies the current equation and its name.

"Current equation" message

rent equation: Jur v A( '

OTN: 'X=YO*T+A*T"2/2' |«€—— Current equation

 

tagged with its name

TlITNBT

——

SOLVE menu

   

If you want to work with the equation identified in the status area, you can
immediately select the SOLVR menu. Otherwise, you can use the
operations in the SOLVE menu to edit the current equation, enter a new
equation or choose an equation from the Equation Catalog.
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The SOLVE Menu
 

 

 

  

ERESR

 

[«7)(REVIEW 
 

 STEQ

RCEQ  

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(«a)(SOLVE]:

Selects the menu of variables for the
current equation.

ROOT Solves an equation (in level 3) for an
unknown (in level 2), using the

guess(es) in level 1. ROOT is
principally useful in programs.

Takes the equation from level 1,
prompts for a variable name, stores
the equation in that variable, and
makes the equation in that variable
the current equation.

Places the current equation in the

command line for editing.

makes the edited version the current
equation and stores the edited
version back in the variable.
abandons the edit without altering
the equation.

Stores the level 1 equation as the
current equation.

Recalls the current equation to
level 1.

Selects the Equation Catalog.

Redisplays the status message.
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The next section, “Entering a New Current Equation,” discusses how to
enter a new current equation. The subsequent section “The Equation

Catalog— Selecting and Managing Existing Equations,” describes the
Equation Catalog, including how to specify the current equation from the
list of equations in the catalog.

Entering a New Current Equation

You can use either HEH or STEQ to enter a new current equation.
HEL  helps you enter and name a new current equation by displaying

an instructive message. STEQ is useful if you want to store an equation in
EQ without naming it.

Entering a Current Equation with NEW.

1. Keyin the equation using the EquationWriter application or
command line. If you use the EquationWriter application, press
ENTER] to return the equation to level 1.

2. Press [(Q)[SOLVE] HEW . This activates the alpha keyboard and
displays a prompt for a variable name.

3. Key in a name for your equation and press [ENTER]. The variable
name is stored in EQ, and the equation itself is stored in the

variable. (If you simply press without keying in a name,the
equation itself is stored directly in EQ.)

If the “equation”is a list or program, HEWM  automatically adds .Ef to
the prompt. © Any variable whose name ends with EQ is automatically

[{3]stored in the Equation Catalog. ( HEM includes the “.” so that such
namesare easier to read.)

Example: Entering a Current Equation with NEW. The following

equation calculates the velocity of sound in a gas:

s/BM
Use HEI to name the equation and to make it the current equation.

* If the fraction mark is specified as “,” NEW adds ,EQ.
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Select the EquationWriter application and key in the equation. (To key in

+, press (@) (P)MTH).)
 

(7] [EQUATION]
v[€lE] (&] ‘YR

YXRXITEM Y= 0 

 

[PAET:]PEOEHVP[MATE[VECTE]EAZE

Enter the equation, select the SOLVE menu and execute |HE

 

 

 

 

  

ENTER ¢ HOME 3 PRG

(«a)(SOLVE Name the eauation,
press ENTE

+
L-1

Name the equation VSOUND and make it the current equation. You
don’t have to press [a] since .HEWlocks Alpha-entry mode until you

press [ENTER),
VSOUND (ENTER] Current equation:

VYSOUND: 'E'I(‘Y*R*T/N)'

 

4

3

T
TRIYREiE
 

Entering a Current Equation with STEQ. The STEQ command
stores the equation (or the equation name) from stack level 1 directly into
EQ. Note that an unnamed equation in EQ is lost the next time a new

equation is stored in EQ.

The Equation Catalog— Selecting and Managing
Existing Equations

The Equation Catalog is a special environmenttailored to manage
existing equations. In the Equation Catalog, the stack is replaced with a
listing of all named equationsin the current directory, and the keyboard is
redefined to execute operations that are specific to the Equation Catalog.
These operationslet you select the current equation or combine,edit,
reorder, and purge existing equations. The Equation Catalog contains, in
addition to named algebraics, all variables ending in EQ and all
directories for which the current directory is the parent directory.
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The HP Solve application shares the Equation Catalog with the Plot
application, described in chapter 18. References to the Plot application
are made throughout this section.

Toselect the Equation Catalog, press [«)(SOLVE] |CHT, [\)(PLOT
CHT, or [](ALGEBRA].

Selected entry

 

 

£HOME 3 /
FVSUUND- ty=‘r('\’*R*T/M...

EQ: 'VSOUND'

Catalog poiriter

|

SUBL:diraL27| g g
idir | irect

HEAT.EQ:  COND CONV.. ubdirectory

PLOTR[SOLYE]Ece EDIT [T WIEW

Variable that does not
contain an equation

 

 

 

Move the pointer with (4] and [¥] to select the desired equation or
subdirectory. The operations in the Equation Catalog work on the
selected entry.

Operations in the Equation Catalog
 

FEOTE Makes the selected entry the current equation and

displays the PLOTR menu.

Makes the selected entry the current equation and
displays its menu of variables.

 

EG% Creates or adds to a list of equations (see page
272). ((«a) Efi+removes the last entry from the
list.)

ECIT Places the selected entry in the command line for
editing. Press when editing is complete.
Press to abort editing without implementing
any changes.    
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Operations in the Equation Catalog (continued)
 

 
  

RURG

 

ATTN  

Copies the selected entry to the stack.

Clears the display and shows only the selected
entry, without its name, until the keyis released. If
the selected entry is a directory, switches
to that directory.

 

Makes the selected entry the first entry in the
catalog. If you create a list of n equations with
ER+ , ORDER makes those equations the first

n entries in the catalog.
  

Purges the selected entry from the catalog (and
from the current directory).

Enabling FAZT= shows the names in the catalog

(and in status messages) without their contents.
(Enabling FrSTw=sets flag —59. The converse is
also true.) Fr¥ is useful if the catalog contains
many long equations, since such equations are
slow to display.

  

 

Moves the catalog pointer up one level. When
prefixed with [«], moves the catalog pointer up
one page ([«+7](PgUp] in the following keyboard
illustration); when prefixed with [], moves the
catalog pointerto the top of the catalog ([](Z] in
the following keyboard illustration).

Moves the catalog pointer down one level. When
prefixed with (€], moves the catalog pointer
down one page ([¥q)(PgDn] in the following
keyboard illustration); when prefixed with (],
moves the catalog pointer to the bottom of the
catalog ([](X] in the following keyboard
illustration).

Exits the Equation Catalog.
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Operations in the Equation Catalog (continued)
 

 

ENTER Executes *ZTE(copies the selected equation
to the stack). If the selected entry is a directory,
switches to the Equation Catalog in that directory.

(«a] Switches to the Equation Catalog of the parent
directory.

(>[HOME] Switches to the Equation Catalog of the HOME
directory.   
 

 

 

%&fi@&
PgUp A PREV

(IIA) (e
OOo0O0OmOD
OO0O0O0O0
Leven () (O (O (O
OOOOO
@O OO O
>ICOCOCTO

)Exits Catalog -——:@[ ] [ ] [ ] [

Executes & 8Tk  

 

 

 

   J
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Example: Using the Equation Catalog to Specify the Current
Equation. Use the Equation Catalog to select MOTN as the current
equation and display its menu ofvariables.

Select the HP Solve application and then the Equation Catalog.

(«] o
   

   

 

  

 

{ HOME }
BYSOUND:  'w=J (v¥R¥T-M..
EQ: 'VYSOUND'
MOTN: 'X=VB*T+A*T"2~..

 

 
(IRTR Tl RST

Move the pointer to MOTN if necessary. Then make it the current
equation and display its menu ofvariables.

([¥] as necessary.) ilE MOTN: "X=VB*T+A*T2~ ..
 

 

[
]
—
M
o
W
-
p

   g JLve IL T Il A IGHTAL ]
 

Note that the selected entry does not become the current equation until you

press or FLUTE.

 

Exiting the Catalog. The previous example demonstrates how, in the
Equation Catalog, pressing SOLYFE exits the catalog, makes the selected
entry the current equation, and displays the SOLVR menu. Pressing
FLOTEin the Equation Catalog exits the catalog, makes the selected

entry the current equation, and displays the PLOTR menu (described in
chapter 18).

To exit the Equation Catalog and return to the SOLVE (or PLOT) menu
without changing the contents of EQ, press [ATTN].
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The SOLVR Menu— Solving the Current
Equation

You can display the SOLVR menu (the menu ofvariablesfor the current
equation) by doing either of the following:

: in the SOLVE menu or Equation Catalog,

® Pressing [®][SOLVE] from any menu.

The SOLVR menu contains:

m A menu key for each variable in the current equation. (For more
information, see “How the Menu of Variables is Created” on page
278.) The labels are white with black letters; this distinguishes the
HP Solve application variables from variables in the VAR menu.

   ® Pressing &

m The EXFE=key, discussed later in this section.

The menu keys for the equation variables work differently from standard
VAR or CST menu keys:

m The unshifted key stores the value from the command line or stack
level 1 into the corresponding variable.

m The left-shifted key solves for the corresponding variable, returning a
tagged result to level 1.

m The right-shifted key recalls the value of the corresponding variable to
level 1.

The SOLVR menu remains unchanged until a new current equation is
specified.

Example: Basic Use of the HP Solve Application. The equation

for a simple resistive circuit is:

V =1IR

where V' is the circuit voltage, I is the circuit current, and R is the circuit

resistance. Use the HP Solve application to find the value of 7 when V'is
10 volts and R is 20 ohms.

(This example assumes that variables V; I, and R do notexist in the

current directory.)
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Select the HP Solve application, then key in the equation. Use |HEWto

name the equation ELEC and makeit the current equation.
 

(«2)(SOLVE] EEEE?M;VE gst,ion:

OV&E IR eL
HEW ELEC 3:

2:
1: 

AT TRTEE
 

Display the menu of variables for the current equation.

  
Supply the known values and solve for the unknown.

  
The message ZERin the status area indicates that a root has been
found. (See “Interpreting Results” on page 279 for a description ofthe
messages returned by the HP Solve application.)

IfR is 30 ohms for the same value of I, what is V?

Store the new value of R, then solve for V.
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Now review the values of all the variables.

 

   

(«2](REVIEW] ‘\E,I:EE:% V=I¥R'

It .5
R: 3B

Ly IL 1 I g IGA Il |

Using EXPR=

 

K= returns the one or two values, depending on the form of the
current equation:

 

m For an algebraic expression or a program, EHFFE= returns the
tagged result ExFR: value to level 1.

 

m For an equation, E#FF=returns two tagged results: LEFT:value
on left side of = sign to level 2, and RIGHT: value on right side of
= sign to level 1.

Verifying Solutions with EXPR=. An important use of EAFFE
to help you determine if the HP Solve application has found a true
solution (called aroot). For an expressmn the closer the result returned
by E? = is to zero, the morelikely it is that the HP Solve application
has found a root. For an equation, the closer the two results returned by
EHER=are to each other, the morelikely it is that the HP Solve

application has found a root. For more information, see “Interpreting
Results” on page 279.

   

Example: Using EXPR = to Verify a Result. Use E:FFE=to
evaluate the two sides of the current equation from the previous example.

Assuming that ELEC is still the current equation, select the SOLVR
menu directly and evaluate the equation.

 

 

[E]SOLVE 2t LEFT: 15
1: RIGHT: 15
I ICe s 1C ]   

The left and right sides of the equation are both exactly 15, indicating the
HP Solve application found a root.
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Choosing Guesses

You can supply one or more guesses for the unknown variable before
solving forit. To store a guess, store a value into the unknown (press the
unshifted menu key). To store two or three guesses to bracket a desired
solutlon put them in a list and store the list. For example, { 0 10 }
: " stores 0 and 10 as guesses for unknown X.

 

Good guesses help in two ways:

m If there is more than one solution, guesses control which solution is
found.

®m Good guesses reduce the time required to find a solution.

See “How the Root-Finder Uses Initial Guesses” on page 277 for more
information.

 

Solving Equations with the Plot Application

The Plot application lets you find the solution or solutions for an equation
by working directly with a picture of the equation. This powerful capability
is of great value if you don’t know what the equation looks like over a
range of values. Specifically, equations can have:

= Multiple solutions. The HP Solve application finds only one solution
unless you provide additional guessesto directit to another region of
the equation.

® Local minima or maxima. The HP Solve application returns a local
minimum or maximum as a solution if the guesses you provide direct
it to that region of an equation, even if the equation has “true”
solutions (roots) in other regions.

The Plot application lets you graph the equation and then make an
intelligent guess by moving the special graphics cursor directly to the
region of the equation that contains the desired solution.

See “Analyzing Functions” on page 307 in chapter 18 for more
information.
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Choosing the More Useful Application. The HP Solve application
provides the following advantages:

® You can easily store values for the known variables and solve for the
unknown, and you can easily change which variable is the unknown.
(In the Plot application, you must use the INDEP command to
specify the unknown variable, and you must redraw the plot for each
new choice of the independentvariable.)

® You can review the values ofthe variables in the equation.

The Plot application provides the following advantages:

B You can see if an equation has multiple solutions or local extrema.

® You can direct the application to a specific solution simply by moving
a cursor, rather than by entering numerical guesses.

 

Using the HP Solve Application with Unit
Objects

The current equation and any of its variables may contain unit objects.
The following guidelines apply:

m Before solving, all variables must contain a consistent set of units,
including the unknownvariable. For example, if the equation is
"=#.-T"' and you've stored 2m inX and 3_s in 7, you must enter a
guess for Y with the dimensions length-time. The solution is
computed in the units specified in the guess. Thus, you could enter a
guess of 1_ft -ur, and the answer would be computed in units of
fiour,

® When a variable contains a unit object, you can change the number
portion without affecting the unit. For example, ifX contains 2m,the
keystrokes 6 | ~ store 6_m in X. However, for a list of two or
three guesses, one of the guesses must have the appropriate
dimensions. (If more than one guess has units, the units ofthe last
guess and only the number parts of the other guesses are used.)

 

m If the equation you are solving uses or calculates temperature
difference (as opposed to actual temperature), use K or °R (do not
use °C or °F). For temperature conversion, use the UNITS catalog
menu.
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# Since the menu ofvariables allows you to change the
number portion of a unit object without affecting the unit,

Note you must purge variables containing unit objects before
using them in equations requiring numbers only.

 

Example: Using the HP Solve Application with Units. Use the
equation:

QoC ==
V

to calculate the capacitance C when Q = 8.9x10™ ¢ coulombs and V' = 57
volts.

(This example assumes that variables C, Q, and ¥ do not exist in the

current directory.)

Enter and name the equation, then select the SOLVR menu.
 

 

(\)(SOLVE
e

OCHEQEVHEW
=

CAP [ENTER g

SOLVE
% :

Ii= |    
Enter the known values, then store them.
 

 

    

() [ONITS) EEED Vi s7v
57 s
8.9 6

 (>)(SOLVE] ||
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Store a guess and solve for the unknown.
 

  
 

 

(][CASTMENU] 1 Zero
()MENU] | En
Vi 3 s

1: C: 1.56148358877E-7

.=  
The answeris returned in farads.

Now, solve for ¥ in millivolts for C = 22 picofarads and Q = 1.7x1071
coulombs.

Store the new value of Q. You do not need to append the unit. Store C
with its new unit.

1.7 [EEX] 10 [*/]
22 (][] pF [ENTER]

Store a guess for V in millivolts and solve for the unknown.

1IE]C]me

 

   

C: 22_pF
 

 

Zero

 

 

 

e: C: 1.56148358877E-,.
{: Us 7027.20272026_P‘I'v'
e | [ -]    
 

Customizing the SOLVR Menu

The capabilities of the CST menu (chapter 15) can be imparted to the
SOLVR menu,letting you:

m Specify which equation variables appear in the SOLVR menu, and in
what order.

® Build menu keys in the SOLVR menu that execute various objects. In
this way, you can solve equations and execute associated calculator
operations without leaving the SOLVR menu.
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To create a customized SOLVR menu:

1. Build a solver-list in level 1 that contains:

® The equation.

B A nested list that defines the label and functionality of each key
in the menu.

The syntax of the solver-list is:

£ ‘equation' <L key definitions *

The syntax for the sublist of individual key definitions is described
in detail in chapter 15, “Customizing the Calculator.”

2. Execute HEM  to name the solver-list and make it the current

equation.

Naming the Solver-List. Remember that variables containing
algebraic objects are automatically included in the Equation Catalog. To
include a variable that does not contain an algebraic object, end the
variable name in EQ— any variable whose name ends in EQ is
automatically included in the Equation Catalog.

To help you rememberthis naming convention, 'HEL automatically adds

. Ei to the name when the level 1 objectis a list or program.

Example: Specifying the Variables In the SOLVR Menu. The
equation;

I =272*pva?

calculates the intensity of a sound wave. Suppose you always calculate the
value of p and store it in the corresponding variable prior to using this
equation, and so would like to suppress p from the SOLVR menu.
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The solver-list:

£ 'I=2snt2efr2epeweat2 LI F owvoa o2

when stored in EQ, creates the SOLVR menu:

 

I i F i M i H

for the equation and suppresses p from the menu. To save this solver-list
in the equation catalog, store it in a variable ending in EQ, for example,
LEQ.

Example: Including an Executable Object in the SOLVR
Menu. Suppose you want the command IP available in the SOLVR menu
so that you can store integer values in the variables in the SOLVR menu.
The following solver-list list amends the solver-list in the previous
example to include two additional keys; a blank key and a key that
executes IP (integer part):

£ 'I=2%mpr2sf 2eproxa™2' L 1T f vwa { 3 IP >

This list, when stored in EQ, creates a menu of variables and functions:

 

 

 

Including Programs in the Solver-List. A solver-list cannot use a
program name as an executable object in the sublist of key definitions,
since names in the sublist are treated as equation variables. To include a
program in the SOLVR menu, do one of the following:

m Use the (unnamed) program object itself as the sublist entry.

m Use a list with the following syntax as the sublist entry:

£ "label" « name *

where label is the menu key label and nameis the name of the
program.
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Linking Two or More Equations

You may often work with two or more related equations, for example,
equations with common variables. You can link the SOLVR menusfor a
set of equations by creating a list that contains the names of those
equations, and then making that list the current “equation”.

Using EQ+ to Link Two or More Equations

 

The peration in the Equation Catalog menu lets you link two or
more equations together as follows:

1. In the Equation Catalog, position the pointer at each equation you
want included in the temporary menu and press =EGi+ . A list
containing each selected equation is displayed and updated in the
status area. ([\a)EG+ removes the last entry from the list.)

ME.

 

The list is stored in EQ and the SOLVR menu for the first equation in the
list is displayed, with the additional key : H#EL:. Pressing

rotates the namesin the list, moving the second name to the beginning of
the list so that variables for that equation appear.

  

Example: Linking Two Equations with EQ+. Part 1. Create the
two equations 'L=l(R"2+H"2»' and 'Y=wzR"ZxH-2', Use

.HEHW to name them LCONE and VCONE respectively, and to store
them in the Equation Catalog.

(This example assumes that variables L, R, H, and V' do notexist in the

current directory. If you used ¥ in the Units example earlier in the
chapter and you’re now in the same directory, you'll need to purge V)

Key in and store the first equation.

(+2) [EQUATION]
L @)= (&) [«
R2pHHW]2

(\)(SOLVE] ¢

 

urrent equation:
CONE: 'L=J(R"~2+H"2>'   

  

 

C
L
4

3
2
1  

0 NW LCONE ATT)S
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Keyin and store the second equation.
 

    

      
(][EQUATION] Current equation:

V @l [\l X VEUNE- V=m*R"2%¥H/3

RUJ2m)xJH[ES 3
3:
1:

HEW VCONE(ENTER] [SOLVE]OOTNEW|EVE|STERCAT

Part 2. Use  Ei+  to put the two equationsin a list. Then execute
SOLYEto store the two equations in £Q and display the linked menu of

variables.

Use the [4] or [¥] keys as necessary to position the cursor at equation
VCONE. Execute  Eil+  to put the equation in a list.
 

 

CHT { VCONE 7
((a] or [¥] if necessary.) PYCONE: V=m¥*R*2¥H/3"
El+ LCONE: 'L={(R"2+H"2)"'

CAP: 'C=QsY'
ELEC: '¥=Ix*R'
VSOUND:  'w=L(v%R%T/M..  

[PLOTR]ZOLYE]EGeEDIT[3STR]VIEW

Move the cursor to LCONE and execute Eil+

(v] Eif+ { YCONE LCONE 2

VCONE: 'V=m*R"2*%¥H-3'
BLCONE: 'L=Jl(R™2+H"2>"'
CAP: 'C=Qs%'
ELE !

 

 

V=I*R'
‘=L(v¥R*¥T/M.,

(PLOTRSOLVR]EitsEDIT[$STH]VIEW  
Select the SOLVR menu. Press H#ER to switch between the two

equation menus.
 

 

  

SOLYME HEER  HsER VCONE: 'V=w*R"~2*¥H~-3'

4:
3:

%f
OEEsC|
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Part 3. Find the radius of a right circular cone whose heightis 10 meters
and whose lateral surface area is 25 square meters. Then find its volume.

Display the menu ofvariables for LCONE. Then supply values for the
known variables and solve for the unknown.
 

 

 

 [z R: 22.9178784748
CLCEIOIGalICER)|

Switch to the menu of variables for VCONE. You can solve directly for
the volumesince the radius and height are already stored in their
variables.

HEER(@)

 

 

Zero

4:
3:
e R: 22.9128/84748
1: Y: 5497.7871438
(IOO =O..

 

 

  
Saving a List of Two or More Equations

The list you store in EQ by executing "EGi%  and S0LYFis unnamed

and therefore is not saved if you later change EQ. To namethe list
currently in EQ:

1. Execute RCEQ ([\q][SOLVE] (] STER )to recall the list to
level 1.

   2. Execute . to give the list a name ending in EQ. Any variable
whose name ends in EQ is included in the Equation Catalog.

If you want to namethe list before storing it in EQ:

1. Build the list in the Equation Catalog with

2. Press :#= 1kto copy the list onto the stack.

3. Leave the Equation Catalog with [ATTN] and execute
give the list a name ending in EQ.
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Using the HP Solve Application to Find
Solutions of Programs

The HP Solve application accepts a program as the current equation. The
program must take nothing from the stack and return only one result.
Using a program as the current equation is useful when the relationship
between variables can’t be written algebraically. For example, the MTH
PROB menu contains the UTPC (uppertail chi-square distribution)
command for calculating the probability that a chi-square random variable
with n degrees of freedom is greater than x. The relationship is:

UTP = UTPC(n ,x%)

where UTP is the unknown variable.

The command UTPC cannot be included in algebraics. However, the
relationship can be rewritten as an expression equalto 0:

UTP -UTPC(n ,x2)=0

A program for computing the value of the expressionis:

£ UTP M CHIZ UTRC - =

Use this program to calculate the uppertail probability (UTP) for x?
(CHI2) = 6.2 and degrees of freedom (N) = 5.

Key in and enter the program.

(q]«»] UTP N CHI2 £ HOME 3

PROE[(XT) UTPE () a
 

 

  
22

1: : UTP N CHIZ UTPC -

LuTPCJuTPFJuTeNTuUTPT]|]
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is a program.
 

[SOLVE] i HEW urrent equation:
CI:EHJI [ENTER] HI.E@: « UTP N CHIZ .

 

Display the SOLVR menu and store the known values. Then calculate the
upper tail probability.
 

 

 

 

Zero

4:

3:
1= UTP: .2877241683426
OneJCNIRIcEEC1C

Now, calculate x? to a significance of 0.1 with 5 degrees of freedom:

The significance is stored into variable UTP.

 

 

Zero
 

 

4:
H

e:  UTP: .287/241683426
1: CHIZ2: 9.23635689977

(ee   

 

How the HP Solve Application Works

Pressing a left-shifted menu key in the SOLVR menu activates the
numerical root-finder, which seeks a solutioniteratively. Starting with the
guess(es) you have stored in the variable, or the guesses that the
calculatoritself provides,it generates pairs of intermediate guesses until a
solution is found. The HP 48 displays Solving for var name while
the root-finder is executing.
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In searching for a solution, the root-finder seeksa value of the unknown
for which the value of the expression equals 0. (Equations are treated
internally as expressions of the form 'left side-right side'.) First, the
root-finder searches for two points where the expression’s value has
opposite signs. Whenit finds a sign reversal, the root-findertries to
narrow the search region until it finds a point where the expression’s value
is 0.

How the Root-Finder Uses Initial Guesses

You can enter one, two, or three values as guesses. Two or three values
are entered as a list.

® One value. The number is converted to two values by copying the
number and adding a small perturbation to one copy.

m Two values. The numbers identify a region where the search will
begin.If the two guesses yield expression values with opposite signs,
the root-finder usually finds a root between the two numbers rapidly.
If the two guesses yield expression values with the same sign, the
search generally takes longer.

m Three values. The first number should be your best guess for the
root. The second and third numbers are used as two values, above.

Halting the Root-Finder

To halt the root-finder, press [ATTN]. The HP Solve application returns a
list containing three values: the best value found so far plus two values
that identify the region that was being searched. To restart the root-finder
from where it left off:

1. Store the list in the unknown variable by pressing the corresponding
menu key.

2. Start the calculation by pressing [€] followed by the menu key.

If you wantto restart the search in a different region,store a differentlist.
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Displaying Intermediate Guesses

While the HP 48 is displaying the Solwina for message, pressing any
key except displayspairs of intermediate guesses and the sign of
the values of the current equation for each guess. If the current equation
is undefined at the guess, 7 is shown.

 

9330555745 | i
2339933743}< g'f‘zrsr;‘eeg'ate

T
—
r
o
w
W
-
b
+

|

 

2 JCvoT 18 13l ]    
Watching the intermediate guesses can give you information about the
root-finder’s progress—whether the root-finder has found a sign reversal
(the guesses have opposite signs), orif it is converging on a local
minimum or maximum (the guesses have the same signs), or if it is not
converging at all. In the latter case, you may want to halt the root finder
and restart with a new guess.

How the Menu of Variables Is Created

The menu of variables contains a label for each variable in the current
equation. If the variable does not already exist,it is created and added to
the current directory when you store a value in it.

If a variablein the current equation contains an algebraic object (or a
name or program), the variable itself is not included in the menu of
variables. Instead, the variablesin the algebraic object are used.

For example,if the current equation is 'A=E+C', and B contains the
expression 'D+TAHCE? ', the menu of variablesis:

 

H ¢ [ ¢ E i T i EEFE=
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Note that for equations that contain a where clause (see page 416 in
chapter 22, “Algebra”) or an integral, summation, or derivative, the
placeholder variable appears in the SOLVR menu. For example, the
SOLVR menu for the equation:

1

A+B - [2XdX =0
0

 

will contain a key labeled |%. However, you cannot solve for this
placeholder variable.

 

Interpreting Results

When a Solution is Found

If a root is found, the HP Solve application returns a message describing
the root:

® Zero. The HP Solve application found a point where the expression’s
value is 0 within the calculator’s 12-digit precision. (For equations, the
left and right sides are equal.)
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® Sign Rewerszal. The HP Solve application found two points where
the expression’s values have opposite signs, but it cannot find a point
in between where the expression’s value is 0. This may be because:

m The two points are neighbors (they differ by 1 in the 12th digit).

m The expression is not real-valued between the two points. the HP
Solve application returns the point where the expression’s value is
closer to 0. If the expression is a continuous real function, this
point is the HP Solve application’s best approximation of an
actual root.
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® Extrerun. One of the following occurred:

m The HP Solve application found a point where the expression’s
value approximates a local minimum (for positive values) or
maximum (for negative values.

m The HP Solve application stopped searching at
+9.99999999999E499,the largest or smallest numbers in the
calculator’s range of numbers.

 

To obtain more information, you can:

m Evaluate the equation using EXFFEZ. For an expression or program,
the closer the result is to 0, or for an equation, the closer the two

results are to each other, the more likely it is that the HP Solve
application found a root. You must use judgement in considering the
results.

m Plot the expression or equation in the region of the answer. The Plot
application will show any local minimum, maximum, or discontinuity.

m Check the system flags that detect mathematical errors (see
Appendix E). For example, flag —25 indicates whether overflow
occurred.
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When No Solution is Found

If the HP Solve application can’t return a result,it displays a message
indicating the reason:

® BEad Guess{es). One or more of the initial guesses lie outside the
domain of the equation. Therefore, the equation generated an error
when it was evaluated at that point.

® Constant ?. The expression returns the same value at every point
sampled.
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18

Basic Plotting and Function
Analysis
 

 
The Plot application lets you:

m Draw graphs of mathematical expressions and equations.

m Use plots to calculate roots,intersections, slopes, extrema, and areas.

® Plot two or more expressions or equations with one command.

m Draw scatter plots, bar charts, and histograms for statistical data.

® Add elements such as axes labels, dots, lines,circles, and boxes to

plots.

A Plotting Example. Plot the expression:

x}-2x2-10x + 10

Key in the expression using the EquationWriter application.

(2] [EQUATION] X (7] 3 (] (]
X2]
10X [+] 10

 

W321a8+160

 
[PAET:]PROEHYP[HATE[VECTR]ERZE
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Store the equation as the current PLOT equation.

 

 

 

ENTER { HOME } PRG
[HIFLOT) HEW Name the equation,

press ENTE

+
|REBRITR  

The HP 48 prompts you to enter a variable name and activates the alpha
keyboard. Enter the name PI. Reset the plot parameters and draw the
graph using autoscaling for the y-axis.
 

 

   

P1 [ENTER /
PLOTR RESET
(wl(PREV] AUTO

l [2-E0:]CENT[COORDJLAEEL]FEN

The HP 48 draws the plot and then displays a menu of operations thatlet
you interact with the plot.

Use the cursor keys to position the graphics cursor (+) to the upper left
position shown below and press [x].

use [A] and [«] to move cursor /
to upper-left, then

 

 

   
|2-£0:]CENT[COORDJLAEEL]FCN

Now move the cursor to the lower right position.

use [»] and [¥] to move cursor /
to lower-right

 

i

 

+   | [2-E0:[CENTJCO0RD[LHEEL] FON
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Notice that an , called the mark,is left at the position where you pressed
[x]. The mark and cursor define the corners of a box. Now, zoom in on
the box.
 

 

 
[~ Z,
w

   
|TNRI(RTI|

Move the cursor near the right-most root (see the cursor position below).

((>] repeatedly)
 

[~ 4,7
T

[200t1[2-E0R[CENT[COORO]LAEEL]FEN |

   
Calculate the root.
 

 

e <
e

ROOT: 3.80503017657

 

    
Note that the cursor moves to the root and that the x-axis coordinate of

the root is displayed in the lower left corner ofthe display.

Return to the stack display and PLOT menu. The root has been returned
to the stack as a tagged object.

|1= Root: 3.9858381?65?|
(TYTBTT[T
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The Structure of the Plot Application

To plot an equation by hand you would use the following general
procedure:

m Write down the equation you want to plot.

® Seclect the independent variable, for example x, in the equation. Then
determine the range over which to sample the independent variable,
and the number of (evenly spaced) sample points to evaluate in the
range. From this information, draw an appropriately scaled x-axis.
Then draw an appropriately scaled y-axis based on your estimates of
the equation’s value over the sample range.

m For every value ofx, calculate the value of the equation, f(x), and plot
the corresponding point (x, f(x)).

® Draw a smooth curve through the points.

The HP 48 Plot application contains special data elements that parallel
the elements of the procedure described above:

m The reserved variable EQ contains the equation you want to plot. The
equation in EQ is called the current equation. Note that EQ is also
used by the HP Solve application to build the SOLVR menu.

® The reserved variable PPAR contains specifications for the
independent variable, the display and plotting ranges, the number of
sample points in the plotting range, and the axes.

m A part of HP 48 memory called PICTis analogous to the piece of
paper on which the plot is drawn.

These data elements are tied to two menus and a special environment:

® The PLOT menu is used for the selection or modification of the
current equation. The PLOT menu is also used to specify the plot
type, which determines how the HP 48 interprets the equation. For
example, the equation may represent a conic section —in this case,
the appropriate plot type is CONIC.

m The PLOTR menu is used to specify the contents of PPAR and to
draw the plot.
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m The Graphics environment is used to view the graph, zoom in or out
from a region ofthe plot, analyze the mathematical behavior of the
plot, and add graphical elements to it. In this environment, the display
serves as a window onto PICT, and the keyboard is redefined to
execute graphics operations. When the HP 48 finishes a plot, it
automatically puts you in the Graphics environment. PICT persists
after you leave the Graphics environment—you can reenter the
Graphics environment at any time to view PICT.

In the Graphics environment you do not have access to the stack.
However, function analysis operations in the Graphics environment
return their results to the stack. In addition, all or parts ofPICT can
be copied to the stack as an object called a graphics object.
Commands in the PRG DSPL menu let you work with graphics
objects on the stack and let you move a graphics object back into
PICT.

In general, you use these steps to plot an equation:

1. Use the PLOT menu to store the equation in EQ and, if necessary,

to specify the plot type.

2. Use the PLOTR menu to set the appropriate plot parameters.

3. Draw the graph.

4. Once the graph is drawn, you can use the operationsin the
Graphics environmentto obtain data from it, or to add graphical
elementsto it.
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The PLOT menu:
(«l[PLOT]—3,.| View the current equation. If needed,

specify a new current equation or
select the Equation Catalog.

T l PTVPE

The PTYPE menu:
Specify the plot type.

  
 

 

  

  
 

 

The Equation Catalog:
Make an existing equation <—iJ(ALGEBRA
the current equation.

l PLOTR
Y

[®](PLOT)—3»| The PLOTR menu:
Specify the plot parameters
and draw the plot.

  
  
 

  
 

 

GRAPH > The Graphics environment:
Analyze plotted functions
and add graphical elements
to the plot.  
 

This chapter covers basic plotting and analysis of mathematical functions.
You'll learn how to use the PLOT menu to specify the current equation,
how to use the PLOTR menu to specify plot parameters related to basic
function plots, and how to use the Graphics environment to analyze
function plots. All examples in this chapter will use the FUNCTION plot
type.
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In chapter 19, yow'll learn about:

m Additional plot parameters in the PLOTR menu.

m How plot parametersare stored.

m Conic, polar, parametric, truth, and statistical plots.

® Adding graphical elements to PICT.

m Plotting statistical data.

®m Working with graphics objects on the stack.

 

Equations, Expressions, and Programs

The HP 48 can plot:

m Expressions (for example, 'H“~2-2xx").

m Equations. An equation consists of two algebraic expressions
separated by = (for example, '%V=R"2Z-2xH"),

m Programs (see page 334 in chapter 19).

m Lists of expressions, equations, or programs (see page 300).

Throughout this chapter, unless otherwise stated, the term “equation” refers

to all objects used to create plots: algebraic expressions and equations,

programs, and lists of expressions, equations, orprograms.
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The PLOT Menu— Specifying the Current
Equation and Plot Type

Press [(q][PLOT] to select the PLOT menu.

The PLOT Menu
 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(+)(PLOT):
Selects the PLOTR menu for
specifying the plot parameters in
PPAR, and for drawing the plot.

Displays the PTYPE menu for
specifying the plot type.

Takes an equation from level1,
prompts for a variable name, stores
the equation in that variable, and
makes the equation in that variable
the current equation.

Places the current equation in the
command line for editing.
makesthe edited version the current
equation and stores the edited
version back in the variable.

abandons the edit without altering
the equation.

STEQ Stores the level 1 equation as the
current equation.

RCEQ Recalls the current equation to
level 1.

Selects the Equation Catalog.

[«2][REVIEW] Redisplays the status message.
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[«1](PLOT] also displays a two-line status message regarding the current
equation. The message either:

® Indicates that there is no current equation, in which case instructions
for entering a new equation are provided.

m Identifies the current equation (or current statistical data) and its
name in the second line, and the current plot type in the first line.

 

 

   

%Qt , tggez*f{ggCIég§+f Plot type message
43

% Current equation
1 tagged with its name

PLOTRIPTVPE[NEW[EVER[STERChT

‘W—-—/

PLOT menu

If you wantto plot the equation identified in the status area (using the
current plot type), you can immediately select the PLOTR menu.
Otherwise, you must either enter a new equation or choose an equation
from the Equation Catalog. “Entering a New Current Equation” on page
257 in chapter 17 discusses how to enter a new current equation. “The
Equation Catalog— Selecting and Managing Existing Equations” on page
258 in chapter 17 describes the Equation Catalog, including how to specify
the current equation from the list of equations in the catalog.

 

The PLOTR Menu— Setting Plot Parameters
and Drawing the Plot

Pressing (€] (PLOT] ELTTFEor [][PLOT] displays the PLOTR menu
and a status message describing;

m Theplot type. (Plot types are discussed in chapter 19, on page 327.)

m The current data— either the current equation or the current statistical
data — if there is any.

m The independent variable (X by default) and,if specified, theplotting
range. (Specifying a plotting range is discussed in chapter 19, on page
319.)
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® The display ranges in the horizontal and vertical directions. In this
message, x always indicates the horizontal direction, and u always
indicates the vertical direction.

Plot type message

 

  

Independent Flot tugelPUNCTIONO~ Current equation
variable= Indep: ' X' tagged with its name

%! 6.5 6.5 }
y: -3.1 3.2

A[TKTTNT X- andy-axis
- > display ranges

PLOTR menu

The PLOTR menu contains the commandsforsetting the plot parameters
and for drawing the plot.

Basic Plotting Operations in the PLOTR Menu
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(«)[PLOT] PLOTR:
 

 

ERAEE ERASE Erases PICT, leaving a blank PICT of
the same size.

 

DRAW Draws the plot using the x- and y-
axis ranges. DRAW does not erase
PICT—the plot is drawn over any
previous contents of PICT. When
executed from a program, DRAW
does not include axes in the graph.
([ HIE executes STEQ.
() BREHEE executes RCEQ.)
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Basic Plotting Operations in the PLOTR Menu (continued)
 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

HUTO AUTO Draws the graph using the x-axis
  

    

 

XRNG

YRNG

INDEP

CENTR  

range, and autoscales the y-axis.
Any previous plot in PICT is erased.
When executed from a program,
AUTO only autoscales the y-axis —it
does not draw a graph.

Sets the display range of the
horizontal axis using two real-
number arguments —Xp;, and X,y
([}“FHErecalls the current x-
axis display range.)

Sets the display range of the vertical
axis using two real-number
arguments—i, and Yoy
(=] recalls the current y-
axis display range.

    

Sets the name in level 1 as the
independent variable. INDEP can
also specify the plotting range for
the independent variable (see page

recalls the current independent
variable, and its plotting range if
specified.)

Selects the PTYPE menu.

Takes a complex number(x,y) and
makes it the center coordinate of

the display. ([*] recalls the
current center coordinate.)
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Basic Plotting Operations in the PLOTR Menu (continued)
 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

BOHLE SCALE Takes two real-number arguments.
The first argument sets the x-scale
in units per 10 pixels. The second
argument sets the y-scale.

  (] " returns the x- and y-
scales.)

EESET Resets all plot parameters except

the plot type to their default state
and erases PICT, restoring it to its
default size (131 pixels wide by 64
pixels high).

(1) (REVIEW Redisplays the plot parameters.     
Specifying the Independent Variable

For function, polar, and parametric plots, only the independent variable
name is used to generate the plot. The default name of the independent
variable is X. INDEP lets you specify a different independentvariable,
taking as its argument the name in level 1.

For example, suppose you want to plot:

PG4ETEHE

To plot this equation, you must specify the new independentvariable T by
selecting the PLOTR menu and pressing [] T THEDEF.

The role of the independent variable in building function plotsis discussed
in more detail in “How DRAW Plots Points” on page 298.
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Display Ranges and Scaling

Specifying the Display Range. XRNG (x-axis display range) and
YRNG (y-axis display range) let you specify the horizontal and vertical
ranges of values represented by PICT, called the display ranges. By
default, the display range along the x-axis is —6.5 to 6.5 units, and along
the y-axis is —3.1 to 3.2 units. To specify a display range along the x-axis
from - 10to 40 units, select the PLOTR menu and press 10 [*/] [ENTER]

 

Note that the specification for the y-axis display range is only used when
you plot the graph with :GEFI.When you use |, the y-axis
display range is computed for you.

 

Specifying the Center and Scale. An alternative to specifying the
display range is to scale the x- and y-axes using SCALE and specify the
coordinates of the center of the display using CENTR. This approach is
useful if you want the axes tick marks to represent meaningful values, for
example, integer values, or when you want equal scaling for the two axes.

SCALE takesasits arguments two numbers representing the number of
units per tick mark on each axis. CENTR takes a complex number
argument representing the coordinates of a point in the plot, and makes
thatpomt the center of the display. For example, pressing (40,50)

] 2 [SPC] 5 : specifies that plot coordinates (40,50) are
locate in the center of the display, that each x-axis tick mark represents 2
units, and that eachy-axis tick mark represents 5 units.

  

Note that specifying the center coordinate and axes scales hasthe effect of
determining the display ranges, and vice versa. In either case, the
specifications are stored in PPAR as display ranges, and are shown in the
PLOTR menu status message as display ranges.

Drawing the Graph

Autoscaling the y-Axis. Autoscaling provides a means of drawing a
graph when you’re unsure of the appropriate y-axis display range. For
function plots, | ALIT T evaluates the equation at 40 values spaced equally
across the range of the independentvariable. It then computes an
appropriate y-axis display range and executes [:EHAL to plot the graph.
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Using the Specified y-Axis Range. The Ioperation is faster
than "and can be used if you’ve alreadyspecified an appropriate
y-axis display range with YRNG.

 

  

Example: Plotting a Graph with AUTO. Plot the equation:

x

x2-6
-1 

Keyin the equation using the EquationWriter application. Nameit P2.
 

  

  

(FIES IDBXE X[ 2 B 45
Ee1 3

%:

=lPPLoT) fliflflfiflmflflflfliflflIEflifllflfll 

 

HEWP2

Select the PLOTR menu. If you worked the introductory example in this
chapter, you'll see the following display. (Your x- and y-axis display ranges
will vary slightly depending on the exact coordinates of the rectangular
region you defined for Z=Ei#in the introductory example.)

FLOTR Plot tupe: FUNCTION
P2: 'X/(X2-6>-1"
Indep: '¥!

% -1.9 4,4
y:-48.89345 58.942261

[ERHEE]DRALAUTO[HENG[YENS|INDEP]

Reset the plot parameters and create a blank PICT of default size. Draw
the graph using the default x-axis display range and autoscaling the y-axis
display range. (The vertical linesin the plot represent the connecting of
points at discontinuities in the function. See “Connected and
Disconnected Plotting” on page 300.)

 

 

   

  
   

 

 

 

     

EESET |t \
[PREV] ‘AUTD

Le)(TNG
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Press [4q][REVIEW] to check the PLOTR menu status message to see the
newly computed y-axis display range. (Hold the (V] key down to keep
displaying the message).
 

REVIEW Plot tupe: FUNCTIOHN
= P2: 'XBF(DX"z6)-1"

Indep 'R

-6.3 6.5
':l= -2.447368 2.4218526

[20001]2-£0:]CENT[CDDROJLAEEL]FCN   
Press [ATTN] to exit the Graphics environment.

Example: Plotting a Graph with DRAW. Plot the equation:

y =sin(x)

Specify a display range of -5 to 5 along the x-axis and —1.1 to 1.1 along
the y-axis.

Select Radians mode, key in the equation, and store it directly into EQ
without naming it. ([\q) UFAI executes STEQ. [*]AN executes
RCEQ.)
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

((«a)[RAD] if necessary) E%!Ot tgg?N(ElilrflCTIDN

0Y@EENX Tndep:
(][PLOT] [w)DREAN -6.5 6.5

H’ -5.447368 2.4218526

[ERAZE]DFALI]AUTD[HENGVRN|INDER]

Erase PICT, and set the display ranges.

ERHESE Plot tggeFUNCTION

5 5 HRHG SR
1.1 1.1 YEHG Wl -5 g

y: -1.1 1.1

[ERRZE]DRERI]RUTD[HENGVKNG[INDEP]

Draw the graph.

[:' F' F" l-'l /—\ /\

(200[2-60:]CENT[CODRD[LHEEL]FCN |
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Press [ATTN] to exit the Graphics environment.

Example: Plotting a Graph Using CENTR and SCALE. Plot the
equation:

y =

To make the slope (2) “look” correct, use SCALE to specify equal scaling
for both axes. Use CENTR to put the axes intersection (0,0) in the center
of the display.

Key in the equation and storeit directly into EQ without naming it. Select
the PLOTR menu and specify the center and scale. For the scale, specify 5
units per tick mark.
 

0Y@«E2X PIot fupes FUNCTION
[S)PLOT) ‘STED ThdeptG
ELOTR(NXT] i -32.5 32,5
H0 HIQ 0 CENHT y:  -15.5 i6
5 5 SCHLE  I(SWilT
 

Note how the display ranges are recomputed after you execute SCALE.

Now draw the graph.

[« ERASE DRAW
 

 

   [200H[2-E0:[CENT[ZDORC]LAEEL]FCN |

Press [ATTN] to exit the Graphics environment.

How DRAW Plots Points. In this section, it is necessary to reassert
the normal distinction between equations, expressions, and programs,
because, for function plots, EEFll interprets expressions and programs
differently than equations.

m For expressions and programs, ['FEAL evaluates the expression or
program in EQ for each of a series of values of the specified
independent variable in the specified range, and plots each resultant
point. That is, for independent variable x, ['EFl plots each point

*x, fx))-
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Suppose the expression in EQ is ' 2%', the x-axis range is 0 to 5,
and the independent variable is X. Aevaluates 'Z#x' fora
series of values ofX, generating a series ofpoints (X, 3X), starting at
X = 0. Thus, the first plotted pointis (0, 0) and the last plotted point
is (5, 15). The number ofvalues of the independentvariable for
which the expression is evaluated depends on the resolution
(discussed on page 321 in chapter 19).

m For equations, the expression on the right side of the = sign is always

plotted, just as above. The form ofthe left side of the equation and
the setting of flag —30 determine whether the left side is plotted. If
the left side is:

® Aformal variable name (a variable with no value stored in it),
leave flag —30 clear to suppress plotting the left side and plot
only the right side. For example, suppose you wantto plot
"Y=2#4', where the independent variable is X, and Y is formal.
In this case, leave flag —30 clear to plot only the expression
'ZxH', just as you did above.

B A variable with a meaningful value— asit is when plotting a
SOLVR equation, for example—you have a choice whether or
not to plot the variable. If you wantto plotit, set flag —30 to plot
two curves (x, y) and (x, f(x)). For example, suppose you want to
plot '‘%=3#X' where the independent variable is X, and Y = 9.
Set flag —30 to plot '=Z%:"' just as you did above and to plot a
straight line at Y = 9. (For another example, see the introductory
example in chapter 17.) If you want to suppress plotting the
variable, leave flag —30 clear.

m If the left side of the equation is an expression, it is always
plotted; that is, two curves (x, f(x)) and (x, g(x)) are plotted,
independent ofthe state of flag —30. For example,if the equation
is '"SIH¢X»=C05¢%', and if the independent variableis X,
[EHL plots two separate curves, one of 'SIHCH»* and
another of 'COZCH ",

The Dependent Variable in Function Plots. For function plots, the
currently specified dependent variable is ignored. Coordinates of plotted
points are generated simply by evaluating the current equation for a series
of values of the independent variable.
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Connected and Disconnected Plotting. By default, UEHI

connects successive computed points with straight line segments. The
connections are made regardless of the relative positions of the plotted
points. This may be graphically undesirable, such as for a function with a
discontinuity. (The example “Plotting a Graph with AUTO” on page 296
plots a function with multiple discontinuities, and connects each point.)

 

To turn connected plotting off, press [«3)[MODES] CHCw(or set
flag —31). Pressing | CHCTagain switches connected plotting back on.

 

Plotting Two or More Equations

You can plot two or more equations with a single execution of  IFEFH or
HUTO by creating a list that contains the equations or equation names.
The E@i#operation in the Equation Catalog provides a convenient way
to build the list using equations from the Equation Catalog:

1. In the Equation Catalog, position the pointer at each equation you
want included in the temporary menu and press @EG#. A list
containing each selected equation is displayed and updated in the
status area. ([¢q)El removesthe last item from the list.)

2. Press F

  

'E. The (unnamed) list is automatically stored in EQ.

Saving a List of Two or More Equations. The list you store in EQ

if you later change EQ. To name the list currently in EQ:

1. Execute RCEQ ([\q](PLOT] [®] STE)to recall thelist to level 1.

whose name ends in EQ is included in the Equation Catalog.

If you want to namethe list before storing it in EQ:

1. Buildthe list in the Equation Catalog with E&i# .

2. Press 5 TEto copy the list onto the stack.

3. Leave the Equation Catalog with and execute HEHto
give the list a name ending in EQ.
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The Graphics Environment—Zoom

Operations and Function Analysis

 

When you execute 1or (ALTO,the HP 48, after plotting the
graph, enters the Graph s environment and displays the GRAPHICS
menu. The Graphics environment remains active until you press [ATTN] to
exit it and return to the stack. When you exit the Graphics environment,
PICT persists —at any time, you can press (4q)(GRAPH] to return to the
Graphics environmentto view PICT.

The Graphics environment, like the Equation Catalog, is a special
environment where the keyboard is redefined and limited to specific
operations. You have access only to the GRAPHICS menu and its
submenus. In addition, you do not have access to the stack when you are
in the Graphics environment.

The operations in the Graphics environment can be divided into three
categories with the following purposes:

® “Zooming” in or out from a region or the plot.

m Function analysis— obtaining mathematical data from the plot, such
as the area under a curve.

m Adding graphical elements to the plot.

This section discusses zoom operations and function analysis. Adding
graphical elementsto the plot is discussed in chapter 19 on page 336.
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Zoom and Function Analysis Operations
 

200

Z-EB0=

‘DEHT

COORD

  

MHARE

  

Displays the GRAPHICS ZOOM menu, which
allows youto rescale and recenter the plot.

Redraws the graph so that the rectangular area
whose opposite corners are defined by the mark
and cursorfills the display. (€2 edraws
the graph so that the x-range defined by the mark
and cursorfills the display, and autoscales the y-
axis.

  

Redraws the graph with the current cursor
position at the center of the display.

Displays the coordinates of the cursor position,
replacing the menu keys. Press any menu key to
redisplay the menu labels.

Adds axis labels to PICT.

Displays the GRAPHICS FCN menu for analyzing
function plots (see “Analyzing Functions” on page
307).

Sets the mark. If no mark exists, the mark is

created at the cursor.If the mark exists at another

location, MARE moves the mark to the cursor
location. If the mark exists at the cursor location,

MAFREerases the mark. (All operations that
require a mark create a mark at the cursor location
if no mark exists.)

Switches the cursor style. In the default state

alternate state (.~u ),the cross is dark on a
light background and light on a dark background.

Erases the GRAPHICS menu keys, revealing more
of the graph. Press [=] or any menu key to restore
the GRAPHICS menu.
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Zoom and Function Analysis Operations (continued)
 

 

(4) (v)
(<] ()

(«1][GRAPH

ENTER

H
o
®
x

w - O

(<) [(REVIEW

(](CLR]

ATTN  

Moves the graphics cursor in the indicated
direction. When prefixed with ], moves the

cursor to the edge of the display. If the cursor is at
the edge of the display and if PICT is larger than
the display, prefixing with [] moves the cursorto
the edge of PICT.

Selects scrolling mode. In scrolling mode, the
menu keys are erased, and,if PICTis larger than
the display, pressing the cursor keys scrolls the
display window over PICTin the indicated
direction. Press [«3][GRAPH] again to return to the
normal Graphics environment display.

Puts the coordinates of the cursor position on the
stack.

Sets mark (same as  HAEK).

Switches the cursor coordinates on and off.

Switches the menu keys on and off.

Switches cursor style (same as

 

Copies PICTto the stack.

Temporarily displays the PLOTR menu status
message. Holding the (¥] down displays the
status message until the keyis released.

Erases PICT.

Exits the Graphics environment.
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Invokes scrolling
mode
\

Copies PICT

to the stack ~

Puts

cursor-position
coordinates on

the stack

Switches _—"]
cursorstyle

Exits Graphics  

 

    

 

4 4

HhbH
PREV

() (&)()
GRAPH ¢ REVIEW ¥ >

TS69 () (@ (V) )
(J

OO

Iy

T

OO0

 

 

 

 

Erases rec-

tangular region
defined by
mark and cursor

e
cm{-——|

: D @ D Erases PICT

Sets mark

Switches

menu labels

on and off environment[ ) )+ ]j—|

Zoom Operations

Switches cursor

coordinates on

and off

The zoom operations in the Graphics environmentlet you look at a
particular region ofthe plot in more detail (by zooming in) or look at
more of the plot than is currently displayed (by zooming out). The

   
Eii#operation lets you zoom in on a box defined by the mark and

cursor. The operations in the ZOOM menu let you zoom in and out along
the x-axis, the y-axis, or both axes simultaneously.

The GRAPHICS ZOOM Menu. In the Graphics environment, press
Z00HM to display a menu of zoom options.
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Graphics Environment Zoom Options
 

HAUTOD Prompts for x-axis zoom factor and autoscales y-
axis.

Prompts for x-axis zoom factor.

Prompts for y-axis zoom factor.

 

Prompts for single zoom factor to be applied to
both axes.

EdlT Exits to main GRAPHICS menu.   
 

For example,if you press Z0iM HAUTO, you see the following display:

 

PRG
{ HOME }

X axis zoom wsAUTO.
Enter value (zoom out
if >1), press ENTER

4
TeRN

 

   
Each option changes the scaling of the specified axis (axes) by the
specified zoom factor and redraws the graph using the cursor position as
the new center.

Example: Zooming Out. Identify the number ofx-axis intercepts of
the expression:

x2-9% -10

Select the PLOTR menu and store the expression in EQ. Then reset the
plot parameters. Draw the graph using autoscaling.

()[PLOT)
OXGI2E9X X[ 10

(QIERAN 1
RESET -

[NXT] [NXT] AUTD
(NXT) (NXT) AT {200t[2-E0:]CENT|COORD]LAEEL] |
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The expression appears to have a second x-axis crossing outside the
dlsplay range. Zoom out along the x-axis by a factor of 2.

-2 [ENTER]
 

 

    
200t|2-E0:]CENT|CO0RCJLREEL] FCN
 

The expression has two x-axis crossings.

Zoom-To-Box. Z-E¥(zoom-to-box) lets you zoom in on a specified
portion of the display:

1. Move the cursor to one corner of the desired area and press
#(or HMHEEor [x]) to mark the location.

 

2. Movc the cursorto the diagonally opposite corner.

3. Press   {7 again to rescale and redraw the plot.

Optionally,if the current scaling along the y-axis is satisfactory:

1. Move the cursor to one corner of the desired area and press

 

2. Move the cursor tothehorlzontally opposite corner.

3. Press Z=Eil4 to redraw the plot, rescaling it only along the x-axis.

Similarly, you can define vertically opposite corners to rescale only along
the y-axis.

Zoom-To-Box with Autoscaling. If you want to zoom in on a new
x-axis display range, but you’re unsure of the appropriate scale along the
y-axis, you can zoom-to-box with autoscaling as follows:

1. Move the cursor to one corner of the desired area and press
Z=E0H (or MAFEor [x]) to mark the location.

2. Move the cursor to the horizontally opposite corner.

3. Press [H); to rescale and redraw the plot. The y-axis display
range is autoscaled.

 

   The example on page 312 uses Z=

roots of the equation.
#with autoscaling to identify the
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Analyzing Functions

The GRAPHICS FCN menulets you analyze the mathematical behavior
of plotted functions simply by specifying with the graphics cursor the
region or point of interest on the function and then executing the desired
calculation from the menu. You can calculate:

m Function values.

m Slopes.

® Areas under curves.

® Roots.

® Extremums or inflection points.

= Intersections of two functions.

When you execute a calculation:

m The cursor moves to the corresponding point on the function (if that
pointis in the display).

® A message is displayed in the lower left corner of the display showing
the result as a tagged object.

® The result is returned to the stack as a tagged object.

You can also plot the derivative of a plotted function.

The current plot type must be FUNCTION and EQ must contain an
equation, expression,or a list of expressions or equations. It cannot
contain a program.

If yow’ve plotted two or more equations by storing a list in EQ (see page
300), the function analysis operations use the first equation in the list,
unless otherwise stated. H#ELL is provided in the FCN menu to rotate
another equation to the beginning ofthe list.
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The GRAPHICS FCN Menu
 

Description
 

      

  

Moves the cursorto a root (intersection of the
function with the x-axis) and displays the value of the
root. If the root is not in the display window,

briefly displays the message OFF SCREEH
displaying the value of the root.

 

  Sameas | if only one function is plotted. If two
or more functions are plotted, TEECTmoves the
cursorto the closest intersection of two functions and
displays the (x,y) coordinates. If the closest
intersection is not in the display window, TSECT

briefly displays the message 0OFF SCREEH before
displaying the coordinates of the intersection.

  

 

Calculates and displays the slope of the function at
the x-value of the cursor, and moves the cursorto the

point on the function where the slope was calculated.

Calculates and displays the area beneath the curve
between two x-values defined by the mark and
cursor.

Moves the cursor to an extremum (local minimum or
maximum) or inflection point and displays the (x,y)
coordinates. If the closest extremum or flection
point is not in the display window, EZTE briefly

displays the message 0OFF SCREEH before
displaying the value.

Exits the GRAPHICS FCN menu back to the main

GRAPHICS menu.

Displays the function value at the current x-value of
the cursor, and moves the cursorto that point on the
function curve.
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The GRAPHICS FCN Menu (continued)
 

Key Description
 

e Plotsthe first derivative and replots the original

function. Also adds the expression that defines the
first derivative to the contents of EQ. (If EQ is a list, F'

adds the expression to the front of the list. If EQ is not

alist, F' creates a list and appends the expression to
the front of the list.)

 

Rotates the list in EQ so that the second equation is
moved to the beginning ofthe list and thefirst
equation is moved to the end of the list. Also displays
the equation now at the beginning of the list.   
 

Example 1: Function Analysis. An equation for constant
acceleration is:

v =vy+ay

For an initial velocity vy = 10, and a constant acceleration a, = 5, find the
velocity at ¢ = 2 and find the total displacement x betweent = Q and ¢ =
10. (The displacement is the area under the curve of velocity vs. time.)

Select the SOLVE menu, key in the equation , and store it into EQ
without naming it. Select the SOLVR menu and store the values for v, and
a,. The SOLVR menu lets you easily store known values for the current
equation.

(+2)(SOLVE]
OV#=EIEIVOEHAXT
STED  
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Set the display mode to 2 Fix so that coordinates and function analysis
results are easy to read in the Graphics environment. Then select the
PLOTR menu. To obtain integer values for the x- and y-axis tick marks,
use SCALE to specify 1 unit per x-axis tick mark and 25 units per y-axis
tick mark. This will enable exact calculations. Use CENT to specify the
plot center at (5,50). Finally, specify T as the independentvariable.

(¢)(MODES] 2 FIx
(>][PLOT] [NXT]
1 [SPC] 25 &
(«)[)] 5 [sPC] HT
(«)[PREV] [] T IHLEF

  

  

 

Erase PICT, then draw the graph.

ERASE DEAM

Check the coordinates ofthe graphics cursor.

RD (or [+])

 

 

Plot the: FUNCTION
EQ: 'VY=VB+AB*T'
Indep:'T'

N -1.50 11.50
y:  -27.50 1368.608

[ERASE|DFRL]RUTO[RENG[YENS[INDER]

 

,d-fi/
 

 

 J,-fl/
(5.00.50.00)

    
The x-coordinate (in this example the value of T) is 5. 8, so hold down
the [«] key until the displayed x-coordinateis exactly Z.&@. Note that the
cursor moves more slowly when coordinates are displayed.

hold down [«
 

e    (2.00.50.00)
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Press any menu key (or or (5]) to redisplay the menu labels. Then
select the FCN menu and find the value of the function.
 

 

NXT

 

L
  
F(X): 20.00   

The velocityis20 at T = 2.

Now calculate the displacement between T = 0 and T = 10. First,restore
the menu keys. Then move the cursor to the y-axis (T’ = 0) and set the
mark.
 

hold down [«]

)

  
NNI)ON

Display the cursor coordinates, move the cursor to the right edge of the
display, then back until its x-coordinate is 1&. &a.
 

   

)
()]
then hold down [«] /

< +
(19.00.20.00)

 

  
Redisplay the menu labels, and calculate the area.

|AREA: 350.00

 

 

   
 

The displacement at T = 10 is 350.

Return to the stack and note that the function value and area have been

returned to the stack as tagged objects.

2 F(x): 20.080
1 Areat 350.80
[ERHZE]DFRLRUTDNSVRN[INDEF]
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Example 2: Function Analysis. Part 1. For the expression:

-2 -x +2

find the following:

The numberof real roots.

The value ofthe leftmost root.

The slope of the expression at the leftmost root.

The value of the expression at the y-axis (x = 0).

The coordinates of the local minimum.

Select the PLOT menu, key in the expression, and store it unnamed in
EQ. Select the PLOTR menu, reset the plot parameters. Then draw the

graph using autoscaling for the y-axis display range.

[«)[PLOT
OXGI3E2XX2 _//
BOXE2 sTER
ELOTE REES =T I
e

(SIEREV] “RUTD |Q EE!EEHIIJ

The region ofinterest needs enlargement, so set the mark and cursor as
shown.

hold down [«]

(x] _/
hold down [»] 4B .

[2-E0:]CENTJCOORDILAEEL]FCN |

Now zoom-to-box, autoscaling the y-axis.

(\)Z=E0Y

émmmmm
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You can now see that there are three real roots in this region.

Move the cursor near the leftmost root.
 

 

  

 

 

  

  

hold down [« /_\ /

¥ <

émmmmm:l

Find the value of the root.

i RpooT /—»\ /

/ “‘"
ROOT: -1.00

 
 

The cursor moves to the root and the value of the root is displayed in the
lower left corner.

Calculate the slope of the function at the root. (Press any key to redisplay
the menu labels.) The value you obtain for the slope will vary slightly from
that shown in the following display, depending on the exact coordinates of
the rectangular region you defined with [q]Z2-ETH.

_________ /—\\w/

SLOPE: 6.08

 

 

   
Find the value of the function at the y-axis (x = 0): restore the menu, then
move the cursor to the y-axis and execute FEix: .
 

 

then hold down (5] f\
Fe e

   F(¥): 2.01
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The cursor movesto the corresponding point on the function.

Now find the coordinates of the local minimum: restore the menu, then
move the cursor to an x-axis value near the minimum and execute

 

hold down [»]
NXT :

 

 

I/
=~
 

  
|EXTRM: (1.55.-0.63)  

Leave the Graphics environment and note that the results have been
returned to the stack as tagged objects.

ATTN] [ATTN
 

 

  

{ HOME }

4: Root: -1.08
3: Slope: 6.68
2: F(x): 2.01
1: Extrm: (1.55,-8.63)
|TeEETHT

Part 2. Plot the derivative of the expression and find the coordinates of
the positive x-axis intersection of the derivative and the original
expression.

Return to the Graphics environment and plot the derivative.

(+2)(GRAPH] NXT]F!

 

Move the cursor near the positive x-axis intersection and execute TZELT.

hold down [>]

ECHIGEGT 

 

 

AN/
émmmm

 

   

 

 

N A4S  I-SECT: (1.43.-0.59)
 

Return to Standard display mode by pressing [(q][MODES] ST.
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Working with Difficult Plots. The examples in this chapter have
generated plots in which the intersection ofthe x- and y-axesis visible in
the display, providing you with immediate orientation. However,
depending on the expression and the current display ranges, one or both
axes may not be visible. In such cases, press [¢q)(REVIEW] to determine
what part of the graph you are looking at. For example, suppose you plot
a graph with autoscaling and do not have an x-axis in your graph. If you
press [\q)(REVIEW] and see ay-axis display range from 230 to 410, you
know that the portion of the graph you are currently viewing is above the
x-axis. Atthis point you have several options:

m If you wantto better understand the general shape of the function
and its relationship to the axes, you can zoom out to see more of the
function. ¥ALTOis particularly suitable for such exploratory
zooming.

 

 

® If you wantto identify a particular feature of the function, such as a
root or extremum, you can execute the corresponding operation in

the GRAPHICS FCN menu to return the coordinates ofthat feature
to the stack. Then leave the Graphics environment and execute
CENT from the PLOTR menu to bring the feature into view when
you redraw the graph. Analysis of the function’s shape at the feature
may provide insight into the relative position of other features on the
curve. Subsequent zoom operations may then be appropriate.

How the Operations in the GRAPHICS FCN Menu Work. The

operations in the GRAPHICS FCN menu are linked to commands that
are executable outside the Graphics environment. (In this section, the
normal distinction between expressions and equations is reasserted.)
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How the Function Analysis Operations Work
 

 

Executes ROOT (the numerical root-finderin the HP
Solve application) to find an x-axis intersection. If
there are multiple roots (intersections), the root-finder
usually finds the root closest to the current cursor
location. For an equation, it searches for a root of the
expression on the right side of the equation.

 

Executes ROOT: For a single expression or for an
equation whoseleft side has not been plotted (flag
-30 clear), = T works just like (R for an
equation whose left and right sides have been plotted
(flag —30 set), it finds the nearest intersection of the
left and right sides; for two expressions,it finds the
nearest intersection of the expressions; for two
equations,it finds the nearest intersection of the right
sides.

   

 

Executes 8, then evaluates the resultant expression at
the x-value of the cursor.

 

Executes [, using the x-values defined by the mark
and cursor as limits.

Executes 9, then finds the x-value closest to the
cursor that causes the resultant expression to
evaluate to zero.

  

Evaluates the expression at the x-value defined by the
cursor.

 

Executes 8, then puts the resultant expression in a list
in EQ with the original expression, and plotsthe list.   
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19

More About Plotting and Graphics
Objects
 

 

The previous chapter covered basic plotting of mathematical functions.
Theplot type was specified as FUNCTION in all examples and a limited
set of plot parameters was discussed and utilized. This chapter builds on
the concepts introduced in chapter 18. It covers:

m Specifying refinement options for plots:

m Plotting part of a display range.

m Specifying axes labels that are different from the independent and
dependentvariables.

m Specifying a different sampling frequency.

Working with plot coordinates.

Changing the size of PICT.

Drawing conic, polar, parametric, truth, and statistical plots.

Plotting programs and user-defined functions.

Plotting with units.

Adding graphical elements to PICT.

This chapter also discusses commands for working with graphics objects
on the stack. These graphics objects commands, which are particularly
useful in programs,let you build and animate custom graphical images.
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Refinement Options for Plots

The following commands in the PLOTR menu let you tailor a number of
plot features.

Commands in the PLOTR Menu For Refining Plots
 

 

 

 

  RES  

Keys Programmable Description
Command

[« ELOTR:

IHUER INDEP Sets the name in level 1 as the

independent variable. INDEP can also
specify the plotting range for the
independent variable. ([(®JIHEEF
recalls the current independent

variable, and its plotting range if

specified.)

DEFH. DEPND Sets the name in level 1 as the
dependent variable. (The dependent
variable specification is used for conic
and truth plots. See pages 329 and
333.) DEPND can also specify the
plotting range for the dependent
variable. ([HEFHrecalls the
current dependent variable, and its

plotting range if specified.)

  

Sets the plot resolution. () FES
recalls the current resolution.)
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Commands in the PLOTR Menu For Refining Plots (cont.)
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

AXES

 

DRAX

 

LABEL

*H

 

*W

 

PDIM

 

   

Sets the coordinates of the axes
intersection, using the complex-
number argument from level 1. AXES
can also specify axes labels that are
different than INDEP and DEPND.

()A eturns the current axes
intersection. )

 

  

Adds axes to PICT (Not necessary
when | » TOis executed

from the keyboard)

Adds axes labels to PICT.

 

Multiplies the horizontal scale by the
level 1 argument n. Zooms in ifn < 1.

Multiplies the vertical scale by the level
1 argument n. Zooms inifn < 1.

Changesthe size of PICT. ([FLiIH
returns the size of PICT.)

Redisplays the plot parameters.
 

Plotting Range Versus Display Range

The range of the independent variable for which the current equation is
evaluated is called the plotting range. Unless otherwise specified, the
HP 48 uses the x-axis display range (specified by XRNG) as the plotting
range. However, you can use INDEP to specify a plotting range that is
different from the x-axis display range. For conic and truth plots (pages
329 and 333), which require specification of the dependent variable, you
can use DEPND to specify, for the dependent variable, a plotting range
that is different from the y-axis display range.
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INDEP and DEPND take two numbers from the stack. For example, &
18 IMDEP specifies plotting in the independent variable range 0 through
+10. You can also specify both a variable name and a range by supplying
a list argument ofthe form:

{ ‘'name' lower upper 3

where name is the variable name and Jower and upper define the lower
and upper limits of the plotting range. For example, £ T & 18 3
IHDEP specifies plotting for values of the independent variable T in the
range 0 through +10.

There are two situations for which specification of a plotting rangeis
valuable:

m In parametric plots (page 332), the x-axis display range is unrelated to
the appropriate plotting range for the independent variable, so you
should always specify the plotting range using INDEP (see the
example on page 332).

® For truth plots (page 333), specification of plotting ranges that are
smaller than the x- and y-axis display ranges shortens plotting time
(see the example on page 333).

Specifying Axes and Labels

   If the axes are in the plotting range, AUT{ and ' DEHI automatically
draw them with tick marks placed at 10-pixel intervals. The axes intersect
at (0,0) unless you specify otherwise using AXES. LABEL displays in
PICT the namesofthe independent and dependentvariables, and the
coordinates of the end-points ofthe axes (using the current display
format).

 

AXES lets you specify axes labels that are different from the independent
and dependent variables using a list argument. For example, executing <
CHyB) "H2" "FORZ)" I AXES assigns the label X2 to the horizontal
axis and the label F::2> to the vertical axis, regardless of the names of
the independent and dependent variables. Subsequent execution of
LABEL displays these labels in PICT.
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Specifying Resolution

The RES (resolution) command determines the interval between values
of the independent variable used to generate the plot. RES takes either a
real number or binary integer argument. Forall plot types, a real number
argument determines the interval in user units. For FUNCTION, CONIC,
and TRUTH plot types, a binary integer argument determines the interval
in pixels. For POLAR and PARAMETRIC plot types, a binary integer
argument does not apply. A real number argument 0 or binary integer
argument # 0 specifies the default interval value, summarized in the
following table.

 

 

Plot Type Default Interval

FUNCTION, 1 pixel. (A point is plotted in every column of
CONIC, pixels).
and TRUTH

POLAR 2°, 2 grads, or =/90 radians.

PARAMETRIC [independent variable range (in user units)]/130     
Increasing RES (plotting fewer points) yields faster plots. However, the
accuracy of the line connecting the plotted points decreases.

How RES Affects Statistical Plots. For statistical plots, a real
number argument specifies user units and a binary integer argument
specifies pixels as follows:

m For BAR plot type, RES determines the bar width.

m For HISTOGRAM plot type, RES determines the bin width.

m RES does not apply to SCATTER plot type.
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The Plot Parameter Variable (PPAR)

The HP 48 usesa built-in variable named PPAR to store the plotting
parameters. PPAR containsa list with the following objects:

£ (Xmin» Ymin) Kmax Ymax) indep res axes ptype depend

Contents of the PPAR List
 

Element Description Default
 

 

(mins Ymin)

(Xmax: ymax)

indep

res

axes

ptype  

A complex number representing
the coordinates of the lowerleft
corner of the display range.

A complex number representing

the coordinates of the upper
right corner of the display range.

Independent variable. The name
of the variable, or a list
containing the name and two
real numbers (the horizontal
plotting range).

Resolution. For equations, a real
number or binary integer
representing the interval
between plotted points. Meaning
varies for statistical data.

A complex number representing

the coordinates of the axes

intersection, or a list containing

the intersection and labels

(strings) for both axes.

Command name specifying the
plot type.  

(-6.5,-3.1)

(6.5,3.2)

0 (Points are
plotted in every
pixel column.)

(0,0)

FUNCTION
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Contents of the PPAR List (Continued)
 

Element Description Default
 

depend Dependent variable. The name Y

of the variable, or a list

containing the name and two
real numbers (the vertical

plotting range).      
Since PPAR is a variable, a different PPAR can exist for every directory.

Resetting PPAR. The F

PPAR (except the plot type) to their default states. EESETalso erases
PICT and restoresit to its default size.

 

 

Plot Coordinates

The size of PICT (or any graphics object on the stack), and the position of
a point within it, are expressed in terms of horizontal and vertical
coordinates. There are two unit systems for coordinates:

m User-unit coordinates (until now simply called “units”) are
represented by a complex number. They are interpreted according to
the first two parameters in PPAR; (Xyin, Ymin) a0d (Xmax Ymax)- FOr

example, if (Xmim ymin) is (— 10, - 10) and (Xmaxy ymax) is (10, 10)’

coordinates (- 10, 10) represent the upper-left pixel in the graphics
object. (Graphics objects on the stack do not have user-unit
coordinates.)

(-10, 10) (10, 10)
 

   
(-10, -10) (10, -10)
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® Pixel coordinates are represented by a list containing two binary
integers; {#0 #0} represents the upper-left pixel.

{#0 #0} {#130 #0}
 

   
{#0 #63} {#130 #63}

Two commands in the PRG DSPL menu let you convert a given point to
the alternate coordinate system.

Coordinate Conversion Commands
 

 

   
 

 

  

  

Keys Programmable Description
Command

.(page 2):

PX—C Converts pixel coordinates to user-unit
coordinates. Takes the list argument
£ #n #m 3 fromlevel 1 (where #n is
the row coordinate and #m is the
column coordinate) and returns
(XY,

C—PX Converts user-unit coordinates to pixel
coordinates. Takes «x,y>» from level 1
and returns £ #n #m xtolevel 1.
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Changing the Size of PICT

You can make PICTlarger by executing the PDIM (PICT dimension)
command. PDIM takes two arguments, either user-unit coordinates or
pixel dimensions:

= User-unit coordinates specify the lower left corner (in stack level 2)
and upper right corner (in stack level 1).

m Pixel dimensions specify the horizontal dimension (in stack level 2)
and vertical dimension (in stack level 1).

While both argument forms change the size of PICT, they have different
effects on the scaling of the axes.

For example suppose that PICT is currently its default size (#131 wide by
#64 high in pixel units), that the current x-axis display range is -5 to 10,
that the current y-axis display range is —1 to 2, and that PICT contains the
graph shown in figure (a) on page 326:

m If you execute #2622 #64 FDIM, the size ofPICT doubles in the
horizontal direction and the display ranges remain unchanged, so the
scale of the x-axis doubles. If you redraw the graph, the effect is to
“stretch” the graph (figure (b)).

m If youexecute <-18,-1» <2@,2> PLIM, the size ofPICT doubles
in the horizontal direction (to #262 wide by #64 high in pixel units),
the x-axis display range becomes — 10 to 20, and they-axis display
range remains —1 to 2. In this case, the scale of the axes does not
change. If you redraw the graph, the effect is to add more points to
the graph at either end (figure (c)).
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{#0 #0} (10,2)
 

   

 

   

 

   

(-5, -1) {#130 #63}
(a)

{#0 #0}

{#261 #63}
(b)

(20, 2)

(-10, -1)

(c)

Changing the Size of PICT
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Plot Types

Theplot type tells the HP 48 how to interpret the current equation (or
currentstatistical data forstatistical plot types). The PLOT menu status
message indicates the current plot type.

There are eight plot types:

m Five types plot equations: FUNCTION, CONIC, POLAR,
PARAMETRIC, and TRUTH.

m Three types plot statistical data using the current statistical matrix
(the contents of ¥DAT): SCATTER, HISTOGRAM, and BAR.

The default plot type is FUNCTION. To set the plot type, select the
PTYPE menu (press FETYFE inthe PLOT or PLOTR menu), then
press the appropriate menu key to execute the associated command.

Plot Types That Use the Current Equation
 

 
Type Description

FUNCTION Plots equations that return a unique f(x) for each value
of x.

CONIC Plots conic sections— circles,ellipses, parabolas, and
hyperbolas.

POLAR Plots expressions that return the radius for each value
of the specified polar angle.

PARAMETRIC Plots equations that return a complex result for each
value of the specified independent variable.

TRUTH Plots expressions that return a true (1) or false (0)
value, such as equations with comparison functions.    
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Plot Types That Use the Current Statistical Matrix
 

BAR Draws a bar chart of the data from a specified column
(XCOL) of the statistical matrix.

HISTOGRAM Draws a frequency histogram of the data from a
specified column (YCOL) of the statistical matrix.

SCATTER Plots points from two columns (XCOL and YCOL) of
the statistical matrix.   

Function Piots

The default plot type is FUNCTION. All the examples in chapter 18 used
the FUNCTION plot type.

The FUNCTION Plot Type

 

 

 

Form of Example Points Plotted
Current
Equation

f @) x3 - %2 - 10 +20 (x,f (x))

y=f{) y=x*+x +4 flag -30 clear: (x,f (x))
flag —30 set: (x,f (x)) and (x,y)

fe)=gk) |xP=2+7 (b,f &) and (x,g(x))    
 

Example: Plotting an Equation. Plot the equation:

x2=2%+7
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Make the equation the current equation (unnamed). Set the plot type to
FUNCTION. Reset the plotting parameters. Then, plot an autoscaled
graph.
 

«)FLoT)

E]E] 2 E] X 7=TED

  
AUTO

  

 fi;mmmmmmn

 

The x-values at which the two plots intersect are roots of the equation.

Conic Sections

The equation for a conic section is second degree or less in both x and y.
For example, the following equations are all valid equations for plotting
conic sections:

x2+y?+4c +2 -10=0 Circle
x2+3y2-18=0 Ellipse
x> -4 +3y +2=0 Parabola
22 -3y2+3 -5=0 Hyperbola

Note that the variable specified by DEPND is used when the plot type is
CONIC. Also note that autoscaling is not useful for conic sections. Use
CENT and SCALE instead.

Example: A Conic Section. Plot the conic section for the equation:

x2+yt+ 4 +2y -5=0
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Select the PLOTR menu and key in the equation. Store the (unnamed)
equation in EQ. Set the plot type to CONIC. Set the plot parameters.  

 

Use and SCAHLEto draw a “round” circle.

(=](PLOT] Plot tg
EQ: S+Y"2+4*X+2*Y—w

O0XJ2[] Indep"X
Y24[xX Depnd: 'Y'

H2xIY[E5M«IE0 W e -13 13
ys

] Efiiflmfli}fl  

«JO]o 0 CENT
2 2 5CHLE

Plot the conic section.
 

 

   

[FFREY)
ERASEDRAW /..—\..4\

L/

[20011]2-E0:CENT[COORDILAEEL]FCN |

For conic plots, the HP 48 actually plots the two branches of the conic
section separately. This may introduce one or two discontinuities in the
connected graph,as in the previous example. Specifying a finer resolution
(decreasing the interval between plotted points) helps eliminate any
discontinuities (see “Specifying Resolution” on page 321).

Polar Plots

In polar plots, the polar angle is the independent variable.
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Polar Plots
 

 

    

Form Example Points Plotted
of Function

f® cos(d) +sin(@) (f (6), 6)

r=f() r = 2cos(f) 19,9

6 = constant 6=02r Radial line

f@)=g0 4sin(f) = r? (f (8. 6) and (g (8). )
 

Unless you specify otherwise, the plots are drawn for a full circle of 4 (0
through 360 degrees, 2radians, or 400 grads, according to the current
angle mode). To specify a different plotting range for 6, supply a list
argument for INDEP (see “Plotting Range Versus Display Range” on
page 319). If you use autoscaling, the HP 48 computes an appropriate x-
and y-axis display range based on the f-range, but note that the resulting
x- andy-axis scales may differ.

Example: A Polar Plot. Plot the polar equation r = 2 cos(46) for
values of 4 in the range 0° through 360°.

Set Degrees mode. Store the equation in POL. (To key in 6, press (o] (]
[F]). Select POLAR plot type. Specify the independentvariable §. Then
draw the plot using autoscaling.

[«a](RAD] if necessary

(«a](PLOT]
ORM«E2 X 4 [x] ¢

- POL [ENTER]
HE

 

[200H1[2-E02]CENTJCODRD]LAEEL]FCH    
In this example, autoscaling generates different x- and y-axis scales,
compressing the plot in the vertical direction.
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Parametric Plots

In parametric equations, two dependentvariables (typically x and y),
represented by the horizontal and vertical axes, are expressed as functions
of an independent variable (typically ¢).

For example, consider these parametric equations:

x=t*-t and y=0-3

where ¢ is the independent variable.

To plot these equations, they must be written as an expression or program
that returns a complex resultx + yi:

PTE-THI#(T3-34T)

For parametric plots, the x-axis display range is unrelated to the
appropriate plotting range for the independent variable, so you should
always specify the plotting range using INDEP (see “Plotting Range
Versus Display Range” on page 319.) If you use autoscaling, the HP 48
computes an appropriate x- and y-axis display range based on the plotting
range of the independent variable.

Example: A Parametric Plot. Plot the equations shown above for
values of ¢ in the range —3 through +3.

Key in and store the expression. Nameit PAR. (To key in the complex
number i, press [a] [€q) and then [CST].)

0T2T
ix«QO)TLI3
H3T
(«][PLOT]  HEM
PAR

 

we
o
t t*pe: POLAR

'T2-T+i%(T"3-3%..A
01

A

PLOTR]PTYPE] NEWJEDER[STERCHT

P
P

4

3
¢
1
 

Set the plot type to PARAMETRIC and specify the independent variable
and its plotting range. Draw the graph using autoscaling,   

, [ TEFO) 3
3 IHDER   

 
 

j2-E0:]CENT|C0ORDJLAEEL]FCN|
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Truth (Relational) Plots

Truth plots evaluate expressionsthat return true (any non-zero real
number) or false (0) results. Each pixel for which the expression returns
true is turned on, and each pixel for which the expression returns false
remains unchanged. Unless otherwise specified, every pixel in the display
is evaluated.

The variable specified by DEPND is used for truth plots.

Example: A Truth Plot. Draw a truth plot for the expression:

"YY{COSCHIAMD PEIMCEY!

Specify an x-axis display range of —n to x/2 (radians) and ay-axis display
range of —1.5to 1.5. To shorten the plotting time, specify a plotting range
of —2.4 to .85 (radians) for X and ~1.1to 1.2 for Y.

Select Radians mode. Key in the expression, and storeit in EQ. (To type
£, press [a] (€], then [2]. To type >, press [a] (], then (2].) Specify the
plot type.

(«1)[RAD] if necessary

0Y < [cos] X ]
[PRG]
Y > [SIN]

(w)(PLOT)

   

 

   

 

ot the= TRUTH
t 'Y<COSCX)AND Y>SI..  

    
1
@

—
M
W
-
L
M
O

[PLOTR[PTVPE]NEW[EVER:[STEG|CaT|

Specify the x- and y-axis display ranges. Specify the independent and
dependentvariables and their plotting ranges.

  

FLOTR
(@] (@) A [2)[=Num])
(ENTER] 2 5] [*/)
1.5 4] [SPC] 1.

 

0]X [EFC)2.4 7] BEC) 85

@-vmnmmn

  

 

Plot t Ee: TRUTH
EQ@: 'Y<COSC(X>AHD Y¥>SI..
Indep:{ ¥ -2.4 .85 >
Depnd:< Y -1.1 1.2 >

w:-3.141592 1.5787963
ys -1.5 15
[LEPN[PTVPE]REZ|CENT|SCHLEIREZET) 
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Draw the plot. (The HP 48 takes about seven and one-half minutes to
draw the plot.)

[€1)[PREV] ERHEE [EAM
 

  

 

[200r1[2-60:]CENT[COORG]LAEEL]FCN

 

Plotting Programs and User-Defined
Functions

In addition to plotting expressions and equations, the HP 48 can plot:

m Programs equivalent to expressions f (x) (type FUNCTION) or r (6)
(type POLAR). The program must not take any values from the
stack, and it must return exactly one value (untagged) to the stack.
For example, the program:

2 IF 'E<18' THEM 'Sxx73-45%:72+250°0 ELSE 18868 EMD®

plots:

)33 - 45¢% + 350 forx <10
f@)‘me fmeH&

®m Programs that return a single complex result (type PARAMETRIC).
For example,plotting the program:

eE-E' MU TUS-2h4lt sHUM RACo s

plots the parametric equations:

x=t2-2 and y=0-2+1

m User-defined functions written as a function of one variable. For
example, if you've created the COT (cotangent) user-defined
function, you can plot the expression COT 3, whereX is the
independent variable.
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Note that you cannot use the operations in the GRAPHICS FCN menu
with plots of programs and user-defined functions.

 

Plotting with Units

The HP 48 lets you plot equations that contain unit objects with the
following conditions:

m If the independent variable requires units for EQ to evaluate
properly, you must store a unit object in the independent variable
before plotting. (The number part of the unit object is ignored.)

m If evaluation ofEQ returns a unit object, only the scalar part of the
unit object is used for plotting,

Note that you cannot associate units with the x- or y-axis display ranges.
Thus,if the intended units of the x-axis display range is = (meters), no
conversion to meters is executed if the independent variable has units of
f1 (feet).

 

Plotting Statistical Data

Plots ofstatistical data are similar to plots of mathematical data, except
that:

m The data comes from the reserved variable ¥DAT, rather than from

EQ.

m Instead of specifying independent and dependentvariables in PPAR,
you specify analogous columns of statistical data in the reserved
variable ZPAR.

TheStatistics application provides the easiest way to plot statistical data.
Refer to “Plotting” in chapter 21.
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You can also plotstatistical data from the Plot application by selecting
one ofthe statistical plot types: BAR, HISTOGRAM, or SCATTER.
When you do:

® The status message in the PLOT menu changes to show you the
contents of £DAT, rather than EQ.

® The status message in the PLOTR menu changes to show you the
contents of £DAT, the columns in ZDAT specified by XCOL and
YCOL,and the currently specified statistical model.

Use ‘LIEHKor HUTOto plot the graph.

The Plot application lets you specify plot parameters forstatistical plots
that are unavailable to you in the Statistics application. Here are some
examples:

m RESlets you specify the number of binsin a histogram plot.

® CENTR and SCALE let you specify, for a scatter plot, display ranges
that are larger than the range of plotted points.

m AXESlets you specify labels for the axes in a bar plot.

 

Adding Graphical Elements to PICT

Operations in the Graphics environment and analogous programmable
commands in the PRG DSPL menu let you add graphical elements to
PICT.
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Operations In the Graphics Environment for Adding
Graphical Elements to PICT

Adding Graphical Elements to PICT in the Graph. Env.
 

 

Activates line-drawing; pixels beneath the cursor
are turned on as the cursor is moved across the
display. While line-drawing is active, a = is

appended to the key (BT+x).

Activates line-erase. Pixels beneath the cursor are

turned off as the cursor is moved across the

display. While line-erase is active, a = is

appended to the key (ilT =u).

 

LIHE Draws a line between the mark and the cursor,

and moves the mark to the cursor.

TLIHE (Toggle line.) Toggles pixels on and off on the line
between the mark and cursor. Does not move the

mark to the cursor.

 

Draws a rectangular box using the mark and
cursor as opposite corners.

Draws circle centered at the mark with radius

defined by the mark and cursor.

 

Sets the mark. If no mark exists, the mark is

created at the cursor. If the mark exists at another

location, moves the mark to the cursor

location. If the mark exists at the cursor location,

%erases the mark. (All operations that
require a mark create a mark at the cursor location

if no mark exists.)

   

   

Erases the rectangular region whose opposite

corners are defined by the mark and cursor.
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Adding Graphical Elements in the Graph. Env. (cont.)
 

[](CLR] Clears PICT.

[x] Marks the display (same as I

Same as

 

   

 

 

Example: Adding Graphical Elements to PICT. Add graphical
elements to PICT as follows:

Select the PLOTR menu and erase PICT, then select the Graphics
environment and use [T+to draw a horizontal line from the center of

PICT halfwayto the left edge of PICT.

([IPLOTI E
(<) (NXT]

 

    

hold down  [0T+s]0OT-LINE [TLINE] ED:[CIRCL]

 

T THE to draw a vertical line from the

current cursor position halfway to the top edge of PICT.
   

hold down [&]
HE 

LINE |TLINE| EOY[CIRCL

 

Toggle the line off.
 

 

LINE |TLINE| EDXCIRCL]
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Draw a circle using the existing mark and the current cursor position.

CIECL
 

@.
LINE |TLINE] EDS JCIRCL
 

Programmable Commands for Adding Graphical
Elements to PICT

The following commands in the PRG DSPL menu take coordinate
argumentsin either user-unit or pixel form.

Commands for Adding Graphical Elements to PICT
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

 

Fl(pages 1 and 2):
 

LINE

 

TLINE

 

BOX

ARC

 

PIXON  
 

 

Draws a line in PICT between the

coordinates in levels 2 and 1.

Same as LINE except that pixels along
the line are toggled on or off, rather
than turned on.

Draws a box in PICT using the two
coordinate arguments as opposite
corners.

Draws an arc in PICT centered at a

coordinate (in level 4) with a given
radius (in level 3) counterclockwise
from 6, in level 2to 6, in level 1.

Turns on the specified pixel in PICT.
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Commands for Adding Graphical Elements to PICT (cont.)
 

 

   

Keys Programmable Description
Command

PIXOE PIXOFF Turns off the specified pixel in PICT.

iPIR7 PIX? Returns 1 if the specified pixel is on;
returns @ if the specified pixel is off.

FBEsC PX—C Converts a pixel coordinate
£ #n #m > to user unit coordinate
Y.

Ospy C—PX Converts a user unit coordinate «x,y

to pixel coordinate < #n #m .

 

 

Working with Graphics Objects on the Stack

Like other object types, graphics objects can be put on the stack and
stored into variables. On the stack, a graphics objectis displayed as:

Graphicn=m

where n and mare the width and height in pixels.

(When a graphics object from the stack is placed in the command line, it
is displayed as:

CROENmMA

where n and m are the width and height in pixels, and h is the pixel
pattern represented as hexadecimal digits (0—9 and A—F).)
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Stack-Related Operations in the Graphics
Environment

The following operations in the Graphics environment use a graphics
object from the stack or return a graphics object to the stack.

Stack-Related Operations in the Graphics Environment
 

 

Superimposes the graphics object from level 1 on
PICT. The upperleft corner of the graphics object
is positioned at the cursor.

 

Puts on the stack the rectangular graphics object
whose opposite corners are defined by the mark
and cursor.

Copies PICTto the stack as a graphics object.    
The PICT Command—Working with PICT on the
Stack

The PICT command ([PRG] [EFL FICT)putsthe name FICT on
the stack. The name can be used as an argument to permit access to the
PICT graphics object asif it were stored in a variable:

m Press :FICT(](RCL] to recall the PICT graphics objectto the

stack.

m With a graphics object in level 1, press FICT to make that
graphics object the PICT graphics object.

m Press ‘FIt:T (¢9)(PURGE] to purge PICT.

The name FICT can be used as an argumentto several graphics objects
commands described in the next section. For example, the SUB command
accepts PICT as an argument,letting you define a region ofPICT to
return to the stack as a graphxcs object. This is the stack related equivalent
of the | *operation in the Graphics environment described in the

previous section.
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Stack Commands for Graphics Objects

The PRG DSPL menu contains programmable commands for creating
graphics objects on the stack and controlling the display. These commands
are principally useful in programs. Commands that take coordinate
arguments can use pixel coordinates (in list form ¢ #n #m %) or user-
unit coordinates (in complex-number form (x,y>).

Stack Commands for Graphics Objects
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

 

 

PVIEW (PICT view.) Displays PICT with the
specified coordinate at the upperleft
corner of the graphics display. If the
argument is an empty list, displays

PICT centered in the display, with
scrolling mode activated.

 

SIZE Returns the width and height in pixels
of the level 1 graphics object.

 

—GROB (To graphics object.) Converts an
objectinto a graphics object. Takes
the object from level 2 and n from
level 1, where n is a real number from 0
to 3 specifying the character size.
Character 0 and character 3 are the
same, except for algebraic and unit
objects, where character 0 specifies
that the resultant graphics object is the
EquationWriter application picture. If n
is 1 through 3, the resultant graphics
object is a string in small (n=1),
medium (n=2), or large (n=3)
character.     
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Stack Commands for Graphics Objects (continued)
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

      

  

BLANK

GOR

GXOR

REPL

suB

—LCD  

Creates a blank graphics object on the
stack of size #n (inlevel 2) by #m (in
level 1).

(Graphics-object OR.) Superimposes
the level 1 graphics object onto the
level 3 graphics object. The upperleft
corner of the level 1 graphics object is
positioned at coordinates specified in
level 2.

(Graphics-object XOR.) Same as GOR
except that the level 1 graphics object
appears dark on a light background
and light on a dark background.

(Replace.) Same as GOR except that
the level 1 graphics object overwrites
the level 3 graphics object where the
level 1 graphics objectis located.

(Subset.) Extracts a portion of a
graphics object and returns it to the
stack. It takes three arguments—a
graphics object (level 3) and
coordinates (levels 2 and 1) that define
the diagonal corners of the rectangle
to be extracted.

(Stack to LCD.) Displays the graphics
object from level 1 in the stack display,
with its upperleft pixel in the upperleft
corner of the display.It overwrites all of
the display except the menu labels.
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Stack Commands for Graphics Objects (continued)
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

LCD— (LCD to stack.) Returns a graphics
object to level 1 representing the

current stack display.

 

EREEEZ FREEZE “Freezes” one or more of three display
areas so that they are not updated until
a key press. (See page 523 in chapter
29.) Used with PVIEW in a program so
that PICT persists in the stack display
until a key press.

TEXT Displays the stack display.

 

    
 

Reference Programs. Programs P/E and WALK in chapter 31 use
commands discussed in the previous sections. PIE uses ARC and LINE to
draw a pie chart. It then recalls PICTto the stack and executes GOR to
merge a label with each slice of the pie chart.

WALK uses a custom graphical image in a program, executing GXOR in a
loop structure to animate the image.
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The HP 48 has extensive capabilities for entering and manipulating arrays.
Array objects represent both vectors and matrices. A vector is a one-
dimensional array; a matrix is a two-dimensional array.

This chapter covers these topics:

® Using the MatrixWriter application to enter and edit arrays.

m Using the command line to enter arrays.

® Doing arithmetic operations with arrays.

m Working with complex-number arrays.

Two-element and three-element vectors are particularly useful in
engineering. They are covered in chapter 12, “Vectors.”
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Entering Arrays

Here is an example of a 3 X 3 matrix as it appears on the stack.

[C ]

i
I

03
B
[

w0
o

L 11

Square brackets ([ 1) enclose the matrix and also enclose each row. You
can key an array directly into the command line using the square-bracket
delimiters (see “Entering Arrays Using the Command Line” on page
349). However, the MatrixWriter application provides an easier way to
enter arrays.

The MatrixWriter Application

To enter a matrix using the MatrixWriter application:

1. Press [*][MATRIX] to display the MatrixWriter screen and menu.

Columns

A
Matrix size——> 55  

Rows
Cell cursor

Cell -1:
coordinate IR0RYRT
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2. Enter the first row:

m Key in the value of element 1-1. During digit entry, the cursor
coordinate is replaced by the commandline.

Command line

fordataentry —3-1123.45

LEDITVEC£HID[1I0+50+504

 

Press [ENTER]. The valueis placed in the cell, and the cell
cursor advances to the next cell in the row. If the number is

wider than the cell width, an ellipsis (.. .) indicates “more to the
right.” The default cell width is 4 characters. Use %}

o make the cells narrower or wider.

   

® You can key in more than one element at a time. To do so,
separate elements with spaces, and enter them with [ENTER].

® You can use the commandline to compute elements as you
enter them. For instance, the keystrokes &4 18 &
ENTER] would enter &into the matrix.

® To end the first row, press [V] after entering the last element.
This sets the number of columns in the matrix and moves the
cursor to the beginning of the next row.

3. Enter the data for the rest of the matrix. There is no need to press
(V] again;the cell cursor automatically wraps to each new row.

4. When all the data has been entered, press to enter the
matrix onto the stack. (Note the two uses of [ENTER]: During data
entry, enters data into a cell; when a cell coordinate is
present, enters the entire matrix onto the stack.)

To enter a vector using the MatrixWriter application, you follow the
instructions above until you've completed the first (and only) row of data.
Then simply press [ENTER] again to enter the vector onto the stack.
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Example: Using the MatrixWriter Application. Enter the matrix:

2 -2
1

=
W
O

0
-3 5

Select the MatrixWriter application.

(] [MATRIX

 

  

 

  
_1:

EDIT|VECo]€MD[MID3[i5038]G0|

Key in the first element (element 1-1).

2 0-0

 

4
(LT TR0TR(TS)

Enter the value into the cell.

ENTER 1-1 T_J

 

 

_2=

IROBAD

Enter the rest of the first row.

2 0 [ENTER L ———

_4:

I0TTD
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Use (V] to end the first row. Then, enter rest of the matrix.

v
1 [SEC] 0 [SPC] 3 [SPC]
3 [*/=] (SPC] 5 (SPC] 1 [ENTER]

 

ENTER     
   

3.1
[ -351 1]

ikPEDEVP[HATRVECTR]EnE

Entering Arrays Using the Command Line

To enter a vector using the command line:

1. Type the delimitersfor the vector by pressing (\]([[1].

2. Key in the vector elements, separating each element by a space.

3. Press [ENTER].

To enter a matrix using the command line:

1. Type the delimiters for the matrix and first row by pressing (][1)
twice.

2. Key in thefirst row. When you're finished, use [»] to move the
cursor past the closing row delimiter.

3. Optional: use [®][«2] (carriage return) to start a new row in the
display.

4. Key in the rest of the matrix. You do not need to delimit
subsequent rows; the delimiters are added automatically when you
press [ENTER].

Example: Entering a Matrix Using the Command Line. Enter
the following matrix:

W
=
N

w
n
o
N

N
=
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Key in the delimiters and thefirst row.

(@)1 <) 2 (SEC] 2 (SPC] 1 1: [E %‘6238]]

[-3511]
[[2 2 14]
[PRET:]PROEHYP[HATHVECTE]ERSE]

Move the cursor past the first 1 and key in the remaining values.

(] ()] 1 [SPC] 0 [SPC] 4 1: [[2-28]
(][] 3 [SPC] 5 [SPC] 2 E[%%l]

3
.masn%mmmmm|

Enter the matrix onto the stack.

ENTER   

 

How Vectors Are Displayed

Two- and three-element (two- and three-dimensional) vectors are
displayed according to the current coordinate mode (Rectangular or
Polar) and the current angle mode (Degrees, Radians, or Grads). For
information on what these represent, see “Displaying 2D and 3D Vectors”
on page 170.

 

Editing Arrays

To edit a matrix currently in level 1 ofthe stack, press [¥] when no
command line is present. The matrix is displayed in the MatrixWriter
environment. (If you wantto edit a matrix in the command line instead of
in the MatrixWriter environment, press (€][EDIT] to copy the matrix into
the command line and display the EDIT menu.)

Within the MatrixWriter application, the cursor keys ([«], [»], (4], and
[(¥]) move the cell cursor from cell to cell, and the right-shifted cursor
keys ([(](«], (][], etc.) move the cell cursor to the far left, far right,
etc. Operations in the MATRIX menu let you edit the matrix.
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The MatrixWriter Operations
 

Description
 

 

Places contents of the current cell in the data entry
line for editing.

 

For one-row arrays, toggles between vector entry and
matrix entry. [f this key is “on” (a box is displayed in
the key), one-row arrays are entered into the
command line as vectors (example: [12 3 ]); ifitis
“off” (no box in the key), one-row arrays are entered
as matrices (example: [[ 12 3]]).

Narrows all cells so that one more column appears.

Widens all cells so that one fewer column appears.

 

Sets left-to-right entry mode. The cell cursor moves
to the next column after data entry.

Sets top-to-bottom entry mode. The cell cursor
moves to the next row after data entry.

 

Inserts a row of zeros at the current cursor position.

Deletes the current row.

Inserts a column of zeros at the current cursor

position.

Deletes the current column.

Copies the current cell to level 1 of the stack.

 

Activates the Interactive Stack.    
 

If both | 04  are off (no box in either menu label), the
cursor does not advance aftter an entry is made.

To add a column to the right of the last column, move the cursorto that
column and enter a value. The rest of the column is filled with zeros.
Use a similar procedure to add a row to the bottom.
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Example: Editing a Matrix. Change the matrix entered on page 348
from:

2 =20
1 0 3
-3 51

to:

2 =240
1 0 131
-3 531

Place the matrix in the MatrixWriter environment. These keystrokes
assume that the previous matrix is in level 1 and that 53+  is on
(G0=m ).

™
 

Edit element 2-3:

] (] )
(EBIT] .1

EQIT VEC JMID [MIDs[50%504

 

Insert a new column between columns 2 and 3, and move the cell pointer
to the top of the new column.

&) ) +CoL(a] (&)

[+ROL[-ROK]eCOL-COL[$5TH[42TE]
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Set top-to-bottom entry mode. Fill in the new column.

NXT] Giow

4 [SPC] 1 [SPC] 3 [ENTER

 

   
  

-3

ECIT WEC [£HID [WIDSGO+[504

 

 

 

Arithmetic Operations with Arrays

Doing Arithmetic with Vectors

Addition and Subtraction. The vectors must have the same number
of elements. If either vector contains complex elements, the resulting
vector is complex.

Multiplication and Division. You can multiply or divide a vector by a
real or complex number.

Dot Product, Cross Product, and Length. DOT returns the dot

product of two vectors; CROSS returns the cross product. ABS, when
applied to a vector, returns its length or magnitude.

For examples of using DOT, CROSS, and ABS with vectors, see “2D and

3D Vector Calculations” on page 176.
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Doing Arithmetic with Matrices

Calculating the Reciprocal of a Matrix. The INV command
((i7x)) calculatesthe reciprocal of a square matrix.

Example. Calculate the reciprocal of the following matrix:

12
14

Enter the matrix (these keystrokes use the command line).

       

  
  

@) G1 (570) 2 itz
[ ¥ [50C] 4 [ENTER] [PHET:[PROE]HYP[HATE[VECTR]EAZE

Calculate the reciprocal.

  
  
izl
ZHEREEAR

Adding and Subtracting Matrices. Use the and 5] keys to add
or subtract matrices in levels 2 and 1. The matrices must have the same

dimensions.

Multiplying or Dividing a Matrix by a Number. The result is
obtained by multiplying or dividing each elementin the array by a real or
complex number. For division, the scalar must be in level 1.

Multiplying Matrices. The product is the matrix product of the two
arrays. The number of columns in the matrix in level 2 must equal the
number of rows in the matrix in level 1.

Example. Calculate the matrix product:

22112214
41011342123
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Enter the first matrix.

()MATRIX]
2 2 ¥
4 [SPC] 1 (SPC] 2 [SPC) 3 [ENTER]
 

 

Enter the second matrix.

 

 

 

 

(][MATRIX] et [[22) [411]
2 [SPC] 2 [SPC] 1 [SPC] 4 [ENTER] [V] 1: [E % g % ‘11 %]
3 [SPC] 4 [SPC) 2 (SPC] 1 [ENTER]

[PRET:]PEOEHYPTMATHIVECTE]EnSE

Multiply the matrices.

(x] 1: [[ 18 12 6 18 ]
[ 11 12617 ]

13 16 11 1]
PrtT:]PROEHYP[rATR]VECTR]ERSE

Doing Arithmetic with a Matrix and a Vector

Multiplying a Matrix and a Vector. The matrix must be in level 2.
The number of elements in the vector must equal the number of columns
in the matrix. (The vector is treated as a column vector.)

Example. Calculate the following product:

213
[ 122 ] [311]

Enter the matrix.

 

(](MATRIX]
2 [SPC] 1 (SPC) 3 [ENTER] (V]
4 [SPC] 2 [SPC] 2 [ENTER]

Key in the vector and do the multiplication.

(«l([1) 3 [SPC] 1 [sPC] 1 [x] 1: [ 18 16 1]
IEH HVP [tnTk ECTR]EnzE]
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Dividing a Vector by a Matrix. The vector must be in level 2. It must
have the same number of elements as the number of columns of the
square matrix. Vector/matrix division is used to solve a system of linear
equations.

Solving a System of Linear Equations

To solve a system of n linear equations with n variables, divide the n-
element constant vector by the n x n coefficient matrix.

Example. Solve the following system ofthree linear, independent
equations with three variables:

X +y +2z =13

x+y-8&=-1

-x +2 +5 =13

Enter the constant vector.

()(MATRIX] 13 [SPC] 1(*/] [SPC] 13 1: [ 13 -1 13 1]
[PRETS]PROEHYPMATR[VECTR]EASE

Enter the coefficient matrix.

(](MATRIX]
3 (SPC] 1 (SPC] 2 [ENTER] V]
1 [SPC] 1 [SPC] 8 [*/] [SPC]
1(*/] [SPC] 2 [SPC] 5 [ENTER]

 

Divide the vector by the matrix.

= 2111: [ 2
PAkTS]PEDEHYP[HATR[VECTR] EASE

The values that satisfy the equations are: x = 2,y = 5,andz = 1.
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Complex Arrays

Arrays can contain only real or complex numbers; no other object types
are allowed. A complex array is a vector or matrix that contains one or
more complex-number elements.

Arithmetic with Complex Arrays

If either argument is a complex array, the result is a complex array. For
example, if you add a real matrix and a complex matrix, the result is a
complex matrix.

Additional Complex Array Commands

With the exception of the coordinate-mode-dependent commands (V—,
—V2, and —V3), all the commands that manipulate real arrays can be
used with complex arrays. In addition, the following commands are used
with complex arrays.

Commands for Manipulating Complex Arrays
 

 

Keys Programmable Description

Command

NEG Returns an array in which each
elementis the negative of the
argument array.

 

 

Combines two arrays into a complex
array. The array in level 2 becomes the
real part; the array in level 1 becomes
the imaginary part.
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Commands for Manipulating Complex Arrays (continued)
 

 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

OsR C—R Returns arrays containing the real and
imaginary parts of a complex array to
levels 2 and 1.

EARTS:

ToMa CONJ Returns the complex conjugate of a

complex array.

RE RE Returns a real array consisting of the
real parts of a complex array.

M Returns a real array consisting of the
imaginary parts of a complex array.

 

    
 

Example: Calculating a Conjugate. Calculate the conjugate
CONIJ(A) of matrix4:

1+3i i

A=13 2-4

Select the MatrixWriter application and enter the complex numbers.

(«](O)] 1 (SPC] 3 [ENTER] 31 (29
(«2)[©)) 0 (SPC] 1 [ENTER] (V]
3 [ENTER]

      
    

 

2 [SPC) 4[*/<] [ENTER -1:
@) IATTS[

 

Widen the columnsto see the full entry.

WIDss   
(2,-4)

 

  

 

   
._1 :

IRR0BTTROG
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Enter the matrix onto the stack.

ENTER

Compute the conjugate.

  1: [ (1,-3) (8,-1) ]
[ (3,8) (2,4) 1]

[TT[TATTT

 

Additional Matrix Commands

The following commandsare found in the MTH MATR menu ([MTH)

 

 

 

 

 

MATRE).

Example
Command/Description

Input Output

ABS Frobenius (Euclidean) i: [z 21 1: 4
norm; square root of the [z 211
sums of the squares of the
absolute values of the
elements.

CNRM Column norm; 1: [[1 2 2] 1: 1%
maximum value (overall [4 5 &1
columns) of the sums of the [v g 211
absolute values of all
elements in a column.

CON Constant; returns a 2: {23 >|1: [I[7 7 71
constant real or complex 1: 7 [v 7 711

array according to the or
dimensions specified by alist 2: [[1 2 =]
{n} or {nm}. [4 5 &11

1: T     
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Example
 

 

 

 

Command/Description
Input Output

DET Determinant; returns 1: [C1 21 1: -2

the determinant of a square [z 411
matrix.

IDN Identity; returns an n x 1: 2|1 [L1 @
n (in level 1) identity matrix, or or (g 111
replaces the elements of the 1: [L1 21
matrix in level 1. [3 411

RDM Redimension; 2: [[1 2 2] 1: [C[1 21

Redimensions an array. The [4 5 &1 [z 41
new dimensions are in a list in 7oa o911 [s &11

o olevel 1. Elements preservethe 1: £ =
order of the source array.
 

 

RNRM Row norm; 1= [[1 2 2] 1 24

maximum value (overall [4 5 &1

rows) of the sums of the T2 911
absolute values of all
elements in a row.

TRN Transpose; 1= [[1 2 2] 1 [C1 4

transposition of the argument; [4 5 &11] [z 5
an n x m matrix is replaced by [z &11
an m x n matrix. (Complex
entries are conjugated.)     

CON,IDN, RDM,and TRN allow name arguments in place of the array
argument. For example, evaluating the sequence 'A1' 7 COH replaces
the array stored in 41 with a constant array of the same dimensions.

Additional commands for manipulating matrices (GET, GETI, OBJ—,
PUT, and PUTI) are covered in the table starting on page 90.
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Advanced Topics Relating to Matrices

Improving the Accuracy of System Solutions (the RSD
Command). Because of rounding errors during calculation, a
numerically calculated solution Z is not in general the solution to the
original system AX = B, but rather the solution to the perturbed system
(A+AA)Z = B + AB.

The perturbations AA and AB satisfy AA <eA and AB <eB, where e is a

small number and A is the norm of A, a measure ofits size analogous to
the length of a vector. In many cases AA and AB will amountto less than
one in the 12th digit of each element of A and B.

For a calculated solution Z, the residual is R = B — AZ. Then R <eAZ.

So the expected residual for a calculated solution is small. Nevertheless,
the error Z — X may not be small if A is ill-conditioned, that is, if Z — X <

cAA1Z.

For the HP 48, which carries 15 accurate digits, the number of correct
digits is greater than or equal to 11 - log (A-1) - log n. In many
applications, this accuracy may be adequate. When additional accuracy is
desired, the computed solution Z can usually be improved by iterative
refinement (also known asresidual corrections). Iterative refinement
involves calculating a solution to a system of equations, then improving its
accuracy using the residual associated with the solution to modify that
solution.

To useiterative refinement,first calculate a solution Z to the original
system AX = B.

Then Z is treated as an approximation to X, in error by E = X - Z.

E now satisfies the linear system AE = AX — AZ = R, where Riis the
residual for Z.
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The next step is to calculate the residual and then solve AE = R for E.
The calculated solution, denoted by F,is treated as an approximation to E
and is added to Z to obtain a new approximation to X.

For F + Z to be a better approximation to X than is Z, the residual

R=B - AZ

must be calculated to extended precision. The function RSD doesthis.

The refinement process can be repeated, but most of the improvement
occursin the first refinement. The / (divide) function does not attempt to
perform a residual refinement because of the memory required to
maintain multiple copies ofthe original arrays.

Here is an example of a user program that solves a matrix equation,
including one refinement using RSD:

«# *BA<“EBA-BA2PICKE RSDA ~» + 3 %

This program takes two array arguments B and A from the stack, (the
same as /) and returns the result array Z, which will be an improved
approximation to the solution X over that provided by / itself.

Over-Determined and Under-Determined Systems. An under-
determined system of linear equations contains more variables than
equations, and the coefficient array has fewer rows than columns. The
following program solves an under-determined system AX = B using the
Moore-Penrose technique (X = AT (AAT)~1B). The program requires as
input the vector B in level 2 and the matrix A in level 1.

% 4 m

—
I

R
AATRH # » %

-i H

]
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An over-determined system contains fewer variables than equations. The
next program solves an over-determined system using the least squares
method (X = (ATA)~!ATB). Like the previous program,its input is B in
level 2 and A in level 1.

« + B A
A TRH E #
ATRM A * -
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21

Statistics
 

 

The Statistics application enables you to calculate single-sample and
paired-sample statistics, including:

m Total, mean, maximum, and minimum.

Sample standard deviation and covariance.

Correlation coefficient.

Curve-fitting with four models— linear, logarithmic, exponential, and
power.

Summary statistics.

Upper-tail probabilities for various test statistics.

It also enables you to draw scatter plots, bar charts, and frequency
histograms.

A Statistics Example. The following table lists the consumer price
index (CPI), producer price index (PPI), and unemployment rate (UR)
for the United States over a 5-year period. Enter the data and then do the
following:

m Calculate the mean, standard deviation, and total of the CPI, PPI, and
UR data.

m Calculate the correlation and covariance of CPI and PPI.
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m Draw a scatter plot of the data.

m Calculate a predicted value of PPI from a given value of CPI, using a
linear model.

 

Year CPI PPI UR
 

9.1 9.2 8.5

5.8 4.6 7.7

6.5 6.1 7.0

7.6 7.8 6.0

11.5 19.3 5.8a
A
W

N
=

     
 

Set 2 FIX display mode, enter the Statistics application, and clear any
previousstatistical data.

(+2)(MODES]
(wJETAT)

 

No current data. Enter
data point. press Z+  

 

 

 

@ In this example you use the -key to enter the data.
You can also use the MatrixWriter application to enter

Note statistical data. Instructions on how to do this are found in
“Entering New Statistical Data” on page 369.

 

Key in the data for year 1. Since statistical data is stored in a matrix, you
must use square brackets to identify the values as one row of the matrix.

(«J[T 9.1 [SPC] 9.2 [SPC] 8.5 [9.1 9.2 8.5]
[Z+ELE[WEM[ECITZ[3T0ZcT 

Enter the data into the statistical matrix.
 

 

FDHT(1)=[ 9.18 9.28 8..
ZDAT(2)=
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Enterthe rest of the data. Once you've entered the first row, the number
of columns in the matrix is set, so you no longer need to use square
brackets.

5.8 46 7.7
6.5 6.1 7 fw
7.6 [SPC)7.8[SPC) 6=+

11.5 19.3 58I¥

Calculate the mean, standard deviation, and total of the columns.

3: [ 8.18 9.48 7.068 ]
e: [ 2.27 5.88 1.14
1: 5 408.50 47.80 35.680

 

ZDAT ¢5y=[ 11.58 19.36..
ZDAT (60 =

     

 

—
d  |10T[MEAN]S0EV[MARE[MINZ |EINS |

To do paired-sample statistics, switch to the next page (page 3) of the
STAT menu. Note the message at the top ofthe display; if necessary,set
columns 1 and 2 as the x- andy-variables.
 

 

NXT X¥col:l Ycol:2 Modl:LIHN

If necessary: 3 [ 8.10 9.498 7.00 11 5800E2 snnl 2: [ 2.27 5.88 1.14 ]
I: 5 46.59 47.0@ 35.00  STWT ZLINE 

Switch to the next page (page 4) of the menu and make sure the current
model is linear (LIH). Then return to page 3 of STAT.

NXT
 

 

LIH xcol:l Ycol:2 Modl:LIN
 

(+2)(PREV] 3t [ 8.10 9.40 ¢.00 ]
e: [ 2.27 5.808 1.14 ]
1: 5 48.50 47.06 35.04

ERFPLIHIZTP ZLINE
   

Plot a scatter plot of the data.
 

 

+  200t[2-E0:[CENT[C00RD]LAEEL]FON | 
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Draw the best straight line for the data.
 

  EEEETWN

Calculate the linear regression statistics; then calculate the correlation
coefficient and covariance.

IATTH 1.   

 

InterceTt= -
Slope:

 

Now thatthe linear regression statistics have been calculated, calculate a
predicted value for PPI (y) given a CPI of 8.5.

 

 

Starting the Statistics Application

Press (9] [STAT] to display the first page of the STAT menu. If there is
any currentstatistical data, a message in the display shows the last values
entered.

Thefirst page of the STAT menu contains keys for entering and
manipulating data. The other pages contain commands for doing
calculations and drawing graphs.
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STAT Commands for Entering and Manipulating Data
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

 

CL®

 

EbIT:

Tz STOZ

)sToz RCLS

 

   

Enters data from the stack into the

current statistical matrix.

Deletes the last data point from the
statistical matrix and returnsit to the

stack.

Clears the current statistical matrix.

Takes a matrix from level 1, prompts
for a variable name, stores the matrix

in that variable, and makes that matrix

the current statistical matrix.

Places the current statistical matrix in

the MatrixWriter environment for

editing. Press when finished
editing, or to cancel the edit
without any changes.

Stores the matrix in level 1 as the

current statistical matrix.

Recalls the current statistical matrix to

level 1.

Displays the catalog of matrices and
subdirectories in the current directory.
 

When you execute these operations, the status message relating to the last
data entered is erased. You can press [+q)[REVIEW] to redisplayit.
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Designating the Current Statistical Matrix

Statistical data is stored in the form of a matrix. The matrix contains a
row for each data point and a column for each variable.

 

 

var,; var, . var,,

point,; X1q X1 e Xim

point, X1 Xy ... Xom
. . X,

point, Xn1 X0 e Xpm   
 

The current statistical matrix is the data used by the STAT commands. It is
designated by the contents of a reserved variable named £DAT. ¥DAT
can contain either the matrix itself or the name of a variable containing
the matrix. Since EDATis a variable, you can have a different current
statistical matrix for each directory in memory.

If there is no current matrix, or if you want to use data different from that
in the current matrix, you can designate a new current statistical matrix by
entering new data, editing the current data, or selecting another matrix. A
list of other matrices is found in the STAT Catalog.

Entering New Statistical Data (X + and NEW)

There are two ways to enter new statistical data:

 

® You can use o enter the data one point at a time.
 

® You can create the entire matrix and then store it into DAT using
. The easiest way to create a matrix involves the MatrixWriter

application.

 

To enter data using the X+ command:

" to clear XDAT.

2. Key in the data for the first data point. If the point has more than
one value, enter the values as a vector (delimited by square
brackets). Press Z+  to enter the data into ZDAT.
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3. To enter each additional point, key in the value(s) and press
After the first data point, you do not need to enclose

valuesin brackets.

 

To enter data using the MatrixWriter application and the NEW
command:

1. Press [](MATRIX] to select the MatrixWriter application. Use it to
enter the data into a matrix. (Using the MatrixWriter application is
covered in chapter 20.) Press to enter the completed matrix
onto the stack.

 

Wl . This activates the alpha keyboard and displays a
prompt for a variable name.

3. Key in a namefor your matrix and press [ENTER]. The variable
name is stored in £DAT, and the matrix itself is stored in the

variable. (If you respond to the prompt by simply pressing [ENTER],
the matrix itself is stored in ¥DAT and no variable name is created.)

Editing Data

Editing the Last Data Point. The ¥- command is useful for
changing a data point you just entered into XDAT using ©+. It is
executed by pressing (€] Y- removes the last point in ZDAT
and placesit in level 1. To change the point, edit or replace it and use £+
to return the corrected data to £DAT.

 

Editing Any Data Point. Press E[:1TZ to copy the contents of ZDAT
into the MatrixWriter environment. After you edit the matrix, press
ENTER] to make the edited version the current statistical matrix.

Using the STAT Catalog

The STAT Catalog provides you with the ability to make any existing
matrix the current matrix. Like other catalogs in the HP 48,it is a special
environment where the keyboard is redefined and limited to specialized
operations. You cannot go to another menu until you exit the catalog
(covered under “Exiting the Catalog” on page 373).
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Press (4] (STAT]
catalog of:

 

HTto select the STAT Catalog. What you see is a

m All the variablesin the current directory that contain matrices.

m All the subdirectoriesin the current directory.

 

Catalog 1
pointer —3>1p
 

  
TTl ERTT T RS  

Move the pointer with [A] and (V] to select the desired entry. The entry
you select can be manipulated using the STAT Catalog operations:

STAT Catalog Operations
 

Makes the selected entry the current statistical
matrix, leaves the catalog, and displays the
second page of the STAT menu (for calculating
single-sample statistics).

 

Makes the selected entry the currentstatistical
matrix, leaves the catalog, and displays the third
page of the STAT menu (for plotting data).

 

Makes the selected entry the currentstatistical
matrix, leaves the catalog, and displays the fourth
page of the STAT menu (for calculating paired-
sample statistics).

 

Places the selected entry in the MatrixWriter
environment for editing. When you're finished
editing, press to save the changes, or
press to abort the edit without changing the
matrix.

 

Copies the matrix to the stack.
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STAT Catalog Operations (continued)
 

 
  

(«)[PREV

(a)

ENTER

(«JuP]

(](HOME]  

Lets you view the contents of the entry. If the
entry is a subdirectory, switches to that
subdirectory.

Moves the selected matrix to top of the catalog.

Purges the entry (and its corresponding variable).

Selects the next page of STAT Catalog operations.

Selects the previous page of STAT Catalog
operations.

Moves the catalog pointer up one level. When
prefixed with (4], moves the catalog pointer up
one page ([(«+7](PgUp] in the following keyboard
illustration); when prefixed with (], moves the
catalog pointerto the top of the catalog ([*](Z] in
the following keyboard illustration).

Moves the catalog pointer down one level. When
prefixed with (€], moves the catalog pointer
down one page ([+a](PgDn] in the following
keyboard illustration); when prefixed with (],
moves the catalog pointer to the bottom of the
catalog ([*](¥] in the following keyboard
illustration).

Executes —STK (copies matrix to stack). If the

entry is a subdirectory, switches to that
subdirectory, thus giving you access to any
matrices there.

Switches to the parent directory.

Switches to the HOME directory.

Exits the catalog.
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The redefined keyboard lookslike this:

 

G
Pgup A PREV

OO0Oe
DOO0O0O™MO
OOO0O0O0
ewen () (O () ()
(OO

@O CoCJCy

O]
Exits catalog[ ] [ ] [ J [ ])

Exiting the Catalog

Executes 58Tk 

 

 

   
  

In general, press [ATTN] to exit the catalog and return to the STAT menu.
Also, executing FLOT|, 1=4AF, or Z-%HEautomatically exits the

catalog.
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Calculating Single-Variable Statistics

Sample Statistics

The second page of the STAT menu contains commands for calculating
single-sample statistics. Each command returns a vector containing m
numbers, where m is the number of columnsin the matrix. (If m=1,
where each data point consists of only one number, the commands return
one number.) For example, if you have a 3-column matrix in ¥DAT and
press ‘MEAH, a 3-element vector containing the mean of each columnis
returned to level 1.

Single-Sample Statistics Commands
 

 

 

  
   

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(<] (page 2):

TOT Total.

MEAH MEAN Mean (average).

SDEV Sample standard deviation.

MAXE Maximum value.

MINZ Minimum value.

BINS Calculates frequencies using the
independent-variable column (XCOL)
of XDAT. Takes as its arguments the

minimum x-value (level 3), the width of
each bin in user units (level 2), and the
number of bins, n (level 1); returns an
n x 1 matrix of frequencies (level 2)
and a two-element vector of
frequencies outside the specified
range (level 1).
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When you execute these operations, the status message relating to the last
data entered is erased. You can press [4q][REVIEW] to redisplayit.

Population Statistics

SDEV (standard deviation— page 2 of the STAT menu) and COV
(covariance— page 4 of the STAT menu) calculate sample statistics for
data that represents a sample of the population. If the contents of ZDAT
represent the entire population, you can calculate the population statistics
using these steps:

1. Calculate the mean of the data (
   ).

  

2. Execute to append the mean data point to XDAT.

3. Then use | to calculate the population
statistics.

4. Remove the mean data point from EDAT using £- ([€]

 

 

Paired-Sample Statistics

The third and fourth pages of the STAT menu contain commands for
computing paired-sample statistics.

Whenthe third or fourth page of the STAT menu is displayed, the status
message at the top of the display indicates the column designations for the
independent (x) and dependent(y) variables and the current model.

 

 

Dependent
Independent variable Current
variable- * / model

Xcol:l Ycol:2 Modl:LIN

4:
3:
2

mm    
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Paired-Sample Statistics Commands
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

[«)(STAT (pages 3 and 4):
 

  

ELIHE

  

  

XCOL

YCOL

YLINE

LR

PREDX  

Takes a column numberas its
argument, and designates that column
as the independent variable by storing
it in the first position in LPAR.

(™)BCoLreturns the XCOL column
numberto level 1.)

Takes a column numberas its
argument, and designates that column
as the dependent variable by storing it
in the second position in ZPAR.

() #Cilreturns the YCOL column
numberto level 1.)

Returns the expression representing
the best fit line according to the
current model.

Using the current model, computes the
linear regression for the selected
independent and dependent variables,
and returns the intercept (level 2) and
slope (level 1). Also, stores the
intercept and slope values in ZPAR,
positions 3 and 4.

Takes as its argument a value for the
dependent variable, and computes a
predicted value for the independent
variable. (LR must be executed at
some point before PREDX.)
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Paired-Sample Statistics Commands (continued)
 

Keys Programmable
Command

Description

 

 

   

PREDY

CORR

oy cov

  

Takes as its argumenta value for the
independent variable, and computes a
predicted value for the dependent
variable. (LR must have been
executed at some point before
PREDY.)

Correlation (computed according to
the current model).

Sample covariance (computed
according to the current model).

Displays the menu for selecting a
model. Selection is stored in ZPAR,
position 5.
 

When you execute these operations, the status message (x, y, and model)
is erased. You can press [q][REVIEW] to redisplay it.

To calculate paired-sample statistics:

1. Select the proper columns for your independent and dependent

2.

3.

4.

variables (|

 

Select the desired model from the MODL menu (HZGLL). Do one
of the following:

® Select a particular model
(logarithmic), E=FE (exponentlal) or FEL

 

~(lincar), L

 

® Compute the best model ( EEZT ). The HP 48 selects the
model for which the correlation has the largest absolute value.
(If any data is negative or zero, LIN is selected.)

Optional: Press SCATE to draw a scatter plot of the data.

Use the fourth page of the STAT menu to calculate the paired-

(
sample statistics. You must calculate the Imear-regresszonstatzsttcs
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The example on page 364 demonstrates calculating paired-sample
statistics.

The HP 48 uses the reserved variable ZPAR whenit calculates paired-
samplestatistics. LPAR contains a list of parameters, which can be
changed by executing XCOL, YCOL, LR, and MODL,as described in the

preceding table.

 

Plotting

Thethird page of the STAT menu contains commands for plotting single-
and paired-sample statistics.

When the third page of the STAT menu is displayed, the status message at
the top ofthe display indicates the column designations for the
independent (x) and dependent (y) variables and the current model.

Plotting Commands
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

(«)(STAT] (page 3):
 

®COL XCOL Takes a column number asits

argument, and designates that column
as the independent variable.

Yoo YCOL Takes a column numberas its
argument, and designates that column
as the dependent variable.

EHEFL BARPLOT Draws a bar chart using the x-column.

Autoscaled.

HISTE HISTPLOT Draws a frequency histogram using the

x-column. Autoscaled.    
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Plotting Commands (continued)
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

 

SCATRPLOT Plots the (x,y) points using the
designated x- and y-columns, and
optionally draws the best line using the

current model. Autoscaled.    
 

When you execute some of these operations, the status message (x, y, and
model) is erased. You can press [4q][REVIEW] to review the status
information. Hold down the [REVIEW] key to prolong the status display.

Plotting Bar Charts

BARPLOT (ERFFL) plots a bar chart of the specified column in £DAT.
You specify the column using XCOL (page 3 of the STAT menu). If no
columnis specified, the first column in ¥DAT is used. Data can be
positive or negative, resulting in bars above or below the x-axis.

Example. Records from a gas station show the following relationship
between the monthly percentage changes in gasoline price and amount
sold over a 4-month period:

 

Month Price Sales

% Change % Change
 

1 +3.5 -1.2

2 +9.3 -2.6

3 -6.5 +6.1

4 +2 -0.4    
 

Enter the data using the MatrixWriter application, and then plot bar
charts for the percentage change in price and the percentage change in
sales.
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Start the MatrixWriter application.

(] (MATRIX

..1 s

FIE DA TR EHED

Enter the price data.

3.5 [SPC] 9.3 [SPC]
6.5 [*/-] (SPC] 2 [ENTER]

 

Enter the sales data.

(] 1.2 [*/] [SPC] 2.6 [*/] [SPC)
6.1 (SPC] .4 [*/] [ENTER]  
ENTER) [€1)[STAT

  

  

  

 

EDHT(ng[ 11.5 19.3 5. 
L=+ [CLE[NEW[ECITE]STOE ]CHT |

Name the matrix and makeit the current data.

arse ST   

Select the column for percentage change in price (the first column in the
statistical matrix).

NXT) 1 HCoL [fcol:T Veol:Z Fodl:LIN
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Draw the bar chart for percentage change in price.
 

 

[2-ED5]CENT[COORDLREEL]FCN|

Select the column for percentage change in sales (the second column in
the matrix) and draw a bar chartforit.

ATTN

  

 

 

[2-E02[CENT[COORDLHEEL]FCN

When you plot statistical data, you actually move out of the Statistics
application into the Graphics environment. Press to return to the
Statistics application. (For more information on the Graphics
environment, see page 301.)

Plotting Histograms

Once the statistical data is in XDAT, there are two approaches to plotting
frequency histograms:

m HISTPLOT (HIZTFE on page 3 of the STAT menu) simply plots a
histogram, showing the relative frequencies.

m BINS (EIHZ on page 2 of the STAT menu), in conjunction with
BARPLOT, shows you numerical frequencies and then lets you plot
the histogram. (BINS allows you more plotting control than
HISTPLOT,butis a little more complicated to use.)
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Plotting Histograms Using HISTPLOT. With the frequency data in
Y.DAT, simply press HISTFto see your plot. The default number ofbins
is 13. (The RES command in the Plot application allows you to change
the number of bins by changing their width— for more information, see
page 321.)

Viewing Bins before They’re Plotted. The BINS command allows
you to see numerical frequencies before they’re plotted. The command
takes three arguments:

m In level 3, the minimum x-value to use (the lower bound of the
range).

® In level 2, the width of each bin expressed as a positive real number.

® In level 1, the number of bins.

The output of BINS is:

® Inlevel 2, an n X 1 “bins” matrix, where n is the number of bins. The

value of each elementis the frequency of datain that bin.

m In level 1, a two-element “excess” vector containing the number of
data points less than the minimum x-value, and the number of data
points greater than the maximum x-value.

If you wantto plot the histogram after viewing the bins:

1. Drop the vector in level 1 from the stack ([«q]([DROP]J).

2. Save the one-dimensional matrix into ZDAT by pressing S TOE .

3. Press EHEFL.
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Summation Statistics

Thefifth page of the STAT menu contains commands for calculating
summation statistics. Use #COL and (¥CGOL(on the third page of the
STAT menu) to designate x and y.

    
 

Summation Statistics Commands
 

Keys Programmable Description

Command
 

(«(ETAT] (page 5):
 

¥X Returns the sum of the entries in the x

(independent) column of TDAT.

XY Returns the sum of the entries in the y

(dependent) column of DAT.

X2 Returns the sum of the square of the
x-column entries of LDAT.

 

zY"2 Returns the sum of the square of the
y-column entries of LDAT.

 

EX*Y Returns the sum of the products of
corresponding x and y columns in
LDAT.

N Returns the number of rows in ZDAT.

 

     
 

Test Statistics

The PROB (probability) menu ([MTH] FROE)contains commands for
calculating combinations, permutations, factorials, random numbers, and

upper-tailprobabilities of varioustest statistics. Upper-tail probabilities
are covered here; the other topics are covered in chapter 9, “Common
Math Functions.”
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Test Statistics Commands
 

 

 

 

UIEE

HTEH

HIET 

UTPF

UTPN

UTPT  

Keys Programmable Description
Command

FROE (page 2):

UTPC Upper-tail Chi square distribution:
Takes the degrees of freedom from
level 2 and a real number (x) from level
1, and returns the probability that a x?
random variable is greater than x.

Upper-tail f distribution: Takes the

numerator degrees of freedom from
level 3, the denominator degrees of
freedom from level 2, and a real
number (x) from level 1, and returns
the probability that a Snedecor’s F
random variable is greater than x.

Upper-tail normal distribution: Takes
the mean from level 3, the variance
from level 2, and a real number (x)
from level 1, and returns the

probability that a normal random
variable is greater than x for a normal
distribution.

Upper-tail t distribution: Takes the

degrees of freedom from level 2 and a
real number (x) from level 1, and
returns the probability that the
Student’s t random variable is greater
than x.
 

Note that, when used as an argumentfor these commands, the number of

degrees of freedom must be positive. Also, in the calculations the degrees
of freedom are rounded to the nearest integer.
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Example: Probabilities from a Normal Distribution. The scores
on a final exam approximate a normal curve with a mean of 71 and
standard deviation of 11. What percentage of the students scored
between 70 and 89?

 

First, calculate the probability that a student chosen at random obtained a
score greater than 70. (The standard deviation is squared to give the
variance.)

   K NXT 1: . 936217586697
7 [uTPc

[

uTPFJUTPNTUTPT]—

T

|

11 [1)[x3]
70 UTFEH

Now, do the same calculation for a score of 89.

(P(LASTARG] (1)(DROP] 2: .936217586697
8 . 1: . BoB881 752476

(TP[UTPF[UTPNTUTPT][|
     
  

Subtract the two values.

& 1: . 485335834221
[UTPCTUTREJUTANTUTRT]|

The calculation shows that 49% ofthe students scored between 70 and 89.
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22

Algebra
 

 

The operations described in this chapter let you manipulate an algebraic
expression or equation much as you would on a piece of paper. These
operationslet you:

m Solve symbolically for a variable:

m ISOL isolates a single occurrence ofa variable.

# QUAD solves a quadratic equation for a variable.

m Collect and reorder variables and expand subexpressions:

# The COLCT and EXPAN commands execute broad
rearrangements by searching for a fixed set of patterns in an
expression or equation, and applying an appropriate algebraic
rule to every occurrence of each pattern.

m The Rules operations let you perform step-by-step
rearrangement of an expression or equation, tailoring the
rearrangement to your need. The EquationWriter application
serves as a platform from which to select the Rules operations.

In this chapter, the term algebraic is used to mean algebraic expression or
equation. The terms expression and equation are used only where the
distinction between these two forms of an algebraic object is important.
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Example: Solving for a Variable. Solve for x in the equation:

3 +2) =50 - 6)

Select the EquationWriter application and key in the equation.

(2] [EQUATION]
3EIXH2M)
)=
5@JYX[E6 M)

Activate the Selection menu and selection cursor.

@

Move the selection cursor to the * sign on

()« ()

 

3(#+2)=5-(X-6)0

[PET:]PROEHVP[HATE[VECTR]EAsE |}

 

3:(K+2)=5-(X-2

RULEZ] E0T EXPEZUE KEPL
 

the left side of the equation.
 

F(K+2) =5-(K-6)  RULEZ] EOIT EXPRSUE REPL
 

Highlight the subexpression defined by -. This shows you what part of
the equation will be affected by the subsequent execution of an algebraic
rearrangement operation.

EXERE
 

 

(uLE:]EOIT[ExPRsue [REPL ERIT
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Select the RULES menu for this subexpression and distribute the = over
L2,

Rl
 

 

3K@3:2=5'(K-6)

 

LT1><MM3#F€3

Now move the selection cursor to the - on the right side of the equation
and distribute again.

[>] (6 times) Flil
 

 

3-K+32=0KEob

OTTT

 

Move the cursor to the = sign and then move the term 5 -to the left
side of the equation.
 

 

3K+3-2@0K=-(56)

 

T1%€MM3#F€3

Now that both terms in X are on the same side of the equation, return the
equation to the stack, select the ALGEBRA menu, and collect like terms.

ENTER] [(\9](ALGEBRA 1: 16-2%%=-30"
goEeT [EOLCT]E:iPh150LGUADTSHOW[TAVLE
 

Now solve for X.

0 X 1: '¥=18'
LT=TTTVTVTR       
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Symbolic Solutions

A common goal of algebraic manipulation of an expression or equation is
to “solve for” a variable symbolically, that is, to express one variable in
terms of the other variables and numbersin the expression or equation.
The commands described in this section let you solve for a variable that
appears once in an algebraic or for a variable in a quadratic equation.

Commands for Symbolic Solutions
 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description

Command

(«2](ALGEBRA):

lsop ISOL For an algebraic in level 2, isolates the
first occurrence of the variable in
level 1.

QUAD Solves the quadratic in level 2 for the
specified variable in level 1.

SHOW Shows the algebraic in level 2 with all
implicit references to the variable in
level 1 made explicit.

 

     
Isolating a Variable

The ISOL commandisolates a single occurrence ofa variable in an
algebraic— it returns an equation ofthe form:

'variable=expression*

that represents a symbolic solution of the algebraic. To execute the ISOL
command, place the algebraic in level 2 and the variable to be isolated in
level 1.
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Example: The ISOL Command. Use ISOL to isolate4 in the
equation;

 

 

T = X +B

X +A4

Key in the equation.

()(EQUATION] T (%] (=]
(& @ X[@ B ) T
XHA T=|g=hi®+A0

 

[PHET:]PEOE |HYP[MATH[VECTE]EHSE |

Enter the equation. Enter the name of the variable to be isolated and
execute ISOL.

    1:  '"A=(X+B)~SO(T)-K'
OA (TTBTTT

(+2)(ALGEBRA] |I150L

Executing ISOL with Expressions. When level 2 contains an
expression (an algebraic without an =), the expression is treated as an
equation of the form 'expression=a'. For example, isolating x in the
expression:

'A¥CE+2%R 0~

returns:

Functions Not Allowed with ISOL. The variable to be isolated can
be the argument of any function for which the HP 48 provides an inverse
(defined in this manual as an analytic function). For example, you can
isolate X in algebraics containing TAM{X» or LH<Xbecause TAN and
LN have inverses (ATAN and EXP). However, you cannotisolateX in
algebraics containing IF3. The operations index identifies the HP 48
analytic functions.
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Solving Quadratic Equations

The QUAD command solves any algebraic that is up to second order in
the unknown variable. The command is namedforits ability to solve
second order (quadratic) algebraics, but you can also use QUAD to solve
first order (linear) algebraics. (If you supply an equation thatis not first
or second order in the variable to be solved for, QUAD transforms the
equation into a second order polynomial approximation and then solves
that quadratic.)

To execute QUAD,place the algebraic in level 2 and the variable for
which you are solving in level 1. Like ISOL, QUAD returns an equation of
the form:

'variable=expression'

If the algebraic contains other variables, they must not exist in the current
directory if you want those variables to be included in the solution as
formal (symbolic) variables. Otherwise, QUAD evaluates them.

Example 1: The QUAD Command. Solve for x in the expression:

2xX“-x -6

This example assumes that variable X does not exist in the current
directory.

Enter the expression and the name ofthe variable.

0 X[ 2 [E) X [2) 6 [ENTER]
0 X [ENTER]

 

Execute QUAD.

[E] ALGEBRA] :|
     

1: 'R=(1+s1%3)-2'
(TRTTTT    

QUAD returns an expression containing the variable s1, which represents
an arbitrary + or - sign. (s] is discussed in detail in the following
section.) Copy the expression. Then evaluate it for s7 = 1. (To key in 51,
press [a] (€], then press [SIN], and then press [1].)

      ENTER 1: 'H=3'
10 s1 [5TO) (RITROTT
EVAL
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Now evaluate the expression for s1 = -1

1[£) 0s1(5T0)

  

  
1:   [SWAP]

@AL mmm

The two roots are +3 and —2.

Example 2: Solving an Equation with More Than One
Variable. Solve for x in the equation:

% -4 +c =0

This example assumes that variableX does notexist in the current
directory.

Purge C, if necessary. Then, enter the equation and the variable name X.

 

() C GPURGE) %= ]
%24%)()( é €& 0 [PHET:]PROEHYP|MATR[VECTE]EASE

Ox
Execute QUAD to obtain a result containing C.

(«2) [ALGEBRA] ' GHlIAL 1: 'fif(4+51*l(16~8*£))
s

(TTTVTRTTP

 

Copy the expression. Calculate the roots when ¢ = 3.

  
     

ENTER 2: |-(1,. 70718678118
Doo v — (1,-.787186781188)"
1 [ st (COLCT]EPo

[

1500|RURD[ZHOM[THVLE]

B s

The roots are 1 + 0.7071i.

Example 3: Solving a First Order Equation. The introductory
example in this chapter (page 387) used ISOL to solve for x in the
equation:

3x +2)=5(x - 6)

Use QUAD to solve forx.
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Keyin the equation.

 

03X @) XHE2M]
(«@ES5 X WRIOIXE)6

Solve for x.

(X GUrp 1: '"=18"
(LTS=RTRSOTR
 

Using QUAD Or ISOL. Comparing the previous example with the
introductory example in this chapter shows that using QUAD can be
more efficient than ISOL for solving for a variable. The advantage of
using QUAD isthat you don’t have to rearrange the algebraic to a form in
which the unknown variable occurs only once. However, QUAD provides
exact solutions only for first or second order polynomials —you must use
ISOL to obtain an exact solution when:

® The unknown variable is third order or higher.

® The unknown variable occurs as an argument to a non-linear function
like SIN.

General and Principal Solutions

HP 48 functions always return one result— aprincipal solution. For
example, Vaalways returns +2, and ASIN(.5) always returns 30° or 0.524
radians. Since you may want other results when you isolate a variable or
solve a quadratic equation, the HP 48 returns a general solution for ISOL
and QUAD.A general solution contains either or both ofthe following
variables:

® s] represents an arbitrary + or - sign. You can evaluate the
expression by storing either +1 or —1 into sI. Additional arbitrary
signsin the result are indicated by 52, 53, etc.

m Variable n1 represents an arbitrary integer —0, 1, 2, etc. Additional
arbitrary integers are represented by n2, n3, etc.

To specify that ISOL and QUADreturn a principal solution,set flag - 1.
When you specify principal solutions, arbitrary signs are always chosen to
be +1 and arbitrary integers are always chosen to be 0.
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Example: General and Principal Solutions. Use ISOL to isolate x

in the equation:

y = sinx?

First, enter the equation. Then copy it. Set Radians mode. Then, enter the
variable to be isolated and execute ISOL.

     

 

  

0Y [«]=] (SN 1: ;E:fl:gfim(w*(_l

Kbzee iy
OXx
(«)(ALGEBRA] /15

 

ISOL returns a general solution with arbritrary sign s and arbitrary
integer n1. Now return a principal solution for the same expression. First
set flag —1. Then swap the copy of the original equation to level 1, key in
the variable and execute ISOL.

 

1 (] [MODES] SF 2: 'X=sl*J5§§}H§‘I{H$S.i.
B@Xv OYTTT

ISOL returns a principal solution with arbitrary sign s = +1 and
arbitrary integer n = 0, so the expression evaluates to TRSIHY ).

Clearflag -1 so that the HP 48 returns general solutions.

Showing Hidden Variables

You may wantto solve for a variable that is stored in a different variable.
The SHOW command rewrites an algebraic to explicitly show every
occurrence of a specified variable. For example, if A contains 'X+1 "
then 'A%E' '¥' SHOMW returns '(H+13%EB'.

You can supply two or more names to SHOW in a list argument. In this
case, SHOW evaluates all namesin the level 2 expression that are not in
the list so that the result expression contains only the listed names. Thisis
a useful toolfor speeding up plotting of an equation.
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Rearranging Terms

The ISOL command lets you solve for a variable that appears just once in
an algebraic. However,if the variable for which you want to solve appears
more than once, you mustfirst combine the multiple occurrences. In
addition, it may be necessary, before collecting multiple occurrences, to
expand subexpressions or in some other way reorder variables. The
operations described in this section let you expand subexpressions and
collect and reorder variables.

A subexpression consists of a function and its arguments. The function that
defines a subexpression is called the top-level function for that
subexpression. For example,in the expression 'A+E#C-[+', = is the top
level function in the subexpression 'E*C', / is the top-level function in
the subexpression 'E#C~D', and + is the top level function in the
subexpression 'A+E*C/T'.

Collecting Terms and Expanding Subexpressions
 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

(+2)(ALGEBRA]:

COLCT COLCT Simplifies the algebraic in level 1 by
collecting like terms.

ERPH EXPAN Rewrites the algebraic in level 1 by

expanding subexpressions that
contain products and powers.     
 

Collecting Terms

COLCT simplifies an algebraic by “collecting” like terms. Specifically,
COLCT:

m Evaluates numerical subexpressions. For example,
"1+2+4L0GC162 Y COLCT returns 4.

m Collects numerical terms. For example, '1+x+2' COLCT returns
'3+E.
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m Orders factors (argumentsof *) and combineslike factors. For

example, 'H~Z¥Y#X~T#Y' COLCT returns ‘'H-(T+Z2#Y"2°,

m Orders summands (arguments of + or —) and combineslike terms
differing only in a coefficient. For example, 'X+X+%v+3%X' COLCT
returns ' SER+Y'.

COLCT operates separately on the two sides of an equation, so like terms
on the opposite sides of the equation are not combined.

Expanding Products and Powers

EXPAN rewrites an algebraic by expanding products and powers.
Specifically, EXPAN:

m Distributes multiplication and division over addition. For example,
'A#CB+Cx ' ExFPAM returns 'A#B+A=EC'.

m Expands powers over sums. For example, 'A™~{E+C»' ExFAH
returns 'A“EB#AMC'.

m Expands positive power integers. For example, '<~5' EXFAH
returns 'X#:~4', The square of a sum, for example, ' X+22!
expands to 'HUZHZENEVHYOR

EXPAN does not carry out all possible expansions of an algebraic in a
single execution. Instead, EXPAN works down through the subexpression
hierarchy, stopping in each branch of the hierarchy whenit finds a
subexpression that can be expanded. It first examines the top-level
subexpression (the top level subexpression is the algebraic itself); if that is
suitable for expansion,it is expanded and EXPAN stops. If not, EXPAN
examines each of the second-level subexpressions. Any of those that are
suitable are expanded. The remaining second-level subexpressions are
then examined. This process continues down through the hierarchy until
an expansion halts further searching down each branch.

Example: Complete Expansion. Expand the expression:

VRSBA2D

Key in and enter the expression.

      0A QR =) B [x] «\O)] 1: '"A*(B*x(C2+0))'
Ch2@HD [PHETZ]PROE

|

HYP|[MATE]YECTE] ERZE

|
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Expand the expression. The top-level function is the left . Since its
associated subexpression (the complete expression itself) cannot be
expanded, the second-level function # is examined. One of the arguments
in its associated subexpression is a sum (C*2+[), so the product is
distributed.

       (al(ALGEBRA] EX| 1: 'A~(B*C"2+BxD) '
[TNTT

Expand the expression again. The top level function is still the left ~, but
now its argument is a sum, so the power is expanded over the sum.

1: 'A™(B*C"2)*A™(B*0)'
[NTNSTVTTT       

One more expansion is possible. The top level function is now the middle
#. Since it cannot be expanded, the second-level functions, the outside
~’s, are examined. They cannot be expanded, so the third-level function,
the middle ~, is examined. Its argumentis a positive integer, so the
poweris expanded.

 

1: ;@“(B*(C*C))*HA(B*D

(ATTTVT)T
 

The expression is now completely expanded. Optionally, you can now
collect like terms.

 

1: 'A™(B*["2+B*D) !
(RNMVTB
 

 

The Rules Transformations

The Rules transformations are algebraic-rearrangement operations that
are narrower in their scope than EXPAN and COLCT. The Rules
transformations let you, in small steps, direct the path of an algebraic
rearrangement.

To apply a Rules transformation to an algebraic, you must first put that
algebraic in the EquationWriter application. (Either build the algebraic in
the EquationWriter application or put the algebraic in level 1 of the stack
and press [V].) Then, in a three-step process:

1. Use the Selection environmentto specify the subexpression that you
want to rearrange.
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2. Select the RULES menu. The relevant Rules transformations for

that subexpression are displayed.

3. Execute the desired transformation.

In this section, the definition of “subexpression” in the previous section is
expanded to include individual objects. For example, in the expression
'A+E "', the Selection environment lets you specify A as a subexpression.

The Selection Environment— Specifying a
Subexpression

After you put the algebraic you want to rearrange in the EquationWriter
application, press [«). This activates the Selection environment, displaying
the Selection menu and selection cursor. The object in the equation that is
currently highlighted is the specified object. The subexpression defined by
the specified object is the specified subexpression.

Operations in the Selection Menu
 

RULES

  

  

Selects a menu of relevant rearrangement
transformations for the specified subexpression.

Returns the specified subexpression to the
command line for editing (see “Editing a
Subexpression” on page 244 in chapter 16 for

more information).

Highlights the specified subexpression. ((*/]
worksjust like ExFFand also can be executed
when a transformation menu is displayed.)

 

Returns the specified subexpression to level 1 of
the stack.

Replaces the specified subexpression with the

algebraic in level 1 of the stack.   
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Operations in the Selection Menu (continued)
 

 

Exits the Selection environment, restoring the
normal cursor at the end of the equation.

Moves the selection cursor to the next object in
the indicated direction. When prefixed with (],

moves the selection cursor to the farthest object in
the indicated direction.

(4] (v]
< ()

    
Move the selection cursor from object to object in the cxpressmn or
equation with the cursor keys. At any time you can press :
highlight the subexpression defined by the specified object. Thislets you
identify exactly which subexpression will be affected by a subsequent
Rules transformation.

 

Selecting the Rules Transformations

After you specify the subexpression you want to work with, press EULES
to select the menu of Rules tran: matlons that applies to that
subexpression. You can press | with either the object or the
associated subexpression highlighted.

  

Executing a Rules Transformation

Press the corresponding menu key to execute a transformation. After the
transformation is executed, the selection cursor highlights the new top
level object. In addition,the relevant transformation menu for that new
object is displayed.

Note that not necessarily all transformations in a menu are applicable to
the specified subexpression. If a transformation is not applicable, the
HP 48 beeps when you press the corresponding menu key.
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Exiting a RULES Menu

There are four ways to exit a RULES menu. Press:

® Any cursor key to restore the Selection menu. The selection cursor
moves to the next object in the indicated direction if possible.

® (5] to restore the Selection menu without moving the selection cursor.

m [ENTER] to exit the EquationWriter application and put the algebraic

on thestack.

= to exit the EquationWriter application and abandon the
algebraic.

Rules Examples

 

# The following tables show objects or expressionsin their
command-line form, before and after execution of a Rules

Note transformation. Remember, however, that you execute a

Rules transformation in the EquationWriter application, and
that the new expression remains in the EquationWriter application. You
can return the new expression to the command line by pressing [ENTER].

Thetables do not include all the patterns for which a transformation is
applicable.

 

Universal Transformations. The following seven transformations
apply to any subexpression. These transformations appear as the last
seven entries of every RULES menu.

 

‘ (Double-negate).

 

Before After
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H%(Double-invert).

 

Before After
 

  THMCIMYCR2 S   

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

    

 

 

  

Before After

A A%l

A+E-1 A+E

*(Raise to the power 1).

Before After

A A%

21 (Divide by 1).

Before After

A A1

A+Ex1 A+E   
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.(Add 1 and subtract 1).

 

 

Before After
 

   A A+1-1
 

COLET(Collect). EGLETexecutes a limited form of the COLCT

command in the ALGEBRA menu. It works only on the subexpression
defined by the specified object and it leaves the coefficients of collected
terms as sums or differences.

 

Before After
 

2EXEDEN (2+50%Y    
(The COLCT command in the ALGEBRA menu returns 5%in both
cases.)

 

Moving Terms. T and T+ are used to move aterm overits

“nearest neighbor”to the left or right. A term is any one of the following:

® An argument of + or — (a summand).

® An argument of = or / (a factor).

®m An argument of =.

Note in the following examples that these two operations ignore
parentheses. You can make these operations respect parentheses by
executing ©#1 to make the parenthetical subexpression a term.
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(Move-term-left). © #T moves the nearest neighbor to the
nght of the specified function over the nearest neighborto the left of the
function.

 

 

 

Before After

A+EF(C+D2 A+C+(E+D>

A+E+(CEDD A+BFD+

A+CB+Co#14D A*D+CE+Co %1

A*BEC*D A*B/C=D   
  

Move-term-right). moves the nearest neighbor to the
left of the specified function over the nearest neighbor to the right of the
function.

 

 

Before After
 

A=—E+(D+E 3

   A*Bz= (X+Y' 2 A=IHVB& O+ D    
Building and Moving Parentheses.

  : (Parenthesize-neighbors). 1 parenthesizes the nearest
nclghbors of + or =. The operation has no effect if the specified function
is thefirst (or only) function in the expression, since these parentheses are
already present, but hidden.

 

Before After
 

   A+E+C+D A%CBE+C+D
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  _expands the subexpression associated with the specified function
to include the next term to the left. Note that this operation, and the
following three operations, may result in a matched pair of parentheses

 

 

  
 

 

disappearing.

Before After

A+B+(CHD I +E A+C(E+C+DO+E

- (Expand-subexpression-right). xpands the

 

Subexpression associated with the specified function to include the next

 

 

term to the right.

Before After

A+{BEC+D+E A+B+CHD+E  
 

Commutation, Association, and Distribution.

 

(Commute).
function.

%+ commutes the arguments of the specified

 

Before After
 

A+E

IMYC(A>2E  
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(Associate-left).

 

 

 
  

  
   

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

Before After

A*(B+CO A+E*C

Az <B-C A*EZC

A2CB*C A~EAC

-(Associate-right).

Before After

CA+EI#C A+CB+CH

(A*B»-C A%C(B-CH

CAMEMEC AZCE*C)

. (Distribute-prefix-function).

Before After

=(A+E) -A=E

THYCAE IMVCAY*E

IMCA=E RECA»=IMCBX+ IM(AY*EECE  
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.(Distribute-left).

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

Before After

CA+BY%C A*CHE*C

(A-E A~C2B"~C

- [+(Distribute-right).

Before After

A% CE+CH A<B¥A=C

AzCB-C0

LHCA*E>  
AE-iA

LHCAXELHCE
 

+M  (Merge-factors-left). . M merges arguments of +, —, *, and

/, where the arguments have a common factor or a common single-
argument function EXP, ALOG,LN, or LOG. For common factors, the

+ indicatesthat the left-hand factors are common. =#f  also merges
sums where only one argument is a product.

 

Before After
 

CA%EFCA%C)

ExFCRI=ERFCED

  
A% CE+CD

ESF(R+ED

A% C1+ED
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.(Merge-factors-right). =M+merges arguments of +, —, #,
and /, where the arguments have a common factor. The + mdlcates that
the right-hand factors are common. .M+ also merges sums where
only one argumentis a product.

 

Before After

 

CA*COH (B (A+B)%C

 

 

 
 

 

. (Double-negate and distribute). Execution of -
equivalent to execution of :LHEG followed by executionof
the resulting inner negation.

  

 

Before After

 

~i—-A-BX

GOIMVCAD D =LOGCRY    
 

 

. (Double-invert and distribute). Execution of 1747 i
equivalent to execution of  [*TH%followed by executionof
the resulting inner inversion.

  

  

 

 

  

Before After

AxE THYCIHYCRD 7D

EBFCAY THY CEXPC—AD  
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Rearrangement of Exponentials.

 

(Replace log-of-power with product-of-log).

 

Before After
 

 

CHMED   

 

 

L¢3(Replace product-of-log with log-of-power).

 

Before After
 

LHCAM=E  LHCFA™ED 

 

‘(Replace power-product with power-of-power).

 

Before After
 

ALOGA*ED  ALOGER Y SE
 

 

2(Replace power-of-power with power-product).

 

Before After
 

EXFCAIZE  EHE (A2ED
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Adding Fractions.

 

denominator. (If the denommatoris already common between two
fractions, use @Mx )

(Addfractions). .combines terms over a common

 

Before After
 

A% (B/CO (REC+BIZE

(A/BYE
     
 

Expansion of Trigonometric Functions.

 

'EF(Expand-trigonometric-definition). *['EFreplaces
trigonometric, hyperbolic, inverse trigonometric, and inverse hyperbolic
functions with their definitions in terms of EXP and LN.

(The following examples assume Radians mode.)

 

Before After
 

CENFCE*1 0 +ERPC—CBsia0 022

LN+U20-0

 

   
 

 

TF Expand as product-of-trigonometric-functions). |TEG#
expands trigonometric functions of sums and differences.

 

Before After
 

 BIHCE+YD SIHC Y #COSCY 2RCOS=STHOY S  
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Automatic Multiple Execution of Rules Transformations.

Prefixing the following transformation keys with ] causesthat
transformation to execute repeatedly until no further change occurs:

   
 

 

m =and LAY

u B and

= and

= and

= and

Before Operation After

CA+E+CHED ) AsD+E+DFCxD

) A+B+CED

] CA+CHD O EE

] E+C+0=E-H

)- A+(B+C+D+ED       
Summary Examples

Example 1. Solve for x in the equation:

  

Key in the equation.

(+2)(EQUATION]
3EAXGH 14 ®EIE
6X & 2X 3 1
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Activate the Selection menu and selection cursor. Move the cursor to the

= sign.

(< [«

Move 4 to the rightside of the equation.

FHLES  T=x

Move the quotient to the left side of the equation.

T

Now merge the two terms on the left over their common denominator.

[~

o

 

    pa-1e

[FULEZ]E0IT [EXPR |SUE |KEPL |EXIT

 

3 6
TRl Tz

SOTITT

 

 

L€T|13|€M|M3|AF|€3|

 

B4

INTTTT  
Move the cursor to the = sign, then move the denominatorto the right
side ofthe equation.

]
FULES T+

 

3-6%=(2:%-1) -4

 

[€7|T3|€M [M3|€0|0%|
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Distribute -4 over 2 =x—-13
 

 

3-6K=2X-—4a14

 

€77>€MM3#F€3

Movethe cursor to the = sign, then move the term in X to the left side of
the equation.

E] (7 times)
 

3-6-X@2K —4=-(1-4)

 

IITTTN

Return the equation to the stack, select the ALGEBRA menu, and collect

like terms.

  
(«1)(ALGEBRA] 1- 1342ei=q!

coLcT [COLCT]ExPh

|

1500

|

GUAD

]

SHOW[THYLE

Solve for X.

[ X 150l 1. o g5

    COLCT]£4PhI30LUAD[SHOWTRYLE

Example 2. Solve for n in the equation:

  

Key in the equation.
 

   
(2] [EQUATION]

QE10 s169 BN-6-93N-4END 564N 4 N-6"9 4:N-40

PHETE]PROE |HVP[MATK[VECTR]EASE | 
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Activate the Selection menu and selection cursor. Move the cursor to the

- sign between the two right-hand terms.

@«

Move the rightmost term to the left side of

 

 

N-5 _1g N-3
BN698414

VT==TlTT
 

the equation.
 

 

N-5 N-3__1
6N-644 -    
ITY|

Move the cursor to the - sign in the denominator of that term and merge
factorsleft.

B

 

 

   

 

TOTTT

Move the cursor to the - sign in the denominatorofthe first term on the
left side and merge factors left.

 

Move the cursor to the divide bar of that term and associate left.

 

N5 N3_1
GUN-1)"4-(N-1)3

 
[€7 |T+ |€1 |M+ |€0 |0% |

 

   

   

 

N-5

 
 

_N-31
-1 4(N-1) 9

NNTNT
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Move the cursor to the divide bar of the second term and associate left.

] ]
RULES NXT) +#R

 

 

 

Move the cursor to the + sign between the two terms and merge factors
right.
 

 
 

 

(W RULESM= _C N—N-5,N-3
s- 9

L£7T2[t2€003

Move the cursor to the = sign and move term right.

) RULES

z4 =(N-l)u   
Return the equation to the stack. Set the display mode to 1 Fix (to see the
result of the subsequent COLLToperation more easily). Expand terms

and then collect like terms.

(«1J(MODES] 1 F1H
(2] (ALGEBRA]
FERPRECOLECT

     
  
1: é—% . fiTB 4xN=-0, 1+

*

[NTNT
  

Solve for N.

(] N ZaiHD 1- 'N=4, 8'

[COLCT]EPH150U[RURDSHOWTAYVLE 

Return the display mode to Standard by pressing (€q][MODES] @ST.
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User-Defined Transformations

If the built-in set of Rules transformations do not rearrange an algebraic
in the form you desire, you can use tMATCH and |[MATCH

((«2)(ALGEBRA] I)to specify a “customized”
transformation. These ¢ for a specified pattern in an
algebraic and replace all occurrences ofthat pattern with a new pattern. If
a replacement is made, the new expression is returned to level 2 and 1
(true) is returned to level 1. If a replacementis not made,the original
expression is returned to level 2 and @ (false) is returned to level 1.
TMATCHstarts its search at the lowest level subexpression(s) and works
up; [MATCH starts with the complete algebraic and works down.

  

 

  

tMATCH and |MATCH take the following arguments from the stack:

m From level 2, the algebraic to rewrite.

m From level 1, a list of the form

{ ‘'pattern' ‘'replacement' 'conditional' <, where °'pattern’

is the subexpression for which to search, 'replacement' is the new
subexpression, and 'conditional’ is an optionalspecification of an
additional condition that must be met before the replacementis
made.

To facilitate the specification of the pattern, the 'pattern' and
'replacement' expressions can contain “wildcard” names that will match
any subexpression. The wildcards in the 'replacement' expression are
replaced by the subexpressions they matched in the original expression. A
wildcard variable is specified by prefixing any variable name with the #
character ([a] («q] [ENTER)).

Example: A User-Defined Transformation. An extension of the
half-angle formula for sine is:

sin (2z) = 2sin(z )cos(z)

There is no built-in Rules transformation for this formula, so create a

program HALF that executes the transformation using [MATCH.
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Program: Comments:

&

{ 'SIHMCZ#kwc)! Puts the algebraic to rewrite on the
'2#SIMCRwc ) *#C05Ckwed ' 3 stack, puts the list argument on the
+MATCH stack, and executes ]MATCH. To key

in %, press [a] («a) [ENTER].

&

[] HALF Puts the program on the stack and
stores it in HALF.

Now execute HALF to transform the expression 'SIHCZ#CH+103",

Enter the expression to transform.

0 (SN 2 ] (4} X [+] 1

 

Select the VAR menu and execute HALF.

    
  

'f= '2xSIN(R+1 )*CDS(X#i.

ICTTHHIISNNS

Swap the expression into level 1 to see the complete expression.

(€)(SWAP 1: ;g*SIN(Hfl)*CDS(Xfl

LTIII.

 

The | (Where) Function

The | function ((«3][ALGEBRA] I ), read as “where,” binds
numeric values to variables that occurin a partially evaluated algebraic.
Its purpose is to provide a means for stepwise evaluation of integrals and
user-defined functions. For example, in chapter 23, “Calculus,” you'll see
how evaluation of an integral returns a symbolic result of the form:

‘expr | var=upper limit-expr | var=lower limit

Here expr is the integrated expression, still in symbolic form, and varis
the variable of integration. Evaluating again substitutes the limits of
integration.
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As another example, consider the user-defined function DRV created by
executing:

'DEVCRI=aKx2) ' DEFINE

Evaluating DRV/(2) returns the partially evaluated result:

PR CRIEZERT(2-10 | CR=20

X is a local variable and exists only while the user-defined function DRV is
being executed, so the | function here serves the purpose of letting the
HP 48 show stepwise differentiation while “prolonging the life” ofthe
(local) variable ofdifferentiation. Evaluating again returns the final
answer 4.

| can also be executed with two arguments on the stack: an expression in
level 2 and a list in level 1 of the form:

£ name, expry ...name, expr, *

For example, executing 'A+E' £ A 'C+D' B 7 > | returnsthe
expression 'C+D+7'.
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23

Calculus
 

 

The HP 48 calculus commandslet you do the following with algebraic
expressions:

m Step-by-step and complete differentiation.

® Summation ofseries.

m Taylor’s polynomials.

@ Symbolic and numerical integration.

A Calculus Example. For the expression:

PEIMCEY!

calculate:

# The derivative of the expression.

m The derivative ofthe fifth-order Taylor’s polynomial of the
expression.

Then evaluate both expressions for X = 0.5, and compare the results.

(This example assumesthat variable X does not exist in the current
directory.)
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Select Radians mode, and key in the derivative of the expression, using
the EquationWriter application.
 

 

[«)[RAD] (if necessary)

(+2](EQUATION] 3
)@ X =) BN X sw(SINCKO

[PAET=]PROE |HYP[HATE[VECTE]ERZE ]

Put the expression on the stack, and evaluateit.

1 'COSCK)!
[PHETS]PROEHYP[HHTR[VECTR]EAZE]

Now enter the original expression, the polynomial variable (X), and the
order of the polynomial. Then find the Taylor’s polynomial.

 

0 B X 1 'H-. 1666EEE6EE674K"X 318, 3333333333365
5 ()[ALGEBRA] TAYLR -.

 

EVAL

Find the derivative of the Taylor’s polynomial with respect to X.

X ()

 

Evaluate both expressions for X = 0.5

5X 2: .877684166667
(©)([EWAP] i . 877582

 

(LT=RTETVETOTAT

The Taylor’s polynomialis accurate to three decimal places.

 

Differentiation

The HP 48 can exccute either stepwise or fully-evaluated differentiation of
algebraic expressions.
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Stepwise Differentiation

When 3 takesits argumentsin algebraic syntax, it differentiates an
expression step-by-step. Keyed directly into the command line, the
expression has the syntax:

'avar<.expressiony '

where varis the variable of differentiation and expression is the
expression to be differentiated.

Using the EquationWriter Application to Key In a Derivative.
The EquationWriter application lets you key in a derivative in a graphical
form that’s easy to read and understand. Page 233 in chapter 16 describes
the rules for keying in a derivative using the EquationWriter application.

Example: Stepwise Differentiation. Calculate step-by-step the
expression:

d 2—t +12 20 (x )

(This example assumes that variableX does notexist in the current
directory.)

Set the angle mode to Radians. Select the EquationWriter application and
key in the derivative.

(«a](RAD] (if necessary)
 

[@)[EQUATION] . )
BX &) m[mn[x 10
[TAN) X [»7) 2 (] (+] 1

 

[PRET:]PROEHYP[HATR[VECTR]EAZE

Evaluate the expression.

EVAL 12 'C1+TANCK2+1)72)%
RK"2+1) !

[PRETZ]PROE]HYP[HATE[VECTR]EASE    
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Theresult still contains a derivative, illustrating the chain rule of
differentiation:

%tan(x2 +1) =

d 2 d ,
——tan(x* + )X —(x“+1) =
d@? + 1) Erhxg &+ D

(1 + tan? (22 + 1)) x % @2+ 1)

The derivative of the tangent function has been evaluated.

Next, evaluate the derivative ofx2 + 1.

EVAL 1: gEérEHH(XAZ+1)AZJ*B

E0EARCrEEE

The result represents the derivative of a sum:

d d , d
—_— +1)=—x+—1
D=ty

The derivative of 1 is 0, so the term disappears.

Next, evaluate the derivative ofx.

EVAL 13 'C1+TANCR™2+1)72)%(
ox(K)*2xX"(2-1))"

[PHET:]PROEHYP[rnTRIVECTE]EnzE

The result again reflects the chain rule:

%xz - %(x)zx %(x)

The derivative ofx2 has been evaluated.

Evaluate the final derivative.

EVAL 1: é£1+THN(X“2+1)“2)*(

(PHET]PROEHYP[MATR[VECTR]EnZE
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Complete Differentiation

To differentiate an expression completely in one step, execute the 3
command with two arguments:

m In level 2, the expression to be differentiated.

® In level 1, the variable of differentiation.

Example: Complete Differentiation. Calculate in one step the
expression:

d 2
— tan +1

Enter the expression. Enter the variable of differentiation.

 

Differentiate the expression.

(>](a)    

  

   

1: éi}l{;THN(H"ZH )72)#(

PAFTZ]PROEHVP[MATE[VECTE]ENZE

Differentiation of User-Defined Functions

User-defined functions are differentiable. (See the example on page 150
in chapter 10, “User-Defined Functions.”)

Advanced Topic: User-Defined Derivatives

If 3 is applied to an HP 48 function for which a built-in derivative is not
available, 8 returns a new function whose nameis “der” followed by the
original function name. The new function will have argumentsthat are the
arguments of the original function, plus the arguments’ derivatives. For
example, the HP 48 definition of % does not include a derivative. If you
evaluate 'aZ¢kiH, Y22", you obtain:

'deriik, Yy adiua,addy sy’
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Each argumentto the % function results in two arguments to the der%
function. In this example, the X argument resultsin ¥ and AZ <KX
arguments, and the % argument resultsin ¥ and aZ<¢%» arguments.

You can further differentiate by creating a user-defined function to
represent the derivative. Here is a derivative for %:

% 3+ x oy dx du '{xedytgxdxd L1080 F 'der®' STO

With this definition you can obtain a correct derivative for the % function.
For example:

YRRy 2xEY OTHY A COLCT

returns . @4xH",

Similarly, if 8 is applied to a formal user function (a name followed by
arguments in parentheses, for which no user-defined function exists in
user memory), d returns a formal derivative whose name is “der” followed
by the original user function name. For example, differentiating the formal
user function 'f{x1,x2,x3» ' with respect to x returns:

"detrf (xl s x2Sy3l )yA2y=302

 

Summations

The X function lets you calculate the value ofa finite series. Keyed
directly into the command line, the algebraic syntax for a summation is:

' =i index=initial value, final value, summand'

Using the EquationWriter Application to Key In a Summation.
The EquationWriter application lets you key in a summation in a
graphical form that’s easy to read and understand. Page 235 in chapter 16
describes the rules for keying in a summation using the EquationWriter
application.
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Example 1: Calculating the Sum of a Finite Series. Calculate:

Select the EquationWriter application and key in the ¥ sign. Key in the
summation index and its initial value. Key in the final value.
 

 

   

(«7) (EQUATION]
=3 58

N®] 1) >0
50 ] N=1

[PikiT]PEOEVP[HiTE[WECTR]EAZE |

Key in the summand.

WOIE 1] o N

NBN -1) N
B20IN Sy

N=1 ¢

IEERIRIEER

Calculate the sum.

EVAL 1: -.ececezezeeel    
TIRWIRBTRS

The result is returned to level 1.

Example 2: Evaluating a Series to Suggest Convergence.
Consider the geometric series:

Part 1. Evaluate the series to suggest if it converges or diverges for
r=05.
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Set system flag —21 so that numbers larger than MAXR (maximum real
number) cause an overflow error. Then, select the EquationWriter
application, and key in the summation sign and the summation index atits
initial value.

21 ()[MODES)
(+7)(EQUATION] 0
>)E
NE 10 N=1

[PHETZ]PEOEHVP[HATK[VECTR]EnZE

Key in the final value for the summation index. Since the HP 48 can’t
representinfinity, substitute a large number. Key in the summand.

500 [»]
RN

 

  
 

 

Enter the expression, then copy it twice; you will use it again in this
example. Store the value 0.5 in R and calculate the sum. (The calculation
takes about 20 seconds.)

  ENTER] ([ENTER] [ENTER 1: o

S50R RRICrATEET

EVAL

Now change thefinal value of the index to 1000 and calculate the sum.
(The calculation takes about 45 seconds.)

      
(] («](EDIT] ? %

%\], fi(\z times) [DEL] 10 [ENTER) mmm

The calculations suggest that the series converges to 2.

Part 2. Evaluatethe series to suggest if it converges or diverges for
r = 100.
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Return the remaining copy of the expression to level 1, store 100 in R, and
calculate the sum.
 

   
  

 

  

 

(4)
~ Error:

(4] (&) ‘ROt g:-erf‘ low .

100 (J R [STOJ 3: 1.8181818181E498
EVAL

%: 166

290
[PHET:]PEOEHYP[MHTE[VECTE]ERSE

An overflow error occurs, suggesting that the series diverges.

Using the Stack for Calculating Summations. The previous
sections showed you how to execute a summation calculation by
evaluating an algebraic expression. You can also calculate a summation by
executing the ¥ function with the following arguments:

® In level 4, the summation index.

® In level 3, the initial value of the summation index.

® In level 2, the final value of the summation index.

® In level 1, the summand.

 

Taylor’s Polynomial Approximations

The TAYLR command ([€q)(ALGEBRA] TH%LF) lets you compute a
Taylor’s polynomial for an algebraic expression. The expression is
evaluated atx = 0 (known as a Maclaurin series). TAYLR takes three
arguments from the stack:

1. From level 3, the expression.

2. From level 2, the series variable.

3. From level 1, the order of the polynomial.

Example: Calculating a Taylor’s Polynomial. Calculate the
3rd-order Taylor’s polynomialfor:

1

V1 +x3
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Enter the expression, the polynomial variable, and the order of the
polynomial.

 

01&<) 3: 1A(1+K73)
1@X3 e A
ENTER mmfi
() X [ENTER '
3 [ENTER

Select the ALGEBRA menu, key in the order of the polynomial, then
execute the approximation. (The calculation takes about 30 seconds.)

(«1)(ALGEBRA] 1' '1-331 43"
THYLR [TIR WTTT    

Evaluate again to complete the calculation.

EVAL 1: ']-.551"3"
LT=RTVTT TR 

Translating the Point of Evaluation. If you are interested in the
behavior ofa function in a particular region away from zero, its Taylor’s
polynomial will be more useful if you translate the point of evaluation to
that region. Also,if the function has no derivative at zero,its Taylor’s
polynomial will be meaningless unless you translate the point of evaluation
away from zero. Although TAYLR always evaluates the function and its
derivativesat zero, you can effectively translate the point of evaluation
away from zero by changing variables in the expression. For example,
suppose the function is an expression in X, and you want the Taylor’s
polynomial at X = 2. Totranslate the point of evaluation by changing
variables:

1. Purge Y.

2. Store 'Y+z'in X

3. Evaluate the original function to change the variable fromX to Y.

4. Find the Taylor’s polynomial at Y = 0.

Now translate the function back to X:

1. Purge X.

2. Store 'X-2'in Y.

3. Evaluate the new function to change Yto X.
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Integration

The HP 48 can execute symbolic integration of many expressions with
known antiderivatives. If the HP 48 fails to produce an answer using
symbolic techniques, you can estimate an answer by executing numerical
integration.

Symbolic Integration

Symbolic integration means calculating an integral by finding a known
antiderivative and then substituting specified limits of integration. Keyed
directly into the command line, the algebraic syntax for an integral is:

I <lowerlimit, upperlimit, integrand, var?

where varis the variable ofintegration.

Using the EquationWriter Application to Key In an Integral.

The EquationWriter application lets you key in an integral in a graphical
form that’s easy to read and understand. Page 234 in chapter 16 describes
the rules for keying in an integral using the EquationWriter application.

Evaluation of an integral in algebraic syntax returns a result to level 1:

m If the result is a closed-form expression (if there is no integral sign in
the result), a symbolic integration was successful.

m If the result still contains an integral sign, you can try rearranging the
expression and evaluating again. If rearranging fails to produce a
closed form result, you must estimate the answer with numerical
integration.

A closed-form result has the form:

'‘resultivar=b-resultivar=a'

where result is the closed-form integral, varis the variable of integration,
b is the upper limit, and & is the lower limit. (The | (where) function is
discussed in chapter 22, “Algebra,” on page 416.)

Press [EVAL] again to substitute the limits of integration into the variable
of integration. This completes the procedure.
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Example: Symbolic Integration. Calculate:

y

Je2+1)ax
0

(This example assumes variable Y does notexist in the current directory.)

Select the EquationWriter application and keyin the f sign and the limits.
Key in the integrand and the variable ofintegration.

[€)[EQUATION)
20 rz
0BY K+1dX0
X2 @1 @
P X

 

[PHET:]PROE |WP[MATH[VECTR]EnE ]
 

Evaluate the expression.

EVAL
 

£ HOME }

12 "=+(2+1)7((2+1)
*#K(X)) 1 (R=Y)-(1*K+
B(2+1)7((2+1)%0K (K
1) (K=8))'

[PiET:]PROE |HYP[MATH[VECTR]ERZE |

Theresult is closed form. Now evaluate again to substitute the limits into

the variable of integration.

EVAL

 

  
1 ~3-3'
nmmmma

How the HP 48 Does Symbolic Integration. The HP 48 does
symbolic integration bypattern matching. The HP 48 can integrate:

    

m All the built-in functions whose antiderivatives are expressible in
terms of other built-in functions— for example, SIN is integrable
since its antiderivative COSis a built-in function. The arguments for
these functions must be linear.

m Sums, differences, and negations of built-in functions whose

antiderivatives are expressible in terms of other built-in functions—
for example, 'SIHCAI-COSCHD ",

m Derivatives of all the built-in functions —for example,
"INW¢1+%"22 ' is integrable because it is the derivative of the
built-in function ATAN.
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m Polynomials whose base term is linear— for example,

'K3+KM2-2%K+5" is integrable since Xis a linear term.
"(HME-E3+ (EM2-E62"2" is not integrable since *™Z-fis not
linear.

m Selected patterns composed of functions whose antiderivatives are
expressible in terms of other built-in functions— for example,
"1ACCOSCR#5IHCR Y returns "LHCTAMHCR2 2 ',

Example: Symbolic Integration. Calculate:

y

f2+1)%dx
0

(This example assumes variable Y does not exist in the current directory.)

Select the EquationWriter application, then key in the integral sign, the
limits, the integrand, and the variable of integration.

(2] [EQUATION]
()]
0] Y [>]
WJOIXEA 2] (1
206X

Calculate the integral.

EVAL

 

 

13 18,2, (K72+1)72, %)

[PHET:]PROEHVP|MATH[VECTR]ERSE

The HP 48 does not make progress because the term  (xZ+1 7 is not
linear.

    

Try rearranging the expression by expanding and collecting.

(+2)(ALGEBRA] 1: '1(8,Y, 1+K"4+2#R"2,
EHPAEHFA E ")

[COLCT]EXPA1S0L[UADSHOWTRYLE]
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Now evaluate the rearranged expression.

EVAL
 

{ HOME }

12 '2%(X"(2+1)/((2+])
bX(X)))+X"(4+1)/>(<(

+

 

+1)%a8(R) )+]1#K]
)-(2% (K™ (2+]1)-((2

coLcTlExPA1300[G0n0[sHOH[TAYLE]

Substitute the limits of integration to complete the procedure.

EVAL 1: '2%(Y"3/3)+Y"5/5+¢!
[SOLET]EXPA1501GURbSHOK[TRYLE

  
 

 

Taylor’'s Polynomial Approximation of the Integrand

The TAYLR command can be used to approximate in polynomial form
expressions that are otherwise not integrable.

Example: Taylor’s Polynomial Approximation of the
Integrand. Calculate:

y 2

fexdx
0

The expression e*” is not integrable by any of the methods thus far
described in this chapter. However, you can calculate a Taylor’s
polynomial forthis expression and then integrate the polynomial. For this
example, calculate the 4th-order polynomial.

Enter the expression. Enter the series variable. Select the ALGEBRA
menu, key in the order of the polynomial, then execute the calculation.
The calculation takes about 15 seconds. Then complete the evaluation.

 

0@eIX )2 1' '14¥72+. S*X"‘}'
(ATPTTTT

0 X [ENTER)
4() [ALGEBRA]
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Since the integrand is already on the stack, use stack arguments to
calculate the integral. (The instructions for using stack arguments for
integration are discussed on page 436.)

Enter the lower and upper limits and move the integrand to level 1.

 

0 [ENTER] Y [ENTER 'Y@

(a) 'e : 1+8"2+, 5%K4!%]TITZN] ReLE [TN0

B

TYBT

Enter the variable of integration and integrate the expression. Then
complete the evaluation.

0 X (ENTER) 13 ! 5E(Y5/5)+7"3/3+Y
20 S _
EVAL (COLCT]ExPo

|

150L

[

GURD

|

SHOMTAYLE]
 

The approximation of the integral is returned to level 1. Note that this
approximation becomes less accurate as Y increases in value.

Numerical Integration

Numerical integration lets you approximate a definite integral when
symbolic integration cannot generate a closed-form result. Numerical
integration employs an iterative numerical procedure to obtain the
approximation.

To execute numerical integration:

1. Specify the accuracy factor for the integrand. The accuracy factor
determines the acceptable tolerance between the final iterations of
the numerical procedure. Except in rare cases, this factoris the
percent error in the result. The display format specifies the accuracy
factor:

# Press [«][MODES].

m Set the display mode to n Fix. For example, to specify an
accuracy factor of 0.0001 (0.01%), press 4

2. Enter the integral.

3. Press [][=NUM].
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Example: Numerical Integration. Use numerical integration to
calculate:

Specify an accuracy factor of 0.0001.

Specify the accuracy factor. Select the EquationWriter application, then
key in the integral sign and the limits of integration. Key in the integrand
and the variable of integration.
 

 

(«)(MODES] 4 F1Ilx
(<) [EQUATION) 2 g
B0>25 Ewp(%?) dk
QEX2B 0
() ) X BRWTB030   
Calculate the numerical approximation. (The HP 48 takes about 25
seconds to execute the calculation.)

(](=NUM] 1: 16.4526
[ST0Fiii30ENG|SvaGEEPs]  

(In the previous example, you approximated an answer for the same
integral by calculating a Taylor’s polynomial for the integrand. Evaluation
of that integral for Y = 2 returns the inaccurate result 5.53.)

The Accuracy Factor and the Uncertainty of Integration.

Numerical integration calculates the integral of a functionf(x) by
computing a weighted average of the function’s values at many values ofx
(sample points) within the interval of integration. The accuracy of the
result depends on the number of sample points considered; generally, the
more the sample points, the greater the accuracy. There are two reasons
why you might wantto limit the accuracy ofthe integral:

1. The length oftime to calculate the integral increases as the number
of sample pointsincreases.

2. There are inherent inaccuracies in each calculated value off(x):

u Empirically-derived constants in f(x) may be inaccurate. For
example,iff(x) contains empirically-derived constants that are
accurate to only two decimal places, it is oflittle value to
calculate the integral to the full (12-digit) precision of the
calculator.
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® Iff(x) models a physical system, there may be inaccuracies in

the model.

B The calculatoritself introduces round-off error into each

computation off(x).

To indirectly limit the accuracy of the integral, you specify the accuracy
factor of thefunction, defined as:

true value off (x) - computed value off (x)
>

accuracy factor 2 | computed value off (x)

The accuracy factor is your estimation in decimal form ofthe error in
each computed value off(x). You specify the accuracy factor bysetting the
Display mode to n FIX. For example,if you set the display mode to 2 Fix,
the accuracy factor is 0.01, or 1%. If you set the display mode to 5 Fix, the
accuracy factor is 0.00001, or .001%.

The accuracy factoris related to the uncertainty of integration (a
measurement of the accuracy ofthe integral) by:

uncertainty of integration <accuracy factor xf | fe)| dx

f(x)
A

  
      

      

 

      

;"féz'//

    
" 

Thestriped area is the value of the integral. The blue-shaded area is the
value of the uncertainty of integration.It is the weighted sum of the errors
of each computation off(x). You can see that at any pointx, the
uncertainty ofintegration is proportionaltof(x).

The numericalintegration algorithm uses an iterative method, doubling
the number of sample points in each successive iteration. At the end of
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each iteration,it calculates both the integral and the uncertainty of
integration. It then compares the value of the integral calculated during
that iteration with the values calculated during the previous two iterations.
If the difference between any one ofthese three values and the other two
is less than the uncertainty of integration, the algorithm stops. The
current value of the integral is returned to level 1, and the uncertainty of
integration is stored in the variable /ERR.

It is extremely unlikely that the errors in each ofthree successive
calculations ofthe integral —thatis, the differences between the actual
integral and the calculated values —would all be larger than the disparity
among the approximations themselves. Consequently, the error in the final
value will almost certainly be less than the uncertainty of integration.

Example: The Accuracy Factor and the Error of Integration.

Certain problems in communications theory require calculating an
integral (sometimes called the sine integral) of the form:

t .

Si() = [dx
0

Find Si(2 degrees).

Since the functionf(x) = sinx/x is a purely mathematical expression
containing no empirically-derived constants, the only constraint on the
accuracy of the function is the round-off error introduced by the
calculator. It is, therefore, at least analytically reasonable to specify an
accuracy factor of 1x 10711,

Set the angle mode to Degrees. Set the display mode to Standard. Select
the EquationWriter application. Keyin the integral sign and limits of
integration. Key in the integrand and variable of integration.

(«1)[RAD] (if necessary)
 

     
  

(«)(MODES] 7L 2SIN(HJ(<) [EQUATION) —xel
o203 8
(SIN] X () (] X (] (2] X BNRAEROEEED  
Put the integral on the stack and copyit for later use. Calculate the
integral.

ENTER) [ENTER
() (=NUM]

1: 3.490842222032E-2
(570oFix[sCi|ENG[Svra[EEEPS)   
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Check the uncertainty of integration.

   2: 3.49042222032E-2
1: 3.490422336E-13
LIERR|KPaki|&JPOL|T

 

      

The uncertainty ofintegration is significant only with respect to the last
digit of the integral. The calculation takes about 5 seconds. If you can
accept a less accurate answer, you can shorten the calculation time. Try an
accuracy factor of 0.001.

Set the display mode to 3 Fix, move the integral to level 1, then integrate.

(2](MODES]
(a) (4] (a]
(](>NUM]

Check the uncertainty of integration.

VAR

    ATTN

 

  
The uncertainty of integration is much larger now. However,it is still
relatively small compared to the value of the integral, and the calculation
takes only one second.

Using the Stack for Integration

To do symbolic integration on the stack, execute the [ command with the
following arguments:

m In level 4, the lower limit.

® In level 3, the upperlimit.

m In level 2, the integrand.

® In level 1, the variable ofintegration.

To do numerical integration on the stack,first set Numerical Results
mode (set flag —3), then follow the same procedure as above.
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24

Time, Alarms, and Date Arithmetic
 

 

The operations in the Time application let you:

m Set and adjust the calculator clock.

m Set and review alarms.

m Execute date and time arithmetic.

A Time Example. Your manager has just assigned you a project and
wants to meet with you in 30 days for a report on your progress. First set
the current date and time (December 10, 1990, 10:45 AM). Then calculate
the date that your progress report is due.

Set the display mode to 6 Fix. Select the TIME SET menu.
 

  
 

 

% £ HOME 3 06713730 08:32:594
(TIME] 4:

3:
%:

EXTBTNCEEFEREDIR
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Set the current date.

12.101990 +LHT
 

HOME } 12/10/30 0B:33:50A
 

 

«
F:
3:
2t
1:
[[+OATTiM[hoPrf1acad]Moo)

Set the current time.

 

 

{ HOME } 12/10/90 10:45:00R
 

  |TRTNPPT

To calculate the progress-report due-date, first return the current date to
level 1.

(«a) (TIME] ‘DATE 1: 12191998
[TIRIRRSA
 

Key in the number of days and calculate the date.

      30 1 1.991991
GHTES [OHTE+[00A%E]DATE

|

TIME

|

TETR[TICKE]

Your progress report is due 1.091991 (January 9, 1991).

Now set an alarm for 9:00 AM on January 9.

Select the TIME ALRM menu.

(©J[TIME)ALRM
 

{ HOME } 12710790 1¢:‘1!20A

Enter alarm, press SET
MON 12-18-96 12:88: BEA

 

 
[>CATE-TIME[h/PH]EXEC]KPTSET

Set the alarm date and time. (The alarm date is already in level 1.)
 

{ HOME } 12710790 10:43:294

Enter alarm, press SET
WED 81-89-91 B9:8B:B6A

 

 

  |-LATIME[noPH]ERECKPTSET||
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Enter an alarm message.

(][] REPORT DUE TODAY
 

{ HOME } 12/10/30 1¢:50EER

Enter alarm ress
EbCh1caar] Bosas: aen
 

 

 
REPORT DUE TDDHY

TS)RT
 

 

{ HOME } 12/10/90 10:51:55R

Newt alarm:
WED B1-89-91 B9:60:66A
REPORT DUE TODRY

BTN)IRTl

     

  

 

 

 

 

The Structure of the Time Application

Thefirst page of the TIME menu contains keys for doing basic Time
operations: setting or adjusting the clock, and setting, acknowledging or
reviewing alarms. The second and third pages contain date- and time-
arithmetic commands.

Press [€)(TIME] to display the first page of the TIME menu. In addition to
the TIME menu, the HP 48 displays the current date and time in the
status area, and the next alarm due,if there is one. You can press
(€))(REVIEW] at any time to redisplay the next due alarm.

Normally, the date and time are displayed only when you've selected the
Time application. To display the date and time at all times, press
[+7)[MODES) : again to turn the date and
time display back off.
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First Page of the TIME Menu
 

 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

[«)[TIME

BET Selects the SET menu for setting the
calculator date and clock.

ADJST Selects the ADJST menu for adjusting
the calculator clock.

ALEM Selects the ALRM menu for entering
an alarm. The ALRM menu also
contains commands for using alarms
in programs.

HCE ACK Acknowledges the oldest past-due

alarm.

ACKALL Acknowledges all past-due alarms.

 

Selects the Alarm Catalog for
reviewing and editing existing alarms.     
 

Setting the Date and Time

To set the date and time, select the TIME menu ([4q)(TIME]) and press
SET . This activates the TIME SET menu.
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The TIME SET Menu
 

 

 

   

Keys Programmable Description

Command

(1)[TIME] =ET

SDAHT —DATE Sets the number in level 1 as the

current date.

=TIH —TIME Sets the numberin level 1 as the

current time.

A-FH Switches the clock setting between AM
and PM.

12-24 Switches between 12-hour and 24-

hour format.

Switches between month/day/year
and day.month.year format.
 

Setting the Date

To set the date:

1. Note the current date format. If the date containsslashes (for
example, 11/21/90), the current date format is month/day/year. If
the date contains periods (for example, 21.11.90), the current date
format is day.month.year.

2. Key in the current date as a seven- or eight-digit number, using the
current date format. For example, January 5, 1991 would be

1.051991 in month/day/year format (MM.DDYYYY) or 5.011991 in
day.month.year format (DD.MMYYYY). You don’t need to specify
the year if it’s the same as the year currently displayed by the
calculator.

3. Press =[iHT to set the date.

The range of allowable dates is from January 1, 1989 to December 31,
2088.
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Setting the Time

To set the time:

1. Note the current time format—#A or P after the time indicates 12-

hour format.

2. Using the current format, key in the correct time as a number of the
form HH.MMSS. For example, 1:16:47 PM would be keyed in as
1.1647 (in 12-hour format) or 13.1647 (in 24-hour format). (Note
that when the calculatoris set to 12-hour format, a time supplied in
24-hour format is acceptable.)

3. Press 1Mto set the clock.

4. For 12-hour format only: If necessary, press .H#EHM to switch
between AM and PM.

    

Changing the Date and Time Formats

To switch between month/day/year and day.month.year format, press
. To switch between 12- and 24-hour format, press §Z24,

 

Example: Setting the Time and Date. Set the time and date to
10:08 AM, April 20, 1990. Use 12-hour and month/day/year formats (press
    

 

 

4 and .if necessary).

Select the TIME SET menu.

()(TME] —SET { HOME 3} 12/10/90 10:53:25A
4:
3:
]
1:  

EXTTRN CRGIE]PERETTN 

Set the time (press f#FHif necessary to switch to AM) and date.
 

li HOME } 04/20/90 10:08:11A
 

 

Note the new time and date in the status area.
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Adjusting the Time

To adjust the time, select the TIME menu and press HE

activates the TIME ADJST menu.

 

 

The TIME ADJST Menu

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

(<) (TIME

 

 

Increments the time by one hour.

Decrements the time by one hour.

Increments the time by one minute.

Decrements the time by one minute.

Increments the time by one second.

Decrements the time by one second.

CLKADJ Adds (or subtracts) the specified
number of clock ticks to the time,
where 8192 clock ticks equals 1

second. CLKADJ is used to program-
matically change the calculator clock.

 

    
 

 

Setting Alarms

The HP 48 lets you set two types of alarms, appointment alarms and
control alarms. These two types of alarms are distinguished by their
execution action:

® When an appointment alarm comes due,it displays the (optional)
message that you supplied as a string when you set the alarm.It also
sounds a sequence of beeps for about 15 seconds or until you
acknowledgeit by pressing a key.
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®m When a control alarm comes due, it executes the object (typically a
program) that you supplied when you set the alarm.

When you set an alarm,it is listed in the Alarm Catalog. The Alarm
Catalog lets you review and edit any existing alarm.

    To set an alarm, select the TIME menu and press  ALE

The First Page of the TIME ALRM Menu
 

 

Sets the number in level 1 as the alarm

   

date.

Sets the number in level 1 as the alarm

time.

Switches the alarm time between AM

and PM.

EHED Stores the objectin level 1 as the

alarm execution action. If the objectis
a string, the alarm is treated as an
appointment alarm, displaying the

contents of the string as the alarm
message. If the object is not a string,

the alarm is a control alarm, and the
object is executed when the alarm
comes due. ([P}EXELrecalls the
current object to the stack.)

 

Selects the RPT menu for setting a

repeat interval.

 

Sets the alarm currently being
constructed, and saves it in the
system alarm list.     
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Appointment Alarms

To set an appointment alarm:

1. Keyin the alarm date in the current date format, then press
(You don’t need to specify the dateif it’s the same as the

current date.)

 

2. Key in the alarm time in the current time format, then press

 

3. Optional: Key in the alarm message (a string), then press

 

4. Optional: Set the repeatinterval (described in the next section).

5. Press - to set the alarm and save the alarm in the system
alarm list. The HP 48 automatically returns to the main TIME
menu and redisplays the next due alarm.

 

Repeating an Alarm

You can set an alarm to repeat at a specified interval using the ALRM
RPT menu. The commands in the ALRM RPT menu take a real number
n from level 1. After the commandis executed, the TIME ALRM menu is
automatically redisplayed.

The RPT Menu
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

 

 

(<) (TIME
Sets the repeat interval to n weeks.

Sets the repeat interval to n days.

Sets the repeat interval to n hours.

Sets the repeatinterval to n minutes.

Sets the repeatinterval to n seconds.

Cancels the repeat interval and returns
to the TIME ALRM menu.
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Example: Setting a Repeating Alarm. Set an alarm for a weekly
staff meeting on Fridays at 10:30 AM, beginning November 1, 1991.

Select the TIME ALRM menu and set the alarm time, date, and message.

  11.011991

()T
STAFF MTG EXED

Select the RPT menu and set the repeat interval to one week.

EET

1HEEKE

The ALRM menu is redisplayed. Set the alarm.

SET

The next due alarm is redisplayed.

 

{ HOME } 04/20/30 10:11:25A

Enter alarmi press SET
FRI _11-81-91 18:38:06A
STAFF MTG

 

  

BTNBCAO
 

 

{ HOME } 04/20/90 10:12:21A

Enter alarm, press SET
FR]I 11/81/9i 18: 38: BBH
STAFF M
Rpt=1 ueek(s)
[-ORTEL-TIME]PH]ERECKPTZET

 

 
 

{ HOME } 04/20/90 10:14:04R

lNext alarms
WED B1-89-91 B9:088:06A
REPORT DUE TODRY

SET[n0JSTIALEM]HCE[ACKRCHT

 

  
Acknowledging an Appointment Alarm

When an appointment alarm comes due, the beeper sounds at short
intervals for about 15 seconds and the alarm message is displayed. To
acknowledge a current alarm, press any key while the beeper is sounding,.
When the alarm is acknowledged:

m The beep stops.

m The (-) annunciatoris cleared from the display.

® The alarm message is cleared after a short delay.

m If the alarm is a repeating alarm,it is rescheduled.
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Unacknowledged Appointment Alarms

If an appointment alarm is not acknowledged within 15 seconds, the
beeper stops, the message is cleared from the display, and the alarm
becomes “past due.” The () annunciator remains on to inform you of the
past-due alarm. To acknowledge past due alarms:

1. Press [|](TIME]. The oldest past due alarm is shown in the display
(date, time, and message).

2. Press A to acknowledge the alarm and clear it from the
display and the system alarm list.

 

3. If more than one alarm is past due, the next oldest past due alarm is
now displayed. Press ¢ACKEagain to clear the alarm. When no
alarms are past due, the () annunciator turns off (assuming no
other sources keep it on) and the next-due alarm is displayed.

Optionally, press iACKHAto acknowledge all past due alarms with one
keystroke.

Saving Acknowledged Nonrepeating Appointment Alarms.
Normally, acknowledged nonrepeating appointment alarms are deleted
from the system alarm list. To save acknowledged nonrepeating
appointment alarms,set system flag —44.

Note that accumulating a large list of past due alarms (greater than 20)
may affect calculator operations, so it’s a good idea to manage the alarm
list size.

Deleting Unacknowledged Repeating Appointment Alarms.
Normally, unacknowledged repeating appointment alarms are
rescheduled. To cause this type of alarm to be deleted when it becomes
past due, set system flag —43.

Turning the Beeper Off. To prevent the audible tones from sounding
when an appointment alarm becomes due,set flag —57.
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Setting a Control Alarm

A control alarm executes an object (typically a program or a name that
contains a program) at the specified date and time instead of displaying a
message. To set a control alarm:

1. Set the alarm date and time using the same procedure as for normal
alarms.

2. Enter the object to be executed, then press (EXELD.

3. Press SET to set the control alarm.

When a control alarm comes due, a copy of the alarm index is returned to
level 1 and the specified objectis executed. The alarm index is a real
number that identifies the alarm based on its chronological order in the
system alarm list. The alarm index is used by programmable alarm
commands (discussed on page 453).

Acknowledging and Saving Control Alarms. A control alarm that
comes due is always considered to be acknowledged. A control alarm
(nonrepeating or repeating) that becomes due is always saved in the
system alarm list. Therefore, flags —43 and —44 have no effect on control
alarms.

Recovery from Short-Interval Repeating Alarms

It is possible for a repeating alarm to have a short enough repeat interval
that it reschedules and executes faster than you can delete it from the
alarm list. This may occurif you mistakenly set a repeating appointment
alarm for a very short interval. It may also occur in the case of a control
alarm used to make the HP 48 take measurements at short intervals.

You can recover from this situation by pressing the and (4] keys
simultaneously. This sets a state in the calculator that cancels the
rescheduling of the next due alarm (presumably the short-interval repeat
alarm). In turn, when that alarm comes due, or when the next key is
pressed, the “no-reschedule” state of the calculator is cancelled so that
future alarms are not affected.
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Note the following:

® Since a key press cancels the “no-reschedule” state, you should wait
until the alarm comes due before pressing any keys.

® If you want to restart the short-interval repeat alarm at a future time,
you will need to edit it to reenable its rescheduling. Simply setting a
new starting time accomplishesthis.

Reviewing and Editing Alarms

To review the current alarm schedule and modify existing alarms, select
the Alarm Catalog: press [Q](TIME] ZHTor [](TIME]. The system
alarm list is displayed with the B character pointing to the next alarm
due. (If there are no alarms in the list, the HP 48 displays the message
Empty cataloo)

The Alarm Catalog is a special environment where the keyboard is
redefined and limited to special operations. You cannot go to another
menu without exiting the catalog. In addition, you do not have access to
the stack when you're in the Alarm Catalog. (V] moves the B pointer
down the list (forward in time) and [A] movesthe pointer up the list
(backwardin time). The operationsin the Alarm Catalog work on the
selected entry.
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Operations in the Alarm Catalog
 

BURG

 

ENTER

ATTN 
 

 

Deletes the selected alarm from the alarm list.

Switches between displaying the time and date of
each alarm entry and displaying the alarm
execution action only.

Removes the selected alarm from the system
alarm list for editing and exits the catalog.

Copies the selected alarm to the stack.

Views all information about the selected alarm.

Moves the catalog pointer up one level. When

prefixed with [«q], moves the catalog pointer up
one page ([+a)(PgUp] in the following keyboard
illustration); when prefixed with (], moves the
catalog pointerto the top of the catalog ([](&] in
the following keyboard illustration).

Moves the catalog pointer down one level. When
prefixed with [«], moves the catalog pointer

down one page ([«a][PgDn] in the following
keyboard illustration); when prefixed with (],
moves the catalog pointer to the bottom of the
catalog ([](¥] in the following keyboard
illustration).

Copies the selected entry to the stack (same as
).

Exits the catalog.
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Example: Editing an Alarm. In the previous example, you set an
alarm for a 10:30 staff meeting on Mondays. The meeting has been
changed to 9:30 on the same day. Modify the alarm to reflect this change.

Select the alarm catalog in the Time application.

[« (TIME] |
 

 

 

{ HOME 3 04/20/90 10:15:074
»81-09 B9:80R REPORT ..
11-81 18:30R STAFF M.

 
(PURG] [EXECS]ENNT[#+3TE]WIEW |
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Press [V] until F points to the correct alarm. (The position of the alarm
in the alarm list will vary depending on the specific dates you have used in
preceding examples.)
 

{ HOME } 04/20/90 10:16:23A

01,09 89:08H REPORT ..
p11-61 10:38R STAFF M.

 

 
[PURS] [EHECE] ECIT [+5TH |WEK ]
 

View the alarm to check if this is the one you want to edit.
 

 

{ HOME } 04/20/30 10:17:33A
 

FRI 11-81-91 18:38:B6A
STAFF MTG
Rpt=1 week(s)
[PURG]TERECI|EOIT|#2TH|WIEW
 

 

Edit the alarm.

 

 

{ IIIIME } 04/20/90 10:18:32A

Enter alarm, press SET
i 11/91/91 18:39: BBA
STAFF M
Rpt=1 week(s)
[ZDRTE[:TIME[A"PM[EXEC|KPT|ET|

         

Set the new alarm time.

9.30
 

 

 
{ HOME } 04/20/90 10:20:26A

MNewt alar
WED 81/89/91 89: Ba: BEA
REPORT DUE TODARY

 

 
LZET[AOJSTIALEM]Ack[ncknCAT
 

The next due alarm is redisplayed.

the alarm list andis not returned there until you press Ltis,
however, saved in a reserved variable ALRMDATuntil you press
meETE
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Using Alarms in Programs

The following commandsare for programmable alarm control. An alarm
is specified on the stack by a list of the form:

{ date time action repeat

where date and time are the alarm date and time, action is the execution
action, and repeatis the repeat interval in clock ticks (1 clock tick is
1/8192 second).

Programmable Alarm Commands
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

 

(page 2):
 

STOHE STOALARM Stores the alarm in level 1 into the
system alarm list and returns its alarm

index n to level 1. The argument for
STOALcan take any one of the
following four forms: time; < date
time %; { date time action ; { date
time action repeat . If only the real
number time is specified, the alarm

date is the current date by default.

RCLALARM Takes an alarm index n from level1,

and returns the corresponding alarm
to level 1.

 

DELAL DELALARM Takes an alarm index n from level 1

and deletes the corresponding alarm
from the system alarm list. If n = 0,
deletes all alarms from the system
alarm list.     
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Programmable Alarm Commands (continued)
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

FINDALARM Returns the alarm index n of the first
alarm that comes due after the time
specified in level 1 as follows: if the
level 1 argument is a list of the form
{ date time 3, returns the first alarm
due after that date and time; if the
level 1 argument is a real number
date, returns the first alarm due after

midnight on that date;if the level 1
argument is 0, returns the first past

due alarm.

 

    
 

 

Date Arithmetic

Four commands on page two of the TIME menu execute date arithmetic.

The Date Arithmetic Commands
 

Keys Programmable Description

Command
 

(«)(TIME] (page 2):
 

GHTIE+® DATE + Returns a past or future date in

number form (DD.MMYYYY or
MM.DDYYYY), given a date in level 2
and the number of days in level 1.    
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The Date Arithmetic Commands (continued)
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

 

DDAYS (Delta days.) Returns the number of
days between the dates in levels 2 and
1.

 

DATE Returns the current date in number
form (DD.MMYYYY or MM.DDYYYY).

TSTR (Timestring.) Returns any valid date
and time in string form, given the date
in number form in level 2, and the time

in number form in level 1.    
 

Example: Determining a Future Date. On July 15, 1991, you

purchased a 120-day option on a piece of land. Determine the expiration
date.

Select page two of the TIME menu.

(«)(TIME DOAERER

 

 

Enter the known date. Key in the number of days, then calculate the
expiration date.

7.151991 1' 11 121991
TSAEEES   120 

Example: Calculating the Number of Days Between Two
Dates. Find the number of days between April 20, 1982 and August 2,
1986.

Select page two of the TIME menu and enter the first date. Key in the
second date and calculate the number of days.
 

 

 

Bmm { HOME } 04/20/90 10:23:58A

4.201982 [ENTER]YNTERJ g

B
1: 1,565. 880B8H  
[UHTE+[00AYVE]DATE TIME 
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Time Arithmetic

The commands on page three of the TIME menu, and the TICKS
command on page 2, let you execute time arithmetic.

HMSrefers to hours-minutes-seconds format: HMMSSs where:

® H is zero or more digits representing the number of hours.

8 MM are two digits representing the number of minutes.

m SS are two digits representing the number of seconds.

B S is zero or more digits representing the decimal fraction part of
seconds.

(Note that H can also represent degrees in angle calculations —see “Angle
Conversion Functions” on page 142 in chapter 9.)

The Time Arithmetic Commands
 

Keys Programmable Description
Command
 

(«)(TIME] (pages 2 and 3):
 

STINE TIME Returns the current time in number

form.

TICKS Returns the system time as a binary
integerin units of 1/8192 second.

 

—HMS Converts a real number representing
decimal hours to HMS format.

 

HMS— Converts a real number in HMS format

to its decimal form.
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The Time Arithmetic Commands (continued)
 

 

Keys Programmable Description
Command

Hi=+ HMS + Adds two numbers in HMS format,

returning the sum in HMS format.

‘HHME= HMS - Subtracts two numbers in HMS
format, returning the difference in
HMS format.     

Example: Decimal to HMS Conversion. Convert 5.27 hoursto its
HMS equivalent.

Select the third page of the TIME menu.

(«q)(TIME] |TRRTRT|

Key in the decimal time and execute the conversion.

5.27 duHns l: 9.1612066
EEE(RLRDRI

The answeris interpreted as 5 hours, 16 minutes, 12 seconds.

Example: HMS-Format Addition. Add 5 hours 50 minutes to 4 hours
30 minutes.

Select the third page of the TIME menu and add the two times.

(2] (TIME] [NXT] |1 18.289898‘
5.5 [ENTER]m BT(R[TDII

The answeris interpreted as 10 hours, 20 minutes.

 

The TICKS Command. The TICKS command enables elapsed time
computations in programs. Program FIBT on page 551 demonstrates the
use of the TICKS command.
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Contacting Hewlett-Packard

For Information About Using the Calculator. If you have
questions about how to use the calculator,first check the table of
contents, the index, and "Answers to Common Questions" in

appendix A. If you can’t find an answer in the manual, you can contact
the Calculator Support department:

Hewlett-Packard
Calculator Support

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

(503) 757-2004
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Pacific time

Monday through Friday

For Service. If your calculator doesn’t seem to work properly, refer
to appendix A for diagnostic instructions and information on obtaining
service. If you are in the United States and your calculator requires
scrvice, mail it to the Corvallis Service Center:

Hewlett-Packard

Corvallis Service Center

1030 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.
(503) 757-2002

If you are outside the United States, refer to appendix A for
information on locating the nearest service center.

HP Calculator Bulletin Board System. The Bulletin Board

provides for the exchange ofsoftware and information between HP
calculator users, developers, and distributors. It operates at

300/1200/2400 baud, full duplex, no parity, 8 bits, 1 stop bit. The
telephone numberis (503) 750-4448. The Bulletin Board is a free
service —you pay for only the long-distance telephone charge.
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